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This thesis investigates some consequences of the theory of formal featurechecking in the minimalist program for linguistic theory (Chomsky 1992, 1994a,
1995b) More specifically, I will explore the significance and implications of the
theory of multiple feature-checking. The main purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate that the theory of multiple feature-checking enables us to give a natural and
consistent explanation of some less-familiar phenomena in the literature under the
generative tradition, phenomena in which some of the grammatical functions alleged to be associated with a certain grammatical relation are split up from them
into some others (Grammatical Function Splitting).
Part I offers a brief sketch on the previous studies on "grammatical relation"
and "grammatical function" (Chapter 1) and a concise introduction of the fundamentals of the theory of multiple feature-chechng together with the other rninimalist notations/techniques particularly prerequisite to the discussions that follow in
this thesis (Chapter 2).
In Part I1 (Chapter 3 and 4), it is shown that some raising constructions, whch
have been scarcely studied in the literature under the Principle-and-Parameters approach, can be offered a consistent account by the theory of multiple featurechecking.
Part 111 (Chapter 5 and 6 ) argues that the theory of multiple feature-checking
provides a clue for elucidating the optionality of movement, which is sometimes alleged to be seriously problematic under the theory of economy and movement in
the minimalist program of Chomsky (1992, 1994a).

Part IV (Chapter 7, 8, 9, and 10) deals directly with phenomena involving
grammatical fbnction splitting. There it is demonstrated that these varieties of
grammatical fbnction splitting can be given a natural and consistent explanation
with the aid of the theory of multiple feature-checking.
Concluding remarks together with a comment on the hrther applications of the
theory of multiple feature-checking will come in Chapter 11.
Thesis Supervisor: Noam Chomsky
Title: Institute Professor
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The following abbreviations are used in this thesis:
1,2,3
ABL
ABS
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ACT
ADJ
ART
ASC
ASP
CL
COMP
COP
DAT
DEC
DEL
DES
DET
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EXF'
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FUT
FV
GEN
HAV
HON
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IMPF
IND
INF
MST
MV
M
N
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NOM
NOMINL
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firs, second, third person
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adjectiviaizer (Tamil)
article
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aspect marker
classifier
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copula
dative
declarative (Korean)
delimitative (Quechua)
desiderative
determiner
dubitative
eplcene
ergative
expletive
female
hture tense
final vowel (Bantu)
genitive
habitual marker
honorification marker
honorific title (Korean)
imperfective
indicative
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instrumental
inverse (Apachean)
male
neuter
negation
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objective (Dutch)

PART
PARTIC
PASS
PAST
PERF
PL
POSS

particle
participle
passive
past tense
present perfect
plural
possessor 1
possissive-marker

POT
PROG
PRES

potential
progressive
present tense
interrogative marker
recent past (Bantu)
relative marker
reflexive
singular
same-subject marker
topic marker
transitivizer
validator (Quechua)
verbalizer
variable

Q
REC PST
REL

REF
SG

SS
TOP
TRNS
VAL

VERBL

vbl

EXP
OBJ

experiencer
logical, underlying
object

SUBJ

logical, underlying
subject

Part I

ConceptuaVlheoretieal @ackgrounds

Chanter 1

GRAMMATICAL
FUNCTIONS
AND
GRAMMATICAL
RELATIONS

Grammatical relations have been traditionally (e.g., as in Pinini's grammar (cf
Kiparsky & Stall 1969, Cardona 1994, and, especially, Kiparsky 1981)) and are
presently regarded as intermediary abstract entities that fill the role of relating semantic roles such as "Agent", "Patient", etc. with their surface representations (cf.
Marantz 1984, Andrews 1985, and Muller-Gotama 1994). It has been commonly
held that they are formally encoded by means of case-marking or word-order. Irrespective of the important question as to what grammatical relations are or how
they are defined (cf Marantz 1984), however, it is widely postulated under most
syntactic theories that an argument with a particular grammatical relation assumes
particular functions in syntactic respects (notably under Relational Grammar (cf
Johnson 1974a,b, 1977; Perlmutter & Postal 1983b; and Perlmutter 1984)) The
"subject" in a clause, for example, is believed to assume the "subject properties"
such as the abilities to induce subject agreement, to bind a (subject-oriented)
1

I wish to thank Noarn Chornsky, Alec Marantz, Ken Hale, and Howard L a d for
their askstance to my writing this chapter.
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reflexive, to control (the missing subject in a coordinated clause, in a rationale
clause, etc.), etc. (cf. Keenan 1976a7Li & Thompson 1976, Schachter 1977, Perlmutter 1984, Foley & Van Valin 1984, Andrews 1985, Comrie 1988, 1989, Dixon
1989, inter alia).2 In this thesis the properties that an argument with a particular
grammatical relation is believed to bear will be called GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION: For
instance, the aforementioned syntactic properties that the "subject" in a clause is
believed to have are called suar~crfbn~tions.~
Despite this purported correlation between grammatical relation and grarnrnatical function, it has sometimes been pointed out that if we take a closer look at
things concerned cross-linguistically, we readily realize that such grammatical
fbnctions that an argument with a particular grammatical relation is believed to
bear are not absolute ones, but they vary from languages to languages or even
from constructions to constructions in a single language (see Andrews 1985, Comrie 1989, Bhat 1991, and Palmer 1994, among others). These kinds of phenomenon in which grammatical functions are split up, therefore, can hardly be given any
consistent account under the theory that regards grammatical relations as absolute.
Since grammatical relations are regarded as intermediary abstract entities that relate semantic roles with their syntactic functions as mentioned above, the existence
of grammatical hnction splitting seriously challenges the usehlness of the notion

2

See Harley (1995a) for discussion on the subject properties and a survey to the
other approaches to them fiom the viewpoint of the recent PP-approach.

3

Hence they should be dishgushed fiom such notions as "Agent", 'Tatient",or
'Zxperiend', which are sometimes referred to as "grammahcal (or semantic) roles" (e.g.,
Foley & Van Valin 1984, Comrie 1989, &on 1989, Palmer 1994, and others), though
they are called thernati~roles(&roles) in the PP-approach. Cf Chomsky (1981) The usage
of "grammatical functions" here is, hence, essentially equivalent to their usage under Lexical
Functional Grammar (cf Bresnan ed. 1982, Mohanan 1994, an4 especially, Kaplan &
Bresnan 1995)
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"grammatical relation", as a lot of authors have pointed out (most notably, Keenan
1987, Comrie 1989, and Bhat 1991).
This thesis is devoted to exploring a uniform treatment of these grammatical
function splitting phenomena under the minimalist program developed by Chomsky
(1992, 1994a, 1995b) and others. Thus, it is inevitable to touch upon the issues
concerning the notion "grammatical relation" and its relevance to
FUNCTIONS.

GRAMMATICAL

In what follows in this chapter I will (very succinctly) sketch out some

major approaches to those issues and, after that, I will, in advance, indicate the
consequences the theory of multiple feature-cheking advocated throughout this
thesis brings to those issues.

1. A ~ ~ r o a c hto
e sGrammatical Function Splitting
As indicated above, to give a consistent account of grammatical function splitting is very hard for the theory that regards grammatical relations as the only and
absolute method to determine

GRAMMATICAL FUNCTIONS.

Under such frameworks

as Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) or Relational Grammar (RG), both of which
regard grammatical relations as primitives, therefore, they are trying to capture
those grammatical function splitting phenomena by assuming that each particular
GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION

of an argument is not necessarily linked exclusively to a

particular "grammatical relation" that the argument bears. More specifically, they
introduce two types of representationhelation: In LFG (or its more recent version,
Lexical Mapping Theory (LMT) (cf. Bresnan & Kanerva 1989)), some CRAMMATICAL FUNCTIONS

of an argument are linked to the role the argument bears in GF

(Grammatical Function) Structure and the others are lrnked to the role the

I-hroyulu Ura

argument bears in SEM (Semantic) Structure (cf. Levin 1985a, Mohanan 1994,
and, especially, Kaplan & Bresnan 1995). In RG, some grammatical hnctions of
an argument are linked to the "relation" the argument holds in the "initial stratum"
and others are linked to the "relation" the argument holds in the "final stratum" (cf.
Perlmutter 1982, 1984, and Blake 1990)
Although I will not touch on those fiameworks let alone others such as HPSG
any more in this thesis, I should comment, here, that these frameworks, regardless
of how they succeed (or fail) on empirical grounds, are never compatible with the
view according to which the theory of grammar consists of minimal assumptions
that are prerequisite on conceptual grounds alone (i e , the minimalist program (cf
Chomsky 1992, 1994a, 1995b)), the view whch is premised in t h s thesis. For instance, some of the aforementioned frameworks assume several types of artificial
representation that are devised for theory-internal grounds alone (LFG and RG) or
some of them assume a version of the phrase structure rules (HPSG (cf. Pollard &
Sag 1994)) Those artifacts were also assumed in the so-called GB theory, but
have been discarded in the minimalist program for the reason that they have no
virtual conceptual necessity for the study of human language (cf Chomsky 1992,
1994a). In this thesis I will attempt to provide a minimalist theory of grammatical
functionlrelation with the aid of the theory of (multiple) feature-checking. This
means that the theory of grammatical function presented/developed/advocated in
this thesis is supposed to be free from any conceptually unnecessary
assumptions/devices.
More specifically, the theory proposed in the present thesis is intended to derive a situation where we have to have nothing in order to explain all the things
4

For some discussion on the treatment of gmmmai~calrelations in several frame
works and their comparison, see Hoekstra (1984), Marantz (1984), and Wfiams (1984).
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with respect to grammatical fi~nctions/relations(including grammatical fbnction
splitting phenomena): All we have to have for this purpose should be conceptually
necessary for the science of natural language. In this sense, as long as the minimalist program is valid for the study of human language as Chomsky (1992, 1994a,b,
1995a,b) extensively claims in depth, the theory of grammatical fbnctionlrelation
that will be advocated in what follows is conceptually superior and preferable regardless of its empirical validity.

2. GF split

tin^ in the PP-Approach

In the principles-and-parameters approach (PP-approach) to the theory of
grammar, grammatical relations have been regarded as not absolute but derivative
(cf. Chomsky 1981 and Marantz 1984), following, basically, Chomsky's (1965)
idea that they should be structurally derived.*However, there are very few remarks
on grammatical function splitting in the literature under the PP-approach. This
could be because it has been presumed under this framework that grammatical
relations are very closely related to structural relations. Chomsky (1981 : p.42), for
example, proposed that the notation "[NP, S]" (NF that is immediately dominated
by S) expresses the "subject of S"; that is, [NP, S] assumes the GF (grammatical
function) of s u a r ~ c r(cf. Marantz 1984). Because, under the so-called GB theory,
structural relations are unambiguously determined owing to the Projection Principle and the 'conventional' X-bar theory (cf Williams 1984), it is hard for this
theory to give an account of the case where the grammatical functions that are
5

Palmutter & Postal (1983b) attempted to show inadequacies of Chomsky's (1965)
structurebased definition of grammatical relation, though they merely showed that the correlation between grammatical function and grammatical relation is not unifomly determined. That is, they showed that gmmatical function splitting cannot be handled properly
under the structurebased theory of gmmmtical relations
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supposed to be linked with a certain grammatical relation are split up, unless we
reinforce it with other notions like "D-strucure positions" (cf Belletti & Rizzi
1988). Put differently, under this theory, positions at "S-structure" and Dstructure" were very crucial to determine what kind of grammatical hnctiodrelation an given argument bears in the lau use.^ And structural positions were unambiguously determined by the Projection Principle and the 'conventional' X-bar
theory.'

3. A Minimalist Approach to GF Splitting
Under the minimalist framework that was initiated by Chornsky (1992) and has
been being developed and elaborated by the subsequent work such as Chomsky
(1994a, 1995b), the Projection Principle and the 'conventional' X-bar theory have
been abandoned due to their lack of (virtual) conceptual necessity; as a consequence, the structural relation of a given element, under the minimalist syntax, are
defined in terms of the relation the element has in connection with other elements
in the structure (Chomsky 1994a and Ura 1994a). In other words, structural positions are not unambiguously determined. This gives rise to a situation in which we
can no longer relate grammatical relations to structural relations in a uniform fashion; for, structural relations are no longer absolute in the minimalist framework.

6

Cf Wfiams (1984), where it is pointed out that Broles and nominal cases are also
crud in tlus respect under the PP-approach. Cf, also, Marantz (1984).

7

Muysken (1982), which tried to derive the structural relation of a p e n element,
not fiom its geometrical position in the structure, but fiom the relation it holds to other elements in the structure, is an exception in this regard. As will be eveident, this is closely related to what I will propose in this thesis. Thanks to Noam Chornsky @.c.)for bringing thls
point to my attention.
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Nevertheless, there is a relationship that can be absolutely (and unambiguously)
determined in the minimalist theory; namely, relationship that is created by formal
feature-checking. In the theory of Chomsky (1995b), it is assumed that formal features such as Case-features or categorial features are syntactic primitives and that
they play the role in entering into checking relations Therefore, it is natural to hypothesize under this theory that grammatical relations/hnctions are related to
checking relations.
Here it is important to note that, as long as the feature-checking theory is free
from conceptually unnecessary assumptions, the theory of grammatical functions
and relations just sketched in the above passage is also free from them. Thus, it
should be emphasized that it has a good advantage on conceptual grounds over the
other approaches
In this thesis I claim that, in addition to its superiority on conceptual grounds,
this theory, also, has empirically wide advantages: As I will demonstrate, in depth,
in the chapters that follow, it provides us with a good apparatus to handle appropriately the aforementioned phenomena concerning grammatical function splitting, if the theory of multiple Specs and multiple feature-checking, which I will
develop and elaborate in what follows, is assumed; for, according to the theory of
multiple feature-checking (cf , also, Chomsky 1995b, Collins 1995a, and Ura
1994a), there may be a case where a head H enters into more than one featurechecking relation (see Chapter 2: $2 for more detail). Now suppose that if an argument y has a feature-checking relation with Infl, then y assumes the grammatical
function

SUBJECT.

Then, in a language that allows Infl to enter into multiple

feature-checking relations with arguments, there may be multiple subjects in a
clause.' Moreover, a certain grammatical hnction of
8

SUBJECT

is automatically

See Ura (1994a) for several instancesof mult~plesubjects in a variety of languages.
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hnction that is concerned with the ability to control (the missing subject in an ad-

verbial/subordinate/coordinate clause) is linked exclusively to +-feature checking
with I d (as suggested by Chomsky 1995b). Thus, only the argument that enters
into a $-feature checking relation with I d assumes this property of suar~crand
nothing else has this property of

SUBJECT

unless it enters into $-feature checlung

relation with Infl even though it counts as a

SUBJECT

for the reason that it enters

into a checking relation, say, nominative Case-checking relation, with
Moreover, the theory of multiple feature-checking advocated in this thesis provides a natural account of another kind of grammatical function splitting. Marantz
(1991 : p.234) holds:
Recent investigations of languages with rich morphological case and agreement systems strongly indcate that the relationshp between abstract Case and morpholog~cal
case and agreement is indrect, at best.
This kind of disparity between case morphology and agreement is naturally expected under the theory of multiple feature-checking, according to which several
formal features of a single head can be checked by an independent element. As we
will see in Chapter 9, the +-feature and the nominative Case-feature of T in Japanese , for example, can be checked independently; therefrom, the so-called Dative
Subject Construction, where the dative DP checks the $-feature of T and the
nominative DP checks the nominative Case-feature of T, results naturally.
This approach to grammatical hnctions by means of the theory of (multiple)
feature-checking has a consequence with regard to the notion "grammatical relation". Under the theory of (multiple) feature-checking advocated in this thesis, the
8
9

See Ura (1 994a) for several instances of multiple subjects in a variety of languages.

In the chapters that follow, we will see a good deal of empirical evidence in hvor of
this claim.
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notion "grammatical relation" is, at best, of little use. To tell what kind of grammatical (syntactic) function a given argument bears under this theory, it is sufficient for us to discern what kind of checking relation it enters into with what kind
of fbnctional head. Recall that it has been traditionally assumed that an argument
with a grammatical relation like

SUELJECT or OBJECT

has the common grammatical

functions, and that grammatical relations are regarded as intermediary abstract entities that relates these (syntactic) fhctions to the argument with a particular
thematic-role. Now that we can establish this relation between grammatical fbnction and an argument without referring to grammatical relation, the notion "grammatical relation" is of no use in this regard.
In this thesis, by applying multiple feature-checking (see Chapter 2 for detail)
under the minimalist theory of Chomsky (1992, 1994a, 1995b) I will pursue the
hypothesis introduced above with regard to grammatical function. The purpose of
the present thesis is, thus, to establish a theory of grammatical fbnctionlrelation in
the minimalist program for linguistic theory, through exploring the phenomena
concerning grammatical fbnction splitting with the aid of the theory of multiple
feature-checking.

4. The Orranization of the Present Thesis
This thesis is organized as in the following way: In Chapter 2 the fbndamentals
of the theory of multiple feature-checking are introduced together with other minimalist notations/techniques relevant to the discussions that follow in this thesis. In
Chapter 3 the "long distance" raising constructions that Ura (1994a) tried to deal
with under the "Multiple Subject Hypothesis" are reexamined under the theory of
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multiple feature-checking. Chapter 4 deals with the construction in which multiple
genitive-marked DPs appear in a single DP and its interaction with the so-called
"Possessor-Raising". In Chapter 5, it is shown that the cross-linguistic variety of
the so-called "Double Object Construction" can be neatly accounted for by a very
simple parametric difference in terms of the ability of a relevant feature to enter
into multiple feature-checking relations. In Chapter 6 it is demonstrated that Japanese allows an optional overt object shift, and the theoretical consequences of the
optionality of Japanese object s M will be considered under the multiple featurechecking theory. Chapter 7, 8, 9, and 10 deal directly with phenomena involving
grammatical function splitting. Chapter 7 deals with "Active/lnverse Voice Alternation", Chapter 8 "Anti-Impersonal Passives", Chapter 9 "Dative/Quirlky Subject Construction", and Chapter 10 "Locative Subject and the Existential
Construction". We will see in those chapters that the theory of multiple featurecheclung advocated in this thesis provide a natural account of all these phenomena
with grammatical function splitting in a very consistent way. Concluding remarks
together with some comments on the further applications of the theory of multiple
feature-checking will come in Chapter 1 1.

0. Introduction
Throughout this thesis, I assume, as its main framework, the minimalist program for linguistic theory initiated by Chomsky (1992) and advocated by his and
others' subsequent work, and I particularly adopt some of the leading ideas developed by Chomsky (1994a) and, especially, by Chomsky (1995b), in specific contexts. Putting aside the general issue of the entire validation of the minimalist
theory as the theory of grammar of human language (cf. Chomsky 1992, 1994a,b,
1995a,b), I will, in this chapter, just briefly sketch out some of the major conceptions and assumptions of the minimalist theory, which will turn out to be crucial in
the discussions in the chapters that follow.' In the sections that follow $1 I will antecedently introduce the core parts of some major proposals presented in this thesis, leaving full discussions on them to relevant chapters.

I

For a more extensive introduction of the minimalist program, see Lasnik (1993) and
Marantz (1995). Thanks to Noarn Chomsky, Chris C,ollins,Ken Hale, Howard Lasmk, Toshi Oka, and Asako Uchiiri for their comments on an earlier version of this chapter.
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1. Outline of the Minimalist Theory
1.1. Conceptual Backgrounds
According to Chomsky (1992, 1994a, 1995b) the minimalist program for linguistic theory aims at establishing the theory of grammar of human language by
postulating only minimal assumptions that are necessary and essential on conceptual grounds alone. As a consequence, there exist a few (hopehlly, only one) set(s)
of universal principle and a finite array of options as to how they apply (namely,
parameters). This is the way to approach the so-called Plato's problem (Chomsky
1986a, 1988, 1991a,b, 1995a) or the "perfectness" of language (or language faculty of human being) under the minimalist program (Chomsky 1992, 1994a, 1995b).
Now the task of the minimalist program is to show by utilizing these highly restricted options in UG, that the apparent richness and diversity of linguistic phenomena is illusory and epiphenomena1 and that it results from the interactions of
the principle(s) and limited sets of fixed parameters.
In the minimalist theory advocated by Chomsky (1992, 1994a, 1995b), two linguistic levels are postulated and only those levels are assumed: they are necessary
and essential for the linguistic theory as interface with the performance systems
(namely, articulatory-perceptual (A-P) and conceptual-intentional (C-I) systems).
It is also assumed that there is a single computational system C,

for human lan-

guage and only limited lexical variety; whereby, variations of language are essentially morphological (Chomsky 1994a: p.3). C,

should be interpreted as mapping

some array A of lexical choices to a pair (n,A), a linguistic expression of a particular language L, where x is a PF representation and h is an LF representation, each
consisting of legitimate objects that can receive an interpretation. Chomsky
(1995b: p.223) maintains that

,
C is strictly derivational, but not representational,
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in that it involves successive operations leading to (x, h).2Thus, C,

(namely,

computation)
typically involves simple steps expressible in terms of natural relations and properties, with the context that makes them natural "wiped out" by later operation, hence
not visible in the representation to whlch the derivation converges. Thus in syntax,
crucial relations are typically local, but a sequence of operations may yield a representabon in whlch the locality is obscured.
[Chomsky 1995b:p.2231

A particular language L is an instantiation of the initial state of the cognitive
system of the language faculty with options specified, and L determines a set of
derivations (=computations). A derivation converges at one of the interface levels
if it yields a representation satisfying Full Interpretation, a condition which requires
that every entity at an interface level be interpreted. A derivation converges if it
converges at both interface levels; otherwise, it crashes.
The array A of lexical choices, which is mapped to (n,h) by C,

is the thing

that indicates what the lexical choices are and how many times each is selected by
C, in forming (x, 1 ) . Let Numeration be a set of pairs (LI, i), where LI is an item
of the lexicon and i is its index, which should be understood to be the number of
times that LI is selected. Then, A is a numeration N,

C,maps N to (x, h). C,

proceeds by selecting an item from N, reducing its index by 1. C, crashes if all indices are not reduced to zero (cf Collins 1995b).
At some point in the computation to LF (i.e., the computation from N to

A),

there is an operation SPELL-OUT, which applies to the structure C already
formed. SPELL-OUT strips away from C those elements relevant only to x, leaving the residue C,, which is mapped to h by syntactic operations. The subsystem of
2

See Collins (1995b), Ura (1994b, 1995a), and, especially, C o h (1996) in addition
to C h o w (1995b) for more duamion on this successive nature of the derivation of
structures and its r e h o n to the Economy Condition. CE 5 1.5 and 53.4.3below.
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C, that maps C to 7~ is called the "phonological component", and the subsystem of
C,

that maps C to h is called the "covert compornent". The pre-SPELL-OUT

component is called the "overt component". In this system, therefore, there is no
direct relation between h and x . ~

1.2. Derivational Model for Structure Building
Gwen the numeration N, the operations of C,

recursively construct syntactic

objects from items in N and syntactic objects already formed (cf. Kitahara 1994).
One of the operations of C,

what we will call Select, is a procedure that selects a

lexical item LI from N, reducing its index by 1, and introduces it into the derivation. Another operation, what we will call Merge, takes a pair of already formed
syntactic objects and replaces them by a new combined syntactic object. The operation Move forms a new syntactic object A from two already formed syntactic
objects K and a, where K is a target and a is the affected, by replacing K with

{r,

{a,K)) (= A).4 Since (syntactic) structures are formed only by these three operations, they are built derivationally in a bottom-to-top fashion.'

3

See Brody (1995) for a different view in this regard.

r is the label of A. The label of K, which identi& the type to which K belongs, is
determined derivationally (see Chomky 1994%1995b for detail).

4

5

See Watanabe (1995b) for more extensive discussion on structure building under
the "bare" phrase structure theory of Chomsky (1994% 1995b).
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1.3. Formal Features and Their Checking
Following Chomsky (1995b), this thesis premises the following assumptions
concerning formal features:
O Formal features (FFs) are the features that have the following properties,

(i)

They are syntactic objects accessible in the course of C,

and

(ii) they are encoded in (or assigned to) a lexical item.
Among them, $-features like gender, person, or number, Case-features like nominative or accusative, and categorial features like D-feature are important in this
thesis.
Q FFs undergo the operation Feature-checking, which derives movement un-

der the Last Resort Condition (cf. 5 1.5 below).
O Feature-checking always takes place between two features of the same sort.6

0 Feature-checking takes place only within the checking-domain of one of the

features to be ~ h e c k e d . ~
O Checked FFs are deleted when possible (see 92 below). Deleted FFs are

erased when possible. Deleted FFs are invisible at LF, but accessible to syntactic
operations. Erased FFs are not accessible at all in C,.
8 There are [+interpretable] and [-interpretable] FFs. [-interpretable] FFs

must be checked and deleted at LF, at the latest, while [+interpretable] ones need
6

As we wdl see below, f ~ e - c h e c h should
g
not n&
be a oneto-one relation. One-to-many, many-tcwne, or even many-to-many rehon is possible for featurechecking. For featuremismatch, see Ura (1994%~)
and Chornsky (1995b: 45.6).
7

See Chomsky (1992) for the d&on

of MINIMAL DOMAIN and CHECKING DOMAIN.
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not be checked or deleted. [-interpretable] FFs that remain undeleted at LF cause
the derivation to crash.
O There are strong FFs and weak FFs. Strong FFs must be checked and deleted before SPELL-OUT, while weak ones can be checked at LF. Strong FFs that
remain unchecked at PF cause the derivation to crash.'

0 Throughout this thesis I adopt Chomsky's (1995b: $4.5.6) stipulation that
elements introduced by Merge in its 8-position cannot enter into any checking relation at that position. For example, SUBJ introduced in a Spec of v never enters
into any checking relation unless it moves to somewhere else.

1.4. Agr-less Feature-Checking Theory
Throughout this thesis, following Chomsky's (1995b $10) proposal that
AGR-projections, which have played a very crucial role in the earlier minimalist
theory (Chomsky 1992, Lasnik 1993, and Watanabe 1993, inter alia), should be
discarded on conceptual grounds, I assume the Agr-less feature-checking theory
suggested by Chomsky (1995b: §lo), according to which the nominal feature of
SUBJ and that of OBJ in an active transitive clause are supposed to be checked off
at a Spec of T and at a Spec of the higher head of the two-layered VP-shell (cf.
53.2 below), respectively, if these checkings are supposed to take place before
SPELL-OUT, as illustrated in (2-1) below (see $3.1 below for discussion on the
placement of the shifted OBJ and the base-position of SUBJ):

8

This statement is imprecise, however. See 53.1 and Appendix in ths chapter for the
strength of FFs.
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v

t,

Following Chomsky (1995b), v is meant to stand for the higher head of the two
layered VP-shell for a simple transitive verb. (Throughout this thesis I use SUBJ
and OBJ to refer to the logical, underlying subject and the logical, underlying object, respectively (see 83.2 below for the notions "the logical, underlying" subject
and object).)

1.5. Economy of Operations and the Theory of Attract
The leading idea of Economy is as follows (cited from Chomsky 1995b: 82.1).
At a particular stage C of a derivation, we consider only continuations of the derivation already constructed; in particular, only the remaining parts of the numeration N. Application of the operation OP to C is barred if this set contains a more
optimal (convergent) derivation in which OP does not apply to I: (cf Ura 1994b,
1995a, and Collins 1995b, 1996), Chomsky (1995b) assumes that the operations

Select and Merge are "costless" in terms of economy consideration (cf. Bobaljik
1995b and Collins 1995b).
In the system of Chomsky (1992, 1994a), several kinds of economy condition
were independently stipulated Greed and Minimal Link Condition (MLC) were
such conditions, and they individually played a role in constraining the operation
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Move (cf. Lasnik 1993, 1995 and Takahashi 1994). By reinterpreting the operation
of movement as "attraction", Chomsky (1995b) claims that the required effects of
those conditions have been incorporated in the definition of Atfract, as in the following f a ~ h i o n : ~
(2.2)

K attracts F if F is the closest feature that can enter into a checking
relation with a sublabel of K.
(Chomsky 1995b: 55.6)

Now it is evident that the notion "closeness" is essential for the economy
condition (on operation). Chomsky (1995b: 910.2) defines it as in the following:
(2.3)

If j3 c-commands a and z is the target of raising, then j3 is closer to T
than a unless j3 is in the same minimal domain as (i) z or (ii) a.

In the chapters that follow we will observe a lot of cases where both (i) and (ii)
should be true on empirical grounds (cf. 53.4.2 below, and Oka 1993a,b, 1995,
and Ura 1994b, 1995a).
Chomsky (1992) assumed the stipulation that, if a head H, head-moves onto
the head H, that selects the maximal projection of HI as its complement, the minimal domain of HI extends to the minimal domain of &. Importantly, I am assuming, following Chomsky (1995b), that there is no such extension of the minimal
domain of a head.
There is another independently stipulated economy condition: Procrastinate.
This condition states that covert movement is more economical than overt movement. Although Chomsky (1995b: 54.4) hints that, given the theory of movement
of FFs, this condition can be deduced, I will leave to future research to investigate
9

Note that ths d&on
also encompasses Last Resort Co&n,
the core part of
which can be e p i t o d as follows:Move raises a to target K only if a feature of a enters
into a checking relation with a sublabel of K. Incidentally, a sublabel of K is a feature of the
zero-level projection of the head H(K) of K (Chomsky 1995b: $4.4).
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the issue as to how Procrastinate is subsumed under the more general economy
condition (see 52.3 for more discussion). lo

2. The Theorv of Multiele Feature-Checking
2.1. Multiple Specs and Violability of Procrastinate
As Chomsky (1994a, 1995b) repeatedly notes, the minimalist assumptions
about phrase structure (i.e., "bare" phrase structure), unlike the 'conventional' Xbar theory, permit multiple Specs to be projected by a single head. Koizumi
(1994a, 1995) and Ura (1994a) provide plenty of empirical evidence in favor of the
existence of multiple Specs projected by a single head.
In Ura (1994a) I claimed (I) that multiple Specs of a head H are possible only
if H has multiple sets of FFs, and (11) that the possibility of H to have multiple sets
of FFs is determined by a (lexical) parameter in a particular language: In a language L,, for example, T may have multiple sets of FFs but v may not; on the other
hand, neither T nor v may have multiple sets of FFs in another language L, Chomsky (1995b), basically maintaining this claim concerning the parametric variation
on the possibility of multiple Specs, has refined the mechanism of multiple Specs to
accommodate it to the theory of formal features introduced in

8 1.3 above:

He

claims that multiple Specs of H appear if a strong feature of H may escape deletion. For example, where H's strong feature can escape deletion once, two Specs
of H can appear. How many times a strong feature of H can escape deletion is
parametrically determined.

lo

Chornsky (1995b: p.264) attributes thisidea to Hisa Kitahara and Howard Iamk.
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Chomsky (1995b: 510) hrther speculates that it might be better to derive multiple Specs as in the following manner: The guiding idea is that there is a parameter
concerning the "violability of Procrastinate". Now let us suppose that H has a
strong feature that must be checked off before SPELL-OUT. If H does not have
the parameter-setting that allows H to tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate, then H can project only one Spec, to which the checker for H's strong feature is attracted. If H may tolerate a single unforced violation of Procrastinate,
another element E may be attracted to an outer Spec of H after H's canonical (i.e.,
innermost) Spec is filled with the element that entered into the first checking relation with H, under the condition where E enters into a checking relation with H.l 1
This approach to multiple Specs differs from the former one under which the
parameter that allows a strong FF to escape deletion is assumed, in that it opens up
the possibility that a head with a weak FF allows multiple Specs. In this thesis I
will provide several pieces of empirical evidence in favor of the latter approach. In
passing, I will, in 52.3 below, give a conjecture upon the conceptual basis of the
notion "violability of Procrastinate".

2.2. Multiple Feature-Checking and Parameter-Setting
Collins (1995a) was the first article that e;.;plicitly elaborated the theory of multiple feature-checking under the feature-checking theory of Chomsky (1994a'
11

Behind this it is presumed that E is in a Spec of H if (i) or (ii): (i) E enters into a
checking relation with H (Ura 1993%1994a); (ii) E is assigned an (external) &role of H by
H. I take an external @role of H as the most highly ranked one in the Thematic Hierarchy
among the @roles encoded in H's argument structure (cf Wfiarns 1981, 1994 and Grimshaw 1990). Cf 53.2. below. As Chris Collins (p.c.)pointed out to me, it is true that the introduction of the Thematic Hierarchy is very. ' "
I expect that Hale & Keyser's
(1991, 1993) approach will remove the ''flavor with its effect being intact.
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1995b) After extending Ura's (1994a) idea about the feature-checking relation between multiple Specs and their head to the feature-checking relations between two
heads, he has recast it under the feature-checking theory of Chomsky (1995b) and,
finally, reached the conclusion that the one-to-many (i.e., multiple) checking relations should hold between individual formal features, but not between a head and
positions (specifiers) or not between a head and another head. Therefore, the parameter concerning multiple checking should be set not upon each head as Ura
(1994a) assumed, but upon each formal feature of a head.
This gives rise to a situation in which a head H has formal features, each of
which differs from the others in terms of its parameter concerning the possibility to
enter into multiple checking relations. For example, the Case-feature of T in Imbabura Quechua may enter into multiple feature-checking relations, while its $feature cannot, which results in some grammatical function splitting (see Chapter
8: $2). Moreover, it is natural to extend this idea to strong features: I propose that

each feature (of a single head) may differ from the others in terms of its strength.
Therefore, it may be the case that while (finite) T in a given language has a weak
Case-feature, its EPP-feature is strong. I will claim that this case, indeed, happens
in Bantu, which results in activelinverse alternation. In this thesis, I entirely adopt
this theory of multiple feature-checking and its parameter-setting.

2.3. Theoretical Basis on Violability of Procrastinate
In 52.1, I maintained, following Chomsky (1995b: 4 1O), that the notion "violability of Procrastinate" derives multiple Specs. The following question soon
arises: What is the intuition behind the "violability of Procrastinate"? It might seem
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that this h d of notion leads us to the question as to which principles of UG are
violable and which are not. Given that some principles of UG are "violable", one
might be tempted to hrther conjecture that the notion of "violability" is parallel to
the similar notion in Optimality Theory (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1993 and Prince &
Smolensky 1993). I 2
The notion "violability of Procrastinate" should not be viewed as a conception
like the ones in Optimality Theory. First, it is very clear that this conception is not
applied to representation as a kind of "filter". Secondly, to admit this conception
does not lead us to say "such and such principles of UG can be violable and the
others are not". As we stated, the notion "violability of Procrastinate" simply implies that, when a head H may tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate, H
has a formal feature such that it is not required, but allowed to be checked off before SPELL-OUT.
Now suppose, following Chomsky's (1995b) suggestion (cf footnote 10
above), that Procrastinate should be derived in the following manner: Before
SPELL-OUT, categories can be moved by Attract, while at LF only FFs are attracted. Since it is natural that a feature that is contained in a category is lighter
than the category in general. It follows from this that covert movement is preferable to overt one in general. Let's suppose that this is the rationale of Procrastinate; for, the general economy condition prefers movement of lighter elements, as
Watanabe (1993) suggests. Nevertheless, it is not unnatural to presume that a certain formal feature F of a head H in a language L weighs the same as categories in

L in terms of the weight relevant to the general economy condition. If this is the
case, then the movement of a category is not less economical than the movement
of F in L if the category is attracted by H in order for F to be checked off by the

''

Thanks to Naoki Fukui for bringing my attention to these questions.
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category. Now assuming that, when H in L may tolerate an unforced violation of
Procrastinate in terms of F, F of H weighs the same as categories in terms of the
weight relevant to the general economy condition, we can derive "violability of
Procrastinate" without regarding it as a filter or a condition on representation.

3. Overview of Maior P r o ~ o s d s
In this section I will introduce some of the major theoretical proposals to be
made in the present thesis, leaving the discussions on their empirical validity to the
following sections.

3.1. Strength of Features and MergeAtlract Interaction
Chomsky (1995b: 52.1) proposes that, given that the derivation D has formed
a category C that contains a with a strong feature F, D terminates if (i) F remains
unchecked, and (ii) C is not projected by a. I will propose another more restricted
condition on the checking of strong features:
(2.4)

D terminates if F has not been checked at the stage of derivation where
F can be checked off by some operation.

(2.4) is not to supplant Chomsky's condition; rather, it is to supplement it.
This proposal brings an interesting consequence to the issue concerning the
base-position of SUBJ and the placement of overtly shifted OBJ, the issue which
has recently given rise to much controversy in the minimalist literature (e.g., Bobaljik 1995a, Koizumi 1993, 1995, and Jonas 1995). According to Chomsky's
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(1995b) Agr-less feature-checking theory, SUBJ is generated at a Spec of v and
OBJ has its nominal feature checked off at a Spec of v if the checking takes place
before SPELL-OUT, as we argued in $1 4 above. Then, a question arises: Whlch
one comes in the canonical (i.e., innermost) Spec of v and which comes in its outer
Spec?
Now suppose that v has a strong nominal feature, which attracts OBJ overtly
to its Spec. The question is: What must happen after the stage of the derivation
where this v has been introduced by Merge?
(pre- SPELL-OUT)
V

[strong FF]

V

OBJ

One might think that, because Merge is cost-free, the application of Merge to
SUBJ targeting vP in (2.5) should happen, deriving (2.6) from ( 2 . 5 ) :

h

SUBJ
(2-6)

(pre-SPELL-OUT)

v

[strong FF]

V

)"\
OBJ

This derivation is blocked by (2.4), however; for, the strong nominal feature of v in
(2-6)remains unchecked after this operation13in spite of the fact that it would be

checked off by OBJ if OBJ moved to the.Spec of v, as illustrated in (2.7):

l3

Recall the stipulation @ in $ 1.3.
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After (2.7), SUBJ is introduced by Merge into an outer Spec of v, as in (2.8) below. It is reasonable to assume that the (thematic) relation between SUBJ and v is
properly established in (2.8) because SUBJ is in a Spec of v, given Ura's (1994a)
definition of specifier (see footnote 11 above).14

It is important to note that at the stage where OBJ is attracted to the canonical
Spec of v, the general economy condition is violated because MovelAttract is selected over Merge, which is always more economical than MovelAttract. But one
should notice that this violation of economy is permissible because it is the only
way to save the derivation from crash.
To summarize, our hypothesis predicts that, where v has a strong nominal feature, the position to which OBJ is overtly shifted is always lower than the baseposition of SUBJ. Interestingly enough, this result corresponds exactly to what the
so-called Split W-Hypothesis (Koizumi 1993, 1995 and Bobaljik 1995a) is trying
to argue for.I5 According to Chns Collins (personal communication), the baseposition of SUBJ is always higher than the shifted OBJ in Ewe and some other
African languages. Koizumi (1995) draws good evidence in favor of this from Zarma, a language spoken in Niger.
l4

This possibility was fmt suggested (to me) by Jonathan Bobaljik in personal
communication.
l5

Jonas (1995) has found that in Icelandic, the baseposition of SUBJ is always lower
than the M e d OBJ, corrtrary to the claim of the Split VP-Hypothesis However, we will
see below that we can p e a consistent account of the Icelandic case, too. See Appendix in
Chapter 5 for more extensive discussion.
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Instead, suppose that v in (2.5) has a weak nominal feature, but it may tolerate
an unforced violation of Procrastinate. The situation is illustrated in (2.9):

Then, the application of Merge to SUBJ targeting vP in (2.9) always beats the application of MovelAttract to OBJ to vP in the economy competition at the stage illustrated in (2.9). This is because Merge is more economical than MovelAttract.
Notice that the application of MovelAttract to OBJ to vP in (2.9) is not required,
though it is allowed due to the parameter of v, which allows v to tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate. Therefore, (2.10) is permitted, but (2.11) is not

*

permitted in this situation:
(2.10)

SuJ3J

A

v

[weak FF]

V
(2.11)

*

(pre-SPELL-OUT)

OBJ

VP

'>\VP

(pre-SPELL-OUT)

OBJ,

I
v

checking [weakFF]

vAtk

After (2.10), the application of MovelAttract to OBI to vP in (2-10) is allowed
thanks to the parameter of v, deriving (2.12):
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Hence, our hypothesis predicts that, if the base-position of SUBJ is always lower
than the shifted OBJ in a language L, then v in L has a weak nominal feature, but it
may tolerate, at least, one unforced violation of Procrastinate. In Appendix of
Chapter 5 I will demonstrate that this state of affairs is empirically attested.I6

3.2. Syntactic Mapping of Argument Structure
As mentioned in 5 1.4 above, this thesis adopts the two-layered VP-shell for the
underlying structure of a simple transitive verb, which is delineated in (2.13):''
(2.13)

(pre-SPELL-OUT)

Here it is rather obscure, however, what SUBJ and OBJ in (2.13) correspond exactly to: With what kind of @-rolesare they generated at those positions?

I will assume, following Chomsky (1994a, 1995b), that v, the higher V in the
two-layered VP-shell for a simple transitive verb, is a kind of light verb which has
the ability to assign AGENT, and that THEME is discharged within the minimal
16

So fkr we concentrated our attention to the case where a strong feature of H is
checked off by substitution (i.e., X"" movement to a Spec of H). As soon as we turn our
eyes to X"-movement, a problem arises. Take, for example, T, which has both a strong
EPP-feature (i.e.,D-feature) and a strong V-feature (like T in French type languages). Our
condition on strong FFs leads us to the incorrect prediction that the derivation including
such a T always crashes, because one of the strong features always f%lsto be checked off at
the stage of derivation where the other is checked off We will return to t h problem at the
end of t h chapter
~ ~ (i.e.,Appendix).
"

As was argued in 53.1, the base-position of SUBJ in (2.13) is not accurate if OBJ is
required to be attracted to the canonical Spec of v.It is, however, true that SUBJ is generated at one of the possible Specs of v. Cf 53.1above.
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domain of the lowest V in a given VP-shell (cf Hale & Keyser 1991, 1993). I am
hrther assuming that LOCATIVE, too, is discharged within the minimal domain of
the lowest V in a given VP-shell. Probably, LOCATIVE is discharged to the Spec
of the V and THEME is discharged to the complement of V, as illustrated in

This is compatible with Jackendoffs (1972) and Grimshaw's (1990) Thematic
Hierarchy in which LOCATIVE is ranked more highly than THEME, given that an
argument A, is base-generated at a position higher than another argument A, if the
&role of A, is ranked more highly than that of A, in the Thematic Hierarchy (cf
Speas 1990).l a
I will use the technical term SUBJ (which should be read as the logical, underlying subject) to refer to the argument that is introduced by Merge at the highest
position in a give clause (or, more precisely, Complete Functional Complex in the
sense of Chomsky 1986a), and OBJ (i.e., the logical, underlying object) (or, DO
(the logical, underlying direct object) when three arguments appear in the clause)
for the argument that is introduced at the lowest position in the clause.

''

It is not crucial for me to insist that LOCATWE be generated at a higher position
than THEME. In f&, many authors including Speas (1990) and Mohanan (1994) assume
that LOCATIVE is lower than THEME in the Thematic Hierarchy. The discussions in what
follow in this thesis, however, wdl not be affected if THEME is generated at the Spec of V
and LOCATIVE at the complement of V, as WIII become evident later, though I will keep
assuming (2.14) for expository purposes. In passing, this kind .of mapping of
. . theta-roles
with the aid of the Thematic Hierarchy should be deduced owing to its-'
'st" flavor, as mentioned in footnote 11. I believe that it will be able to be deduced fiom Hale &
Keyser's (1991, 1993) approach, though I leave to future research to pursue this possibility.
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Where is a &role such as EXPERIENCER, GOAL, or BENEFACTIVE discharged in the underlying structure? I propose that there is an individual (light)
verb with the ability to assign those 8-roles to its Spec, and that this light verb
(what will be called V,,

hereafter) selects the verb with the ability to discharge

THEME as its complement (i e., V in (2.14)) and is selected by the light verb assigning AGENT to its Spec if AGENT is to appear in the structure. Thus, for example, the full underlying structure in which AGENT, GOAL, and THEME are
discharged looks like.
(2.15)

/j,

Agent

v

(pre-SPELL-OUT)

?%
A

Goal

v,,

V

Theme

This represents the underlying structure for a ditransitive verb like grve in English.
In Chapter 5 it will be demonstrated that this structure offers a natural explanation
of several crosslinguistic and language-particular phenomena concerning the
double object construction.
One of the consequence of this proposal is as follows: In a simple transitive
clause, THEME cannot be attracted to an A-position that is higher than AGENT
unless it beforehand moves to a position within the minimal domain in which
AGENT is located. This is because AGENT is always the closest to the target unless THEME enters the minimal domain in which AGENT is located. (Recall that
we are assuming that there is no extension of minimal domain ($1.3 above).) In
many places in this thesis we will encounter this effect. Another interesting prediction is that either LOCATIVE or THEME can be equally attracted to a position if
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there is nothing intervening between the target and these elements. This is because
they are already in the same minimal domain (of V) in the underlying structure. It
will be shown in Chapter 10, that this prediction is indeed borne out with other interesting results.

3.3. Equidistance, Multiple Specs, and Overpassing
As was mentioned in the preceding subsection, THEME (i.e., OBJ) in (2.16)
below, which represents the underlying structure for a simple transitive verb, cannot be attracted by H beyond AGENT (i.e., SUBJ) unless it beforehand enters the
minimal domain in which SUBJ is located:

I

-rder
SUBJ(AGENT)
v

irrelevant)

VP

A

V

OBJ(THEME)

Instead, if OBJ is attracted by v in (2.16) for some reason and SUBJ is introduced
by Merge, the structure where H has been introduced looks like:
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If H in (2.17) has a feature that can attract OBJ and OBJ retains the ability to
check off the feature, then OBJ in (2.17) can be properly attracted by H without
violating the MLC and the Last Resort Condition of the definition of AttractMove,
because SUBJ and OBJ in (2.17) are in the same minimal domain and, hence, they
are equidistant from H.
To generalize this story, we can come to the conclusion that an argument A,
can jump over another argument A, that is located in the minimal domain different
from the minimal domain where A, is located only if A, beforehand enters the minimal domain where A, is located. This is the theory of argument-overpassing to be
advocated in this thesis.lgIn what follows, we will observe that many instances of
argument-overpassing (e.g., Superraising (Chapter 3), Activehnverse voice alternation (Chapter 7), Locative Inversion (Chapter lo), etc.) can be naturally accounted for by this theory.

3.4. Optionality
Given the theory of formal features (cf

5 1.3) and Procrastinate,

an economy

condition which requires the application of Move/Attract to take place at covert
syntax unless its application before SPELL-OUT is the only way to save the derivation from crash, one might be tempted to draw the conclusion that overt movement applies only when a feature responsible for the movement is strong. One
might, fkrthermore, gather from this conclusion, that overt movement applies only
l9

Thls analysis of argument-overpassing is an extension of Ura's (1993c, 1994a), under the more articulated theory of feature checking proposed by Chomsky (1995b). As far
as I know, Tada (1993) is the h
t that provides an idea of multiple Specs for argumentoverpassing phenomena (in a minimah program), though he reached the idea through examples totally different f?om mine under the non-bare X-bar theory.
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when it is required (by feature-checking); otherwise, overt movement never applies. This leads to the conclusion that optional movement (i.e., movement that can
apply optionally before SPELL-OUT) never exists. On the contrary, this kind of
reasoning/conclusion is not true under the system assumed in the present thesis.
Needless to say, a lot of instances of optional movement can be found in natural language. In this thesis some of them will be discussed. Here I will sketch out a
theory of these phenomena.

3.4.I . Suraface Optionality of Raising and Violability of Procrastinate
As argued in 52 above, the notion "violability of Procrastinate" plays a very
important role in this thesis. Now let us suppose that a head H has a weak nominal
feature and that it may tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate. Then, an
element E with the nominal feature that matches with H's nominal feature may be
attracted to a Spec of H before SPELL-OUT. In other words, the overt movement
of

E

to a Spec of H is not required, but allowed. This movement, not being re-

quired, violates Procrastinate if it takes place before SPELL-OUT; however, one
should note that it is permissible. This is precisely because H has the parametersetting that allows it to tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate. To conclude, upon the condition that H may tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate, optional movement can exist if the movement is motivated by the checlung of
a feature of H.
In the chapters that follow we will observe a lot of instances in which optional
movement takes place under this mechanism
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3.4.2. Optional Attraction before SPELLOUT and Epidistance

Another instance of optionality comes fiom the following case: Gwen a target
z, either of the two elements E, and c2 can move to

Oka (1993a,b) (and, also,

T.

Ura (1994b, 1995a)) observe that the illusory cancellation of superiority (as in
(2.18)) is an instance of this optionality:
(2.18) a.
b.

Where, did you buy what t,.
What, did you buy t, where.

Since the [+wh]-feature of C in English is strong (cf. Watanabe 1992 and Chomsky 1992), the wh-phrase that is closest to C is required to be attracted to the Spec
of C. Suppose that the adjunct wh-phrase where is adjoined to the maximal projection within which the argument wh-phrase what is located before the application of

Attract to either of them 20 Then, the fact follows fiom the theory of Attractron
sketched in $1 5 above, that either of the wh-phrases in (2.18) can be attracted by
C, because the wh-phrases in question are equidistant from C in (2-18).21
That is to say, two elements within the same minimal domain have the equal
possibility to be attracted to t. In other words, the choice as to which of E, and
is to be attracted to z is totally optional only if E, and

E,

E,

are in the same minimal

domain at the stage of derivation where the application of Attract to either of them
is executed.
One of the most direct consequences of t h s proposal can be found in the following examples:

"

See Oka (1 993%b) and Ura (1 W4b, 1995a) for detads

I wdl not touch upon wh-movement any more in this thesis, though. For a treatment
of wWoperator-movement under the feature checking theory, see Branigan (1992), Oka
(1993a,b, 1995), Kitahara (1994), R
e (1994), Takahashi (1994, 1995), Tsai (1994),
Mah (1995), and references cited therein.
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(2-19) English (Gueron 1994: p. 173)
a. e is [, John, my best friend, ]
b. John, is [ tk my best friend, 1.
c. My best friend, is [ John t, 1.
Moro (199 1) argues that (2.19b) and (2.19~)are derived from the common underlying structure (2.1 9a) (cf Stowell 1981). Suppose, following Rothstein (1987),
that the copular involved in (9.19) is equative and that the underlying structure of
the small clause in (9.19) looks like:

be

my best friend

That is to say, the small clause is headed by the equative be. (2.21) is derived from
(2.20) if T is introduced by Merge:
(9-21)

,[

T ,[

John be my best friend

11

In English the EPP-feature is strong; as a consequence, something is attracted to
the Spec of T in overt syntax. In (2-21) John and my bestfiiend are equidistant
from T because they are in the same minimal domain of be. Then, we predict that
either of them can be attracted to the Spec of T, resulting in (9-19b) or (9-19c)."
In what follows in this thesis I will demonstrate that various kinds of phenomenon can be naturally explained by the mechanism just sketched here.
"

As Pollock (1989) and C h o w (1989) extensively argue, the Enghsh copular be
moves overtly.Note the following examples:
(i) a. Bill considers E, Mary a doctor 1.
b. Mary, is LCtk a doctor 1.
c. *A doctor, is E, Mary t, 1.
The prohibition of the altemation between (i)b and (i)c may be due to the fact that the NP a
&tor in these examples acts as a predicate. See Rothstein (1987) and Stowell (1989) for
the structure of the clause with a predicative NP. See Moro (1991), Heycock (1994), and
&&on (1994) for more discussions on the impossiiility of the alternation shown in (i).
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3.4.3.Derivational/Local Economy
As I explicitly stated in 4 1.5 above, I will adopt throughout this thesis a strictly
derivationaVlocal economy condition on syntactic operations in C,

the core of

which is recapitulated as in the following: At a particular stage C of a derivation,
we consider only continuations of the derivation already constructed; in particular,
only the remaining parts of the numeration N. Application of the operation OP to

E is barred if this set contains a more optimal (convergent) derivation in which OP
does not apply to C (cf. Ura 1994b, 1995a, and Collins 1995b).23
With this in mind, consider the following situation in overt syntax:
,[

Xu;&) . . . . . ,[

WPu;) Zpu;,~,)Y . . . . . (before SPELL-OUT)

In (2.22), the head V has formal featuresf, andf,, and WP has onlyf, but ZP has
bothf, andf,. Since WP and ZP in (2.22) are in the same minimal domain of the
head Y, they are equidistant fiom X. Now suppose (I) that the featuref, of X, like
the EPP-feature of Infl in English, is a strong feature, (11) that the feature off,, like
the $-feature of Infl in English, is a weak [-interpretable]-feature, and (111) that the
feature f, of ZP, like the $-feature of DP, is [+interpretable]. Then, what should
happen in (2.22) at the next step?

As argued in $3.4.2 above, either WP or ZP can be attracted by X's strong feature f , to the Spec of X without violating the MLC as well as the Last Resort
Condition of the definition of AttractMove, because they are equidistant fiom X.
Suppose that WP is attracted to that position in (2.22). Then, in order for the derivation to converge, the featuref, of ZP must move up onto X to check off the
23

See C o h (19%) for detailed -on
on derivationalAoca1economy vs. global
economy. He proposes a more rigorous definition of derivational/local economy, which
brings broader consequences in the theory of feature checking as well as the theory of
movement.
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featuref, of X at LF. Instead, suppose that ZP is attracted to the Spec of X in
(2.22). Then, there is no extra movement necessary for convergence; for, ZP at the
Spec of X can check off the feature f, of X (at LF). Now compare these two derivations: Whereas there is one extra step at LF necessary for convergence if WP is
overtly attracted to the Spec of X in (2.22), such an extra step at LF is not necessary if ZP is overtly attracted.
From this, advocates of the global economy might conclude that the general
economy condition demands that the former derivation (i.e., the derivation in
which WP is overtly attracted in (2.22)) should be blocked by the latter one (i.e.,
the derivation in which ZP is overtly attracted in (2.22)), because the former needs
more steps than the latter for convergence. On the contrary, in the chapters that
follow, I will provide several pieces of empirical evidence that both derivations
should be allowed. More specifically, I will demonstrate that the derivations depicted above are both involved in the Bantu activelinverse alternation, the Bantu
locative inversion, the Dutch experiencer inversion, e t ~ . ~ ~
One should notice that both derivations are properly allowed if one adopts the
strictly derivationaVlocal economy condition, which was stated above. This is because the movement of WP to the Spec of X and the movement of ZP to the Spec
of X are equally economical at the stage of the derivation illustrated in (2.22) and
there is no need to worry about any operation that could happen at a later stage of
the derivation under the derivationalAoca1 economy.

24

Drawing data concerning the sodled En&h quotative inversion, Collins (1995c,
1996) provides good evidence in favor of the derivationalflocd economy.

54
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3.5. Feature-Checking as a Syntactic Operation
In this thesis, I will sometimes use the terminology "Checkzng" instead of "to
enter a checking relation with" in Chomsky's (1995b) terminology. The reason for
its use is that I would like to emphasize feature-checking as a syntactic operation
like Merge or AttractMove. By explicitly counting Checking as an operation, I
propose that Checkzng, like AttractMove, be subject to the general economy
condition. This means that Checkrng takes place only when it is required for
convergence.
According to Chomsky (1995b), if F is in the checking domain of a head H, F
is in a checking configuration withf, a sublabel of K, and if, furthermore, F and f
match, then F is in a checking relation with f Now that Checkzng is an operation
subject to the general economy condition, it is not always the case that F automatically checks off (i.e., enters into a checkmg relation with)f when F is in a checking
configuration with f F checks off (i.e., enters into a checking relation with) f only
if it is required for convergence.
Let us consider the following hypothetical case: T has a strong EPP-feature
and a (weak) Case-feature. Due to the strong EPP-feature, a DP is attracted to the
Spec of T, and checks off (i.e., enters into a checking relation with) the strong
EPP-feature. Naturally, the DP has Case-feature, too. Does the Case-feature of the

DP always checks off (i.e., enters into a checking relation with) the (weak) Casefeature of T in thts context? The answer is no under the hypothesis that Checkzng
is an operation subject to the economy condition. This is because the Case-feature
of T, not being strong, is not required to be checked off before SPELL-OUT. The
DP, therefore, may undergo hrther raising and enter into a feature checking relation with something somehow. The Case-feature of T can be checked off by the
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Case-feature of another DP at LF. This derivation can be delineated as in the
following :

In Chapter 3 we Gill argue that this h n d of derivation really exists, and, hence, it
lends strong support for the hypothesis that Checkrng is an operation subject to the
general economy condition.

3.6. Grammatical Functions and [fConstruable]-Features
As I briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, the hypothesis advocated in this thesis
concerning

GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION

is that grammatical fbnctions are tightly linked

to checking relations. For example, it will be argued that the ability to bind a
(purely) subject-oriented reflexive, which has traditionally been linked to the grammatical relation suar~cr,is indeed yielded by an EPP-feature checking relation
with Infl (=T) (see Chapter 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10). It is natural that the ability to induce subject-agreement should be linked to the +feature checking relation with
I d (=T). However, there are a lot of other grammatical fbnctions in this sense."
Then, one should ask, what kinds of feature-checking relation yield the ability to
control, to launch a floating quantifier, to be controlled, etc. There is no a priori
answer to this question on conceptual grounds; rather, it should be answered on
25

See Chapter 1 and references cited therein.
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empirical grounds. In the last chapter of this thesis I will return to this question and
give a (tentative) answer to it, an answer which can be made fiom the observations
in this thesis.
As for the grammatical hnction

SUBJECT,

I tentatively hypothesize that an ele-

ment that has a [+constmable]-feature checking relation with Infl assumes subjecthood; in other words, an element X that has no [+construable]-feature checlung
A [+construable]-feature is the one
relation with Infl bears no subject pr~perties.'~
that remains undeleted at either or both elements involved in the checking relation.
For instance, the EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature) of T is deleted if it is checked off,
but it remains undeleted in the DP that checks it off, hence, D-feature counts as a
[+construable]-feature, even though it is deleted fiom T after its checking. But
note that the EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature) of T, though [+construable], is
[-interpretable], because it must be deleted at LF due to Full Interpretation. In
short, all the [+interpretable]-features are [+construable] regardless of whether it is
deleted or not from the element that possesses it when the element is introduced in
the derivation. Therefore, EPP-features and $-features count as [+construable],
but Case-features are [-construable] .''In the chapters in Part IV I will examine the
above hypothesis and elaborate it in the light of empirical data.

26

A natural extension of this hypothesis is that an element has no object properties unless it enters into a [+construable]-feature checking relation with v. See Chapter 7, 8, and 9.
27

There is another type of [+construable]-feature;namely, [*wh]-feature. See Tsai
(1994) and Maki (1995) for relevant discussion on this feature and its checlung.
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3.7. The Impersonal Parameter
In this thesis I will propose another type of parameter, which is expected to
cope with the problem involved in the following kind of examples:
(2.24) a. German (Safir 1984: p.211)
Er sagte, dal3 getanzt werden wird
he said COMP danced be will
'He said that there will be dancing.'
b. Arabic (Postal 1986: p.9)
Julisa
fi al-dari
sat(p~ss)in the-house
'There was sitting in the house.'
c. Modern Hebrew (Hermon 1984: p.214)
Kar/Harm/Tov/Mesha 'amoen li.
coldJhot/good/boring
~~(DAT)
'I am cold/hot/welybored. '
d. Turkzsh (Postal 1986: p.144)
Harp-te
vur-ul-un-ur.
war-LOC shoot-PASS-PASS-AOR
'Lit. In the war is been shot.'
e. Sanskrit (Ostler 1979: p.367)
Maya (masam) asyate.
me(rNs~)month(~cc)sat(pASs)
'There is sitting for a month by me.'
f. Hindi (Mohanan 1994 : p. 183)
Cor-ko pakdaa
gayaa.
thief-ACCcatch(p~w)~O(PERF)
'The thief was caught.'
g. Icelandic (Andrews 1982: p.462)
Drengina
vantar mat.
the-boys(~cc)lacks food(~cc)
'The boys lack food.'
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As shown by the above examples, in a lot of so-called nominative-accusative languages, there may sometimes happen a case where there is no element with norninative Case in a tensed clause, whose T is expected to assignlcheck nominative
Case. What checks off T's nominative Case-feature in these examples?
I would like to simply assume such a parameter as in the following: There is a
parameter concerning the checking of the nominative Case of T. If the setting of
this parameter is positive in a language L, the nominative Case-feature of T need
not be checked off in L 28
In fact, this is merely a statementldescription of what is going on in the examples concerned. It might be conceivable that this parameter could be deduced by
implementing a device, such as a use of (phonologically) null expletives, which
plays the role in checking off T's nominative Case-feature, etc. But, in this thesis, I
will not go into any detail in the implementation of the above parameter, leaving it
to fbture research to explore it. For the purpose of this thesis, it suffices to note
that there is a phenomenon that can be described with the above ~ararneter.~'
Also it is noteworthy that the situation at issue can be typically found in a certain type of construction, what is called
1984 and

Postal

1986),

as

IMPERSONAL PASSIVE

observed

in

(2.24).

(Perlmutter & Postal
If

an

intransitive

(unergativelunaccusative) clause is passivized together with the demotion of

SUBJ,it gives rise to a situation where no nominative element appears in the
clause. In this thesis, I will therefore call the aforementioned parameter
AL PARAMETER.

28

This is reminiscent of Safir's (1984, 1985) 'NOM-drop parameter'.

29

See Ura (1995~)for discussion on this issue.
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Appendix: On the Nature of Stronp FFs
As mentioned in footnote 16, the condition of strong FFs which was proposed
in 53.1, repeated below as (2A. l), is too strong to capture some empirical facts.
(2A.1) D terminates if F has not been checked at the stage of derivation where
F can be checked off by some operation.
In French, T has both a strong D-feature, which attracts SUBJ, and a strong Vfeature, which induces overt V-movement (cf Pollock 1989 and Chomsky 1989).
Now let us consider what happens at the stage of derivation after French T is introduced by Merge:

T...

Av . .

T 2 {strong V, strong D )

SUBJ ...

At this stage, the strong D-feature can be checked off by the movement of SUBJ
to the Spec of T; moreover, the strong V-feature, too, can be checked off by the
head-movement of V (i.e., verbal complex) onto T at this stage of derivation. Supposing that, at this stage, the movement of SUBJ takes place and SUBJ checks the
strong D-feature? Then, the structure looks like;

-

T 2 {strong V, s&e~@)

T
. . . t,...

V...

Although the strong D-feature of T is checked off by this operation, the V-feature
remains unchecked in spite of the fact that it can be checked off at the same stage
of derivation if V-raising onto T takes place instead of the movement of SUBJ into
the Spec of T, as illustrated in (2A.4):
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A A
V, T
SUBJ t
...

...

T2

{m,
strong D)

,...

Thus, owing to (2A.1), the derivation terminates if the movement of SUBJ into the
Spec of T takes place at the stage of derivation at issue. As is evident from this
reasoning, the same holds true if the head-movement of V onto T happens at this
stage of derivation, prior to the movement of SUBJ to the Spec of T. This leads us
to the incorrect conclusion that French T causes the derivation to crash.
Now how can we cope with this problem? Here, recall that the condition
(2A.1) is t o supplement, but not to supplant, Chomsky's (1995b) condition on
strong FFs, which states that D terminates if F remains unchecked after F is contained within a category that is not projected by a head with F. So, if we maintain
Chomsky's condition alone, then the above problem never arises, though what we
captured by means of (2A. 1) (see 53.1 for detail) is missed. In 53.1, we argued
that, by postulating this condition, we can capture not only the effects of the socalled Split VP-hypothesis (Koizumi 1993, 1995, and Bobaljik 1995) but also Jonas's (1995) discovery about the positionings of the shifted object and SUBJ's
base-position. As long as these empirical facts are to be captured in the theory, we
have to hold our condition in addition to Chomsky's.
In Chomsky (1995b: p.234), it is explicitly stated that strong features are
merged at the root. Thus, it is natural that strong features should be in the numeration and introduced in the course of derivation by Select and Merge. In this sense,
strong features are somewhat different from other FFs: According to Chomsky
(1995b: $4.2.l), some features (such as categorial features) are intrinsic to particular lexical items (LIs) and some others (such as Case-features) are optionally
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assigned to LIs as the items enter the numeration; hence, both kinds of FFs are not
introduced in the derivation. Strong features, on the other hand, is directly introduced in the derivation. In other words, strong features are regarded as being independent of a head (or LI) which seems to be associated with them, and, hence,
they exist in the numeration as an independent entity.
This view on strong features, however, encounters a technical problem. It is
reasonable to assume that English T has a strong D-feature, but T in some VSO
languages has a weak D-feature (that is to say, it does not have a strong D-feature)
(Chomsky 1995b). How can we capture this kind of parametric variation with the
assumption that a strong FF independently exists in the numeration? It is impossible to say that some languages lack any strong features so that (the D-feature of) T
is never strong. As we will observe later in this thesis, in some languages, (the
nominal feature of) T is strong, but (the nominal feature of) v is weak, or vice versa. Naturally, the parametric variation concerning the strength of an LI is intrinsically encoded in the LI, where the LI is a functional category, a la Borer (1984)
and Fukui (1986, 1995).
Now I propose the following: There is a parameter concerning the strength of
the categorial feature of a fbnctional category H. The categorial feature of H may
or may not have [+S]-feature. If the categorial feature of H is assigned [+S]feature, then the [+S]-feature must be checked off before H is in a category not
headed by H; otherwise, the derivation terminates. [+S]-feature is checked off by a
strong feature (SF), which independently exists in the numeration and can be introduced in the derivation by Select and Merge. SF is merged only at the root
(following Chomsky 1995b). SF and [+S]-feature are deleted and erased when the
checking takes place. When the [+S]-feature of a categorial feature is checked off
by SF, the categorial feature is assigned a property [+strong]. A [+strong]
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categorial feature must be checked off at the very next operation in the derivation;
otherwise, the derivation terminates. Thence, Chomsky's condition and the condition (2A.1) are restated as in the following fashion (D = derivation):
(2A.5) D terminates if [+S]-feature of a categorial feature of H remains
unchecked after H is in a category not headed by H.
(2A.6) D terminates unless a [+strong] categorial feature of H is immediately
checked at the next possible operation in the derivation.
This proposal enables us not only to capture the parametric variation concerning the strength of categorial features, but also to surmount the problem that arose
from (2A.1). Let us return to the stage of derivation where the categorial features
of French T are being checked o E

[+SI-v
[+s]-D

A

SUBJ . . . V

...

.

Both the D-feature and the V-feature of T in French have [+S]-feature. This is predetermined by the parameter. By the requirement of (2A.5) they must be checked
off before TP is contained within another projection. Now suppose that SF is
merged with T in (2A-7),30and that it checks off the [+S]-feature of T's V-feature:

A

SF

30

To

&

. ..

SUBJ . . . V . .

According to Chornsky (1995 fall lecture), this application ofMerge does not violate the Extension Condition or the Cyclicity Condition on structure building; in other
exwords, SF is merged at the root in this case. Adjunction (by Merge or Move) onto
tends the projection of X, rendering the former X?- into a mere P.
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Then, this checking turns the V-feature into [+strong], which means that it must be
immediately checked off at the next operation owing to (2.4-6). Thus, V headmoves onto TO"", to check it off3'

TO

...

SUBJ

...

LP+-%lJJ

t,

...

Before TP is contained within another projection, another SF must be merged with
TO"" to check off the [+S]-feature of the D-feature:

Then, the D-feature turns into [+strong], whlch means that it must be checked off
immediately at the next operation. Accordingly, SUBJ moves into the Spec of T to
checks off the strong D-feature of T:

(2A. 11)
SUBJ,

I

VP

If the first introduced SF (in (2A.8)) checks off the [+S]-feature of the D-feature,
instead of the V-feature, SUBJ's movement in the Spec of T is induced, prior to
31

The SF that has checked off the [+S]-feature of the V-feature is deleted and erased
after checking.
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V's head-movement onto T, which is induced by the [+strong]-feature of the Vfeature that is created by the checking executed by the second SF. In one way or
another, the derivation is ruled in, as required, though the ordering of the operations differs, which does not matter anyhow.
A comment on the feature SF is in order. Obviously, SF is [-interpretable], and
it never enters PF by its nature But it indeed plays an important role in C,

it is

the sole cause of Move/Attract before SPELL-OUT. Therefore, although it has no
output at the interface levels, SF has an effect on PF output. It resembles the
(pure) expletive (such as English there or Italian expletive pro) and C0 elements
like English whether or r f , in that it is introduced in the derivation by Merge to
check off some features All of these elements form a natural class They have no
interpretation at LF.32That is to say, they are non-arguments. According to Chomsky (1995b: p.312), only non-arguments can enter into checking relation by
Merge It might be possible to surmise that SF is not a (pure) feature, but a head
(or LI) with the [+S]-feature, because SF, like other heads (LIs), may exist independently in the numeration and be introduced by Merge. The only difference between SF and the other kind of heads is that, while SF has no output to the
interface levels, the others have an output to, at least, one of the interface levels. In
this sense, SF resembles the expletive p r o in languages like Italian, in that it is
[-interpretable] and has no phonological output.
Incidentally, Noam Chomsky (personal communication) suggests that assuming

(2A-1) implies that there is a hierarchical ordering of the introduction of strong
features. If this suggestion is correct, then there is no need to invent a device such
as what I introduced in this appendix. The question is: which one is more plausible
than the other on conceptual grounds. It is true that the lexicon becomes more
32

Whether and fare mere phonological realizations of Q, which is interpreted at LF.
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complex if there is an SF feature which acts like an LI But it should be noted that,
if there is a kind of hierarchical ordering such as the above in human language, the
computation becomes more complex. If we strictly pursue the minimalist assumptions, we should avoid computational complexity as much as possible.

Part II

Raising and Multiple $eatureChecking

0. Introduction
In Ura (1994a) I attempted to provide an account of the constructions socalled "copy-raising" and "superraising". In the light of the more articulated theory
of feature-checking and movement suggested by Chomsky (1995b), this attempt
left several problems, however. The aim of this chapter is to reconsider those
constructions under the theory of multiple feature-checking.
Copy-raising is the name of the operation by which a DP is moved to a nontheta position in the superordinate clause from a subordinate clause, leaving a copy
(usually, a pronoun with the person, number, and gender agreement with its
antecedent), instead of a trace, in its original position, but this copy behaves
exactly the same as the trace left by the ordinary raising case with respect to its
interpretational properties. That is, it shares its referential property with the
"raised" DP (i.e., it must be coreferential with the "raised DP), and the "raised"
DP shares its thematic interpretation with the copy (cf. Soames & Perlmutter
1979). Put it differently, both elements shares the same single €)-role.' From these
1

As is evident fiom this statement, I limrt the use of the term cop-raising to refer to
the case in which it holds obviously true in syntactic r e - that the ''raked" element occu-
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statements, it is concluded that the "copy-raised DP and its copy form a single Achain (cf. Deprez 1992).
In the literature, it is often reported that copy-raising is found in many languages. Copy-raising has attracted some interest in the Principles-and-Parameters
approach, because it raises a theoretically very interesting problem for the theory
of Case and NP-movement (e.g., Deprez 1992) Under the most common approach to copy-raising, a kind of movement transformation from the position
where the copy appears to the position of its antecedent has been proposed to explain the mono-thematic relationship between the copy and its antecedent. Such an
approach, however, is severely accused of yielding a serious problem for Case and
NP-movement. The problem is. How can we explain why NP (or DP) moves from
a position where Case is already available to another Case position? This kind of

pies a non-thematic position. Thus the (a)-examples in the following sentences do not count
as a copy-raising in my terminology:
(i) Englzsh (Rosenbaum 1967:p.36)
a. Nobody expected of JON.[ that he, could be so cruel 1.
b. Nobody expected [ that John could be so cruel 1.
(ii) Dutch (Coopmans 1994:p.82)
a. Ik geloof van Jaq [ dat hijl ziek is 1.
I believe of John cow he ill is
b. Ik geloof [ dat Jan ziek is 1.
I believe cow John ill is
(iii)Biblical Fxglish (Higgins 1981: p.72)
a. Gcxi saw the light, [ that it, was good 1.
b. God saw the light being good.
Each (a) example has the same meaning as (b) in terms of their truth condition. Following
Higgins (198I), I call thisland of constructionproiepsis, In prolepsis examples, the antecedent of the pseudo-copy is assigned a Brole independently of the copy, which has its own 8role. The ill-forrnedness of (ii) where an idiomatic expression is involved shows that the Enghsh c o m c t i o n in (i) is a prolepsis:
(ii) *I expected of advantage, [ that it, was taken of John 1.
(cf I errpected that advantage was taken of John.)
On the other hand, in copy-raising, idiomatic meanings can be preserved, as we will observe
below. See Ura (1994e) for more discussion.
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movement fiom a Case-position to another Case position is mysterious and debatable, because it is commonly held that NP (or DP) moves only fiom a non-Case
position to a Case position, in principle (Chomsky 1986a).
Superraising is the name of the operation by which a DP is moved beyond
another DP to an A-position. In the GB era, it was commonly held that superraising does not exist, and several proposals were made for ruling out superraising
(e.g., Chomsky 1986b, Rizzi 1990, Lasnik & Saito 1992, among, many others).
Contrary to this commonly held view, I reported in Ura (1994a), drawing examples from a variety of languages, that superraising does exist in natural language.
The hypothesis I proposed in Ura (1994a) for the explanation of superraising
was very simple: Although multiple Specs projected by a single head H are allowed
in the "bare" phrase structure theory (Chomsky 1994a), there is a parameter as to
whether they are allowed or not. They are allowed only if H has multiple sets of
formal features; otherwise, they are impossible (see Chapter 2: $2.1 for detail). If
multiple Specs of H are allowed, then a can move up beyond

P located

at one of

the multiple Specs of H by utilizing another Spec of H as an escape-hatch, a can
move through this escape-hatch if it enters into a checking relation with H (see
Chapter 2: 53.3). If all these conditions are met, superraising can be materialized.
This is the core story of Ura's (1994a) explanation of superraising. There were
some unclear points/problems immanent in this story, however: The biggest among
them are (I) the absence of morphological agreement between a and H, and (11)
the obscurity of the feature-checking relation a bears against H. To consider these
intensely interrelated problems, we, first, have to take a closer look at copyraising, instead of superraising itself for the reason that will be evident as we
proceed.
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In $1, I will discuss copy-raising from the viewpoint of multiple featurechecking, and provide an alternative to the analysis of copy-raising that I provided
in Ura (1994a) With the analysis of copy-raising in mind, I will turn to superraising in $2 and consider the aforementioned problem^.^

1. Copy-Raising
1.1. Basic Facts
The copy-raising examples in (3.1) below come fiom I g b ~ : ~
(3.1) Igbo (Ura 1994a: p. 109)
di
m [ ka ~ z efiuru Ada ]
a. 0
EXPLETIVE seems to me COMP Eze saw Ada
'It seems to me [ that Eze saw Ada I.'
b.

~ z die ~ m
[ ka oi fiuru Ada 1.
Eze seems to me COMP he saw Ada
'same as (3.la) (Lit. Eze, seems to me [ that he, saw Ada I.)'

I showed in Ura (1994d) that (3,lb) is made from (3.1 a) by copy-raising: First,

from the fact that the expletive may appear at the matrix subject position, it is fairly
obvious that that position is a non-theta position. If this is the case, then Eze in
(3.1b) is moved fiom somewhere else to that position. ~he'followingfact supports
2

I am much indebted to Noarn Chomsky, Chris Collins, Ken Hale, Peter hion$
Masa Koizumi, Howard Lamuk, Toshi Oka, Asako Uchibori, and Akira Watanabe for their
comments, suggestions, andlor criticisms while I worked on the topic presented here
Thanks also go to Jun Abe, V i e Wrez, Alec Mamntz, David Pesetsb, Marnoru Saito,
Iona Stehe.scu, Dylan Tsai, Ken Wexler, and James Yoon for their comments on an earlier
version of this paper. Parts of this chapter were presented at MIT, University of Rochester,
Kumamoto University, Osaka University, and Dartmouth College I wish to thank participants at these meetings for their comments.
3

Unless otherwise indicated, the Igbo examples in h s chapter were provided by Peter ihionii, to whom I am deeply obliged for his generous mistance and advice.
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this claim: In (3.2b), the meaning of the idiom in (3-2a) can be preserved even aRer
a part of the idiom undergoes the alleged copy-raising:
(3 -2) Igbo
a, 1he e-kpu-ru na igwo a-gha-shia la.
thing cover LOC palm come-off PAST
'The secret was revealed.
(Lit. The cover on the palm tree came off )'

b.

e-kpu-ru na igwo Ii di [ ka o, a-gha-shia la 1.
thing cover LOC p h seems COMP it come-off PAST
'The secret seems to be revealed.
(Lit. [ The cover on the palm tree Iiseems that iti comes off.)'
[ 1he

Secondly, Eze in (3.lb) can bind an anaphor, as shown in (3.3):
(3.3) Igbo
onwe ya, [ ka o, fiuru Ada 1.
Eze seems to himself COMP he saw
Ada
'Lit. Eze, seems to himselt. [ that he, saw Ada I.)'
~ z e di
,

This shows that the raised Eze occupies an A-position, namely, the matrix subject
position of the predicate di 'seem', which is a non-thematic position. From these
observations I conclude that (3.lb) is derived from (3.4) by copy-raising Eze fiom
the embedded subject position (i.e., the Spec of the embedded TP) to the matrix
subject position (i e., the Spec of the matrix TP), leaving its pronominal copy in
the embedded subject position.

Incidentally, (3.la) is derived from (3.4) by inserting the expletive into the matrix
subject position by Merge. Note that (3-la) and (3.lb) do not compete in the
economy consideration because their numerations differ fiom each other (see
Chapter 2: fj1 5 and references cited therein): The numeration of the derivation for
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(3- la) includes the expletive, while that of the derivation for (3.1 b) does not include it.

1.2. Issues
As mentioned in $0 above, copy-raising raises some difficult, though interesting, questions for the theory of A-movement. The questions can be restated, under
the particular minimalist theory assumed in the present thesis, as in the following
manner: How and why can the copy-raised DP be moved from the position where
it can have its FFs checked off to another possible checking position? In Ura
(1994a) I raised this question as in the following manner: Is this movement a violation of Greed (Chomsky 1992, 1994a), a kind of the Last Resort Condition, which
requires an element not to move unless movement is the only way to save the derivation from crash.4
In Ura (1994a) I argued that the answer to this question is no, by proposing
that it is possible that the FFs of the DP to be copy-raised may escape checking at
the embedded subject position. The formulation of Greed Chomsky (1992, 1994a)
provided allows an element to move through a position without checking if that
movement leads to a proper checking of the element at some other place. Provided
that an actual feature-checlung is allowed not to take place at the embedded subject position, the copy-raising described above does not violate Greed.5
4

For critical discussions on Greedhst Resort, see Chomsky (1995b), Collins
(1995b, 1996), Lasdc (1995), and Ura (1994c, 1995a).

5

In passing, it is noteworthy that my c h leads to the conclusion that "checking" is
a kind of operation, as Howard Lasnik (p.c.) pointed out. If checlung automatically takes
place once a checking c o n l i ~ o is
n established, checlang is not escapable anyhow We
will return drectly to this issue in the next subsection.
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Chomsky (1995b), however, shows that this formulation of Greed should be
abandoned, and proposes that the definition of Move/Attract encompasses a version of the Last Resort Condition, which states that an element is moved'attracted
if and only if, otherwise, the derivation crashes (cf Chapter 2: 3 1.5). The question,
then, is restated as follows: Gwen the analysis of copy-raising I provided in $ 1.1,
does it deviate fiom the definition of Move/AttracO If it does, it means either (i)
that the analysis of copy-raising is incorrect, or (ii) that the definition of AttractMove should be so reformulated as to capture copy-raising. As far as the data

are concerned, there are pieces of evidence that show that the analysis of copyraising in 51.1 is correct, as we observed, and the first possibility should, therefore,
be less plausible. And we want to keep the definition of AttractMove intact as
much as possible. So we will go on to ignore the second possibility and assume
that copy-raising does not deviate fiom the Last Resort Condition of the definition
of AttractMove Further questions proceed from this assumption: (I) How does it
satisfy the Last Resort Condition of the definition of MoveIAttract? And (11) why
is it that the English counterpart of copy-raising like "John, seems that hek is ill.""
is ungrammatical? In the next subsection I will consider these questions.

1.3. Checking as an Operation
Here I propose to maintain Ura's (1994a) hypothesis that feature Checkzng be
a kind of syntactic operation.' Owing to the general economy condition on
6

Howard Lasnik (p c.) pointed out to me that this Enghsh sentence is not totally bad,
though far fiom perfect. This raises some interesting question, whlch we will return in $1.5
below.
7

According to Chomsky (1995b),where a feature F is in the checking domain of H,
F enters into a checkmg relahon with H ifF matches with F(H). In my terminology, "to enter into a checking relation with F w ' means "to check FOI)". See Chapter 2. $3 5 for
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operation (Chomsky 1995b), this hypothesis leads to the consequence that Checking, like Attract, is executed if and only if the derivation would crash without the
operation. Put it differently, Checkzng (like AttructMove (and, perhaps, Merge as
well (cf. Collins 1995b and Fujita 1995)) does not take place unless it is forced for
convergence.
With this in mind, let us return to the Igbo copy-raising, repeated here as (3.5):

(3.5) Igbo
~ z e di
,
m
[ ka o, fiuru Ada 1.
Eze seems to me COMP he saw
Ada
'Lit. Eze, seems to me [ that he, saw Ada 1.'

Let us consider the derivation of this sentence step by step. Suppose that the derivation has proceeded at the stage of derivation where the embedded T is merged
with the embedded VP with the two DPs in it:'

The fact that Igbo has an overt expletive indicates that the EPP-feature (i.e., Dfeature) of finite T in Igbo is strong. If so, then something that has a D-feature
must be moved to the Spec of T in (3.6) to check (i.e., enter into a checking relation with) the strong EPP-feature of T.Eze is the DP closest to T; hence, it is attracted there, deriving (3.7) from (3.6):

Here it is important to note that it is the EPP-feature that is strong and attracts
Eze. In (3.7), the chechng configuration for the chechng between Eze and T is es-

C
tablished. Under the hypothesis that Checkrng is an operation in ,

8

it is

In this chapter 1 totally ignore the &kt of overt V-movement in Igbo. See
Dkhaine (1992) for relevant discussion.
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impossible that Eze does not check the strong EPP-feature of T. This is because a
strong feature must be eliminated "immediately" after it is introduced. Recall that I
am assuming that "immediately" here means "at the very next step in the
derivation". This is due to the condition on strong features, which I proposed in
$3.1 (and Appendix) in Chapter 2. The condition is stated as follows:
(3.8)

D terminates unless a [+strong] categorial feature of H is immediately
checked at the next possible operation in the derivation.

Thus, if a is attracted by a strong feature F, a always checks F.
To put it differently, Attract always involves Chechng in a sense. This is rerniniscent of the fact that AttPact always involves Merge in the sense that the element
that attracts a feature F is always merged with F (or a larger category pied-piped
along with F). The element that attracts a feature F is always checked by F.' If not,
under the hypothesis that Checkzng is an operation, Attract becomes meaningless,
because the rationale of Attract is that it is invoked only for feature-checking.

1.4. Analysis
Keeping this in mind, let us return to (3.7). Recall that the movement of Eze to
the Spec of T is induced by the strong EPP-feature of T. Thus, checking takes
place between Eze and T in (3.7) owing to (3.8). What happens to (nominative)
Case-feature and $-features of Eze? Are these features checked off in the configuration shown in (3-7)? We are hypothesizing that Checkmg is an operation that is
required only for convergence. Notice that the condition (3.8) says nothing about
non-strong features; hence, Case and $-features of Eze in (3.7) are allowed not to
9

As we will see below, f ~ ethat
s are pied-piped as ''fiee+ridet' are allowed not to
be checked o g because they are not the one that is really attracted.
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check (i.e., not to enter into a checking relation with) Case and $-features of T unless checking of those features at this stage of derivation is required for
convergence
Let us consider what happens if Eze fails to check (i.e., enter into a checking
relation with) Case and $-features of T in (3.7). Does this results in a crash of the
derivation? Now I propose to assume that among T's formal features in Igbo, only
the EPP-feature is strong. This implies that only the EPP-feature is required to be
checked off before SPELL-OUT for convergence. Thus, under the hypothesis that
Checkzng is an operation in C,

T's Case feature and $-feature in Igbo may be ex-

empted fiom entering into a checking relation before SPELL-OUT unless the derivation crashes.
Now suppose that Eze in (3.7) moves up to the Spec of the matrix T without
checking Case and $-features of the embedded T, after it has checked the EPPfeature, as illustrated in (3-9):
(3-9)

,[

Eze

T

...

I r s e e b e

L-

,[

CoMP

[TP

T

,[

[W

v

Ada

11111

B-k&fe
Case, +-features(unchecked)

As argued above, it is allowed for T's Case feature and $-feature in Igbo to fail to
be checked off before SPELL-OUT. Note that the movement of Eze fiom the Spec
of the embedded T to the Spec of the matrix T in (3.9) obeys the Last Resort
Condition of the definition of Move/Attract, for, Eze, being a DP, has D-feature
available for checking off the strong EPP-feature of the matrix T (DP's D-feature,
being [+interpretable], can enter into multiple checking relations) The Casefeature and $-feature of the matrix T are checked off by Eze So what remain unchecked in (3.9) are the Case and $-feature of the embedded T
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If nothing checks off those features at LF, it results in a crash at LF. This is
why a sentence such as (3.10) is ungrammatical in English, French, German, etc.,
in which finite T always has the Case- and $-features to be checked.''
(3 10) a. English
*Theykseem that tkare ill

b. French
*Ils, semblent [ que t, parlent anglais 1.
they seem
COMP speak English
c. German
*Erkscheint, [ da8 tk kornrnt 1.
he seems COMP comes
How about Igbo and other languages with copy-raising of the type exemplified
by (3.5)? Besides Igbo, this type of copy-raising can be found in Haitian Creole
(Deprez 1992), Blackfoot (Frantz 1978), Kusaal (Ladusaw & England 1987), and
Berber (Abney 1987b), etc. (cf. Ura 1994a,d)
Here I propose that Igbo (and other languages with this type of copy-raising)
has a language-particular rule that can insert a pronominal copy of an A-moved
element at an intermediate position of the A-chain. Incidentally, it is natural to assume that language-particular rules are subject to the general economy condition;
that is, such rules apply only if the derivation crashes without invoking them (cf.
Chomsky 1989). Returning to (3.9), we predict that the derivation crashes if
lo

In Ura (1994%~)
I dubbed this type of construction "hyper-raising", and reported
that it is allowed in not a few languages including C
b Japanese, Arabic, Per@ Tehgu
(Dravidran), I(lkuyu (Bantu), Bhojupri (Indo-Aryan), Dholuo (Ndotic), Uzbek (Turkic),
etc. There I showed that all of the languages that allow hyper-raising allowpro in the subject position of a fimte clause Ifpro may stand alone d o u t any Case or + f ~ checke
ing, as I claimed in Ura (1994%~)~
the explanation of the well-forrnedness of hyper-raising in
those languages follows straigh~orwardly:
Gwen that, in those languages, h t e T may have
the derivation delineated in (3.9) converges in those languages
no Case and no hf-es,
See Ura (1994% 1994~)
for more and details.
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nothing checks off the Case-feature and $-feature of the embedded T in (3-9), given the fact that finite T in Igbo always has the Case- and &features to be checked
off This prediction is borne out, as the ill-formedness of (3.1 1) shows:
(3.1 1) Igbo
*8zei di
m
[ ka ta hum Ada ]
Eze seems to me COMP saw Ada
'Lit. Eze, seems to me [ that ti saw Ada 1.'

Now that the language-particular rule introduced above is available in Igbo, the
rule applies to (3.9) to save the derivation from crash. First, a pronoun agreeing
with its antecedent in person, gender, and number is inserted onto the Spec of the
embedded T, as illustrated in (3.12):
(3.12) ,[

Eze, T

. ..

,[

COMP

LTp

hek T

I,, V iVPV Ada 11111

Case, +-features (unchecked)

Being a DP, the pronominal copy inserted onto the Spec of the embedded T, naturally, has Case and $-features, which are available for checking Case and
&features of the embedded T at LF:
(3.13) ,[

Eze,

T

. . . ,[

CoMp

[P he,
[w
I
[VP

v

Ada

11111

The derivation, thanks to the language-particular rule, converges. As hinted above,
the lack of copy-raising in English, French, German, etc, is attributed to the lack of
the language-particular rule in those languages. This is my analysis of' copy-raising.
A theory-internal question arises regarding the pronoun inserted by the
language-particular rule: Is it included in the numeration of the derivation? It
should be noted, here, that such a pronoun is inserted only at an intermediate position of an A-chain; otherwise, the sentence in (3.14) could have the same meaning
as ( 3 . 9 , repeated here:
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(3.5)

m
[ ka oi 6uru Ada 1.
seems to me COMP he saw Ada
'Lit. Eze, seems to me [ that he, saw Ada 1.'

~ z di
e ~

(3.14) *0, di
m
[ ka Eze, fiuru Ada ]
he seems to me COMP
saw Ada
On the contrary, (3.14) is totally bad. If it were the case that the "inserted" pronoun is included in the numeration (with the implicit assumption that it somehow
shares a theta-role and its referent with its antecedent), (3.14) would be gramrnatical. The conclusion, thus, is that the pronoun inserted by the language-particular
rule is not included in the numeration. Rather, it looks like as if it spells out the
formal features of the embedded T that fails to be checked off by the copy-raised
DP. Although hrther investigation is obviously needed, I leave it to h t u r e research to explore this question any further

1.5. Resumptive Pronouns
The language-particular rule that saves (3.9) from crash by inserting a pronominal copy is very reminiscent of the so-called resumptive pronoun strategy that
is supposed to save a sentence with an ECPIsubjacency violation by inserting a
pronominal copy of an A-bar moved element."
In this regard the fact mentioned in footnote 5 above is very intriguing:
Sentences like (3.19, in which the subject of the tensed clause embedded under a
raising predicate undergoes "copy-raising" to the matrix subject position, are
rather deviant, but they are far better than sentences like (3.16), in which the object

11

See Sells (1984) for general issues concerning resumptive pronouns
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of the embedded clause undergoes "copy-raising" to the matrix subject p ~ s i t i o n : ' ~
In this connection it is interesting to note the contrast between (3.15) and (3.16):
(3.15) ???John, seems that he, has hit Bill.
(3.16)

*John, seems that Bill has hit him,.

English sentences like (3-15), in which the subject of the tensed clause embedded
under a raising predicate undergoes "copy-raising" to the matrix subject position,
are rather deviant, but they are far better than sentences like (3.16)' in which the
object of the embedded clause undergoes "copy-raising" to the matrix subject
position.
To account for this very subtle, though interesting, contrast in grarnrnaticality,
I am exploiting the similarity between the resumptive pronoun strategy for A-bar
moved elements and the language-particular rule involved in copy-raising.
Let us consider the contrast shown in (3.1 7):
(3- 17) a.

There was one guy who, I didn't think [ that he, would come 1.
(cf. *There was one guy who, I didn't think [ that ti would come I.)

b.

*There was one guy who, I didn't think [ he, would come 1.
(cf. There was one guy who, I didn't think [ ti would come I.)
(Kroch 1981: p. 127)

c.

*There was one guy who, I didn't think [ that Bill hit him, 1.
(cf There was one guy who, 1 didn't think [ that Bill hit t, I.)

As Kroch (1981) suggested, the generalization that can be gained concerning the
resumptive pronoun strategy in English is as follows: The resumptive pronoun
strategy applies only if it somehow saves the sentence that violates particular
l2

It is a well-known fict that, when seem takes m-$(or like) complement, the sentence becomes fslrly good, "J0h.q seems as lDlike hei has hit BiU./(??)John, seems as m e
Bill has hit him,." Cf Rogers (1972, 1974), Postal (1974)' Lappin (1985), and Heycock
(1994) for thls construction.
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conditions on movement. (3*17b,c) shows that it cannot apply if the sentence violates no such conditions. In (3.17a), the trace left at the subject position of the finite clause with an overt complementizer violates the so-called that-t filter (cf.
Chomsky & Lasnik 1977), whatever it may be. Thence, the resumptive pronoun
strategy is invoked. For our concern here it is important to note that the resumptive pronoun strategy is available if A-bar movement violates the that-t filter, but it
is not available if (i) the trac: satisfies the that-t filter and (ii) the movement involved crosses no bamer in the sense of Chomsky (1986b).
At this point it seems not so unnatural to presume that the same kind of the resumptive pronoun strategy is available for A-movement, too, in English. If it is the
case, then the contrast between (3.15) and (3.16) is rather straightforward: The
strategy saves (3.15) from a violation of the that-t filter. In (3-16), on the other
hand, there is no violation of conditions on movement; therefore, the strategy cannot apply, resulting in ungramrnaticality. Yet the deviancy of (3.15) suggests that
the resumptive pronoun strategy in English is not applicable for A-movement without any damage.

2. Superraising
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the analysis of superraising I
provided in Ura (1994a) involves some theory-internal problems in the light of the
current theory of feature-checking in the minimalist program (Chomsky 1995b). In
this section I will show that these problems can be cleared under the theory of multiple feature-checking.
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3.1. Facts
In Ura (1994a) I reported that superraising, which has been widely alleged to
be nonexistent in natural language, can be found in some languages (including
Moroccan Arabic, Chinese, Quechua, Chichewa, etc.).I3Here I cite a superraising
example from Standard Arabic fiom Ouhalla (1994) (see Salih 1985a,b for ample
data of Standard Arabic superraising):14
(3.18) Standard Arabic (Ouhalla: p.67)
a dhanan-tu [ ?ama Zaynab-a
ta-'rifi
believed- 1SG COMP
-ACC ~ F S G
'I believed that Zaynab knew the student.'
b.

~

I-taalib-a 1.
~ the-student-ACC
O W

dhanan-tu 1-taalib-a, [ ?anna Zaynab-a
ta-'rifb-hu t, 1.
-ACC ~ F S G ~ ~ O W - ~ M S G
believed- 1SG the-student-ACCCOMP
'same meaning as (3.1 8a)
(Lit. I believed the student, that Zaynab knew him,.)'

There are, possibly, three ways to explain the word order change from (3.18a) to
(3-18b): (I) The DP I-taalib 'the student' in (3.18b) is base-generated as an object
of the matrix predicate, and, hence, no raising (or movement) is involved (in other
words, (3.18b) is not derived fiom (3.18a) at all); (11) The DP undergoes A-bar
movement to the Spec of the embedded CP; and (111) The DP undergoes A-

l3

In ura (1994a) I provided superraising examples in Persian and Indonesian, as well.
After its publication, I found that some of the data from Persian and Indonesian, wh~chI
gathered f?om my own mformants, were questioned by some other native speakers. Obviously, much work should have been needed to establish the (rather strong) claim I made in
Ura (1994a): I proposed that the generahalion, wh~chstates that superraising is allowed in
a language L ifL allows the muhple subject construction, holds universally good in natural
language. Although I still believe thts generahabon to be valid, I leave it to h e research
to examine its valid@ at length.
14

See Ura (1994a: Chapter 1) and the references cited therein for supemwng examples in other languages.
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movement to the position where its nominal feature is checked off by the matrix v
(or to the Spec of the matrix AgrO under the Agr-based feature-checking theory).
Salih (1985a,b) and Ouhalla (1994) advocate (111); that is, they analyze (3.18b)
as being derived from (3.18a) by superraising. The analysis (I) is proposed by
Coopmans (1994). According to this analysis, there is no relation mediated by
transformation between (3-18a) and (3.18b). Coopmans (1 994) provides a similar
kind of example from Dutch:15
(3.19) Dutch (Coopmans 1994: p.82)
a. Ik geloof [ dat Marie Jan liefheeft 1.
I believe that Mary John loves
b.

Ik geloof van Jan [ dat Marie hem liefheeft 1.
I believe of John that Mary him loves

Massam (1985) votes for (11): Through studying the construction shown in
(3-18) from several languages, she has reached the analysis (11). Although it might
be possible that her analysis is valid for the phenomenon what Watanabe (1993)
calls "ECM from Comp", it encounters a problem for Standard Arabic (and several
other languages (see Ura 1994a. Chapter 1)): The allegedly raised DP "the student" in (3.18b) can undergo fbrther A-movement to the matrix subject position in
accordance with the passivization of the matrix predicate, as Salih (1985a) points
out:
(3.20) Standard Arabic (Coopmans 1994: p. 8 1)
dhunn-a
al-taalib-u,
[ 2anna Zaynab-a
ta-'rifb-hu t, 1.
believed(~~ss)-3sc
the-student-ACCCOMP
-ACC ~FSG-know-~MSG
'Lit. The student, was believed that Zaynab knew hun,. '

l5

This construction is sometimes referred to as "prolepsis" (cf Hi@
1994e). Cf footnote 1 above.
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This fact challenges Massarn's (1985) analysis, because A-LAmovement is prohibited in general (see Fukui 1993b for an attempt to derive this condition from the
more general economy condition). The analyses (I) and (111) are immune from this
problem, however.
Salih (1985b: pp.328-329) shows that the alleged raising-operation in Standard
Arabic is possible only if the raised DP is a subject, a direct object, or an indirect
object of the embedded predicate. It is totally impossible for a DP to be raised if
the DP is assigned an inherent Case like locative, instrumental, or ablative. On the
other hand, the so-called "prolepsis" is fairly possible in the same context, as the
following English examples show:16
(3 -21) English
a. (?)I thought of the house that Mary lived in it.
b. (?)I thought of the computer that Mary solved the problem with it.
c. (?)I thought of those trees that the apples fell fiom them.
If one identifies the Standard Arabic example in (3- 18b) as a prolepsis, then helshe
should give an account of the difference between English and Standard Arabic in
this respect. It is, of course, not impossible to devise a method to cope with the
difference. Yet, it is more desirable to maintain Salih (1985a,b) and Ouhalla's
(1994) claim that (3.18b) is derived from (3.18a) by superraising, if one can give a
satisfactory account of the lack of superraising of a DP with an inherent Case in
Standard Arabic.
In the next section I will propose a new analysis of superraising, assuming that
(3-18b) is a superraising example, and I will demonstrate that the lack of
l6

The acceptability of those Enghsh prolepsis sentences varies according to the context where they are uttered. Cf Ura (1994e) and, also,Heycock (1994) for relevant discussion. However, it should be noted that raising examples in Standard Arabic never become
acceptable ifthe raised DP comes fiom locative, instrumental,etc
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superraising of a DP with an inherent Case naturally follows. Returning to the
problems involved in Ura's (1994a) account of superraising, I will, in 52.4, show
that they can be resolved in a straightforward way.

3.2. New Analysis of Superraising
Let us return to the examples in (3.18), repeated here as (3.22):
(3 -22) Standard Arabic (Ouhalla: p.67)
a, dhanan-tu [ ?anna Zaynab-a
ta-'rifi
1-taalib-a 1.
believed- 1SG COMP
-ACC 3 F S G ~ ~ O the-student-ACC
W
'I believed that Zaynab knew the student.'

b.

ta-'rih-hu t, 1.
dhanan-tu 1-taalib-a, [ ?anna Zaynab-a
believed- 1SG the-student-ACCCOMP
-ACC ~FSG-know-~MSG
'same meaning as (3 18a)
(Lit. I believed the student, that Zaynab knew him,.)'

The leading idea about superraising is that the DP to be superraised undergoes Amovement from the embedded clause to an A-position in the matrix clause beyond
the subject-DP of the embedded clause.
Our conclusion is that (3.22b) is derived from (3.22a) by superraising. The
question to be addressed first is: Why is it that the object-DP in the embedded
clause in (3.22a) can undergo such a long-distance A-movement? As shown in
(3-22a), it may stay in its original clause before SPELL-OUT, regardless of whether or not it overtly moves up to its checking position within the embedded clause.
The commonly held view is that A-movement is impossible once the DP to be
moved lands at a possible Case-checking position.
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In $1 above I argued for Checking as an operation in C,

and showed that a

DP may move further from its possible Case-checking position if the languageparticular rule for copy-raising saves the derivation from crash. The fact shown in
(3.23) indicates that the language-particular rule for copy-raising is also available
in Standard Arabic:
(3.23) StandardArabic (Salih 198Sb: pp.326-327)
a. yabdu [ ?anna 1-mu'Callim-a Saraha 1-qasi:dat-a 1.
seem
COMP the-teacher-ACCexplained the-poem-ACC
'It seems that the teacher explained the poem.'

b.

yabdu 1-muCallim-u, [ ?anna-hu, garaha 1-qasi:dat-a 1.
seem the-teacher-NOM COMP he explained the-poem-ACC
'same meaning as (3.23a)'

Returning to (3.22b), we can say that the pronominal copy of the superraised DP is
cliticized onto the embedded verb. Thus, (3.22b) should be delineated as the
following :
(3.24) dhanan-tu 1-taalib-a,
[ ?anna Zaynab-a
ta-'rifu-hu, ]
believed- 1SG the-student-ACC COMP
-ACC ~ F S G ~ X I O W
'Lit. I believed the student, that Zaynab knew him,.'

- ~ ~ ~

That is to say, I am claiming that the suffix attached to the embedded clause in this
example should be regarded not as the manifestation of object-agreement but as a
pronoun cliticized onto V by incorporation.
In any event, the allegedly superraised DP in (3.22b) is allowed to undergo
such a long-distance A-movement into the matrix clause without Case-checking
within the embedded clause because it leaves a copy, which is available for checking the Case- and @-featuresof the embedded V.
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Now let us consider, step by step, the derivation of superraising. First, consider
the stage of the derivation where the embedded vP is created:
(3.25)

[vp

SuBJ

V

Cw

V OBJ I]

Now I propose that v in Standard Arabic is weak. Thus, OBJ in (3.25) stays in situ
before T is inserted by Merge, as illustrated in (3.26):

It is reasonable to assume that (the EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature) of) finite T in the
embedded clause is strong in Standard Arabic, because it derives the word order

SVO in the embedded clause in Standard Arabic (cf. Ouhalla 1991). Now something with a D-feature must be attracted to the Spec of T. In (3.26) SUBJ is the
DP closest to T; hence, it is attracted to the (innermost) Spec of T, as illustrated in
(3.27):

Here it is important to note that SUBJ is always located in the innermost Spec of
the embedded T to check off the EPP-feature of T.
In Chapter 4 I will argue that the existence of possessor-raising from SUBJ in a
language L indicates (I) that T in L may have the property that allows it to tolerate
an unforced violation of Procrastinate (see Chapter 4 for detail)), and (11) that
some feature of T may enter into multiple checking relations. As shown in (3.28),
Standard Arabic allows possessor-raising from SUBJ:
(3.28) StandardArabic (Moutaooualul 1989: p. 128)
marid-un.
Zayd-un, [ t, ?abuh 1-u
Zayd-NOM
father -NOM ili-NOM
'Lit. Zayd, (his) father is ill.'
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Thus, let us assume that T in Standard Arabic may tolerate an unforced violation
of Procrastinate and that T's EPP-feature as well as its nominative Case-feature
may enter into multiple feature-checking relations.l7
Returning to (3.27), OBJ may move up to an outer Spec of T, entering into an
EPP-feature checking relation with (the embedded) T thanks to this assumption.
This movement of OBJ derives (3.29) from (3.27):
(3.29) ,[

OBJ, ,[

SUBJk T

[,,p

fk

V

[w V ti

IIII

Notice that this movement of OBJ satisfies both the MLC and the Last Resort
Condition of the definition of Move/Attract. In (3.27), OBJ is the DP closest to T,
because no traces can be attracted, and OBJ, being a DP, has a D-feature that can
enter into an EPP-feature checking relation with T.
Now the overt complementizer and the matrix "ECh4" verb are introduced:

Suppose that ECM verbs in Standard Arabic have a peculiar property: Their norninal feature may be either strong or null. If strong, they attract something with a
nominal feature to their Spec before SPELL-OUT; if null, it has no Case-feature to
be checked. Here it is very important to note that OBJ and SUBJ are in the same
minimal domain (of T) in (3.30), hence, they are equidistant fiom V(ECM).
Therefore, in the case where the nominal feature of V(ECM)is strong, either of
them can be attracted to the Spec of VFCM) without violating the Last Resort
Condition of the definition of AttractMove. Suppose that OBJ is attracted to
there. Then, (3.3 1) is derived fiom (3.30):

17

See Chapter 2: $2 for detailed Man on "violabii of Procmth&" and "multiple feahuechecking".
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After this, the matrix T and the matrix subject are introduced. As argued in Chapter 2: 93.1, the movement of OBJ to a Spec of a predicate is always prior to the
merger of SUBJ with the projection of the predicate if the predicate has a strong
feature. (See Chapter 2: 53 1.) Now that we are assuming that V(ECM)is strong,
the derivation finally reaches (3.32);
(3.32) ,[ T ,[ SUBJ,[ OBJ, V(ECM) [p COMP [p t'1 [Tp S m J k T l V p fir
t~11111111

[w

(3.32) crashes, however, unless the language-particular rule for copy-raising applies, because, otherwise, the nominal feature of the embedded V would remain
unchecked at LF. Suppose that the rule applies to (3.32) and the inserted pronominal copy cliticizes onto V. Then, we can get (3.331, a convergent derivation:
(3.33) ,[ T-Vv,[ SUBJ ,[ OBJ,tv [Cp
[V, V-~ro111111111

CoMp [Tp

t'i

SUBJI,T [YP

tb

Gwen the overt V-raising to T in the matrix clause in Standard Arabic (cf. Ouhalla
1991), (3.33) represents the surface structure of the superraising example like
(3.22b).18 This is my analysis of superraising under the theory of multiple
feature-checking.
In passing, it is noteworthy that T's property to pennit an unforced violation of
Procrastinate is very crucial factor for superraising to take place. As we will see in
Chapter 4, multiple subjects in a single ciause are allowed in a language L if T has
this property. Thus, Ura's (1994a) generalization about superraising, which states

'B

AS a matter of fact, SUBJ in the embedded clause in (3~22b)has accusative Case.
Following Watanabe (1993), I assume that this accusative Case comes fiom T that is
moved to C at LF. Thus, the Case-fwe of T (which is nominaiive, but realized as accusative due to the languagsparticular rule in morphology) is checked off by SUBJ. See Watanabe (1993) for discussion on 'Emf?om Comp".
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that superraising is allowed in L if L allows multiple subjects in a single clause, follows naturally from this.

3.3. Earnination of Possible Derivations
Before considering how we can solve the problems Ura's (1994a) analysis of
superraising encounters, we have to examine the other possible derivations
(whether convergent or not) that can emerge from the assumptions I made so far.

A possible derivation emerges from the stage of the derivation illustrated in
(3.27), repeated below:

We considered the case where OBJ is attracted by T to its Spec owing to the property of T that allows it to tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate. But OBJ
may stay in situ because it is not required to move to a Spec of T. Let us suppose
so. Then, the stage of the derivation after the introduction of the overt complementizer and the V(ECM)looks like:

Recall that we are assuming that the nominal feature of ECM verbs may be either
strong or null in Standard Arabic. Suppose that V(ECM)in (3.34) is strong. Then,

SUBJ, being the DP closest to V(ECM),is attracted to the Spec of V(ECM),deriving
(3.35):

This derivation converges, if the language-particular rule for copy-raising inserts
the pronominal copy of SUBJ at the Spec of the embedded T:
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(3.36) ,[

SUBJ, V(ECM),[

COMP [p 'Pro,

T ,[

tk

[w

OBJ

11111

As expected, there exists a grammatical counterpart of this derivation in Standard
Arabic:
(3.3 7) Standard Arabic (Ouhalla 1994: p.67)
dhanan-tu 1-taalib-a,
[ 7anna-hu, qaabal-a 1-muCallim-a 1.
beleived- 1 SG the-student-ACC COMP-he m e t - 3 s ~the-teacher-ACC
'Lit. I believed the student, that he, met the teacher.'
Suppose, instead, that V(ECM)in (3.34) is null. Then, SUBJ in (3.34) stays in situ,
deriving the PF illustrated in (3.38):

At LF, the nominal feature of the SUBJ in the embedded clause enters into a
checking relation with the embedded T to check off the Case-feature of T. The
derivation converges. As expected, (3.38) corresponds to the real example shown
in (3.18a), repeated below as (3.39):
ta-'rifi
(3.39) dhanan-tu [ ?anna Zaynab-a
believed- 1SG COMP
-ACC ~ F S E ~
'I believed that Zaynab knew the student.'

~

1-taalib-a 1.
O
the-student-ACC
W

As mentioned in footnote 17, the Case feature (nominative) of the embedded T is
morphologically realized as accusative in Standard Arabic owing to the effect of

"ECM from Comp" (see Watanabe 1993 for detailed discussion on this
phenomenon)
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3.4. Ura's (1994a) Problems and Their Solutions
In $0 of this chapter we observed that Ura's (1994a) analysis of superraising
has some theory-internal problems. We can recapitulate it as in the following manner: The "bare" phrase structure theory (Chomsky 1994a) in the minimalist program allows multiple Specs to be projected by a single head H. Ura (1994a)
proposed that there is a parameter as to whether they are allowed or not. If multiple Specs of H are allowed, then a can move up beyond J3 located at one of the
multiple Specs of H by utilizing another Spec of H as an escape-hatch. a can move
through this escape-hatch if it enters into a checking relation with H. If all these
conditions are met, superraising can be materialized. This explanation of superraising, however, has two problems: (I) To explain the absence of morphological
agreement between a and H, there is no way except to resort to some ad hoc
stipulation. For example, as shown by the Standard Arabic superraising example in
(3,18b), repeated here as (3-40a), it is SUBJ, but not the superraised OBJ, that in-

duces subject agreement in the embedded clause.
(3.40) Standard Arabic
a. dhanan-tu 1-taalib-a, [ ?anna Zaynab-a
ta-'rih-hu, 1.
believed- 1SG the-student-ACCCOMP
-ACC ~ F S G ~ ~ O W - ~ M S G
'Lit. I believed the student, that Zaynab knew himk.'
b.

*dhanan-tu 1-taalib-a,
[ ?anna Zaynab-a 0-'rib-hu, 1.
believed- 1SG the-student-ACCCOMP
-ACC ~MSG-know-~MSG

And (11) it was not clear what kind of checlng relation the DP to be superraised
has with the embedded T (=Id).
These problems are solved naturally if we adopt the analysis of superraising under the theory of multiple feature-checkmg. As we noted in 92.2 above, it is SUBJ
that is located at the canonical (i.e., innennost) Spec of the embedded T. And
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recall our hypothesis that it is T's strong EPP-feature, but not its $-feature, that
may enter into multiple checking relations. Suppose that T's @-featureis strong,
but it cannot enter into multiple checking relations, unlike T's EPP-feature and
nominative Case-feature. Given this, it follows that it is SUBJ that checks off T's
strong @-featurewhen it is attracted to the innermost Spec of T before OBJ moves
up to an outer Spec of T. Once T's strong @-featureis checked off this way, it is
deleted and erased (Chomsky 1995b). Thus, when OBJ has moved to an outer
Spec of T, there is no $-feature of T; as a result, there is no way for OBJ to induce
subject-agreement.
The answer to the question (11) is more straightfonvard: From the discussions
on superraising that have been made thus far, it is obvious that the DP to be superraised to the matrix clause enters into an EPP-feature checking relation with the
embedded T (=Id).

4. Summary
In this chapter I provided a new analysis of copy-raising and superraising under
the theory of multiple feature-checking advocated in this thesis. Through the discussion on copy-raising, I proposed the hypothesis that Checkzng is a syntactic operation that is subject to the general economy condition. In addition it was claimed
that the existencelabsence of the language-particular rule, which inserts a pronorninal copy in a checking position of an A-chain, determines the existencelabsence of
copy-raising. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the idea about the multiple
feature-checking mediated by the EPP-feature of T in some languages, the idea
which is possible if we adopt the theory of multiple feature-checking, gives a
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natural account of the derivation of superraising. Besides, I showed that this account of superraising is free from the problems that my former analysis of the phenomenon involves.

A ~ ~ e n d iAn
x : Alternative Account of Copv-&i.isinp
and H v ~ e r - u s i n g
Noam Chomsky (personal communication) pointed out to me that it is possible
to give an analysis of copy-raising, under the theory of multiple feature-checking
advocated in this thesis, in a somewhat different way than the one I provided in
this chapter. Under the theory of multiple feature-checking, I am assuming that
there is a parameter concerning the determination as to which features are able to
enter into multiple checking relations (see Chapter 2 $2 for detail) In this thesis, I
address myself exclusively to cases where the parameter is concerned with the features that attract something But it is logically possible to extend the idea of multiple feature-checking to the feature of the elements to be attracted
In this thesis, the proposal that T in some language may enter into multiple
feature-checking relations plays a very important role. In the same manner, it is not
unnatural to assume that Case-feature of DP in some language may enter into multiple feature-checking relations.lg Now suppose that Igbo (and other languages
with copy-raising) has this parameter-setting; that is, Case-feature of DP in those
languages may enter into multiple feature-checking relations. Then, it is rather easy
to explain copy-raising. Consider the following putative copy-raising case:

In (3A. I), pc stands for a pronominal copy of the copy-raised DP
l9

Note that D-feature and +feature of DP, being [+interpretable], can enter into multiple fae-checking relations.
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At the Spec of the embedded T, the DP to be copy-raised checks off the Casefeature as well as the $-feature and EPP-feature (D-feature) of T ARer this, the
DP can be attracted by the strong EPP-feature of the matrix T, as we argued in

5 1 3 above

After the DP moves to the Spec of the matrix T, the DP can still check

off the Case-feature of the matrix T thanks to the assumption that DP in this language may enter into multiple feature-checking relations.
Very attractive and promising though it is, this explanation has a problem Under this explanation, it is not clear why a pronominal copy must be left (or inserted) at the Spec of the embedded T Under the analysis provided in § 1.3 above,
this is required for convergence. Unless the pronominal copy is inserted, the derivation crashes because the Case-feature of the embedded T remains unchecked at

LF. On the other hand, there is no strong reason why this is required under the
analysis of copy-raising sketched above, because the Case-feature as well as the
other formal features of the embedded T is properly checked off. It is not sufficient
to simply say that any trace of an A-moved element may be spelled-out by its pronominal copy The fact is that only the trace left at a possible Case-position, but
not all traces, is allowed and required to be spelled-out by a pronominal copy.
Thus, to ensure that a pronominal copy must be inserted at a particular position,
we need to give a special device under the analysis of copy-raising sketched above.
This is why I do not take this approach in 9 1 in this chapter. But I leave it to future
research to compare the two accounts of copy-raising in depth
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Chaster 4

(IN)ALIENABLE
POSSESSIVE
CONSTRUCTION
AND POSSESSOR-RAISING

0. Introduction
"Possessor-raising" or "possessor-ascension" is a well-known phenomenon,
but there are not so many studies dealing directly with it within the principles-andparameters approach, though there is much work on it under the framework of
Relational Grammar (see Blake 1990: 64.3.2 and the references cited therein) In
the so-called GB theory, Massam (1985) and Baker (1988) hold a relatively circumstantial discussion on some of the topics concerning possessor-raising in general (cf., also, Szabolcsi 1983 and Broadwell 1990 for possessor-raising in a
particular language). But since these studies under the GB theory rely heavily upon
the notions that have been discarded within the minimalist fiamework for the reason that they have no conceptual necessity (Chomsky 1992) (they crucially utilize
the notion "government" and the projection principle, both of which have been
abandoned in the minimalist framework), we cannot directly adopt their specific
mechanics for possessor-raising any longer in the present thesis. The primary aim
of this chapter is to explore an appropriate mechanics for possessor-raising within
the minimalist framework through studying possessor-raising in various languages
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(primarily, in Japanese and Korean). I will try to demonstrate that the theory of
multiple feature checking advocated in this thesis will provide a cogent analysis of
possessor-raising.'

1. Basic Pro~ertiesof Possessor-Raising
1.1. Inalienable and Alienable Possessors
Possessor-raising is an operation by which a DP contained within another DP
is moved out of the host DP. The DP to be raised out of the host DP typically
bears a kind of possessor-relation to the host:
(4.1) Japanese
a. ,[ Mary-no

kami 1-ga naga-i.
hair -NOM long-be
'Mary's hair is long.'
-GEN

b.

Mary-ga, ,,[

t, karni 1-ga naga-i.
-NOM
hair -NOM long-be
'same meaning as (4.1a)'

(4.2) Japanese
a. ,,[ John-no imooto 1-ga utsukusi-i.
-GEN sister -NOM beautiful-be
'John's sister is beautiful.'
b.

t, imooto 1-ga ustukusi-i.
-NOM
sister -NOM beautiful-be
'same meaning as (4.2a)'

John-ga, ,[

The DP raised out of the host DP in (4.lb) has a body-part (or whole-part) relation to its host, and the one in (4.2b) has a kinship-relation to its host. I will refer
I

Specgal thanks to Noarn Chomsky, Chris Collins, Ken Hale, Caroline Heycoclq Howard Las~ltk,Asako Uchibori, and A h Watanabe for their comments on an earlier version
of h s chapter.
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to these relations as "inalienable possessor-relation", following, basically, Croft's
(1 990: p. 175) definition of "inalienable possession" :

Inalienable possession refers to a permanent relationship between two entities. The
most conspicuous examples are parts, such as body parts and lunshlp relations.
As Nichols (1988) points out, what counts as a permanent relationship varies from
language to language, according to the social and cultural heritage of the language.
Essentially, it should be understood that the relation that is inborn, inherent, or not
conferred by purchase (e.g., kinship, body-part, part-whole, etc.) is called
ABLE

INALIEN-

in this thesis. (See Nichols 1988 for more discussion on the notion

(IN)ALIENABLE
POSSESSION.)
The alleged raising of the nominative marked DPs in (4.1b) and (4-2b) is confirmed by the following fact. As the ill-formedness of (4.3) shows, adverbs cannot
intervene between the genitive-marked possessor-DP and the possessed:
(4.3)

a.

*,,[

Mary-no totemo
kami 1-ga naga-i.
-GEN extremely hair -NOM long-be

b.

*[,

John-no
-GEN

sugoku imooto 1-ga ustukusi-i.
strikingly sister -NOM beautiful-be

Given that the genitive-marked DP stays within the host DP, the adverb, which is
supposed to modify the matrix adjective, cannot c-command the projection of the
adjective in ( 4 ~ 3 )as
~ ;a result, (4.3) is ruled out. In contrast, if the possessor-DP is
marked as nominative, adverbs can intervene between the possessor-DP and the
host DP, as shown in (4.4):
(4.4)

2

a.

Mary-ga, totemo ,[ t, kami 1-ga naga-i.
-NOM extremely
hair -NOM long-be
'Mary's hair is extremely long.'

(cf. (4.3a))

I assume that adverbs must command the element that they mod@. Cf Roberts
(1986) and Zubizmeta (1987)
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b.

John-ga, sugoku ,[ t, imooto 1-ga utsukusi-i. (cf. (4.3b))
-NOM strikingly
sister -NOM beautiful-be
'John's sister is strikingly beautiful.'

This contrast indicates that, if the possessor-DP is marked as nominative, it can be
raised out of the host DP; for, if it is the case, we can say that the adverb in (4.4) is
in a position adjoined to IP, from where it can c-command the adjective. (I will argue later in this chapter that the allegedly raised possessor-DP is in an outer Spec
of IP.The structure looks like: ,[ PossDP-NOM,,[ adv. ,[ ,,[ t, NP

1-NOM[Ap adj.

1111.~
It should be noted that not all possessors can undergo possessor-raising. In the
literature it is often held that there are two types of possessor-relation, inalienable
possessor and alienable one. The possessor-relation that the possessor-DPs in (4.1)
have with respect to their host DP is inalienable one. As we saw, possessor-raising
is possible if the possessor-relation is inalienable one. On the other hand, I will argue that possessor-raising is not possible in Japanese if the possessor-relation is
alienable one. Consider the examples in (4-5):
(4.5)

a. ,,[ John-no kuruma 1-ga seibifuryoo-da.
-GEN
car
-NOM ill-conditioned-be
'John's car is ill-conditioned.'
b.

John-ga

kuruma-ga seibifuryoo-da.
car-NOM ill-conditioned-be
'same meaning as (4.5a)'
-NOM

c.

odorokuhodo kuruma-ga seibihryoo-da.
strikingly
C ~ ~ - N O M ill-conditioned-be
'John's car is strikingly ill-conditioned. '

John-ga

-NOM

(cf

*,,[

John-no odorokuhodo kuruma 1-ga seibifbryoo-da.
-GEN strikingly
car -NOMill-conditioned-be )
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In (4-5a) the relation between the subject DP and the genitive marked DP in its
Spec position is alienable one. It is true that (4.5b) retains the same meaning as
(4.5a) after the Case of the possessor is changed fiom genitive into nominative,
and that an adverb modi@ng the matrix adjective can intervene between the norninative possessor and the possessed nominal, as illustrated in (4.5~).One might be
tempted to interpret these facts as indicating that (4-5b) is derived fiom (4.5a) by
possessor-raising just as in the case in (4- 1). Contn,ry lo these similarities, I would
like to argue that the nominative marked DP in (4.5b,c) is not derived by
possessor-raising, but it is base-generated as the so-called

MAJOR SUBJECT

clause (see Kuroda 1986, Ueda 1990, and Tateishi 1991 for

of the

MAJOR SUBJECT

in

general).
The term MAJOR SUBJECT was first introduced by Kuroda (1978) and it has been
held that it bears a kind of meaning relating to 'topic' or 'focus' (cf Kuroda 1986
and Tateishi 1991).~Kuroda (1986: 510) argues that a major subject may be basegenerated with the nominative Case in the initial position of the clause whose main
predicate has its own subject with the nominative Case.
(4.6)

[, Oranda-no sakana 1-ga ,[ nisin-ga
yo-i 1.
Holland-GENfish -NOM hemng-NOMgood-be
'It is fish in Holland among which herring is the best.'
(Kuroda 1986: p.257)

In (4.6) the DP oranda-no sakuna is the major subject. It is noteworthy that the
major subject is not derived by possessor-raising fiom the subject, as the illformedness of (4.7) shows:
(4.7)

3

* ,[

[, Oranda-no sakana ]-no nisin 1-ga
yo-i 1.
Holland-GENfish -GEN herring -NOM good-be

Thanks to Akira Watanabe for the mformation on the relevant references.
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Tateishi (1991) argues that it is not possible to introduce another major subject
into the clause that has already had a major subject; accordingly, (4.8) is bad where
another major subject is forcibly introduced into (4.7):
(4.8)

*Fuyu-ga [ oranda-no sakana 1-ga nisin-ga
yo-i.
winter-NOM Holland-GENfish -NOM herring-NOMgood-be
' *It is in winter that it is fish in Holland among which hemng is the
best. '
(cf, Fuyu-ga
nishin-ga
yo-i.
winter-NOMhemng-NOMgood-be
'It is in winter that herring is the best.' )

To put it differently, there must not be more than one major subject in a single
clause in ~ a p a n e s e . ~
Now returning to (4.5b) (repeated below), where the possessor-relation involved is alienable one, we predict that another major subject cannot be introduced
into this sentence if our claim is correct that the outer DP in (4.5b) is a basegenerated as major subject. This prediction is borne out by the ill-formedness of
(4.9):

(4.5b) John-ga

kururna-ga seibihryoo-da.
-NOM
car-NOM ill-conditioned-be
'John is such a person that his car is ill-conditioned. '

(4.9)

4

*Fuyu-ga John-ga
kuruma-ga seibifuryoo-da.
winter-NOM -NOM
car-NOM ill-conditioned-be
'It is in winter that John is such a person that his car is ill-conditioned. '

At present I have no idea about why this should be so It is, however, natural that
the sentence should become unnatural if there is more than one topicahzed element in a
single clause. It is oRen claimed that a major subject and the rest of the clause bear a to pi^
comment relation. Incidentally, it should be noted that there is no possessor-relation involved in each nominative-marked DP in (4-8). That is, the number of multiple subjects in a
clause is limited to two if there is no possessor-relation among the subjects (cf Tateishi
1991)
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We also predict that if John in (4-5b) is contained within the host DP with the genitive Case on it as in (4.5a)' the introduction of a major subject is possible, because it results in only one major subject in the clause. This prediction is also borne
out :
(4.10) Fuyu-ga [ John-no kurumal-ga seibihryoo-da.
winter-NOM
-GEN
car -NOM ill-conditioned-be
'It is in winter that John's car is ill-conditioned.'
On the other hand, since I am claiming that the outer DP in (4.lb) (repeated
below), where the possessor-relation is inalienable one, is possessor-raised out of
the host DP, it should be the case that a major subject can be introduced into
(4-lb) and (4.2b): In fact, the derived sentences (i.e., (4.1 1)) are perfectly
acceptable:
(4.lb) Mary-ga, ,[

t, kami 1-ga naga-i.
-NOM
hair -NOM long-be
'Mary's hair is long. '

(4-2b) John-ga, ,[

t, imooto 1-ga ustukusi-i.
-NOM
sister -NOM beautiful-be
'John's sister is beautihl. '

(4.1 1) a.

b.

Fuyu-ga Mary-ga, ,[ t, kami 1-ga naga-i.
winter-NOM -NOM
hair -NOM long-be
'It is in winter that Mary's hair is long.'
Kono kurasu-ga John-ga, ,,[ t, imooto 1-ga ustukusi-i.
This class-NOM
-NOM
sister -NOM beautill-be
'In this class, it is John who has a beautiful sister.'

Incidentally, if another major subject is introduced into (4-11)' the sentence becomes bad, as expected:
(4.12) *Kotoshi-ga Fuyu-ga Mary-ga, ,,[ t, kami 1-ga naga-i.
this Y ~ U - N O M winter-NOM -NOM
hair -NOM long-be
'It is this year that Mary's hair is long in winter.'
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(cf. ,,[ Kotoshi-no Fuyu 1-ga Mary-ga, ,[
this Y ~ ~ - G Ewinter
N
-NOM
-NOM
'same meaning as (4.12)' )

t, kami 1-ga naga-i.
hair -NOMlong-be

To be brief, all the nominative marked DPs outside of the real subject of the predicate in the clause are interpreted as a major subject if they have no inalienable
possessor-relation with the other subject(s).'
Our claim that possessor-raising is possible only in the case where the DP to be
raised has an inalienable possessor-relation to the possessed noun is also confirmed
in the following manner. As we argued above, the nominative marked DP outside
of the real subject of the clause is base generated as a major subject if it has no inalienable possessor-relation to the real subject; that is, there is no movement involved in that case. Hence, we predict that an idiom chunk can undergo
possessor-raising only if it has an inalienable possessor-relation to the possessed
noun. Indeed, we can find some examples of possessor-raising of an idiom chunk if
it has an inalienable relation to its host DP:6

5

The following contrast demonstrates the point here more convincingly, as Chns
Collins (P.c.) suggested to me:
(i) a.
*John-ga kuruma-ga taiya-ga waru-i.
-NOM CX-NOM
tire-NOM
bad-PRES
'The tire of John's car is bad.'
(cf Jon-no kuruma-ga taiya-ga waru-i.
GEN W-NOM tiTe-NOM
bad-~~~s
Jon-ga kururna-no tqa-ga waru-i.
-NOM CarGEN ~ ~ W Nbad-PRES
OM
)
b. John-ga irnooto-ga ashi-ga waru-i.
-NOM car-NOM t i r e ~ boa~d - ~ w
'John's sister's leg is bad.'
6

It is a well-known fact that not all idiom chunks can undergo movement operation,
hence, there are examples in which idiom chunks cannot undergo possessor-raising even if
they have an d e n a b l e possessor-relation to the possessed noun.
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(4.13) a.

[ [ John-no

me ]-no tama ]-ga kuro-i.
eye -GEN ball -NOM black-be
'John is alive. (Lit. John's eyeball is black.)'
-GEN

b.

(4.14) a.

b.

[ John-no

me 1-ga, [ t, tama ]-ga kuro-i.
-GEN eye -NOM
ball -NOM black-be
'same meaning as (4.13a)'

Sono nyuusu-niyotte, [ [ John-no me ]-no
iro ]-ga
that news-because of
-GEN eye -GEN colour -NOM
kawat-ta.
black-be
'Because of that news, John got angry. (Lit. The colour of John's
eyes changed.)'
Sono nyuusu-niyotte, [ John-no me ]-ga, [ t, iro ]-ga
that news-because of
-GEN eye -NOM
color -NOM
kawat-ta.
black-be
'same meaning as (4.14a)'

On the other hand, as far as I can see, there is no example in which idiom chunks
with an alienable possessor-relation to the possessed noun undergo possessorraising, as expected.
From the above discussion we conclude that, despite its appearance, possessorraising is not possible if the DP to be raised does not have an inalienable possessorrelation to the possessed noun.'z8

7

In the literature on Korean possessor-raising, it has been well &Med that
possessor-raising is possible only in the case where inalienable possessor-relation holds (cf
Chun 1985, Y.-S. Kang 1986, Choe 1987, M.-Y. Kang 1987, J.-S. Lee 1992, Maling &
Kim 1992, and Cho 1993, to list a few).
8

After investigating the internal structures of alienable and inalienable DPs, we d
see other syntactic Merences between alienable and malienable possessive constructions in
Japanese.
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1.2. Subject/Object Asymmetry of Possessor-Raising
Now let us observe in what contexts possessor-raising is possible in Japanese.
Baker (1988: p.274) explicitly states:
"possessor-raising" should be only allowed if the raised NP [=DPin our terminology]
is the possessor of a transitive verb's hrect object, or of an unaccusative verb's
surface subject. In fact, thls prediction is correct across languages.

Massam (1985: p,283) reaches the same conclusion. In fact, as Baker and Massam
note, this statement holds true in Charnorro (Gibson 1992), Acehnese (Durie
1987), and other Austronesian languages, and Swahili (Keach & Rochemont
1992b) and some Bantu languages. But, as Broadwell (1990) points out,
possessor-raising from the subject of an unergative verb is possible in Chickasaw:
(4.15) Chickasaw (Broadwell 1990: p.230)
fosh'-at in-taloowa.
Jan-at
Jan-NOMbird-NOM3 -sing
'Jan's bird sings.'
In Japanese (and Korean), possessor-raising fiom the subject of an unergative verb
is possible, too:'
(4.16 ) Japanese
John-ga musuko-ga (butai-de) odot-ta.
-NOM son-NOM stage-at dance-PAST
'John's son danced at the stage.'
Furthermore, even possessor-raising from the subject of a transitive verb is possible in Japanese and Korean:

9

Drawing data from Korean, Kang (1987) also points out that the g e n e r w o n
claimed by Baker and Massam does not hold true.

108
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(4.17) a. Japanese
John-ga musuko-ga hito-o
korosi-ta
-NOM son-NOMperson-acc kill-PAST
'John's son killed a man. '
b. Korean (Choe 1987: p. 100)
Chelsoo-ka tongsaeng-ka sihem-ey hapkyekha-et-ta.
ChelS00-NOMbrother-NOMexiU'kI-at pass-PAST-DEC
'Chelsoo's brother passed the exam.'
Robinson (1979) draws such the following examples fiom Kala Lagau Langgus, an
Australian language with ergative marking:
(4.18) Kala Lagau Langgus (Robinson 1979: p. 12)
ngaran ] garaka
palan.
a. [ Ipkaziw
WO~~~(G
~ OEON~)( E R~OY(NOM)
G)
kick
'The woman's foot lucked the boy.'
b.

Ipkazin, [ t, ngaran ] garaka
palan.
woman(^^^) ~OO~(ERG)
b o y ( ~ o ~kick
)
'same meaning as (4-18a)'

Contrary to Baker's (1988) statement, the conclusion is that possessor-raising
in Japanese (and in Korean) is possible fiom the subject of the clause irrespective
of the type of the predicate. Incidentally, this is confirmed by the fact that a major
subject can be introduced in a clause with an allegedly possessor-raised nominative
argument in a transitive clause:
(4-19) a.

b.

Mary-ga

mune-ga otokotachi-o hikitsuke-ta.
-NOM bosom-NOM men-ACC
attract-PAST
'Mary's bosoms attracted men's attention.'

Kono natsu-ga Mary-ga mune-ga otokotachi-o hikitsuke-ta.
this summer-NOM -NOM bosom-NOM men-ACC attract-PAST
'It was in this summer that Mary's bosoms attracted men.'

In the meantime, Broadwell (1990: p.228) posits another generalization concerning the environment of possible possessor-raising:
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Every language that allows possessor of subjects to be extracted [=possessor-raised]
also allows possessor of objects to be extracted [=possessor-raised].
This generalization, however, does not hold true for Japanese as Kuno (1973) first
pointed out. As the ill-formedness of the following examples shows, possessorraising fiom objects is impossible in Japanese, regardless of whether the DP to be
possessor-raised has an inalienable possessor-relation or an alienable possessorrelation to the host DP
(4.20) Japanese
a. Inalienable possessor
*John-ga Mary-o, [,, t, atarnal-o nagut-ta.
-NOM
-ACC
head -ACC PAST
'John hit MaryJs head.'
Mary-no atarna 1-0 nagut-ta.
-NOM
-GEN head -ACC PAST
'same meaning as (4-20a)' )

(cf. John-ga [,

b. Alienable possessor
* John-ga Mary-o, ,,[ t, kuruma 1-0 migai-ta.
-NOM
-ACC
car -ACC polish-^^^
'John polished up Mary's car.'
Mary-no kuruma 1-0 rnigait-ta.
-GEN
Car -ACC polish-PAST
'same meaning as (4.20b)' )

(cf. John-ga ,[
-NOM

In this respect Japanese presents clear contrast with Korean; for, possessor-raising
fiom objects is possible in Korean if the DP to be possessor-raised has an inalienable possessor-relation to the possessed noun (cf. J.-S. Lee 1992 and Cho 1995):
(4.21) Korean (J.-S. Lee 1992: p.268)
a. Inalienable possessor
John-i
Mary-lul, [, t, son 1-lul cap-ass-ta.
-NOM -ACC
head -ACC catch-PAST-DEC
'John catch Mary's head.'
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(cf John-i ,,[

Mary-uy son 1-lul cap-ass-ta.
-NOM
- ~ m
head -ACC catch-PAST-DEC
'same meaning as (4.2 1a)' )

b. Alinenable possessor
* John-i Mary-lul, ,,[
-NOM

-ACC

t, kong 1-lul cap-ass-ta.
ball -ACC catch-PAST-DEC

'John catch Mary's ball. '
(cf John-i ,,[

Mary-uy kong 1-lul cap-ass-ta,
-NOM
-GEN tali -ACC C ~ ~ C ~ - P A S T - D E C
'same meaning as (4.2 1b)' )

In any event, despite the fact that it allows possessor-raising from subjects, Japanese disallows possessor-raising from objects, contrary to Broadwell's (1990)
generalization.
Later in this chapter I will propose the hypothesis that the possibility of
possessor-raising depends on whether the hnctional head that has a feature-checking relation with the host DP allows multiple Specs or not. Under our
theory of Case-feature checking, T checks off SUBJ's formal feature and v checks
off OBJ's in an ordinary active clause (see Chapter 2: 51.4). Thus, according to
the above hypothesis, possessor-raising from subjects (SUBJ) is possible in L only
if T allows multiple Specs in L, and possessor-raising from objects (OBJ) is possible in L only if v allows multiple Specs in L. With this hypothesis, we can offer the
following explanation of the four cases regarding the possibility of possessorraising: (I) In English, neither possessor-raising from subjects nor from objects is
allowed because in English, neither T nor v allows multiple Specs; (11) in Chamorro, Hawaiian, Kinyarwanda, and Swahili, only possessor-raising from objects is
possible because v, but not T, allows multiple Specs in those languages; (111) in
Japanese, only possessor-raising from subjects is possible because T, but not v, allows multiple Specs in Japanese; and (IV) in Korean and Chickasaw, both
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possessor-raising from subjects and from objects is possible because T and v allow
multiple Specs in Korean and Chickasaw.

2. Internal Structure of (In)alienable Possesive DP
Before examining, more closely, the above hypothesis concerning the possibil-

ity of possessor-raising, let us consider the internal structures of inalienable and
alienable possessive DPs.

2.1. Inalienable Possessive DP
Following, basically, the proposal that has been made by Authier (1988), Tellier (1990), and Vergnaud & Zubizarreta (1992), I assume that an inalienable noun,
but not an alienable one, may have a theta-role that is to be discharged to its
Spec.'' Thus, the underlying structure of an inalienable possessor construction

"

looks like:
lo

This theta-role has been sometimes called POSSESSOR-role See Gruber (1965)
for the POSSESSOR-role. CE, also, Anderson (1983), Chomslq (1986a), and Zimrnermann (1993) HereaRer, I refer to this theta-role as "I-POSS role". I-POSS role resembles
AGENT-role in that they are not necmsady connected wrth any particuIar morphological
case ( h c h means that they may be marked as any structural case), though they may have a
morphologically realized case form. AGENT-role in En& for example, may be marked
as nominative or accusative (as in ECM context), though it is also morphologically realized
by by.
I'

I believe that this structure for an inalienable noun phrase was first proposed by
Chornsky (1970). The assignment of I-POSS role by an inalienable noun must be optional,
as Noarn Chomsky (p.c.)pointed out to me; for, idenable nouns do not h a y s assign IPOSS role. In expressions like "John's leg", John is not always interpreted as bemg an owner of his own leg; rather, it could be an owner of the leg that he bought. Incidentally, Although I use the terminology "assignment" here, it can be easily translated into Hale &
Keyser's (1991, 1993) approach to &roles, under which the semantic role of a given argu-
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DP@ossessor) N'
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e

(order irrelevant)

:. . . . .

I-POSS role

Extending the DP-hypothesis (Abney 1987a) under the checking theory, I hrther
assume that the DP that is assigned I-POSS role by an inalienable noun, if marked
as genitive, moves to the Spec of the D that selects the NP whose head is the inalienable noun, in order to have its genitive Case checked off by the D."

DP;

i

ANP

(order irrelevant)

/"--

That is, I am claiming that the genitive Case of the possessor of an inalienable
noun is a structural Case that is checked off by a hnctional category (i.e., D).
Whether the movement of the possessor DP to the Spec of D takes place before or

ment is configurationally determined, by saymg that the argument at the Spec of an inalienable noun gets an interpretation of its possessor (as pointed out by Ken Hale @.c.)).
l2

It might be the case that it is an inahenable noun that has a genitive Case to be
checked against the genitive Case of its possessor. That is, the genitive Case of the possessor of an inalienable noun is checked off at a Spec of D by the d e n a b l e noun that is moved
onto D. Although the possessor is basegenerated at a Spec of an inalienable noun, its genitive Case cannot be checked off in situ because of the stipulation that no f m e - c h e c h g
takes place at the base position of an argument (Chomsky 199%). For the theoretical motivation and empirical evidence for N-movement to D, see Siloni (199 l), Cinque (1994) and
Longobardi (1994). Cf Longobadn
(1994: appendix) for dlsc;ussion on some implications
..
of N-movement under the rnmmalh program. Incidentally, it might be possible that there
are some other functional categories in between N and D (see Ritter 1991, Balhom 1993,
Szabolcsi 1994, Muromatsu 1994, and Lobeck 1995),though I ignore this possibility in thls
thesis.
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after SPELL-OUT in a language L depends on the strength of the formal feature(s)
of D (and N) in L.

2.2. Alienable Possessive DP
As for the internal structure of an alienable possessive DP, I assume, following,
again, the suggestion by Vergnaud & Zubizarreta (1992), that an alienable noun
has no direct theta-relation with its possessor. More specifically, I propose, following the lead of Anderson (1983), and, also, Abney (1987a) and Stowell (1989),
that the possessor of an alienable noun is assigned its POSSESSOR theta-role not
by the noun itself, but by the D that has its own theta-role (i.e., POSSESSOR-role)
to be discharged to its Spec. Hence, the underlying structure of an alienable
possessive DP looks like:13

That is to say, the possessor of an ahenable noun is base-generated at the Spec of
the D that selects the alienable noun as its complement. I refer to the D that assigns
A-POSS role to its Spec as "D(Poss)".

I also assume that the A-POSS assignment by D(Poss) to the possessor-DP accompanies an inherent Case assignment, whch is morphologically realized as genitive (cf. Chomsky 1986a). It should be noted, here, that the D(Poss) should be
13

To distinguish this POSSESSOR-role fiom "I-POSS'role, which is assigned by an
inallenable noun, I use "A-POSS" role to refer to it.
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distinguished from the D that checks off the structural genitive Case of the possessor of an inalienable noun. I will refer to the latter D as "D(Gen)".

2.3. Discussion
2.3.1. Sptactic/Morphqphonolo+al
and Inalienable Possessives

Distinction between Alienable

To recapitulate the above discussion, I proposed that the possessor of an inalienable noun phrase is different from that of an alienable noun phrase: The possessor of an inalienable noun gets its POSSESSOR-role (i.e., I-POSS role) directly
from the inalienable noun and has its structural genitive Case checked off by
D(Gen), while the possessor of an alienable noun gets its POSSESSOR-role (i e.,
A-POSS role) from D(Poss) together with its inherent genitive Case.I4
It might sound strange that there are two types of D in a single language.
However, if we take into consideration a wide range of language in the world, we
can find that a lot of languages employ two different Ds for marking the possessors
of an alienable noun and an inalienable one. One of the most remarkable case comes from Polynesian languages like Samoan, Tokelauan, and Hawaiian. In those languages there are two kinds of possessor-marker, which are morphophonologically
independent of the possessor. According to Mosel & Hovdhaugen (1992) for Samoan, Hovdhaugem et al. (1989) for Tokelauan, and Elbert & Pukui (1979) for
Hawaiian, the possessor-marker a is used exclusively for ahenable possessives and
the possessor-marker o is used exclusively for inalienable possessives:15
14

I am assuming, following Chomsky (1992), that mherent Cases, unke structural
ones, need not be checked qntacbcally. The issue concerning the formal -don
between structural and mherent Cases are d very delicate, though. See L~bert(1992) for discussion on this issue.

In Samoan there are some complicated &dons

between alienable and inalien-
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Samoan (Mosel & Hovdaugen 1992: pp.283-287)
a. Alienable possessive
le naifi a
le fafine
i. '0
PRESENTATIVE the knife ~ o s sthe woman
'the woman's kmfe'
ii. '0
le leiti6 a
le ali'i
PRESENTATIVE the radio ~ o s sthe chief
'the chiefs radio'
b. Inalienable possessive
i.
'0
le uso o 1e fafine
PRESENTATIVE the sister poss the woman
'the woman's sister'
..
11.
'0
le lanu o
le ta'avale
PRESENTATIVE the color poss the car
'the car's color'
It is not so unnatural to assume that these possessor-markers are identified as Ds.
If so, then these languages employ two different kinds of D according to the
possessor-relation between the possessor and the possessed l6
Tinrin, a Melanesian language spoken in southern New Caledonia, provides
another interesting case. In this language, most possessive constructions can be expressed by the possessor-marker nrii (Osumi 1995: p. 145-156). However, whereas
it is a morphophonologically free morpheme when it marks an alienable possessive
(Osumi 1995: pp. 145-148), it is a bound morpheme that is required to be attached
phonologically to the possessor noun when it marks an inalienable possessive
(Osumi 1995: p.63). Moreover, according to Dixon (1980: p.293), almost all Australian languages have two distinct ways to express possessive constructions.
able possessives, which seem to be hard to capture by ow definition of "(in)alienableness".
See Mosel & Hovdhaugen (1992: pp.282-290).
l6

Ken Hale @.c.)pointed out to me that these possessor-marker have been traditionally treated as a preposition: They also can be used as a kind of locative marker (cf Mosel &
Hovdhaugen 1992). More c a r d examhiions are, therefore, needed for m
g the
claim that they count as Ds.
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Whereas a genitive suffix can be added to the possessor noun to indicate alienable
possession, inalienable possession is expressed by just apposing possessor and possessed nouns without any special suffix such as genitive. In addition, according to
Chris Collins (personal communication), we can find a distinction between alienable and inalienable constructions in Ewe, a Kwa language spoken in Togo and
Benin. In Ewe, for alienable possession, the maker "0e" is used,17 whereas for inalienable possession, no marker is used.
Furthermore, one might think that our distinction between structural and in-

herent genitive Case sounds strange. It is true that, both in English and in Japanese, the (prenominal) possessor is invariably marked as 's and -no,respectively,
regardless of whether it has a alienable or inalienable possessor-relation to the possessed. But we can also find that in a lot of languages, the possessor of an alienable
noun is marked differently fiom that of an inalienable noun. Consider the following
Hawaiian example:
(4.26) Hawaiian (Wilson 1982: p. 19)
a. Lnalienable possessive
kona lima
his hand
'his hand'

b. Alienable possessive
kana hoe
his paddle
'his paddle'

As these examples show, the third person singular genitive pronoun in Hawaiian is
declined according to whether the possessed noun is alienable or inalienable. That
is to say, the declension of the possessor of an alienable noun is different from that
of an inalienable noun in Hawaiian. This indicates that structural genitive Case is
morphophonologically distinguished fiom inherent genitive Case in Hawaiian.

17

0 is a bilabial iiicative.
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Another (more striking) case comes fiom Chukchi, a Paleosiberian language
spoken in northeastern Siberia. According to Tsumagari (1992)' the possessor is
genitive-marked with the suffix -in1' if it is an inalienable possessive, and it is
genitive-marked with the suffix -kinigif it is an alienable possessive.
(4.27) Chukchi (Tsumagari 1992: p.276)
a. Inalienable possessive
i. mur-yin atla
1PL-GEN mother
'our mother'
b. Alienable possessive
i. ture-kekin a?tw?et
~PL-GEN
boat
'your boat'

ii,

a?tt?-in lewat
dog-GEN head
'dog's head'

ii.

ernnug-kin yannik
tundra-GEN beast
'tundra's beast'

This indicates that the inherent genitive Case is morphologically realized as -kin
and the structural genitive Case is realized as -in in Chukchi.

An interestingly complicated case comes fiom Ainu, an isolate language spoken in northern Japan. In Ainu, the possessor of an inalienable noun is not genitively marked, but the inalienable noun itself is declined for expressing inalienable
possession; on the other hand, the possessor of an alienable noun is marked as
genitive, but the alienable noun itself is not declined:
(4.28) Ainu (Tsumagari 1992: pp.273-274)
a. Alienable possessive
i. toan kur-kor seta
that man-GEN dog
'that man's dog'

ii

acapo-kor sake
uncle-GEN sake
'uncle's sake'

18

This d i x alternates w& -en or -yin accordmg to its phonological environment
(cf Skonk 1961).
19

This suf£ixalternates with -ken or -k.kin according to its phonological environment
(cf Skorik 1961).
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b. Inalienable possessive
i. kamuy rus-ihi
bear skin-~oss
'bear's skin'

ii.

ku sik-ihi
~ S eye-~oss
G
'my eyes'

That is to say, in Ainu, only the inherent genitive Case, but not the structural genitive Case, causes declension to the possessor DP. More interesting here is the fact
that an inalienable noun, but not an alienable one, has an inflectional suffix for
possessive if its possessor overtly appears This can be explained by assuming that
D(Gen), but not D(Poss), causes inflection to N(oun) in Ainu.*' Technically, this
~nflectioncan be captured by postulating that there is a head-movement of N to D

a la Cinque (1994) and Longobardi (1994). Ainu, thus, provides a piece of stable
evidence in favor of the distinctions between inherent genitive Case and structural
genitive Case, on the one hand, and between D(Gen) and Dposs), on the other.
Given these observations on possessive constructions in various languages, it is
safe to say that it is a simple accident that in English and Japanese, both alienable
and inalienable possessors are morphologically marked in the same manner.

2.3.2.Combination of D(Poss) a d Inalie7uz ble Noun
Recall our claim that D(Poss) assigns its own POSSESSOR-role (A-POSS
role) together with an inherent genitive Case to the possessor DP in its Spec.
Since we also assume that an alienable noun has no POSSESSOR-role to be discharged, there is only one element with a POSSESSOR-role within the whole
20

The opposite pattern to Ainu with respect to the d a t a t i o n of the inflection of
the possessed noun is found in Barasano, a Tucanoan language spoken in Colombia. AG
cordmg to Jones & Jones (1991), malienable possession in this language is expressed by juxtaposiig the possessor and the p o s w d , d e allenable possession is expressed by
attaching an inflectional prefix to the possessed.
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alienable possessive DP if D(Poss) takes the NP whose head is an alienable noun
Recall, also, our claim that an inalienable noun assigns its own POSSESSOR-role
(I-POSS role) to its Spec. Then, what happens in the case where D(Poss) takes the

NP whose head is an inalienable noun, which is a possible combination under our
analysis of possessive constructions? The configuration of such a DP should look
like:

DP-

(order irrelevant)

L- DA A
DP
N'

A-POSS role

e...,

I-POSS role

Suppose that this happens in English. Then, such an ungrammatical example as
in (4.30) in English appeaw2'
(4.30) *John's horse's tail
(with the reading a horse 's tail that John possesses)
Given that D(Poss) (as well as D(Gen)) cannot enter into multiple checking relations in English (see Kimura 1994 for discu~sion),~~
there is no way to check off
the structural genitive Case of the possessor generated at the Spec of an inalienable noun because the Spec of T! is filled with the possessor that is generated there.
21

I regard the 's-form attached to the possessor-DP in EngM as the possessor-DP7s
deched form for genitive. As Abney (1987a) points out, this yields some problem because
Enghsh allows such a form Like the gzrki with the hat's bicycle. This problerq however, is
not insoluble under our assumption, though I leave discussing it here. See Miller and Halpern (1992) for relevant discussion.
22

Obviously, this is a reformulation of Fukui's (1986) idea that the rnaxlmal p r o j e ~
tion of a lexical category is "closed off' in Enghsh if it projects a Spec, though the background assumptions concerning the theory of phrase structure differ fiom each other. Cf ,
also, Fukui & Speas (1986) and Kuroda (1988).
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In (4.30), for example, the structural genitive Case of horse fails to be checked
off, resulting in ill-formedness.

2.3.3. T w o Types of Possessive Genitives in English
As mentioned before, English makes no morphological distinction between an
inalienable possessor-DP and an alienable possessor-DP. It is, however, possible to
find some syntactically interesting differences between them. First, there is a construction in English, in which the possessed noun appears as the subject of a copular sentence with its genitive marked possessor in the post-copular position:
(4.3 1) The book is John's.
Gruber (1965: pp.78-79) argues that (4-31) is derived from (4.32) by deleting book
in the post-copular noun phrase (see Saito & Murasugi 1990a'b for extensive discussion on this issue under the so-called DP-hypothesis.)
(4.32) The book is John's be&
Note that the possessor-relation expressed in (4.3 1) is an alienable one. Interestingly, sentences like the following are unacceptable, as Stockwell et al. (1973) and
Anderson (1 983) point out:
(4.33) a.
b.

*The/A/That husband is Mary's.
*The/A/That tail is a pig's.

Hence, the fact is that the construction A be B 's is possible if the genitive-marked
DP in the post-copular position has an alienable possessor-relation to the head of

A; if B is the inalienable possessor of A, then the construction is impossible.
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Given our hypothesis on the underlying structures of alienable and inalienable
possessive DPs, we can give an account of this contrast by means of Saito & Murasugi's (1990a,b) mechanism of NP-deletion.
Saito & Murasugi (1990a,b) observes the contrast between (4.34) and (4.35):
(4.34)

,[ This,[ book I] is,[ John's ,[ p I].

(4.35) *,[

That,[ destruction of the city I] is ,[ the barbarian's ,[ g I1

They propose that the NP-deletion take place under strict identification; that is, the

NP to be deleted must be the same as its antecedent (cf., also, Lobeck 1995). According to Saito & Murasugi (1990a,b), (4.35) is ruled out because the deleted NP
in (4.35) is not the same as its antecedent NP ,
[ destruction of the city]; for, the
deleted NP in (4.35) must contain the trace of the barbarian in its Spec. It is reasonable that the action (or deverbal) noun deshction assign its AGENT-role to its
Spec (Chomsky 1970, Anderson 1979, Abney 1987a, and Stowell 1989), as illustrated in (4-36):

In other words, the deleted NP in (4.35) looks like ,
[ tj destruction of the civ] ,
where tj is the trace of the barbarian, and its antecedent looks like ,
[ PRO de-

struction of the city

1, where PRO is assigned the

AGENT-role by destruction,

These two NPs are, thus, different fiom each other in that the former has a trace in
its Spec but the latter has PRO in its Spec; as a result, the purported deletion in
(4.35) is not possible.
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On the other hand, (4.34) is fine because NP-deletion can take place under
strict identification; for, the alienable noun book has no 8-role to assign as it is an
[ book], which is
alienable noun, and, hence, the deleted NP in (4.34) looks like ,

the same as its antecedent; as a result, the deletion in (4.34) is successhlly
completed.
Given Saito & Murasugi's (1990a'b) mechanism of NP-deletion in English, the
ill-formedness of (4.33) (repeated below) can be accounted for just as in the case
of (4.35) if our hypothesis that an inalienable noun assign its POSSESSOR-role to
its Spec is correct.
(4.33) a.
b.

*The/A/That husband is Mary's.
*The/A/That tail is a pig's.

Under our hypothesis, the structures of (4.35) before deletion should be:23
(4-37) a.
b.

[, ThelNThat ,[ PRO husband I] is,[ John's, ,1 tl husband 11
[,, The/A/That,[ PRO tail I] is,,[ a pig's, ,[ t, tall 11.

Being different from their antecedent, the NPs to be deleted in (4.37) violate the
strict identity condition on NP-deletion; whence, the ill-formedness of (4.33) results. Now we have gained hrther support for our hypothesis even in English, the
hypothesis under which alienable possessive-DP differs from inalienable
possessive-DP in syntactic respects.
Another syntactic difference between alienable and inalienable possessive-DPs
in English comes fiom the following fact. It has long been recognized (Onions
1905, Curme 1931, Jespersen 1949, Gruber 1965, Chomsky 1970, 1986a,
It might be the case that PRO does not appear in (4.37). Recall that d e n a b l e
nouns do not always have I-POSS role to be discharged. However, as Caroline Heycock
(p.c.) pointed out to me, the inalienable noun h b w d almost obligatorily assigns its IPOSS role because of its lexical meaning.
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Stockwell et al. 1973, Hawkins 1981, and many others) that of--DP may express a
possessive relation in Modem English. Chomsky (1986a) claims that the genitive
Case of a DP can be realized either by attaching 's to the DP or by inserting of in
front of the DP. The ill-formedness of the following examples shows that a
possessor-DP's genitive Case cannot be realized by inserting of in front of the DP
if the possessor-DP has an alienable possessor-relation to the possessed noun:24

(4.38) *the table of Ann
(cf. Ann's table)
(Jespersen 1949, Quirk et al. 1985, and Kayne 1994)
In contrast, if the possessor-DP has an inalienable possessor-relation to the possessed noun, its genitive Case can be realized by of-insertion:
(4.39) a.
b.

the tail of a pig
the brother of Mary

(cf. a pig's tail)
(cf. Mary's brother)

Recall that we are assuming that I-POSS role, which is assigned by an inalienable noun to its Spec, can be realized by of as an inherent Case form, just like
AGENT-role can be realized by by as an inherent Case form, though both of them
can be assigned any structural Case (see footnote 9 above). Furthermore, we are
assuming that - 's is the only inherent Case form of the DP that is assigned A-POSS
role. Hence, there is no way for a DP with A-POSS role to be realized by of as an
inherent Case

"

Qurk et al. (1985: pp.1277) note that if the possessor is very heavy, (4.40) becomes good: ?the table of the num that Isawyester* (cf *the table of ihe m).
Though
I ignore this effect in this thesis. See Kayne (1994: p. 160) for a possible account of this effect under a theory in which DP is split up by more than one functional category. Incidentally, many people pointed out to me, however, that the purported difference between
alienable and inalienable possessive constructions exemplified by (4.38) and (4.39) is not so
crystal-clear, pace Qwrk et al.'s (1985) observation (cf Hawkins 1981). This might be due
to an extension of the interpretation of the relation they express (see Hayase 1993 for relevant discussion). Here I leave the issue open.
The genitive Case of the argument of an action (or deverbal) noun can be r d m d
by of-insertion (e.g., the city S &si!ruction vs. the dsmction of ihe city). This is what we
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Keeping in mind this difference between alienable and inalienable possessiveDPs in English, let us reconsider the situation where D(Poss) takes the NP whose
head is an inalienable noun, the situation which we gave brief consideration in
52.3.2. In this situation two possessor-DPs appear within the host DP, as illustrated in (4.40):

DP

L DA
NP

A-POSS role

A

DP

N'

I-POSS role

As we observed in 52.3.2, both possessor-DPs cannot be marked as 's at the same
time:
(4.4 1) *John's horses' tails

(with the reading horses ' tails that Johnpossesses)
However, given that the I-POSS role of horse in (4.41) can be realized by ofinsertion, (4.41) can be saved as in the following manner:
(4-42) John's tails of horses
In contrast, (4.43) is bad:
(4.43) *horses' tails of John
This is because the inherent genitive Case, which is assigned to an alienable noun's
possessor-DP, cannot be realized by of-insertion.26
expect, because, as mentioned above in the text, AGENT-role of a devdal noun is assigned to its Spec just like I-POSS is assigned to the Spec of an inalienable noun.
26

See Kayne (1994) for M o n on the word order concerning the head noun and
the DP with oJ Besides, it might be of some concern to consider the construction like a
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In this subsection we observed that there are some syntactic differences between an alienable possessive DP and an inalienable possessive DP even in English.
Now let us return to the main issue of this chapter, namely, possessor-raising.27

3. How and Why Does Possessor Move?
3.1. How to Raise Possessor
We argued in the previous section that the possessor of an inalienable noun is
generated at a Spec of the noun, and claimed that, if it is marked as (structural)
genitive, then it has its genitive Case-feature checked off at a Spec of D(Gen) by
D(Gen) (or, by the inalienable noun that undergoes head-movement onto D(Gen)
(cf Longogardi 1994)).
Now suppose that the possessor-DP of an inalienable noun is generated with
nominative Case, with the whole inalienable possessive noun phrase generated with
nominative Case as the subject of an intransitive clause.
(4.44)

... . .

T ,[ [,ass, POSSESSORNOM)
N(inalienab1e) ](NOM) V [* V I]. . .
(linear order irrelevant)

In (4.44), there is no D within the whole inalienable possessive noun phrase (which
is expressed as PossNP). It should, thus, be questioned whether D(Gen) can appear in this case without affecting the grarnrnaticality. For the time being, however,
let us neglect it, just assuming that PossNP behaves as if it is a DP.

book of John 's. However, I leave it to hture research to pursue ths issue under the hypothesis presented in this chapter. See Kayne (1994) and Muromatsu (1994) for b s s i o n on
the issue
27

See Belvin (1993) for another interesting difference between denable and inalienable possessive DPs in En@&
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Now that the PossNP as a whole has nominative Case, it can be attracted by T
in (4.44) What about the possessor-DP, which also has nominative Case in (4.3 l)?
It cannot be attracted by T in (4.44). This is because the PossNP is closer to T
than the possessor-DP is (the depth of the PossNP fiom the target (i.e., T) is shallower that the one of the possessor-DP from the same target (cf Oka 1993a,b for
SHALLOWNESS,

and Chomsky 1995b and, especially, Ura 1995a for

fined by means of

SHALLOWNESS).

CLOSENESS de-

Hence, T attracts the PossNP in (4.44) to have

its strong nominal feature (EPP-feature = D-feature) checked off by the PossNP,
whereby (4.45) is derived:
(4.45) ,[ ,,,,[

POSSESSOR(NOM)
N(inalienable) ](NoM)~
T LVp tk V [VP , . , .. .
(linear order irrelevant)

In (4.45) the nominal feature of T is checked after the movement of the PossNP to
the Spec of T. By this checking, the nominal feature of T is deleted and erased because T in English has no ability to enter into multiple checking relations (Ura
1993b, 1994a and Collins 1995a). Thus, (4.45) crashes because there is no way to
check off the nominative Case-feature of the possessor-DP.
In Japanese, on the other hand, T may enter into multiple checking relations.
Further suppose that the Case-feature of T (namely, nominative) in Japanese tolerates arbitrarily many unforced violations of Procrastinate (Ura 1993b, 1994a).
Note that the possessor-DP in (4.49, which has nominative Case, is c-commanded
by T, but it is not in the checking domain of T. Thus, it can be attracted by (the
Case-feature of) T if it is the closest element that has a Case-feature. In (4.45), it
is, indeed, the closest element in this respect. This is because the PossNP, which is
nearer to T than the possessor-DP is from the structural viewpoint, is not eligible
to be attracted by (the Case-feature of) T in (4.45); for, the PossNP has already
entered into a Case-feature checking relation with T, and, hence, the Case-feature
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of the PossNP is deleted (and erased) in (4.45). The conclusion is that, since Japanese T tolerates unforced violations of Procrastinate and its Case-feature may enter into multiple checking relations, the possessor-DP in (4.45) can move up to an
outer Spec of T to enter into a feature checking relation in Japanese (or, in the languages that allow their T to enter into multiple checlung relation^).^' This derives
(4.46) from (4945):
(4.46) ,[ POSSESSOR.(NOM),
[,m,

t, NLLalienable) ](NoM)~ T
tk V [w . . .
(linear order irrelevant)
,

(linear order irrelevant)

In (4.46), the nominative feature of the possessor-DP is checked off by T, whch
may enter into multiple nominative Case-feature checking relations (Ura 1993b,
1994a).
This is a sketch of our analysis of possessor-raising fiom a subject DP to a subject position. It should be emphasized that Japanese allows this kind of possessorraising because T may enter into multiple checlung relations in Japanese, but English disallows it because of the disability of T to enter into multiple checking
relations.
Another typical case of possessor-raising is the one by which the possessor of
an inalienable noun is raised to an object position when its host PossNP is in an
Since this movement of the possessor-DP is not required (but allowed), we predict
that the possessor-DP may stay in the host DP,as Howard Lasnik (p.c.)pointed out. It is,
however, very hard to detect such a case due to the lack of the word order change.
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object position. As we observed, although this kind of possessor-raising is not allowed in Japanese, it has been reported in the literature that it can be found in a lot
of languages like Korean (O'Grady 1991, J.-S. Lee 1992, among others.), Muskogian languages (Munro & Gordon 1982, Munro 1984, and Broadwell 1990), Bantu languages (Scotton 1981, Bicldbrd 1986, and Keach & Rochemont 1992), etc.2g
The basic mechanism of possessor-raising from an object DP to an object position
(hereafter, 0-to-0 PossRaising) is the same as that of possessor-raising from a
subject DP to a subject position (S-to-S PossRaising), except that the possessor
that is raised by the former type of possessor-raising is moved to an outer Spec of
v with the host PossNP being in the canonical Spec of v:
.-

(linear order irrelevant)

It is important, here, to note that, just like T must enter into multiple checking
relations in the case of S-to-S PossRaising in order to check off the nominative
Case of the raised possessor, v must be able to enter into multiple checking relations in the case of 0-to-0 PossRaising in order to check off the accusative Case
of the raised possessor.
The conclusion is that S-to-S Possbsing is allowed in a language L only if the
nominative Case-feature of T in L may enter into multiple checking relations, and
29

For possessor-raising in other languages, see Amen (1987) on Tzotzd, Allen et al.
(1990) on Southern Tiwa, Be1 (1983) on Cebuano, Blake (1984) on ALE$&UI languages,
Davies (1986) on Choctaw, Durie (1987) on Acehnese, Gl'bson (1992) on Chamorro, Klokeid (1976) on Lardll, O'Connor (1992) on Northern Pomo, Stanion (1990) on M
a
m
i
etc. Cf , also, Fox (198I), Robinson (1979), and Seiler (1983) for comparison of possessorraising in various languages.
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0-to-0 PossRaising is allowed in L only if the accusative Case-feature of v in L
may enter into multiple checking relations.

3.2. W h y Is Possessor Raised?
In the previous subsection we argued that it is a necessary condition for
possessor-raising that the head relevant to the possessor-raising at issue (i.e., T in
the case of S-to-S PossRaising, and v in the case of 0-to-0 PossRaising) may enter into multiple checking relations But this condition is not sufficient for the
condition on possessor-raising. As we will argue in Chapter 5, v in the double object construction in Swedish and Norwegian may enter into multiple checking relations by tolerating unforced violations of Procrastinate (see Chapter 5). However,
0-to-0 PossRaising in the double object construction is never allowed in those
languages 30
Recall that in the previous subsection, we postponed to consider whether
D(Gen) exists in PossNP (i.e., the host DP of the raised possessor) Under our assumption, D(Gen) has structural genitive Case to be checked off by the possessor
of an inalienable noun (cf. 52). As a consequence, if possessor-raising takes place,
then there is nothing that can check off the structural genitive Case of D(Gen)
within the host DP. Hence, if D(Gen) with structural genitive Case exists in the
host DP (i.e, PossNP in (4.46) and (4.47)), then the derivation crashes because
the sfructural genitive Case of D(Gen) remains unchecked.
Now suppose that D(Gen) is allowed to have no structural genitive Case in L.
Then, the crash at stake can be avoided in L. Thus I propose that possessor-raising
30

TObe more precise, neither 10-to-I0 PossRaising nor DO-to-DO PossRaising is
allowed in those languages.
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is possible in L only if D(Gen) may have no structural genitive Case in L. Given
this, we can say that 0-to-0 PossRaising is not allowed in Swedish and Norwegian
in spite of the fact that v in the double object construction in these languages may
enter into multiple checking relations, by assuming that D(Gen) in those languages
obligatorily assigns genitive Case In other words, we are saying that in some languages, there are two types of D, each of which differs from the other in its Case
assigning property. This is not strange at all, because in English, for example, there
are two types of T: Whereas finite T assigns nominative Case, nofinite T (in an
ECM context) assigns null Case (cf Martin 1992 and Watanabe 1993).31
To summarize our claims in this section, possessor-raising may take place in L
only if both (I) and (11) are met: (I) the head responsible for the formal featurechecking of the possessor-DP to be raised may enter into multiple feature checking
relations; and (11) D(Gen) is allowed to have no structural genitive Case in L.

3.3. Deriving the Typological Variety of Possessor-Raising
As mentioned before, there are four types of language: (A) There are
languages, like English or German, in which possessor-raising is never allowed to
take place wherever the host DP is 10cated;~'(B) Possessor-raising is allowed only
when the host DP is located at the object position. This type includes Kinyarwanda
(Bickford 1986), Swahili (Keach & Rochemont 1992), Chamorro(Gibson 1992),
e t ~ .(C)
; ~ Possessor-raising
~
is allowed only when the host DP is located at the
31
32

Thanks to Chris Collins (p.c.)for bnnging this analogy to my attention.

It has sometimes been held that a sentence like John hit Bill on the he& is derived
fiom John hzt Bill's head by possessor-raising Following Massam's (1989) study on this
construction in Enghsh, I assume that the above two sentences are not tran$orrnationally
connected with each other.
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subject position. Japanese is classified into this type, as we observed; and (D)
Possessor-raising is allowed irrespective of whether the host DP is located at the
object position or at the subject position. Korean belongs to this type, as we also
observed before.
The determinant of the parametric difference between Type (A) and the other
types is whether both of the aforementioned conditions (I) and (11) are met in a
given language L or not. If both of them are met in L, L permits possessor-raising.
If not, L disallows possessor-raising. The differences among Type B, C, and D are
derived in the following fashion: Now the above two conditions are met in a language L; and (i) if both T and v may enter into multiple feature checking relations
in L, then both S-to-S PossRaising and 0-to-0 PossRaising are allowed in L (i.e.,
L E Type D); and (ii) if T, but not v, may enter into multiple feature checking rela-

tions in L, then only S-to-S PossRaising is allowed in L (i.e., L

E

Type C); and (iii)

if v, but not T, may enter into multiple feature checking relations in L, then only Ot o - 0 PossRaising is allowed in L (i.e., L E Type B).

3.4. More on the Difference betweenJapanese and Korean
In the previous subsection we argued that Korean differs from Japanese in that
v may enter into multiple checking relations in Korean, but not in Japanese, though
33

IfBaker (1988), who follows Gibson's (1992) observation, is right in claiming that
in Chamorro, possessor-raising is possible only when the host DP is the surfke subject of an
unaccusative predtcate, or the object of a (di)tr&ve predtcate, our theory predtcts that the
formal feature checlung of the mrfke subject of an unaccusative predicate takes place at a
Spec of v, but not at a Spec of T, which is considered to be the last landmg site of the surf= subject of an unaccusative predicate. To pursue thls line of analysis leads us to the
analysis of feature-checking in ergative languages suggested by Kumiko M m g i (1992)
However, I leave it to future research to explore the consequence of this line of analysis.
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T may enter into multiple checking relations in both languages. In this subsection
we will demonstrate that a phenomenon seemingly totally different from possessorraising is given a consistent account by this parametric difference between Korean
and Japanese. If it is the case, then our explanation of possessor-raising by means
of the parametric difference concerning the ability of the relevant head to enter into
multiple checking relations gains hrther support.
According

.;G

Chomsky (1995b: §lo), if a head H may enter into multiple

checking relations, then H tolerates one (or more than one) unforced violation of
Procrastinate (see Chapter 2: 52.1 for more discussion). Now that we conclude
that v in Korean, but not in Japanese, may enter into multiple checking relations, it
follows that v in Korean tolerates one (or more than one) unforced violation of
Procrastinate, but it does not tolerate any violation of Procrastinate in Japanese. In
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 we will extensively argue that optional overt object shift
is found in a language L if v tolerates one (or more than one) unforced violation of
Procrastinate in L. If this is correct, then we predict that optional overt object shift
is found in Korean, but not in Japanese. Now let us examine if this prediction is
borne out.
It is a well known fact that floated quantifiers in Japanese and Korean mark the
position where the DP with which they are associated is base-generated or lands
(Miyagawa 1989 and Koimrni 1993 for Japanese and Park & Sohn 1993 for Korean) 34 With this in mind, let us consider the following sentences:

Bobaljik (1995: Chapter 4) tries to dispute Sportiche's (1988) treatment of floating
q d e r s . Nonetheless, Bobaljik (op. cit. : p.205, footnote 10) admits that floating numeral
classifierdqumt$ers in Japanese (and Korean) are differentfiom those in Germanic and Romance languages in that there is a possibility for the former to behave exactly the same as
Sportiche (1988) proposes See Miyagawa (1989) for extensive M o n on this issue.
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(4.48) Japanese
a. Gakusei-ga, san-nin, sake-o non-da.
students-NOM three-CL sake-ACc drink-PAST
'Three students drank sake.'
b.

*Gakusei-ga, sake-oJ san-nin, t, non-da.
students-NOM sake-ACCthree-CL
drink-p~s~
'same meaning as (4.48a)'

(4.49) Korean (Park & Sohn 1993: p.202)
a. Haksayng-i, sey-myeng-i, maykcwu-lul masiessta.
students-NOM three-CL-NOM beer-ACC drink-PAST
'Three students drank beer.'
b.

Haksayng-i, maykcwu-lul, sey-myeng-i, tJ masiessta.
students-NOM beer-ACC
three-CL-NOM drink-PAST
'same meaning as (4.49a)'

Note the contrast in acceptability between (4.48b) and (4.49b). As Watanabe
(1993) concludes under Agr-based Case theory, the ill-formedness of (4.48b) indicates that overt object shift is disallowed in a simple transitive clause in Japanese.
The well-formedness of (4.49b)' on the other hand, indicates that Korean allows
(optional) overt object shift.
The following examples more clearly show that in Korean, but not in Japanese,
OBJ in an active transitive clause may move up beyond the base-position of SUBJ
before SPELL-OUT :35
(4-50) Japanese
a. Gakusei-ga, ,[ kinoo ,[ san-nin, sake-o ]I non-da.
S ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ S yesterday
- N O M
three-CL sake-ACCd r i n k - p ~ s ~
'Three students drank sake yesterday.'
b.

35

*Gakusei-ga, ,[ kinoo ,[ sake-oJ,[ san-nin, tJ
students-NOM yesterday sake-ACC three-CL
'
a s (4.50a)'

I]]

non-da.
drink-PAST

Following Koizumi (1995) and Park (1991)' I assume that h t e verbs in Japanese
and Korean move up to T More SPELLOUT.
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(4.5 1) Korean
a. Haksayng-i, ,[ ecey ,[ sey-myeng-i, maykcwu-lul
students-NOMyesterday three-CL-NOM beer-ACC
'Three students drank beer yesterday.'
b.

]I masiessta.
dnnk-p~s~

Haksayng-i, ,[ ecey [', maykcwu-lul, ,[ sey-myeng-i, t,
students-NOMyesterday beer-ACC
three-CL-NOM
masiessta.
drink-PAST
'same meaning as (4.5 la)'

I]]

Given that the adverb kinoo 'yesterday' in Japanese or ecey 'yesterday' in Korean
is adjoined to a verbal projection (Miyagawa 1989 for Japanese and O'Grady 1991
for Korean), there is no place for the floated quantifiers in (4.50) and (4.51) other
than a Spec of v, which is the base-position of SUBJ. Hence, the ill-formedness of
(4.50b) in Japanese and the well-formedness of (4.51b) in Korean indicate that
OBJ may move up beyond the base-position of SUBJ before SPELL-OUT in
Korean, but it may not in J a p a n e ~ e . ~ ~
What does this contrast between Japanese and Korean mean? Under our Agrless feature checking theory (cf Chapter 2: §1.4), the nominal features of OBJ in
an active transitive clause are supposed to be checked off at a Spec of v in the two
layered VP-shell (cf. Chomsky 1995b: 510). Thus, it is natural to interpret the
above facts to indicate that OBJ in an active transitive clause may undergo overt
object shift before SPELL-OUT in Korean, but it may not in J a p a n e ~ e . ~ ~
36

The Korean examples (449b) and (451b) become less acceptable if the numeral
floated quarders appear without their Case-particles (Park & Sohn 1993: p.201). At present I have no idea about this effect, but Park & Sohn (1993) hmt that their theory demands
that real floated quant5ers in Korean have a Caseparticle on them.Cf Gerdts (1987) for
more discussion.
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In Chapter 6 we will attend exhaustrvely to overt object shift in ditransitive clauses
as well as transitive clauses in Japanese. One might question the nonexistence of overt object shift in Japanese active trandive clauses, by noting that the following example is totally
acceptable:
(... Continued)
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It is noteworthy here that overt object shiR in Korean is totally optional, irrespective of whether OBJ is a pronoun or a full DP. If any of the features of v in
Korean were strong, then OBJ would be always required to move up to a Spec of
v (more precisely, the innermost Spec of v) before SPELL-OUT.38The wellformedness of (4.51a) and (4.52) below shows that it is not the case; as a result,
none of the features of v in Korean is strong:
(4.52) Haksayng-i, ,[ ecey ,[ sey-myeng-i, ,[ hakkyo-eyse,[ maykcwu-lul
students-NOM
yesterday three-CL-NOM school-at
beer-ACC
I]]] masiessta.
drink-PAST
'Yesterday three students drank beer at the school.'
(i)

Mary-ga John-o kinoo
nagut-ta.
-NOM
-ACC yesterday hit-PAT
'Mary hit John yesterday.'
Given thatthe adverb h m 'yesterday' is adjoined to vP, it seems that John in (i) undergoes
overt object sh&. On the contrary, since the adverb may be adjoined to the right side of vP
as well as to the left side of vP, the well-formedness of (i) does not n&y
show that
John in (i) undergoes overt object shiR. Consider the ill-formedness of (ii) below:
(ii) *Mary-ga John-o, kinoo hadakade, nagut-ta.
-NOM
-ACC yesterday naked
hit-PAT
'Mary hit John, naked, yesterday.'
Accordmg to Koizumi (1994b), the objectaiented secondary predicate has to be dominated by what he calls V', which roughly corresponds to ow VP, the lower VP in the two
layered VP-shell. Given ths, the ill-formedness of (ii) shows that overt object s M is impossible in Japanese active transitive clauses, as we claimed in the text. ((I) is well-fonned if we
interpret the secondary predicate as h g associated with the subject Mmy.) See Chapter 6
for detail.
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Because of our con&on on strong features (cf Chapter 2: 93.l), an element w d a~
feature that can check off the strong feature must move to the innermost Spec of H in order
to check it off before the derivation p r d s further. This is my proposal to capture the
spirit of the split VP-hypothesis (Koimmi 1993, 1995) and Bobaljik's (1995) stacking hytheory. Incidentally, Jonas (1995) has found
pothesis under the Agr-less f-e-checking
that all the Icelandic examples used in favor of those hypotheses are irrelevant and that the
relevant ones show that the shifted OBJ is always lower than the baseposition of SUBJ,
contrary to the c h made by the hypotheses. In Appendix of Chapter 6, however, I d argue that our interpretation of strong f a e s , h c h was sketched in Chapter 2: 93.1 can offer a consistent account of Jonas's (1995) discovery as well as the fkts the above
hypotheses tried to capture.
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Then, why may OBJ move up to a Spec of v before SPELL-OUT in Korean?
One might think that, if none of the features of v in Korean is strong, overt object
shift is ruled out because it violates Procrastinate. On the contrary, OBJ may be
shifted to its feature checking position before SPELL-OUT because v tolerates one
(or more than one) unforced violation of Procrastinate in Korean.
In the previous subsection, through studying possessor-raising, we reached the
conclusion that v in Korean tolerates one (or more than one) unforced violation of
Procrastinate. Now we have reached the same conclusion through studying overt
object shift, which bears no resemblance to possessor-raising. Now both the existence of 0-to-0 PossRaising and the existence of overt object shift in Korean con-

firm that v in Korean tolerates one (or more than one) unforced violation of
Procrastinate. On the other hand, the nonexistence of 0-to-0 PossRaising and the
nonexistence of overt object shift in Japanese both show that v in Japanese does
not tolerate any violation of Procrastinate. (For much more discussion on Japanese
object shift, see Chapter 6.)
Incidentally, our conclusion is that 0-to-0 PossRaising is possible in Korean
because v in Korean tolerates one or more than one unforced violation of Procrastinate. The following fact suggests that v in Korean tolerates more than one unforced violation of Procrastinate:
(4.53) Korean (E.-J. Lee 1992: p.246)

a.

Chelswu-ka ,[ ecey ,[ ,[ ,,[ Yenghi-uy, son 1-ul I]] capassta
Chelswu-NOMyesterday
Yenghi-GENhand -ACC held
'Chelswu held Yenghi's hand yesterday.'

b.

Chelswu-ka ,[ Yenghi-lul, [,, ecey ,[ ,,[ t, son 1-ul,,[ t, I]]]
Chelswu-NOMYenghi-ACC yesterday
hand -ACC
capassta.
held
'same meaning as (4.53a)'
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c. *Chelswu-ka ,[ Yenghi-uy, ,[ ecey ,[ ,,[ t, son 1-ul I]] capassta.
Chelswu-N~MYenghi-GEN yesterday
hand -ACC held
'same meaning as (4-53a)'
Given that the adverb 'yesterday' is attached to vP, the position of the possessorDP Yenghi in (4.53) indicates that it is possessor-raised to an outer Spec of vP.
Notice that it must be the case, given the definition of Attract, the host DP itself is
raised to a Spec of vP prior to the possessor-raising. For, otherwise, there is no
way for the possessor-DP to be attracted to a Spec of vP because in (4.53a), the
host DP is closer to v than the possessor-DP is. This is confirmed by the wellformedness of the following fact:
(4.54) Chelswu-ka ,[ Yenghi-lul, ,[ ecey ,[ ,[ t, son 1-ul,,[ ppalli ,[ t,
Chelswu-NOMYenghi-ACC yesterday
hand -ACC quickly
I]]] capassta.
held
'Chelswu quickly held Yenghi's hand yesterday.'
Given that the manner-adverb 'quickly' may be attached to VP (O'Grady 1991),
(4.54) indicates the fact that the host DP may be raised overtly to a Spec of vP
(i.e., overtly object shift is possible in Korean) in addition to the fact that the
possessor-raising from a s M e d object is possible. It should be noted that v attracts
two DPs in (4.54), namely the host DP and the possessor-DP. From the fact
shown by (4.59, where both DPs stay in situ, it follows that v optionally attracts
two DPs in Korean.
(4.55) Chelswu-ka ,[ ppalli ,[ Yenghi-lul, son 1-ul I]] capassta
Chelswu-NOMquickly Yenghl-ACChand -ACC held
'Chelswu quickly held Yenghi's hand. '
The conclusion, therefore, is that v in Korean may tolerate, at least, two unforced
violations of Pro~rastinate.~~
39
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See Cho (1995) for an interesting study on the interaction between 0-to-0 Poss-
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From this conclusion, we immediately predict that multiple possessor-raising
from OBJ is possible in Korean. This prediction is, indeed, borne out:40
(4.56) Korean (J.-S. Lee 1992: p.279)
John-i Mary-lul son-ul
oynccok-ul capassta.
-NOM
-ACC hand-ACCleft side-ACCcaught
'John caught the leR side of Mary's hand.'

4. Grammatical Function Splittin in PossRaising
In this section we will take a closer look at grammatical hnction splitting that
is induced by possessor-raising. First, consider the following examples, which include subject-hon~rification:~'
(4.57) Japanese
a. Yamada-kyoojp-ga, ,[ t, ashi 1-ga
o-waru-i.
Yamada-professor-NOM leg -NOM HON-wrong-is
'Prof Yamada's legs are in a bad condition.'
b.

Handai-ga,
,,[ t, gakuchoo 1-ga
Osaka Univ.-NOM
president -NOM
'The president of Osaka Univ. is busy.'

0-isogasi-i.
HON-busy-is

In (4.57a) the possessor-raised DP Yamada-boojyu 'Prof. Yamada' induces
subject-honorification, and in (4.5%) the host DP of the raised possessor induces
subject-hon~rification.~~
Suppose that Toribio (1990) is right in arguing that
h s i i g and passivization under the theory of &ple

f~e-checking

Yoon (1990: p.505) hts that arbmany possessors may undergo 0-to-0
PossRiusing in Korean as long as each pair stands in an ~nalienablepossessor-relation.
41

See Harada (1977) for an extensive study on subject-honorification.

42

I assume that an idenable possessor-rehon holds between the raised possessor
hmadcll 'Osaka University' and the possessed galachoo 'president', because the relation can
be considered to be intinsic in nature.
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subject-honorification in Japanese is induced by Spec-head agreement between T
and its Spec. Then, under our hypothesis that each grammatical hnction is linked
not to grammatical relation, but to each feature-checking (see Chapter 1 and Chapter 2: §3.6), the fact shown in (4.57) indicates that the formal feature-checking that
determines subject-honorification may be multiple in J a p a n e ~ e . ~ ~
Next, let us consider the fact concerning binding of a subject-oriented anaphor:
(4.5 8) Japanese
a. ,,[ John-no, imooto ]-gal ,,[ dbun-no*kh heya 1-de koros-are-ta.
-GEN sister -NOM
s e l f c ~ ~room -at kill-PASS-PAST
'Lit. John's sister was killed in self s room.'
b.

John-ga, ,,[ t, imooto 1-ga,,[ zibun-nokb heya 1-de koros-are-ta.
-NOM
sister -NOM
self-^^^ room -at kill-PASS-PAST
'same meaning as (4.58a)'

In (4-58a) the subject-oriented anaphor zibun 'self is construed as being bound
only by the DP John-no immoto 'John's sister'. In (6-42b) where John is
possessor-raised to another subject position, on the other hand, it can be bound either by imooto '(John's) sister' or by John. This fact, too, indicates that the formal
feature-checking that determines binding of the subject-oriented anaphor zibun
'self in Japanese may be multiple in J a p a n e ~ e . ~ ~
43

I d claim later in this section that subject-honorification is a d e s t a t i o n of @
feature checking between T and its Spec.
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Shibafani (1977) points out that zibun 'self' cannot take a possessor-raised DP as
its antecedent, citing the following example (Shibatani 1977:p.794):
[IP Yamada-sensei-gq [p musuko-gar zibun-ni,,, unzarisite iru I].
(i)
Prof: Yamada-NOM Son-NOM S ~ ~ ~ - D Adisgusted
T
be-PRES
'M
[[ Yamada's, [ son ]Ii is disgusted with hirnseq,,.'
Thts is incompatible wrth the fact shown in (4.58b). I would like to suggest that the predis 'disgust' is lexically (or intrinsically) reflexive in the sense of Reinhart &
cate like m
Reuland (1993); thereby, the prdcate's external and internal arguments are automatically
coindexed. (This can be conformed by the fact that,when the object of unzwis is omitted, it
is coreferential with the external argument of the predicate.) Thus the fact shown in (i) does
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In contrast, the other subject-oriented reflexive zibun-zishin 'self-self in Japanese cannot be bound by the possessor-raised DP. Compare (4.59) with (4-58b):
(4.5 9) J q a n e s e
John-ga, ,,[ t, imooto ]-gal,[ zibun-zishin-no*w heya 1-de koros-are-ta.
-NOM
sister -NOM
self-self-GEN room -at kill-PASS-PAST
'Lit. John's sister was killed in self s room.'

It has been established that the anaphor zibun-zishm 'self-self in Japanese is the
subject-oriented and clause-bound reflexive (cf. Ueda 1990 and Katada 1991). As
shown in (4.59), although this reflexive cannot be bound by the DP in an outer
Spec of T, it can be bound by the DP at the canonical (innermost) Spec of T. As
we argued, the subject-oriented (but not clause-bound) anaphor zibun 'self can be
bound by either of them (as shown in (4-58b)). This suggests that the featurechechng that determines binding of zibun-zishin in Japanese may not be multiple.
We thus see that the property to induce subject-honorification and the one to
bind the subject-oriented anaphor zibun are different from the property to bind the
subject-oriented clause-bound reflexive zibun-zishin in Japanese.
As observed in (4.57), repeated below, subject-honorification can be induced
either by the DP at an outer Spec of T or by the DP at its canonical Spec:
(4.57) Japanese
a. Yamada-kyoop-ga, ,,[ t, ashi 1-ga
o-waru-i.
Yamada-professor-NOM
leg -NOM ~ o ~ - w r o n g - i s
'Prof. Yamada's legs are in a bad condition.'
,,[ t, gakuchoo 1-ga
o-isogasi-i
b. Handai-ga,
president -NOM
HON-busy-is
Osaka Univ.-NOM
'The president of Osaka Univ. is busy.'

not damage our claim that zibun can be bound by the possessor-raised DP. See A h w a
(1993) for relevant discussion.
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It is natural t o assume that (subject-)honorification is linked to $-features. If it is
the case, then subject-honorification is a kind of subject-agreement mediated by
@-featurechecking. Given this, the fact shown in (4.57) indicates that the @-feature
of T may enter into multiple checking relations in Japanese. Moreover, I argued
elsewhere in this chapter that the nominative Case-feature of T in Japanese may
enter into multiple feature-checking relations.
In Chapter 8 I will claim that the ability to bind a (purely) subject-oriented reflexive is yielded by the EPP-feature checking relation with Infl (=T) plus the special property of the canonical Spec of I d ; that is, only the DP at the canonical
Spec of Infl that has an EPP-feature checlung relation with Infl has the ability to
bind a (pure) subject-oriented reflexive. Gwen this, the fact shown in (4-59) is exThis hrther leads us to the conclusion that the ability
plained ~traightforwardly.~~
to bind an anaphor zibun in Japanese is not linked to an EPP-feature checking relation with Infl, but to a $-feature checking relation with Infl just like the ability to
induce subject-honorification in Japanese.

5. Summary
In this chapter I considered the possessor-raising construction under the multiple feature-checking theory and reached the following conclusion that S-to-S raising is possible only if T may enter into multiple feature-checking relations and
0 - t o - 0 raising is possible only if v may enter into multiple feature-checking relations. It was demonstrated that this enables us to provide a natural and consistent
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See Chapter 8 and the subsequent chapters for more discussions on the abrlrty to

bind a (pure) subject-oriented reflexive in various languages.

Chapter 4
(1n)alienable Possessor Construction and Possessor-Raising

account of the parametric variations concerning possessor-raising in the world's
languages.
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Part Ill

Optional Movement and eocrastinate

Chanter 5

PARAMETERS
FOR THE DOUBLE
OBJECT
CONSTRUCTION

0. Introduction
In this chapter I will try to investigate the structure of the so-called double object construction under the Agr-less feature-checking theory reinforced with the
theory of multiple feature-checking. It will be demonstrated that some parametric
variations as well as their interesting correlation with optional object shift can be
naturally accounted for.'

1. Larsonian VP-Shell in Am-Based Case Theory
The so-called Larsonian VP-shell was first introduced by Larson (1988) in order to capture the structural asymmetry between the double objects pointed out by
1

I wish to thank Jonathan Bobaljik, Chris Collins, Koji Fujita, Dianne Jonas, Masa
Koizumi, Toshi Oka, Yuji Takano, Asako Uchibori, and Akira Watanabe as well as my
committee for helpll comments and/or criticisms in an earlier version of this chapter. Portions of this chapter were presented at Osaka University, Tokyo Metropolitan University,
Tokyo Gakugei University, and ha.I am particularly gratefid to participants of those
meetings for their comments.
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Barss & Lasnik (1986). Recently a proposal has been made to accommodate the
VP-shell analysis of the double object construction to the Agr-based Case theory,
under which the structural cases such as nominative and accusative are not assigned, but checked by an appropriate hnctional head at the Spec of that head
(namely, Agr) (cf Chomsky 1992, 1994a, Lasnik 1993, and Watanabe 1993): As
proponents for the proposal correctly point out, we have to make the following
two assumptions: (I) We have to split up the Larsonian VP-shell by inserting a
projection of Agr between the two VP projections; and (11) We have to assume
another Agr projection immediately higher than the higher VP projection2 The underlying structure for the double object construction with these assumptions, thus,
looks like (5.1):
(5.1)

AgrOP

corder irrelevant>

Spec A
AgrO
VP

A
V

AgrOP

n
n

spec
AgrO

VP

A
10 A

In fact, in a lot of recent work (e.g., Hoffman 1991, Bures 1992, Cheng & Demirdache 1993, Murasugi 1994, Ura 1994g, inter alia), this "neo-Larsonian VP-shell"
has been adopted for the underlying structure of the double object construction.
As is evident fiom the delineation in (5-l), the "neo-Larsonian VP-shell", in
which the direct object is generated at the complement of the lower V, the indirect
2

See Bures (1993) and, especdy, Collins & T h r b n (1993: pp.137-141) for detailed discussions on ths point. I omit g-r
them for the sake of space.
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object at the Spec of the lower V, and the Agent (subject) at the Spec of the higher
V (Larson 1988), is split up by an Agr-head and its projection. However, the neoLarsonian VP-shell delineated in (5-I), as it is, has a theory-internally serious problem under the minimalist theory of movement proposed by Chomsky (1992), as
Bures (1993), Koizumi (1993), Collins & Thrhinsson (1993), Ura (1994g), and
Bobaljik (1995a) point out In this theory two sequential Specs cannot be skipped
over by a single step of movement; consequently, the indirect >;bject(hereafter, 10)
cannot move up to the position where its Case-feature is properly checked off (i e ,
the Spec of the higher AgrO in (5.1)) after the Spec of the lower AgrO is filled
with the direct object (hereafter, DO).
With this in mind, consider the following Icelandic examples:
(5.2) Icelandic (Collins & Thriinsson 1993: pp. 142-143)
a, Bg lana Mariu eklu bzkurnar.
I lend Maria not the books
'1 do not lend Maria the books.'
b.

? E ~l h a Mariu bzkurnar eklu
I lend Maria the books not
'same meaning as (5.2a)'

Assuming that the Scandinavian negative elements like inte in Swedish, ekkr in Icelandic, and ikke in Danish are adjoined to VP (cf. Collins & Thrkinsson 1993, Bobaljik 1995a, Holmberg & Platzak 1995), we infer from (5.2b) that both objects
may overtly move up out of a VP. Thus, it is very reasonable to make out, following Bobaljik (1995a), that both objects in (5.2b) undergo the so-called "object
shift", which is analyzed in the Agr-based Case theory as an operation by which an
object is overtly moved to the Spec of AgrO (Chomsky 1992, Collins &
3

See Bobaljik (1995a) for empirical arguments against the neo-larsonian VP-shell,
no matter how it may be constructed
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Thrainsson 1993, Watanabe 1993, rnfer aha). Hence, we come to the conclusion
that there is a case, in Icelandic, where I 0 overtly moves to the Spec of the higher
AgrO in addition to the overt DO movement to the Spec of the lower AgrO.
To overcome this theory-internal problem, several proposals have been made
under the Agr-based Case theory: Bures (1992) stipulates that there are two
cycles; Collins & ThrSLinsson (1993) (cf, also, Koizurni 1993, 1995) introduces
another projection between the lower AgrOP and the higher VP in (5.1) for the
purpose of providing an escape-hatch for 10's movement beyond the two sequential Specs in question; and Ura (19948) postulates that in languages like Icelandic,
there is a parameter such that the lower AgrO may provide an extra Spec for an
escape-hatch for 10's movement at issue.4
In this chapter, however, I will attempt, without recourse to the Agr-based
Case theory, to establish the theory of the double object construction under the
Agr-less checking theory. At the same time I will provide very strong support in
favor of the theory advocated here, by demonstrating that it offers a natural account of the differences in the passivizability of DO in DOC between Norwegian
(and Swedish) vs. Danish, on the one hand, and between British vs. American English, on the other, in addition to a very simple account of a generalization concerning the passivizability of I 0 and DO universally detected in the world's
languages.

4

See Bobaljik (1995a) for some other empirical arguments against these proposals
under the neo-Larsonian VP-shell. In Appendix (A) of this chapter we will observe other
problems for the nmLarsonian VP-shell
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2. Underlyinc Structure for DOC
As stated in Chapter 2. $1.4, I adopt, throughout this thesis, the Agr-less
checking theory in the minimalist framework proposed by Chomsky (1995b: $ 10).
In this subsection we will see how the underlying structure for DOC can be con-

structed under the Agr-less checking theory.
As we saw in Chapter 2, Chomsky (1995b: $10) proposes to discard the Agrsystems for Case-checking. Instead, he suggests that SUBJ's nominal feature
checking and OBJ's, if taking place before SPELL-OUT, are executed at a Spec of

T ( = I d ) and a Spec of v, respectively, where v stands for the higher verb in the
two layered VP-shell for transitive verbs. This can be delineated as in (5.3):
corder irrelevant>

In (5-3), the nominal feature of OBJ is checked off at the innermost (i.e., canonical) Spec of v, and SUBJ, whch is base-generated at the outer Spec of v,' has its
nominal feature checked off at the Spec of T.
As is evident from (5.3), the Agr-less checking theory of Chomsky (1995b) assumes a kind of Larsonian VP-shell for the underlying structure of a transitive
verb. In this respect, he follows Hale & Keyser's (1991, 1993) approach to the
5

The structure delineated in (5.4b), in which OBJ comes in the innermost Spec of v,
is derived only ifv's nominal feature is strong. See Chapter 2: 53.1 for detad.
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mapping of argument structure to syntactic structure. Following this direction, we
naturally postulate that the underlying structure of a ditransitive verb consists of a
Larsonian VP-shell that has three layers of VP,as illustrated in (5-4a) (see Chapter
2: $3.2):
(5.4)a.

vP

A

corder irrelevant>

That is to say, DO is generated within the lowest V (V in (5.4)), I 0 is generated at
a Spec of the mid V (V,,),

and SUBJ is generated at a Spec of v. Now I propose

that the nominal feature checking of DO and that of I 0 in an active clause are executed at a Spec of V,

and at a Spec of v, respectively, if these checkings take

. ~ can be viewed as a
place before SPELL-OUT. This is illustrated in ( 5 ~ 4 b )This
translation of the neo-Larsonian VP-shell for DOC under the Agr-based checking
6

Whether the overtly M e d object come to the innermost Spec or an outer one depends on the strength of the head that attracts the object. See Chapter 2: 93.1.
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theory into the Agr-less checking theory a la Chomsky (1995b:
ble that the intermediate V (V,,

It is plausi-

in (5.4)) has a meaning of aspect or something

like that, as Collins & Thrainsson (1993, 1994) suggests for their T appearing between the two V projections in the neo-Larsonian VP-shell. There are languages
that have an overt realization of V,

(see Appendix (A) of this chapter),

It is important to note that in (5*4b),there is no crossing of the paths created
by the overt movements of the arguments involved: DO does not cross over I 0 on
its way to its checking position, and I 0 does not cross over SUBJ on its way to its
checking position. This is achieved by postulating that Move

(Pto
)a Spec of H

may precede Merge (YP) with HP as a base-generation of YP (cf. Chapter 2:
83.1). As Bobaljik (1995a) emphasizes, this brings a big advantage: It overcomes
the problem that the neo-Larsonian VP-shell for DOC encounters. As we observed, the neo-Larsonian VP-shell needs a stipulation for an escape-hatch for the
overt movement of I 0 to the Spec of AgrIO beyond the Spec of AgrDO and the
Spec of the higher V in the Larsonian W-shell (see $1 in this chapter). The structure (5.4b) is free from this problem because there is no path crossing of argument
movement. See Bobaljik (1995a) for various empirical arguments for this "stacking" hypothesis for the checking position of the object(s). It is true that, as we
noted in footnote 7 above, (5.4) is different from Bobaljik's (1995a) structure for
DOC in that it does not assume the Agr-based Case theory, but it seems that there
7

I owe the idea about (5-4b) to Bobaljik (1995a), wlnch proposes a structure for
DOC almost sirmlar to (5.4a); however, he (partially) maintains the Agr-based Case theory.
Strictly speakmg thus, (5-4b)should be viewed as a translation ofBobaljik's (1995a) underlying structure for DOC into the Agr-less checkmg theory of Chornsky (1995b). Our assumption concerning the position of SUBJ and the overt checking position of OBJ at Specs
of v crucially Mers fiom Bobaljik's (1995a) in that Bobaljik (1995a) does not maintain our
claim that Move (Owmust be prior to Merge (SUBJ because the derivation would otherwise crash due to the unchecked strong feature of v See $3.1 for detail. We will return this
issue later in thm section.
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is no difference between those two structures for DOC in terms of the points Bobaljik (1995a) notices as far as I can see. So at this moment, it is safe to say that
(5.4) has the same advantage as Bobaljik's (1995a) structure for DOC.
In the next section I will turn to the issue concerning typologicaYdialecta1 differences of DOC in terms of the passivizability of each object. It will be demonstrated that, if we admit some parametric differences in terms of multiple Specs for
the heads responsible for the feature-checking of each object in DOC, our underlying structure for DOC, which is illustrated in (5.4), offers a natural explanation
of the typologicaVdialectal differences of DOC in natural language.

3. Deriving Tv~oloPical/DialectalDifferences in
DOC
In the literature it has often been pointed out that between two dialects of a
given language or between two languages very closely related with each other,
there may be a difference in terms of the passivizability of DO in DOC: For example, in Norwegian and Swedish, DO as well as I 0 can be promoted to the subject
position by passivization, but in Danish, DO cannot be promoted by passivization
(cf. Holmberg & Platzak 1995); or in Bantu languages, some languages allow DO
to be passivized, but others do not (cf Bresnan & Moshi 1990).
Moreover, it has sometimes been noted in the literature on language typology,
that there is no language that allows only DO, but not 10,to be passivized, where
both objects are marked in the same morphological device (Johnson 1974a, 1977;
Keenan 1975; Faltz 1978; Gwen 1979, 1984; and, especially, Johnson 1974b and
Keenan 1985).
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In this section I will show that these typologicaVdialectal variations of DOC in
terms of the passivizability of DO can be accounted for by the Agr-less checking
theory reinforced with the theory of multiple feature-checking.

3.1. Norwegian/Swedish vs. Danish
It is commonly held that Norwegian (and Swedish) and Danish are very similar
to each other in syntactic respects. But, as mentioned above, there is a clear and
remarkable difference between them in terms of the passivizability of DO in DOC:
In Norwegian (and Swedish) either DO or 1 0 in DOC can be passivized as shown
in (5.5)' while in Danish, only 10, but not DO, can be passivized as shown in
(5.6):'
(5.5) Norwegran (Holmberg & Platzak 1995: p.2 15)
a. Jon ble gitt
boken.
Jon was given the-book
'John was given the book.'
b.

Boken ble gitt Jon.
the-book was given Jon
'The book was given (to) John.'

(5.6) Danish (Holmberg & Platzak 1995: p.215)

8

a.

Jens blev givet bogen.
Jens was given the-book
'John was given the book.'

b.

*Bogen blev givet Jens.
the-book was given Jens
'The book was given (to) John.'

For the relevant hct in Swedish, see Falk (1990) and Holmberg & Platzak (1995).
For the passive formation in S c a n h i a n , see h u h (1992), Holmberg & Platzak (1995),
and references cited therein.
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Now the question is: How and why do Norwegian (plus Swedish) and Danish differ in this respect? I will postulate a very simple parametric difTerence between
them. It will be demonstrated that there is a piece of empirical evidence in favor of
this parametric difference.
Before considering how to implement a parameter that can derive the difference at issue, however, let us look at the interaction between the underlying structure of DOC and the MS-parameter (Multiple-Spec Parameter).

3.1.1. The Parameter for Multiple Specs

Chomsky (1995b: 410) proposes that a head H may have such a parametersetting that it may tolerate a single (or arbitrarily many) unforced violation(s) of
Procrastinate. On the other hand, according to Collins' (1995a) elaboration of the
theory of multiple feature-chechng of Ura (1994a), it is a formal feature F, but not
a head H, that has a parameter-setting concerning multiple/single feature checking
(see Chapter 2: $2).
Let us return to the structure (5.4b), repeated below, which illustrates the
checking position of each object of DOC:
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Here I propose that the following parametric difference exists between Norwegian
(plus Swedish) and Danish:
(5.7) Parametric difference between Swedish and Danish
Whereas in Norwegian and Swedish, v in DOC tolerates arbitrarily
many violations of Procrastinate, in Danish it does not tolerate any
violation of Procrastinate.
Recall that I am assuming that, as illustrated in (5-4b) above, I 0 has its nominal
feature checked off at the innermost Spec of v if the checking is induced by a
strong feature. Here I propose that the nominal feature of v for DOC in those languages are weak. Then, as I argued in Chapter 2: 53.1, I 0 is attracted to an outer
Spec of v if it is overtly attracted by v. Given (5.7), the predict is that there is a
case where I 0 in Norwegian and Swedish may move overtly to an outer Spec of v
before SPELL-OUT, violating Procrastinate. This prediction is indeed borne out,
as Holrnberg & Platzak (1 995 : Chapter 6 ) report:
( 5 . 8 ) Norwegzan (Holmberg & Platzak 1995: p. 172)

De ga Marit ikke blomstene.
they gave Marit not the-flowers
'They did not give Marit the folowers.'
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If VP-adverbials such as inte 'not' in Norwegian can be adjoined to either vP or
V,$,

but not to VP, in DOC,' the well-formedness of (5.8) indicates that I 0

moves up overtly to a Spec of v." One might be tempted to conjecture that this
overt movement of I 0 is induced by a strong nominal feature of v . If it were the
case, I 0 would be always required to move up overtly in Swedish and Norwegian,
regardless of whether I 0 is a full NP or a pronoun; however, the fact is that I 0
may stay in situ if it is a full NP in Norwegian and Swedish, as the well-formedness
of (5.9) shows (cf. Holmberg & Platzak 1995: Chapter 6 ) :
(5.9) Norwegran
De ga LPN,, ikke
,,,[
Marit blomstene I].
they gave
not
Marit the-flowers
'same meaning as (5.8)'
(Holmberg 1991 and Holmberg & Platzak 1995)
So it must be the case that the nominal feature of v in DOC is weak in Norwegian
and Swedish.
Here it is noteworthy that full NPs may not undergo object shift in Norwegian
and Swedish (and Danish, as well) in a transitive clause (see Vikner 1994, Bobaljik
1995a, and Holmberg & Platzak 1995). In Norwegian and Swedish, full NPs may
9

I will discuss ths issue later in this subsection

'O

Later in this subsection I will dspute a possible claim that the word order of I 0 and
the VP-adverbial in (5.8) results fiom the bmposition of I 0 at a Spec of Vmdon the outside of the VP-adverbial, as in (i):

DO
If (i) were a possible analysis of (5.8), there would be no object s M of I 0 involved in (5.8).
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undergo object shift only if they appear as an I 0 in DOC." This fact can be captured by assuming that only v in the verbal complex of ditransitive verbs, but not v
in the verbal complex of ordinary transitive verbs, tolerates unforced violations of
Procrastinate in Norwegian and Swedish.''
On the other hand, our claim that v in DOC does not tolerate any unforced
violation of Procrastinate in Danish leads to the prediction that a full NP-I0 in
Danish, unlike in Norwegian and Swedish, may not undergo object s M . This prediction is also borne out by the following contrast (cf, Holmberg & Platzak 1995:
Chapter 6):
(5 10) Danish
a. *Peter viste [,Marie,,,,,[,
{ikke/jo)
,,,[
t, bogen I]]]
Peter showed Marie
nothndeed
the book
'Peter {didn't showhndeed showed) Marie the book.' (cf. (5.8))
b.

Peter viste
,,,,[
(ikke/jo)
,,[
Marie bogen I]]
Peter showed
not/indeed
Marie the book
'same meaning as (5.10a) '
(cf. Vikner 1989, Allan, Holmes, & Lundskar-Nielsen 1995)

11

DO in DOC, if being a 1I1 NP, may not undergo object s M even in Nonvegan
and Swedish let alone in Danish (Holmberg 1991, Bobdjik 19954 Man, Holrnes, &
Lundskser-Nielsen 1995, and, especlallv,Holmberg & Platzak 1995). I will return to t h issue in 53.1.3.
l2

Along this line of analysis, it might be possible to say that pronouns in Norwegian
(and Swedish and Danish,as well) undergoes object shift because they have a strong feature
in themselves, though it has been suggested in the literature that the "pronoun shii?" in
Mainland Scandinavian is not a real object shift (Jonas & Bobaljik 1993). As is well known,
even W NPs may undergo object shift in transitive clauses in Icelandic and Faroese (see,for
example, V i e r 1994, Bobaljik 19954 and Jonas 1995). This fact can be captured by saying that v in the verbal complex of both transitive and drtransitive verbs tolerates violations
of Procr-e.
There are other posslile e x p h o n s of these flick,, however. Here I leave
it open to investigate the theory of object shfi in general, because it is fir beyond our scope
See Vikner (1994), Bobaljik (1995a), Jonas (1995), and Holmberg & Platzak (1995) for extensive discussions on the issue.
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Incidentally, the overt movement of I 0 to a Spec of v in the Norwegian
example in (5.8) is alleged to have taken place beyond the VP-adverbial that is
alleged to be adjoined to vP or V,$.

If the VP-adverbial in (5.8) is adjoined to

vP,13the Spec of v where I 0 lands must be in the outside of an adjunct to vP. This
is clearly disallowed by the "conventional" X-bar theory, but it is allowed under
the bare phrase structure theory (Chomsky 1994a and Ura 1994a) if a Spec of a
head H is defined in the following manner.14
(5.1 1) Definition of a Spec of a head H:

X P is in a Spec of H if one of the features of XP has a feature-checking
relation with H.
Given this, XP is regarded as being in a Spec of H, regardless of its position
relative to H, if its feature enters into a checking relation with H. Returning to
(5.8), we can therefore say that I 0 is in a Spec of v even if the VP-adverbial,
which is adjoined to vP, occurs on the inside of the VP-adverbial.15
13

Thls means that VP-adverblals are adjoined to VP when they are introduced by
Merge. In the final representation, the node that immediately dominates them is no longer
regarded as vP under Chornsky's (1994a) d e w o n of the maximal projection
l4

CE the definition of Spec proposed in Ura (1993a) and the one in Ura (1994a). The
one given in (5.1 1) is an updated and more sophtsticated one, which can cover the older
ones.
l5

AS we observed elsewfiere in this thesis, if XP is attracted to a Spec of H by a
strong feature of H, XP comes at the innermost Spec of H (d Chapter 2: $3.1).Here one
should recall that the movement of I 0 to a Spec of v in Nowegian and Sw&h is not attracted by a strong feature of v. This leads us to predict that the (optional) movement of I 0
in Norwegian and Swedlsh may target an outer Spec of v with SUBJ generated at the innermost (canonical) Spec of v. A Sw& informant judged the following examples to be both
h l y acceptable:
gav ,[ Nils, ,[ 5 b h , [vmdP tk en present I]].
(i)
a.
we gave Nils
both
an present
'Both of us gave Nh a present.'
b.
gav ,[ f b h , [,
N& en present I].
we gave
both
Nils anpresent
'same meaning as (i)a'
(.. . Continued)
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If the VP-adverbial is adjoined to V,$

in (5.8), we have to assume, in order to

ensure that I0 undergoes object shift in (5.8), that the VP-adverbials never come
in the inside of the base position of 10. This assumption seems inconsistent with
the above conclusion that a Spec of H may come on the outside of adjuncts to HP.
It is true that from the viewpoint of the phrase structure, there may be a case
where adjuncts to HP are allowed to come on the inside of a Spec of H, as argued
above But I would like to propose that no adjunct to HP be allowed to occur on
the inside of a Spec of H if the Spec has no feature-checking relation with H. Note
that there is a case where XP is regarded as being in a Spec of H even though XP
has no feature-checking relation with H. When XP is assigned an external h o l e
by H, XP is regarded as a Spec of H. The above proposal seems plausible, because
it is possible that the linkage of 8-relation between H and XP in a Spec of H is

Cf. (A) W bilarna % rixla.
both cars are red
'Both (of the) cars are red.'
(B) Bilama & bW Ma.
cars are both red
7he mrs are both red.'
If Sportiche's (1988) theory of quantifier-floating is correct (see, howeveryBobaljik 1995a
for some counterevidence), (i)a clearly shows that I 0 in Swedish may undergo object shift
to a Spec of v, as we c h e d . Incidentally, Bobaljik (1995a) reports that there are some
Swedish speakers that do not like examples such as (5.8) where a fbllNP-I0 undergoes object s M beyond a VP-adverbial. The informant who judged (i)a as acceptable also judged
(5-8)as acceptable.
We also expect that or@ the counterpart of (i)by but not (i)a, is acceptable in Danish.
Three Danish informants agree that (ii)b is fir better than @)a:
(ii) a. *De, sendte ,[ To% ,[ t, begge, ,I t, et brev I]]. (cf (i)a)
they
Tom
both
a letter
'Both of them sent Tom a letter.'
Tom et brev I].
b. De, sendte ,[ t, begge,,,,[
they sent
both
Tom aletter
'same meaning as (ii>a'
Cf. (C) Begge husene er hvide.
both the houses are white
(D) Husene er begge hvide.
thehousesare both white

'Both of the houses are white.'
7he houses are both white.'
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affected (or even blocked) by the intervention of adjuncts. It is often claimed that
0-relation is not really a relation between a head and XP, but it is a relation between XP and XP (Marantz 1984 and Williams 1980, 1994). So it is possible that
the thematic relation between WP and X in (5-12a) differs from the one in (5.12b),
because the category XP before Merge (tW) in (5.12a) differs from

XP before

Merge (WP) in (5.12b):

Adv.

fi
X

0

Adv.

X

In other words, I am proposing that attachment of adverbials to XP affect the semantic interpretation of XP
In contrast, feature-checking under the minimalist program is a relation between X" and X" (head-head agreement), or between XO and XP (head-Spec agreement); hence, the intervention of adverbials has no effect on feature-checking.
Moreover, the intervention of some elements with a checking relation with X" does
not disallow X"'s 9-assignment to an outer Spec, because checking has no effect
on the interpretation of XP.
Recall that we crucially depend on the assumption that VP-adverbials such as
'not' or 'often' are never adjoined to VP. Contrary to this assumption, it is sometimes held that VP-adverbials can be adjoined to any maximal projection of V in a
given VP-shell (cf. Bobaljik 1995a). According to this view, the Icelandic example
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in (5.13a) and the Swedish one in (5-13b) do not necessarily indicate that I 0 in
these examples undergoes object shift.
(5.13) a. Icelandic (Collins & Thriinsson 1993: p. 142)
E~ I h a Mariu ekki bakurnar.
I lend Maria not the books
'I do not lend Maria the books.'
b. Swedish (Dikken 1995: p. 141)
'Han gav Sara,inte boken.
he gave Sara not the book
'He didn't give Sara the book.'
Under the view, the word order of I 0 and the neg-element in these examples can
be explained by simply saying that the neg-element is adjoined to VP in DOC In
fact, this explanation holds in these languages, but it encounters a problem in explaining the ill-formedness of the Danish counterpart:
(5-14) Danrsh (Allan, Holmes, & Lundskar-Nielsen 1995: p. 5 13)
*Jeg gav Peter ikke bogen.
I gave Peter not the book
'I didn't give Peter the book.'
To explain the difference, it must be stipulated that the Danish neg-element ikke
differs from the other Scandinavian equivalents in that it cannot be adjoined to VP
in DOC. In light of the fact that the neg-elements in all Scandinavian languages behave the same in the other syntactic respects, this stipulation is highly ad hoc.
Rather, it is more natural to stipulate that the neg-element cannot be adjoined to

VP in DOC in all Scandinavian languages, as we assume.
To recapitulate this subsection, I made the hypothesis that in Swedish and Norwegian, v in DOC tolerates arbitrarily many unforced violations of Procrastinate,
while in Danish it does not tolerate any violation of Procrastinate. This hypothesis
is confirmed by the fact that, whereas in Swedish and Norwegian, a full NP-I0
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may undergo object shift, it may not in Danish. Keeping this in mind, let us turn to
our main concern about the difference between Swedish/Norwegian and Danish in
terms of the passivizability of DO in DOC.

3.1.2. Passivira bility of DO in DOC

Now that we know that v in DOC tolerates arbitrarily many unforced violations
of Procrastinate in Norwegian and Swedish, we may conclude that I 0 may move
overtly to an outer Spec of v before SPELL-OUT even in a passive clause in Norwegian and Swedish. The overt movement of I 0 to a Spec of v in a Norwegian
and Swedish passive clause derives (5.16) from (5-15), which is the core underlying structure of passivized DOC:
(5.15 )

VP

(SwedishNonvegian)

A

One should notice that in (5.15) DO, instead of 10,may not be attracted to a Spec
of v beyond 10; for, I 0 is closer to v than DO is. In (5.16), however, as a result of
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10's movement to a Spec of v, DO becomes closest to v. (Traces are invisible to
AttractMove (Chomsky 1995b).)

Now, thanks t o our hypothesis that v in Norwegian and Swedish tolerates arbitrarily many unforced violations of Procrastinate, DO in (5.16) may move up
overtly to an outer Spec of v and enter into a checking relation with v; thereby,
(5.17) is derived from (5.16):

Since this is a passive clause, SUBJ is demoted (i.e., it is introduced as pro at
the innermost Spec of v in (5.17) or totally omitted in the clause). Now T is introduced by Merge, deriving (5.18) fiom ( 5 -17):

Here, it is important to note that DO and I 0 in (5.18) are in the same minimal domain of v; that is, they are equidistant from T. This gives rise to a situation where
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either of them can be equally attracted by T, which is commonly considered to
have a strong EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature) in Norwegian and Swedish because of
the existence of the expletive in those languages (cf. Vikner 1995). If DO is attracted by T in (5.18), then a sentence like (5.5b) (repeated below with (5*5a)),
where DO is promoted to the subject with I 0 still marked as accusative, is derived.
(5.5) Norwegzan (Holmberg & Platzak 1995: p.215)
a. Jon ble gitt
boken.
Jon was given the-book
'John was given the book.'
b.

Boken ble gitt Jon.
the-book was given Jon
'The book was given (to) John.'

In this case 10's accusative Case-feature can be checked off by the verbal complex
(i.e.,the amalgam of v, V,,, and V), though the verbal complex is deprived of one
of its two accusative Case-features by the passive morpheme.l 6
If 1 0 is attracted by T in (5.18), then a sentence like (5.5a), where I 0 is promoted to the subject with DO marked as accusative, is derived. In this case DO'S
accusative Case feature can be checked off by the verbal complex at the outer Spec
of v in (5.18).
Now let us return to the DOC examples in Danish (i.e.,(5.6), repeated below):
(5.6) Danish (Falk 1990: p.86)
a. Han blev tilbudt en stilling.
he was offered a job
'He was offered a job.'
l6

Here I simply assume that the passive morpheme absorbs an acc;usative Case
(feature) of the verb to which it is attached (cf Baker, Johnson, & Roberts 1989). See Watanabe (1993, forthcoming) for more discussion on thls issue under the minimalist
framework.
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b.

*En stilling blev tilbudt ham.
a job
was offered him
'A job was offered him.'

Our hypothesis is that v in Danish does not allow any unforced violation of Procrastinate. From this hypothesis, it follows that neither I 0 nor DO in the core underlying structure of DOC, which is illustrated in (5.15) (repeated below), may
move to a Spec of v or anywhere before the introduction of T:
(5.15)

vP

A

(Danish)

The structure (5-19) is derived from (5.1 5) by the introduction of T by Merge:
(5.19)

TP

A

(Danish)

Since T in Danish has a strong EPP-feature (cf Vikner 1995), the element with a
D-feature that is closest to T is attracted by T to the Spec of T before SPELL-

OUT.In (5.19) I 0 is the element with a D-feature that is closest to T. Thus, I 0
moves up overtly to the Spec of T, resulting in the passive clause in which I 0 is
promoted (i.e., (5.6a)). DO'S nominal feature can be checked at LF in such a way
that the nominal feature of DO feature-moves up to the verbal complex at LF,
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entering into a checking relation with the verbal complex, which retains one accusative Case-feature, though it is deprived of one of its accusative Case-features by
the passive morpheme.
One should notice here that in (5-19), DO cannot be attracted by T anyway,
because I 0 is closer to T than DO is. This is the reason why DO cannot be promoted by passivization in Danish.

3.1.3. Parameter for V-, in DOC
Given our account of the difference between Norwegian/Swedish and Danish
in terms of the passivizability of DO in DOC, one might suspect that if V,, in Norwegian and Swedish, but not in Danish, tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate, it would give rise to a situation where DO can pass over I 0 through an
extra Spec of V,,

as an escape-hatch in Norwegian and Swedish, regardless of

whether v in those languages tolerates arbitrarily many unforced violations of Procrastinate. Thus, to maintain our account, we have to ensure that both in Nonvegiadswedish and in Danish, V,,

does not tolerate any unforced violation of

Procrastinate.
There is a piece of empirical evidence which shows that V,,

in Norwe-

gidswedish and Danish does not tolerate any unforced violation of Procrastinate.
Recall that we argued that in those languages, full NPs may undergo object shift if
the head of its target tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate, in spite of the
fact that they do not undergo any object shift in general. Hence, if V,, in those
languages tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate, then it leads to the prediction that DO may undergo object shift, moving overtly beyond a VP-adverbial.
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Recall that we are assuming that VP-adverbials in those languages can be adjoined
to vP or V,,P,

but not to VP. As the ill-formedness of the examples in (5.20)

shows, neither in Swedish nor in Danish is this prediction borne out:
(5.20) a. Swedish (cf Holmes & Hinchliffe 1994: pp.520-524)
*Jag gav ,[ honom,,,[
ofta
,,,[
bOkenk
,,,[
aldreg
I gave him
often
the-book
never
[VmidP

LVP tk

111111'

(cf Jag gav honom ofia den aldreg.
I gave him often it never )
b. Danish (cf. Allan, Holmes, & Lundsk~r-Nielsen:pp.502-503)
jo
,,,[
bogen,
,,,[
aldrig
*Peter viste ,[ hende, [vp,
Peter showed her
indeed the-book
never
[,,a ti [VP tk 111111~
(cf Peter viste hende jo den aldrig.
Peter showed her indeed it never )
Under our theory of the object shift of fill NPs in (Mainland) Scandinavian, the examples in (5-20) should be well-formed if V,, tolerated an unforced violation of
Procrastinate (or if V,, were strong); hence, both in Swedish/Norwegian and in
Danish V,

does not tolerate any unforced violation of Procrastinate (and it must

be weak).

3.2. British vs. American English
In the preceding section we argued that the difference between SwedishNorwegian and Danish in terms of the passivizability of DO in DOC results from the
parametric difference between those languages concerning the property of v in the
underlying structure of DOC. More specifically, we argued that, whereas DO in
DOC can be promoted to the subject by passivization in Swedish and Norwegian
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because v in those languages tolerates many unforced violations of Procrastinate, it
cannot be promoted by passivization in Danish because v in this language does not
tolerate any unforced violation of Procrastinate at all. In this section we will see
that the same parametric difference of v in DOC results in the same difference between British English and American English in the passivizability of DO in DOC.
It has often been pointed out in the literature (Jespersen 1927, Czepluch 1982,
McCawley 1988, and many others) that DO in DOC may be promoted to the subject position by passivization in British English (hereafter, BE), whereas it may not
in American English (AE), as shown in (5.21):'~
(5.21) a.
b.

The book was given Mary (by John). (OK:BE, *:AE)
(cf. The book was given to Mary. (OK: BE and AE))
These letters were sent Mary (by John). (OK:BE, *:AE)
(cf. These letters were sent to Mary. (OK: BE and AE))

Since this corresponds exactly to the difference we detected between Swedish/Norwegian and Danish, it is natural to expect that the same parametric difference between SwedishhTorwegian and Danish in terms of the violability of
Procrastinate is involved with the above contrast between BE and AE: That is to
say, our expectation is that, while v in DOC tolerates arbitrarily many unforced
violations of Procrastinate in BE, it does not any unforced violation of Procrastinate in AE.
Recall that we counted the possibility of I 0 to undergo object shift in Swedish/Norwegian as evidence that v in DOC tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate in those languages. This leads us to expect that I 0 may undergo object
l7

It has sometimes been reported in the literature (e.g., OeMe 1976 and Qlllrk et al.
1985) that these examples get extremely Improved $10 is replaced by a pronoun. We wdl
dre-ctlyreturn to tins issue later in this section
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shift in BE, but not in AE. This expectation is indeed materialized by the fact that
the examples in (5.22) are fairly acceptable in BE, but totally unacceptable in AE
(Dikken 1995: p. 142 for BE (attributing the judgments to Ouhalla 1991) and Koi-

zurni 1993: p. 125 for AE):"
(5.22) a.
b.

I gave Bill reluctantly the keys. (OW?:BE, *)r:AE)
I sent Mary immediately the parcel. (OK/?:BE, *:AE)

We therefore conclude from this that v in DOC in BE, just like in SwedishlNonve-

gian, tolerates arbitrarily many unforced violations of Procrastinate, and that v in

DOC in AE, just like in Danish, does not tolerate any unforced violation of
Procrastinate.
Cilven this conclusion, we can account for the contrast between BE and AE
found in (5.21) just the same way as in the case of the contrast between Swedish
(plus Norwegian) and Danish. Now that we know that v in DOC tolerates arbitrarily many violations of Procrastinate in BE, we may conclude that I 0 may move
overtly to a Spec of v before SPELL-OUT even in a passive clause in BE. The
overt movement of 10 to a Spec of v in a BE passive clause derives (5.24) from
(5-23), which is the core underlying structure of passivized DOC:

l8

The negelement not cannot come at the same position of the VP-adverbial in
(5.22) in BE or in AE, although the neg-element in SwedishlNorwegian may, as we observed in the p r e m b g section This results Eom the Merence in the status of the negelement between Swedish/Nowegian (or Scandinavian in general) and Enghsh In Scandinavian, the negelement may syntactically behave k e a VP-adverbial, but it behaves k e a
(bctional) head in Enghh (cf Pollock 1989)
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(British English)

Since I 0 has moved to a Spec of v in (5-24),DO in (5.24) becomes the closest to
v. Thanks to our hypothesis that v in BE tolerates arbitrarily many unforced violations of Procrastinate, DO in (5.24) may move up overtly to an outer Spec of v;
thereby, (5.25) is derived from (5.24):
(5.25)

VP

(British English)

A

v,,

W

A
v
t,

Now T is introduced by Merge, deriving (5.26) from (5.25):
(5.26)

TP

A

(British English)
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Since DO and I 0 in (5.26) are in the same minimal domain of v, either of them can
be attracted by T, whose EPP-feature is strong in English (Chomsky 1995b). If
DO is attracted by T in (5.26), then the sentence like (5.21), repeated below,
where DO is promoted to the subject with I 0 still marked as accusative, is safely
derived in BE:
(5.21) a.
b.

The book was given Mary (by John). (OK:BE, *:FIE)
These letters were sent Mary (by John). (OK:BE, *:AE)

In (5.21) 10's accusative Case-feature can be checked off by the verbal complex
(i.e., the amalgam of v, V,,

and V), though the verbal complex is deprived of one

of its two accusative Case-features by passivization.
If I 0 is attracted by T in (5.26), then a sentence like (5.27), where I 0 is promoted to the subject with DO marked as accusative, is derived.
(5.27) a.
b.

Marywasgiventhebook(byJohn).
Mary was sent these letters (by John)

In this case DO'S accusative Case feature can be checked off by the verbal complex at the outer Spec of v in (5.26).
Now let us turn to AE. Since v in AE does not allow any unforced violation of
Procrastinate, neither I 0 nor DO in the core underlying structure of DOC, which is
illustrated in (5.23) (repeated below), may move to a Spec of v or anywhere before
the introduction of T:
(5.23)

VP

A

(American English)
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The structure (5.28) is derived from (5.23) by the introduction of T by Merge:
(5.28)

TP

A

(American English)

In (5.28) it is I 0 that is the element with a D-feature that is closest to T. Hence, it
is attracted by T to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT. DO'S nominal feature can
be checked at LF in such a way that the nominal feature of DO feature-moves up
to the verbal complex at LF, entering into a checking relation with the verbal com-

plex, which retains one nominal feature, though it is deprived of one of its two
nominal features by passivization. The sentence derived in this way corresponds to
(5.27) above.
It should be noticed that in (5.28), DO cannot be attracted by T anyway, because I 0 is closer to T than I 0 is. This is the reason why DO cannot be promoted
by passivization in AE.
It is interesting, here, to note that DO in DOC can be promoted to the subject
position by psssivization even in AE if I 0 is a pronoun (cf footnote 17), as illustrated in (5.29). Compare (5.29) with (5.21), repeated below:19
(5.29) a. The book was given her (by John). (OK: BE and AE)
b. These letters were sent her (by John). (OK: BE and AE)

Jonathan Bobaljik @.c.) reported to me that there are some American Enghsh
speakers that do not accept (5.29) let alone (5.21). Those who do not accept (5.29) also do
not like (5.31) below in the text. See footnote 20 below.
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(5.2 1) a.
b.

The book was given Mary (by John). (OK:BE, *:AE)
These letters were sent Mary (by John). (OK:BE, 2lr:AE)

Let us assume, essentially following Oehrle (1976), that an unstressed pronoun in
English behaves as a clitic in syntax. Then, it is natural to say that the pronominal

10 in (5.29) head-moves onto v (i.e., incorporates into v) before SPELL-OUT
(Baker 1988 and Chomsky 1995b). Suppose that this incorporation of I 0 into v
happens in a passive clause in AE, then the structure after Merge (T) looks like
(5.30):

(5.30)

TP

A

(American English)

Here I would like to propose that the element with a D-feature closest to T in
(5.30) is DO, stipulating a la Rizzi (1990) that, once w incorporates into a head, it
never induces a kind of rninimality effect on XP because o now counts as an X!.
Recall that I argued that DO cannot be passivized in AE because I 0 is always
closer to T than DO in

AE and there is no way to make both objects equidistant

from T due to the disability of v in AE to tolerate any unforced violation of Procrastinate. In (5.30) 10's incorporation into v gives rise to a situation where DO
counts as the element with a D-feature that is closest to T. This opens up the possibility for DO to be promoted to the Spec of T by passivization in AE. The conclusion is that DO can be promoted to the subject position by passivization in AE
only if I 0 is a pronoun and incorporates into v before SPELL-OUT.
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This account of the well-formedness of (5.29) in AE leads us to the prediction
that sentences like in (5.3 1) should be acceptable even in AE; for, I am assuming
that a pronominal I 0 may incorporate into v before SPELL-OUT:20
(5.3 1) a.
b.

I gave him reluctantly the keys. (OK:BE, ?:AE)
(cf. (5.22a))
I sent her immediately the parcel. (OK:BE, ?:AE) (cf (5-22b))

The fact is that even in AE, the examples like (5-31) where a pronominal I 0 precedes a VP-adverbial, though not perfectly acceptable, are far better than the examples like (5.22) (repeated below) where a full NP-I0 precedes a VP-adverbial:
(5.22) a.
b.

IgaveBillreluctantlythekeys. (OW?:BE,*:AE)
I sent Mary immediately the parcel. (OW?:BE, *:AE)

Therefore these facts are very consistent with our account, which points to the validity of our theory of DOC.

3.3. Explanation of the Crosslinguistic Generalization
As was mentioned in the beginning of this section, it has sometimes been noted
in the literature on language typology that I 0 is always passivizable in a language

L if DO is also passivizable in L under the condition where both objects have the
morphologically same case-marking. In other words, there is no language that allows only DO, but not 10, to be passivized, where both objec~sare marked in the
same morphological device (cf. Johnson 1974a, 1977; Keenan 1975; Faltz 1978;
Givon 1980, 1984; and, especially, Johnson 1974b and Keenan 1985).
20

As mentioned in footnote 19 above, those who do not accept (5.3 1) do not accept
(5.29). This can be captured by saying that pronouns do not act as a clitic for those speakers. Howard Lasnik @.c.)reported to me that the sentences sounds worse if the pronouns in
(5.3 1) are stressed. Since it is natural that stressed pronouns cannot act like a clitic, this fact
is w e n t to our expectation.
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Given our theory of DOC, this generalization can be given a very simple explanation. In the core underlying structure of DOC illustrated in (5*4a),repeated below, I 0 is always closest to T if SUBJ is demoted by passivization. It follows that
I 0 is always passivizable (as long as the "passive" operation exists in the language
under consideration).

SUBJ ,"-,

In order to DO to be eligible for the promotion to the subject position by passivization (i.e., in order for it to be attracted by T), it must enter the same minimal
domain where I 0 is located before SPELL-OUT. There are two ways for DO to
enter such a domain before SPELL-OUT; by moving up overtly to a Spec of V,
or by moving up overtly to a Spec of v along with 10's overt movement to a Spec
of v. To sum up, I 0 can be always passivized in a language L if L has the active/passive alternation, but DO cannot be passivized unless DO is allowed to enter
the same minimal domain where I 0 is located before SPELL-OUT in L. In other
words, the fact that DO is passivizable means, under our theory of DOC, that DO
and I 0 are in the same minimal domain at some stage of the derivation before
SPELL-OUT. Therefore, I 0 is passivizable wherever DO is passivizable; hence,
the aforementioned generalization concerning the passivizability of DO naturally
follows.
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4. Summary
In this chapter I presented an approach to the structure of DOC under the
theory of multiple feature-checking. I demonstrated (I) that it is free from the
problems that have annoyed those who advocate the Larsonian VP-shell for DOC
under the minimalist theory of Case and movement ($1 and $2); (11) that it provides a systematic account of the typological differences in terns of the passivizability of the direct object in a ditransitive clause between SwedishfNomegian and
Danish, in the one hand, and British English and American English, on the other;
and (111) that the crosslinguistic generalization concerning the passivizability of the
direct and indirect objects naturally follows.

endix (A! :
Apainst the CLExtended"
Neo-Larsonian VP-shell
As mentioned in $1 of this chapter, the neo-Larsonian VP-shell for DOC assumed in ( 5 . I), repeated below, encounters a theory-internally serious problem:
(5.1)

AgrOP

<order irrelevant>

A

Spec A
AgrO
VP

A

SUBJ A
V
AgrOP

/",

Spec A
AgrO
VP

A
A

10
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Recall that, under the Agr-based Case theory, the Case feature of I 0 is checked off
at the Spec of the higher AgrO (i.e., AgrIO in (5-I)), and that of DO is checked off
at the Spec of the lower AgrO (i.e., AgrDO in (5-I)), the former checking being
accomplished by the higher V and the latter by the lower V.
As has been occasionally pointed out (cf. Bures 1993; Collins & Thrainsson
1993, 1994; Koizurni 1993, 1995; Ura 1994g; and Bobaljik 1995), in (5.1) there is
no way for an A-movement to pass over inore than one A-Spec in a single step.
Thus, we predict that I 0 cannot move anyhow to the Spec of the AgrIO in a single
step beyond the Spec of the higher V, where SUBJ is generated, and the Spec of
the AgrDO in a construction where DO overtly moves t o the Spec of the AgrDO.
We already observed that there is a case in Icelandic where both DO and I 0 overtly move (Collins & ThrGnsson 1993, 1994). Hence, to cope with such data, we
need to devise a mechanism to avoid this problem, in order to maintain the neoLarsonian VP-shell for DOC (Bures 1993, Collins & Thrainsson 1993, 1994, Ura
1994g, etc.), or need to abandon the neo-Larsonian VP-shell for DOC (Koizumi
1993, 1995 abandons it only partially, but Bobaljik 1995a discards it as a whole).
In this chapter we voted for the latter approach, but our proposal differs entirely from both approaches in that ours does not assume the Agr-based Case theory,
which the others have in common as their basic assumption. However, we proposed to maintain a kind of Larsonian w-shell with the VP-internal subject hypothesis. In this regard, our proposal voted in favor of the former approach and
against the latter, which assumes the "Split VP-hypothesis" (Koizumi 1993, 1995).
In this appendix, instead of going into any detail of (each of) those
appr~aches;~'
I would like to point out two problems (one is empirical and the
21

See C o b & ThrClinsson (1993, 1994), Ura (1994g), and, e q e d l y , Bobaljik
(1995a) for discussions on (some of) the major approaches to the undedymg structure of
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other conceptual) for the proposal that some functional category should be introduced between the AgrDOP and the higher VP in the neo-Larsonian VP-shell in
(5.1). Such a proposal has been entertained, independently, by Koizurni (1993) and
~ ~ kind of proposal, extending the "basic"
Collins & Thriinsson (1993, 1 9 9 4 ) . This
neo-Larsonain VP-shell in (5.1) by inserting another functional category, aims at
giving rise to a situation where the Spec of the newly introduced functional category serves as an escape-hatch through which I 0 can move without violating the
requirement of the MLC.23
Indeed, each author in favor of this "extended" neo-Larsonian VP-shell hypothesis (e.g , Koizumi 1993, 1995, and Collins & Thrainsson 1993, 1994) tries to
give their own independent support for the existence of R. According to this hypothesis, however, it is very reasonable and natural to expect that we can find that,
in some languages in the world, R is morphologically realized. Contrary to this expectation, there is no language with such a morpheme or lexeme corresponding to

SZ, to the best of my knowledge: If R were identified as T (as Collins & Thrainsson 1993, 1994 argue), there might be a language with some tense inflection or
some lexeme representing tense appearing in DOC, or, if R were identified as
some Agr, there might be a language with some extra agreement morpheme in
addition to the ordinary direct and indirect object agreements on the ditransitive
predicate. As far as I can tell, there are no such languages in the world, however.

TObe precise, Koiplmi (1993, 1995) does not assume ArgIOP. But he indeed assumes a functional projection between the AgrOP whose Spec is reserved for DO'S Casechecking and the VP whose Spec is reserved for the base-position of SUBJ.

"

Following Koizurni (1993), I name th~shctional category as $2,whatever function
it may have. Incidentally, Collins & T h r b n (1993, 1994)identfy it as T.
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In the face of this fact, one could conjecture that it is an accidental gap. But,
the fact that we can easily find languages with the manifestation of V,

and V in

our underlying structure for DOC suffices for demolishing such a conjecture: We
can regard the following languages as an instance of the language with the overt
manifestation of both Vs in DOC: Saramaccan, Cantonese, and many Bantu languages, which allow or require some V-equivalent element (like an applicative suf-

fix in Bantu languages or a V-serializing lexeme in Kwa languages (cf. Baker
1991)) to appear as the V in DOC, (as shown in (5A.1)-(5A-3)):
(5A.1) Yoruba (Baker 1991: p.80-81)
a. Baba fi
e
fun oba.
Baba take gown give chief
'Baba gave the gown to the chief'

b,

0 ra isu fun mi.
he buy yam give me
'He bought me a yam.'

(5A.2) Saramaccan (Byme 1987: p. 177)
a. D i a d l di womi di wosu.
give he give the man the house
'He GAVE the man the house.'
b.

A sei di wosu dii di womi
he sell the house give the man
'He sold the man the house.'

(5A.3) Cantonese (Matthews & Yip 1994: pp. 137- 138)
a. Ngoh bCi chin leih.
I
give money you
'I'll give you money.'
b.

(pro) yinggoi sung fa
bCi keuih.
(we) should send flowers give her
'We should send her flowers.'
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Appendix (B!:Typoloeca.1Variety of DOC
In this appendix we will sketch out the typological variety of DOC in the languages of the world. Limiting our concern to the constructions in which both objects of a ditransitive verb have the same Case-morphology, we recognize that it is
the logical possibility that there are four types of DOC with respect to the passivizability of each object in DOC, as illustrated in the following tables:

Type A languages: Korean (Shibatani 1977, O'Grady 1991)
passive of 10, "passive of DO

'

Type B languages: Chichewa (Bresnan & Moshi 1990), Swahili (Vitale
198 l), English, German (Czepluch 1988), etc
.'passive
of 10, *passive of DO

Type C languages: There is no language of this type in the world.
'passive of 10, 'passive of DO
Type D languages:Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980), Indonesian (Gvon 1984),
Swedish (Falk 1990), etc.
passive of 10,/passive of DO

/

As shown in this tableYz4
crosslinguistic surveys (e.g., Faltz 1978; Gvon 1979,
1990; Gerdtz 1992; and, especially, Johnson 1974b) have revealed that in terms of
the passivizability of each object in DOC, there are actually three types of DOC in
the natural languages in the world (the existence of Type C languages has never
been reported in the literature), notwithstanding the fact that there are logically
four types (see the discussion on this in 53.4 of this chapter).
24

In thls table, I use "Acc(usative)" rather sketchily. Here it is simply used to refer to
the morphological Case form of a noun phrase which typically acts as the transitive direct
object in a given language, irrespedve of whether the language is a so-called "nominative~
e
ylanguage
' or "ergative-absolutive" language. Moreover, my use of "indirect object" here is limed to refer to the argument with the thematic role other than Theme in the
DOC; so, it may refer to the Goal, Benefictor, or Instrument argument in the DOC. The
Theme argument in the DOC is referred to as "direct object" in thls appendix
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In these four types of language, we can find a double accusative construction,
in which both objects can be morphologically marked in the same way as the typical transitive objects in those languages. So the languages in these types have in
common this property in terms of the morphological marking of the double objects. But they differ in terms of the passivizability of each of the double objects.
To the best of my knowledge, Korean is the sole language belonging to Type A
languages: It allows the passivization of neither object (Shibatani 1977 and Postal
1986), as shown by the ill-formedness of (5A*4b,~).~'
(5A.4) Korean (0'
Grady 1990: p.62)
a. Nay-ka John-ul yenphil-ul cwu-ess-ta.
I-NOM
-ACC P ~ ~ C ~ ~ - A
give-PAST-IND
CC
'I gave John a pencil.'

b.

*Yenphil-i John-ul cwu-eci-ess-ta.
p e n c i l - ~ o ~ -ACC give-PASS-PAST-MD
'The pencil was given John.'

c.

*John-i
-NOM

yenphil-ul cwu-eci-ess-ta.
-ACC ~~V~-PASS-PAST-IND

'John was given a pencil.'
In Type B languages[ which include American English, many Bantu languages
like Chichewa (Bresnan & Moshi 1990), Swahili (Vitale 1981), Fula (Sylla 1979),
Runyambo (Rugemalira 1993), and Chi-Mwi:-ni wsseberth & Abasheikh 1977),
HiBena (Hodges & Stucky 1979); and German (Czelpuck 1988),26Danish (Vikner
1989), Latin (Woolford 1993), Modem Greek (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton
1987), Maltese (Borg & Cornrie 1984), Arabic, Punjabi (Bhatia 1993)' Mandarin

''

See the rllsr;ussion in the end of this appendm for our speculation on the total lack
of Korean passive in DOC.
26

Note that this holds good only in the case where both objects are marked as accusative When I 0 is dative and DO is a x u h v e , the promotion of DO by passkimtion is possible in German.See Chapter 9: 53.3 for discussion on the passive clause wrth the
dative-marked I0 in Germanic languages.
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Chinese (Lin 1985)' Ojibwa (Rohdes 1990)' Tzotzil (Aissen 1983)' Southern Tiwa
(Allen & Frantz 1983), Yaqui (Escalante 1990)' Nez Perce (Rude 1982)' Huichol
(Comrie 1982)' Nahuatle (Faltz 1978)' Irnbabura Quechua (Jake 1985)' Yindjibarndi (Dryer 1986), Saramaccan (Byrne 1987), etc., the passivization of I 0 is allowed, but not that of DO. In Yindjibarndi and German, for example, there are
constructions in which the two objects of a ditransitive predicate are marked as accusative; nevertheless, the Theme argument (i.e., DO) of the predicate cannot be
passivized in spite of the fact that I 0 can be passivized.
(5A-5) YindJibarndi(Dryer 1986: pp.829-830)
a. Ngaarta yungku-nha ngayu
murla-yi.
r n a n ( ~ o ~ )give-pm~ ~ ~ ( o B meat-OBJ
J)
'A man gave me the meat.'
b.

Ngayi yungku-nguli-nha murla-yi ngaarta-lu.
I(NOM) give-PASS-PASTmeat-OBJman-MST
'I was gaven the meat by a man. '

c.

*Murla
yungku-nguli-nha ngayu ngaarta-lu
m e a t ( ~ o ~ g) i v e - ~ ~ s s - ~p ~ ~
( o Bman-MST
J)
'The meat was gaven me by a man.'

(5A-6) German (Czepluch 1988: p. 83)27
a. Sie
haben den Jungen das Lied
gelehrt.
they(N0~)have the boy(~cc)the song(~cc)taught
'They have taught the boy the song.'

27

b.

dann ist der Jungen das Lid
gelehrt worden
then is the ~OY(NOM)
the song(~cc)taught been
'then the boy was taught the song'

c.

*dam ist den Jungen das Lid
gelehrt worden
then is the b o y ( ~ o ~the
) s o n g ( ~ otaught
~)
been
'then the song was taught the boy'

In German, passivization of DO in DOC is acceptable if the special passive auxiliary
bekommen is used instead of the normal werdn. See Wdkinson (1983) for discussion.
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Skipping over Type C languages for a while, let us look at Type D languages:
In Type D languages either of I 0 or DO in DOC can be passivized Many Bantu
languages such as Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980), Kitharaka (Harford 1993)' Kichaga (Bresnan & Moshi 1990)' Kikuyu (Masunaga 1983), KiRimi (Hualde 1989a),
Kinande (Hualde 1989b), Mashi (Gary 1977)' Haya (Duranti & Byarushengo
1977), Runyoro (Keach & Rochemont 1992a)' and Xhosa (Du Plessis & Visser
1992); and British English (Jespersen 1927)' Swedish (Falk 1990), Norwegian
(Bifarli 1992), Indonesian (Chung 1983, Givon 1984), Malagasy (Keenan 1976a),
Shoshone (Dayley 1989)' Mapuche (Cartrileo 1972)' Hausa (Smirnova 1982), Tigrinya (Palmer 1994)' Oromo (Owens 1985), etc. fall into this type.
(5A-7)Kinyanvanda (TClmenyi 1980: p. 127)
a. Umugabo y-a-haa-ye
umugore igitabo
man
HE-PAST-give-ASP
woman book
'The man gave the woman the book. '
b.

Igitabo cy-a-haa-w-e
umugore n'fimugabo.
IT-PMT-~~V~-PMS-MP woman
by man
book
'The book was given the woman by the man.'

c.

Umugore y-a-haa-w-e
igitabo n' fimugabo.
book
SHE-PAST-gVe-PASS-ASP book by man
'The woman was given the book by the man.'

(5A-8)Malagasy (Keenan 1976a: p. 25 1, p .258 ) w . :~Malagasy
.
is a VOS language)
a. Manome azy
an-dRakoto aho.
~~W-AC
~~(Acc)
T
ACC-Rakoto I(NOM)
'I am giving Rakoto it.'
b.

Omena-ko
azy
Rakoto.
give-p~ss-rne(ms~)
it(~cc)Rakoto
'Rakoto was given it by me.'

c.

an-dRakoto izy .
Omena-ko
give-p~ss-me(ms~)
ACC-Rakoto ~ ~ ( N o M )
'It was given Rakoto by me.'
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(5A.9) Oromo (Owens 1985: p. 169)
na
gaafii
gaafat-e.
a. Innii
~~(NoM
me(ms)
)
question(ms) ask-PAST
'He asked me a question.'
b.

An
gaafii
gaafat-am-e.
~(NOM)
question(ms) ask-PASS-PAST
'I was asked a question.'

c.

Gaafii-n
na
gaafat-am-t-e.
question-NOMme(ms) ask-PASS-FEM-PAST
'A question was asked me.'

Returning to Type C languages, we repeatedly stated in this chapter that it is a
typological generalization that this type cannot be found in natural language; that
is, there is no language in which the passivization of DO is allowed, but that of I 0
is not allowed.28Needless to say, Type C is logically possible. In 53.4 of this chapter we provided our explanation of the total lack of this type in the world's
languages.

A comment on the lack of the passive of DO let alone that of I 0 in Korean is
in order. Korean has the activelpassive alternation for ordinary transitive clauses.
Thus, we have to say that Korean ditransitive verbs resist the attachment of the
passive morpheme, though ordinary transitive verbs allow it.'' This is a highly ad
28

One might suspect that Dutch and Frisian would count as a counterexample in h s
respect. In hct, it seemingly looks as if DO, but not 10, in DOC can be promoted to the
subject position by passivization in these languages (d Evereart 1990, Mulder 1992, and
W e n 1995 for Dutch and Tiersma 1985 for Fresian). But they have no morphological
distinction between accusative and dative; hence, we cannot tell whether I 0 is marked as
d v e or dative in DOC. If it is marked as (morphophonolo~callyinvisible) dative, then
this fact does not contradict wrth the above generalization conmnmg the typology of DOC.
Cf H o e h (1980) for relevant discamon. See Chapter 9: 93.3 for relevant -on.

"

As we observed in Chapter 4, Korean allows 0-to-0 possessor-raising If it takes
place in a simple transitive clause, the clause has two accusative objects, just like in a ditransitive clause.Inter&&
enough, only the possessor-raised DP, but no the host DP, can be
promoted by passivkation in the transitive clause with 0-to-0 possessor-raising accordmg
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hoc speculation, but the fact that Korean is the only detected language of Type A
suggests that something idiosyncratic happens in Korean DOC.

to Cho (1995). This indicates (I
that
) ow e o n that Korean ditransrtive verbs, but not
transitive ones, resist the attachment of the passive morphology is in the right track, and 0
that Korean veritably behaves on a par with Type B languages.

Chapter 6

OVERT
OBJECT
SHIFT
IN JAPANESE

0. Introduction
Since Chomsky (1992) gave an appealing account of the so-called Holmberg's
generalization by means of the MLC under the Agr-based Case theory, "object
shift" has been one of the hottest subjects in the minimalist theory. But, in the literature, many discussions on this topic have been made in connection with Germanic, especially, Scandinavian languages (e.g., Holmberg 1986, Johnson 1991,
Collins & Thrainsson 1993, Vikner 1994, Bobaljik 1995a, to list only a few),
though object shift in other languages have sometimes been discussed (Branigan
1992, Mahajan 1990, and Deprez 1994, among others). In this chapter I will address my attention to Japanese, providing evidence in favor of the claim that Japanese has overt object shift only in ditransitive clauses.'
The aim of this chapter is twofold: First, I will argue that Japanese has an op-

tional object shift, as has been suggested in some recent literature such as Koizumi
1

Specla1 thanks to Noarn Chornsky, Chris Collins, Naoki Fukui, Ken Hale, Masa
KOHoward Lamk, Shigeru Miyagawa, Marnoru Saito, Dako Takahash Yuji Takano, Asako Uchibori, and Akira Watanabe for their comments on an earlier version of h s
chapter.
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(1993), Nemoto (1993), Tada (1993), Saito (1994), Fujita (1994), Miyagawa
(1994, 1995), and Takano (f~rthcorning),~
but I will further claim that object shift,
even though optional, is allowed in ditransitive, but not in transitive clauses in
Japanese. I will defend this claim by analyzing word order variations in simple transitive and ditransitive clauses in Japanese. My conclusion somewhat differs from
the ones proposed by the aforementioned authors. For all of them make little mention of the possibility of object shift (what most of them call S-scrambling) in transitive clauses in Japanese. Watanabe (1993), on the other hand, explicitly states
that object shift in a transitive clause is impossible in Japanese; however, he has no
reference to the existence of optional object shift in ditransitive clauses in Japanese
and its relevance to the nonexistence of object shift in transitive clauses.
In this respect Japanese resembles Swedish and Norwegian: In Chapter 5 we
observed that a full NP in Swedish and Norwegian cannot undergo object shift in a
transitive clause, but it may in a ditransitive clause. There I claimed that optional
object shift in a ditransitive clause in Swedish and Norwegian results from the fact
that the highest verbal projection of the three-layered VP-shell for the underlying
structure of a ditransitive verb tolerates unforced violations of Procrastinate. Thus
I will claim in this chapter, that, whereas the intermediate verbal projection of the
three-layered VP-shell for the underlying structure of a ditransitive verb in Japanese also tolerates unforced violations of Procrastinate, the higher verbal projection for the underlying structure of a transitive verb in Japanese does not tolerate
It will be shown that this results in the
any unforced violation of Pr~crastinate.~
2

None of them but Fujita (1994) and Takano (forthcoming), however, explicitly refers to it as "object shift". Instead, they prefer the term "S(hort-)sc~ambhg",following
Tada (1993).
3

Recall that in Chapter 4, we reached the same conchson through studying
possessor-raising in Japanese.
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difference between ditransitive and transitive clauses in Japanese with respect to
the possibility of optional overt object shift. To put it differently, my claim is that
the optionality of Japanese object shift in ditransitive clauses comes from the fact
that the head that checks the formal features of DO in a ditransitive clause tolerates an unforced violation Procrastinate.

1. Word Order in Ta~aneseDitransitive Clauses
In this section the behavior of object shift in Japanese ditransitive clauses will
be examined. First let us take a closer look at the basic word order of ditransitive
clauses in Japanese. In Japanese, because of the effect of what Tada (1993) calls
S(hort)-scrambling, which permutes an element within VP, the double object construction has two possible surface word orders:
(6.1)Japanese
a. John-ga Mary-ni

hon-o agetdokutta,miseta. (S-10-DO-V)
-NOM
-DAT book-ACC gave/sent/showed
'John gave/sent/showed a book to Mary.'

b.

hon-o Mary-ni agetalokuttdrniseta. (S-DO-10-V)
book-ACC -DAT gave/sent/showed
'same meaning as (6. la)'

John-ga

-NOM

Given the hypothesis that scrambling is a syntactic movement operation (see Saito
1985, among others), the question is which of the above two forms represents the

basic word order of the construction.
Hoji (1985) extensively argues that the S-DO-10-V order is derived from the
S-10-DO-V order by the S-scrambling of DO from the post-10 position to the preI 0 position. His arguments in favor of t h s claim are based mainly on two
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phenomena: Pronominal variable binding and scope interaction. To briefly sum up
his arguments, he points out the following facts with respect to pronominal variable binding: O a pronominal variable contained within DO at the post-I0 position
can be bound by an IO-operator (cf. (6-2a)); Q a pronominal variable contained
within I 0 cannot be bound by a DO-operator if the variable is located at the postI 0 position (cf. (6~2b));and @ a pronominal variable within 10, however, can be
bound by a DO-operator if the operator is located at the pre-I0 position (cf,
(6.2~)):

(6.2)

a. SUBJ DP]-DAT [D, . . . vb( . . . ]-ACC V
b, * S D J ,[ ... vb( . .. ]-DAT DPI-~cc V
C.
SmJ,,[ . . . vb{ . . . ]-ACC, DP,-DATtk V

Hoji (1985) argues that these facts indicate that I 0 is base-generated at a higher
position than DO: If the base-position of I 0 were as high as that of DO (i.e., the
base position of I 0 and that of DO mutually c-command each other), or if the base
position of I 0 were lower than that of DO, then (6-2b) would be a~ceptable.~
As for scope interaction, Hoji (1985) maintains that scope interaction is found
in (6*3b),but not (6.3a):
(6.3) Japanese
a. Mary-ga

dareka-ni
[ subete-no hon 1-0
ageta.
someone-DATevery-GENbook -ACC gave
'Mary gave every book to someone.'
(IO>DO, *IO<DO)
-NON

b.

4

Mary-ga [ subete-no hon 1-0,
dareka-ni
t,
ageta.
-NOM ~ V ~ ~ Y - Gbook
E N -ACC S O ~ ~ O ~ ~ - D Agave
T
(IO>DO, IO<DO)

The well-formedness of (6.2~)is due to the so-called " c o n n ~ effect
'
on
. . bind.
ing. See Barss (1986) for this effect, and Abe (1993) and Uchi'bori (1995) for a mmnah
approach to it.
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If we admit that the base-position of I 0 precedes that of DO, we can say that, because of the rigidity condition on quantifier scope (Huang 1982, Lasnik & Saito
1992), (6-3a) is unambiguous, allowing only the wide scope reading of 10; nevertheless, (6.3b) is ambiguous. This is reminiscent of the well-known fact about
Japanese scrambling: QP at the object position in an ordinary transitive clause cannot take its scope over QP at the subject position, but it can if it is scrambled over
QP-SUBJ to the clause initial position (cf Hoji 1985 and Aoun & Li 1993).
In addition to these arguments of Hoji (1985), Fujita (1994) and Takano
(forthcoming) independently add one more argument in favor of the claim that the
10-DO order reflects the base structure of the double object construction in Japanese. Consider the examples in (6.4):
(6.4) Japanese
a. Mary-ga [ John to Bill 1-ni, [ otagai-no,
sensei 1-0
-NOM
and
-DAT each other-GEN
teacher -ACC
syookaisita.
introduced
'??Mary introduced each other's teachers to John and Bill.'
sensei 1-ni [ John to Bill 1-0,
b. *Mary-ga [ otagai-no,
-NOM each other-GEN
teacher -DAT
and
-ACC
syookaisita.
intoduced
'Mary introduced John and Bill to each other's teachers.'
If the base-position of I 0 were as high as that of DO, or if the former position
were lower than the latter, then the conjoined DP in (6.4b) (i.e., DO) could bind
the reciprocal contained within 10; however, it is not the case. This shows that the
base-position of I 0 is higher than that of DO in ~apanese.'
5

See Fukuhara (1993) and Takano (forthcoming) for more adchionid arguments for
Hoji's (1985) conclusion.From the contrast shown in (6-4),Fujita (1994) draws the conclusion that Japanese has a (optional) object shift.
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Now that the I 0 is generated at a position higher than DO, I assume that the
underlying structure of a Japanese ditransitive clause is the same as the underlying
structure of the double object construction that I proposed and defended in Chapter 5 (see, also, Chapter 2: 53.2). It is delineated as in the following:
(6.5)
SUBJ

\

VP

(underlying structure of a Japanese ditransitive clause)

'>\

With this underlying structure of a Japanese ditransitive clause in mind let us proceed to the investigation of optional object shift in ditransitive clauses in Japanese.

2. Object Shift in Ditransitive Clauses
2.1. Object Shift to an A-Position
In the literature on object shift/S(hort)-scrambling in Japanese (Nemoto 1993,
Saito 1994, Miyagawa 1994, 1995, Takano (forthcoming), and, especially, Tada
1993), it has been established that the shifted (S-scrambled) DO is moved to an Aposition. The strongest evidence for this claim comes fiom the fact concerniiig reciprocal binding.
As observed in (6.4b), repeated below as (6.6), DO cannot bind a reciprocal
contained within I 0 if it is located at the post-I0 position (i.e., its base-position).
As the well-formedness of (6.7) below shows, a reciprocal within I 0 can be bound
by DO if DO is shifted/S-scr'mbled to the pre-I0 position:
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(6.6) Japanese
*Mary-ga

[ otagai-no,
sensei 1-ni [ John to Bill 1-0,
each other-GENteacher -DAT
and
-ACC
syookaisita.
introduced
'Mary introduced John and Bill to each other's teachers.'
-NOM

(6.7) Japanese
Mary-ga [ John to Bill 1-0, [ otagai-no,
sensei 1-ni t,
-NOM
and
-ACC each other-GENteacher -DAT
syookaisita.
introduced
'same meaning as (6-6)'
As the contrast shown by the English examples in (6-8) indicates, only elements
occupying an A-position can bind reciprocals.
(6.8) Enghsh
a. *[ John and Bill 1 , I told to each other, that Mary loved t,.
b. [ John and Bill 1, seem to each other, [ to t, have proposed to her

1.

The well-formedness of (6-7), thus, shows that the shifted/S-scrambled DO is located at an A-position.
Skipping over other possible arguments in favor of the claim that the Sscrambled/shifted DO occupies an A-p~sition,~
I conclude, following those previous studies, that object shift/S-scrambling moves DO to an A-position.

2.2. Whither Is the Object Shifted?
Now we know that the sMedJS-scrambled DO in Japanese occupies an Aposition, the next question is where the position is in the clause structure. In this
6

Cf Nernoto (1993), Saito (1994), Miyagawa (1995), Takano (forthcoming), and,

especially, Tada (1993).
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section I will explore this question. Now, let us take a much closer look at object
shift in ditransitive clauses in Japanese.

2.2.1. Floating Q u a n t i ' i s and Adverbials

In this section, in order to detect the movement involved in each example, we
utilize a floating numeral quantifier as the marker of the base-position of the
moved element. As mentioned in Chapter 4, it seems almost certain that a floating
(numeral) quantifiers in Japanese marks the position where its associate is basegenerated (Miyagawa 1989 and Koizurni 1993, 1995).~This is because it marks
the original position of the surface subject of a passive clause or of an unaccusative
clause, as Miyagawa (1 989) suggested.
(6.9) Japanese
a. Gakusei-ga, ,[ kinoo ,[ ano otoko-ni(yotte),[ san-nin, I]]
students-NOM yesterday
that man-by
three-CL
koros-are-ta.
~~~~-PASS-PAST

'Lit. *Students, were killed three, by that man yesterday. '
b.

Doa-ga, ,[ yukkuri ,[ futa-tsu, I] ai-ta.
door-NOM slowly
two-CL open-PAST
'Lit. *Doors, slowly opened two,.'

Hence, I take it for granted throughout this chapter that a floating (numeral) quantifier marks the base-position of its associate in Japanese.
The placement of adverbials in a given clause is the other important diagnosis
to be used for showing the surface positions of DPs involved in the clause. In
Chapter 5 I made a stipulation that adverbials cannot herarchically intervene
7

It may be possible, contmy to Sportiche (1988), that floating cpmt&n in Enghsh
and other European languages do not mark these positions, as Bobaljik (1995a) claims.
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between a head and its Spec if the head assigns its &role to the Spec. With this
stipulation in mind, let us consider the following examples (cf. Miyagawa 1989 and
Fujita 1993):
(6-10) Japanese
a. Gakusei-ga, ,[ kinoo ,[ fbta-ri, ,[ sakana-o I]] kut-ta.
students-NOMyesterday two-CL
fish-ACC eat-PAST
'Two students ate fish yesterday.'

b. *Gakusei-ga, ,[ yukkurihaifu-de ,[ hta-ri, ,[ sakana-o I]]
students-NOM slowly/knife-with
two-CL
fish-ACC
kut-ta.
eat-PAST
'Two students ate fish slowly/with a knife.'
c.

Gakusei-ga, ,[ kinoo ,[ hta-ri, ,[ yukkurifnaifu-de,[ sakana-o
students-NOM
yesterday two-CL slowly/knife-with
fish-ACC
I]] kut-ta.
eat-PAST
'Yesterday two students ate fish slowly/with a h f e . '

Given that a floating quantifier marks the base-position of its associate, the wellformedness of (6.10a) indicates both that time-adverbials like hnoo 'yesterday' are
adjoined to the outer projection of the VP-shell,' and that SUBJ overtly moves up
to a Spec of T in J a p a n e ~ eThe
. ~ ill-formedness of (6.10b) and the well-formedness
of (6*10c), on the other hand, indicate that manner adverbs like yukhri 'slowly'
and instrumental ones like narfu-de 'Me-with' are adjoined only to the inner projection of the VP-shell, as Fujita (1993) suggests. These facts can be delineated as
in the following:

8
9

CE Miyagawa (1989) and Fujita (1993) for the same point.

Watanabe (1993) reached the same conclusion, though he clrums that the target of
SUBJ'S movement is the Spec of AgrS under the Agr-based Case theory, which is wtually
equivalent to the Spec of T under the Agr-less checking theory.
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(6.11)

\

(transitive clauses)

A

time-udverbzal*

SUBJ

A

manner-adverb or
VP
instrumental-adverb
OBJ

V

As for the adverbial placement in ditransitive clauses, the fact that time-adverbials
like knoo 'yesterday' comes at a position higher than the base-position of SUBJ
(cf (6.12a) below) indicates that they are attached to the highest projection of the
three-layered VP-shell for a ditransitive predicate. Manner-adverbs such as kossori
'secretly', on the other hand, cannot appear before the base-position of SUBJ, as
the ill-formedness of (6.12b) shows.
(6.12) Japanese
,,,[
Mary-ni ,[ hon-o I]]]
a. Gakusei-ga, ,[ kinoo ,[ san-nin,
students-NOM yesterday three-CL
-DAT book-ACC
age-ta.
give-PAST
'Three students gave a book to Mary yesterday '
b. *Gakusei-ga, ,[ kossori ,[ san-nin,
,,,[
Mary-ni ,[ hon-o I]]]
students-NOM secretly
three-CL
-DAT book-ACC
age-ta.
give-PAST
'Three students secretly gave a b w k to Mary.'
c.

rVmdP

Gakusei-ga, [, kinoo ,[ san-nin,
,,,[
kossori
Mary-ni ,[
students-NOM yesterday three-CL
secretly
-DAT
hon-o I]]]] age-ta.
book-ACCgive-PAST
'Three students secretly gave a book to Mary yesterday.'
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d.

Gakusei-ga, ,[ kinoo ,[ san-nin,
,,[
students-NOM yesterday three-CL
hon-o I]]]] age-ta.
book-ACC give-PAST
'same meaning as (6.12~)'

Mary-ni ,,[ kossori ,[
-DAT secretly

The well-formedness of (6-12c,d) shows that manner-adverbs can be adjoined either to the intermediate projection or to the lowest projection of the three-layered
VP-shell for a ditransitive predicate. These facts can be delineated as in the
following:
(6.13)

\

(ditransitive clauses)

manner-adverb
I0

A
A

Vmd

manner-adverb

Keeping in mind this underlying structure of a ditransitive clause, let us proceed to
discussion on object shift in ditransitive clauses in Japanese.

2.2.2. Object Ship of XO?
Before probing into object shift of DO in ditransitive clauses in Japanese, we
have to examine the movability of I 0 before SPELL-OUT, because the position of
I 0 plays the role of pivot in the surface order.
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QI0

may not move over the base-position of SUBJ.

As the ill-formedness of the following example shows, 1 0 may not move up
beyond the base-position of SUBJ before SPELL-OUT.
(6.14) Japanese
*Gakusei-ga, Mari-ni, ,[ san-nin,,,,[
-NOM
-DAT
three-CL
'Three students gave a book to Mary.'

t,

hon-o I] ageta.
book-ACCgave

O 1 0 may not move up even out of V,,P.
Now consider the example in (6.15):
(6-15) Japanese
*Gakusei-gal [, kinoo [, san-ninl hana-ni,
,,,[
kossori
,,,[
-NOM yesterday three-CL flowers-DAT secretly
,[ rnizu-o ]]]I ageta.
water-ACC gave
'Three students gave water to ten flowers yesterday '
(cf. (?)Gakusei-ga, ,[ lunoo [, san-ninj
,,[
-NOM yesterday three-CL
jup-pon ,[ mizu-o I]]] ageta.
ten-CL
water-ACC gave
'same meaning as (6.15)' )

jup-pon,
ten-CL

kossori
,,[
ham-ni
secretly flowers-DAT

In (6.19, the position of the manner-adverb and that of the floated quantifier associated with I0 prove that I 0 is moved out of the V,,P;

consequently, the ill-

formedness of (6.15) shows that I 0 cannot move even out of Vfi,P before
SPELL-OUT.
Form the facts 0 and @, I therefore conclude that I 0 may not undergo object
shift/S-scrambling (before SPELL-OUT).
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2.2.3.Object Ship of DO
Now let us take a much closer look at DO'S object shift in ditransitive clauses
in Japanese.

O DO may move over 10.
As we observed in the previous section, DO may move over I 0 in an active ditransitive clause in Japanese:
(6-16) Japanese (Koizumi 1993: p. 137)
a. John-ga,,,[
Mary-ni ,[ hon-0 111 ageta.
-NOM
-DAT
book-ACC gave
'John gave a book to Mary.'
b.

John-ga

hon-o,,,,[
book-ACC
'same as (6.16a)'
-NOM

c.

John-ga

Mary-ni ,[ t,
-DAT

I] ageta.
gave

hon-o,,,,[
Mary-ni ,[ san-satsu,
-NOM book-ACC
-DAT
three-CL
'John gave three books to Mary.'

I] ageta.
gave

The well-formedness of (6.16~)more clearly shows that DO may move up beyond
I 0 before SPELL-OUT.
O DO may not move over the base-position of SUBJ.

Watanabe (1 993), observing that the object in a transitive clause may not move
up beyond the base-position of SUBJ before SPELL-OUT, arrived at the conclusion that the object in a transitive clause does not move before SPELL-OUT. DO
in a ditransitive clause, too, cannot move up overtly beyond the base-position of
SUBJ, which is marked by a floated quantifier associated with SUBJ.
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(6.18) Japanese (Koizumi 1993: p. 138)
*Gakusei-gaj hon-o, ,[ san-ninj Mary-ni t, ] ageta
-NOM book-ACC three-CL
-DAT
gave
'Three students gave a book to Mary.'
The facts O and Q lead to the conclusion that DO in a ditransitive clause may
move up beyond 10, but not beyond the base-position of SUBJ. Now that we
know that I 0 always stays at the innermost Spec of V,, before SPELL-OUT, it
follows fiom the above conclusion, that DO may move to an outer Spec of V,,,
but not to an outer Spec of v, if DO'S movement targets a Spec

O DO may move up to a position in between the base-position

of SUBJ and 10.
Now we can expect that DO may come in between I 0 and the base-position of

SUBJ. Indeed, this is the case, as shown by the well-formedness of (6.19):
(6.19) Japanese
a. Gakusei-gal
-NOM

kinoo ['p san-nin, hon-o, [VfidP Mari-ni ,[
yesterday three-CL book-ACC
-DAT

t,

I]]

ageta.
gave
'Three students gave a book to Mary yesterday.'
b.

kinoo ,[ san-ninj hon-o,
,,,[
Mari-ni ,[
-NOM yesterday three-CLbook-ACC
-DAT
go-satsu, I]] ageta.
five-CL
gave
'Three students gave five books to Mary yesterday.'
Gakusei-ga,

@ DO may stay in situ.
As is emphasized by Tada (1993) as the most peculiar property of S(h01-t)scramblinglobject shift in Japanese, DO in a ditransitive clause is allowed not to
undergo S-scramblinglobject shift, despite the fact that S-scrambling/object shift is
a kind of A-movement.
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(6.20) Japanese
John-ga

kossori ,[ hon-o, (san-satsu,) I] ageta.
-NOM
-DAT
secretly
book-~ccthree-CL gave
'John secretly gave three books to Mary.'
Mary-ni ,[

This property seems very peculiar because an element to be A-moved is required
to be A-moved before SPELL-OUT if the feature relevant to that movement is
strong; othenvise, the element is required to stay in situ owing to Procrastinate.
To recapitulate the properties of the object shifts of 10 and DO in ditransitive
clauses in Japanese, we observed:

10: I 0 may not undergo object shift. (It always stays at a Spec of
V,,, before SPELL-OUT.)
DO: O DO ma move overtly to a position in between the innermost
Spec o V,,, and the innermost Spec of v, or
Q DO may stay in situ before SPELL-OUT.
DO optionally undergoes object shift in a ditransitive clause.

?

Now the question is what kind of position DO is moved to by object shift, besides
the question as to where the optionality of object shift in Japanese comes from. In
what follows in this section we will explore these questions.

2.2.4. Feature-Checking of Double Objects

In Chapter 5 I argued that it holds universally true that the formal features of
DO and those of I 0 in an active ditransitive clause, if both DO and I 0 have a
structural Case to be checked off before SPELL-OUT, are checked off at a Spec
of V,, and at a Spec of v, respectively, as illustrated in (6.21):
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corder irrelevant>

In Japanese ditransitive clauses, DO stands in accusative, which invariantly marks
OBJ in transitive clauses, but I 0 stands in dative. Even though the accusative Case
of DO naturally counts as a structural Case, it is not straightforwardly clear whether the dative Case of I 0 counts as a structural or inherent Case.
If it turns out that the Case of I 0 in Japanese is a structural Case, we can extend the structure in (6.21) to Japanese ditransitive clauses. Let us, then, examine
the nature of the dative Case of I 0 in Japanese.

2.2.4.1. Checking of I 0

In their broad study on dative Case in Japanese, Sadakane & Koizumi (1995)
provides two pieces of collateral evidence that the dative Case of I 0 in Japanese is
a structural Case. First, they claim that I 0 can launch numeral quantifier floating,
as in (6.22a):
(6.22) Japanese
a. John-ga

tomodati-ni, san-nin, tegami-o okut-ta.
-NOM ~ ~ I I ~ s - D three-CL
A T
letters-ACCsent
'John sent letters to three of his friends. '

b.

* John-ga

tomodati-kara, san-nin, tegarni-o orat-ta.
-NOM friends-from three-CL letters-ACCreceived
'John received letters from three of his fiiends.'
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In general, DP with an inherent Case cannot launch numeral quantifier floating in
Japanese, as the ill-formedness of (6-22b) shows. But,' as we observed in the previous subsections, DP with a structural Case can.
Secondly, Sadakane & Koizurni (1995) claim that the dative Case-particle -ni
of I 0 must disappear if 1 0 appears in the focus position of cleft sentences, as
shown by (6.23a):
(6.23) Japanese
a. [[ John-ga t, tegarni-o okut-ta ]-no
1-wa Mary(*-ni) da.
-NOM
letter-~cc Sent -NOMINL -TOP
-DAT is
'It is to Mary that John sent a letter.'
b.

1-wa Mary*(-kara) da.
-NOM letter-ACCreceived -NOMML -TOP
-from is
'It is from Mary that John received a letter.'

c.

[[ John-ga t, Mary-kara morat-ta ]-no 1-wa tagmi(*-o) da
-NOM
-from received -NOMML -TOP
-ACC is
'It is a letter that John received from Mary.'

[[ John-ga t, tegami-o morat-ta ]-no

Structural Case-particles must, but inherent Case-particles must not, disappear in
the same environment, as the ill-formedness of (6.23b) and the well-formedness of
(6*23c),respectively, show.
From these data, in which I 0 behaves the same as SUBJ or OBJ, I infer that
10's dative Case belongs to the same kind of the Cases of SUBJ and OBJ in Japanese. That is, I conclude from the above data that the dative Case of I 0 is a structural Case in Japanese. Since we reached the conclusion that I 0 ahvays stays in
situ (i.e., the innermost Spec of V,>, it thus follows that the structural dative
Case-feature of I 0 moves at LF for checking. This, in turn, means that the nominal
feature (i.e., dative Case-feature) of v in a Japanese ditransitive clause is weak and
does not tolerate any unforced violation of Procrastinate.
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Now that I 0 in a ditransitive clause in Japanese, though having dative Case,
has a structural Case, it is natural to assume that the underlying structure of the
double object construction shown in (6.21), repeated as (6.24) with a modification
to accommodate the word order of Japanese, is also applicable to Japanese ditransitive clauses.

u
optional

2.2.4.2. Checking of DO

In $2.2.3 I reached the conclusion that DO may move up overtly to a position
in between the base-position of I 0 (i.e., the innermost Spec of V,d

and the base-

position of SUBJ (i.e., the innermost Spec of v). Elsewhere in this chapter I intimated that the (ultimate) landing site of the S-scrarnbled/shifted DO in an active
ditransitive clause is a Spec of V,,

where the formal features of DO are properly

checked off (cf. (6.24)).
This idea sounds very natural because it offers a simple account of the fact that
the S-scrambled/shifted DO exclusively has the A-type properties, as we observed
in 52.1: An element is in an A-position if it has a feature-checking relation with an
L-head (Ura 1993a, 1994a as well as Chapter 2). In fact, Nemoto (1993) proposes
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under the Agr-based Case theory, that the S-scrarnbled/sh&ed DO is located at the
Spec of AgrO.
As pointed out in Tada (1993), the problem involved in this view on Sscrambling/object shift lies in its difficulty to give a consistent explanation of the
optionality of S-scramblinglobject shift. As mentioned before, one might be
tempted to surmise that every Case-(or feature-)driven movement before SPELLOUT is obligatory. If this were correct, then it would be almost impossible to
maintain that what we call object shift in Japanese (which is called S-scrambling by
Tada 1993) is an object shift in its ordinary sense: Object shift is commonly considered to be an A-movement targeting the position where the formal features of the
element to be shifted are properly checked off
On the other hand, Tada (1993) and some subsequent work like Saito (1994)
and Takano (forthcoming) propose that DO is permuted by S-scrambling to a position adjoined to some maximal projection of V. By separating S-scrarnbling/object
shift in Japanese fiom a Case-(or feature-)driven movement and by assimilating it
with heavy NP-shift in English or long-distance scrambling in Japanese, they try to
ensure that S-scrambling/object shift is totally optional in Japanese.
However, I will maintain, pace these authors, that S-scrambling/object shift in
Japanese is a feature-driven movement." It will be demonstrated in the next subsection that the optionality of S-scrambling/object shift in Japanese can be offered
a consistent explanation even if we admit that it is a feature-driven movement.
'O

In Chapter 5, however, I c h e d that the object shift of DO in Swedish and Norwegian is optional, and I fbrther argued that its optionaltty is totally derivable under the view
that it is a fkaturedriven movement. Later in this section, I will make the same proposal for
Japanese object shift&cratnbhg.
11

Miyagawa (1995) reached the same conclusion fiom a viewpoint different fiom
mine, though he has little mention on oponahy.
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2.3. Optionality of Object Shift and Violability of Procrastinate
2.3.1. Fukui (1993a)on Optionality of Movement/Smambling
Since Saito (1985) argued at length that scrambling in Japanese is a syntactic
movement, its optionality has been a big problem in the literature on the topic. Fukui (1993a) hypothesizes that any movement operation is costless and, hence, fiee-

ly applicable as an optional movement in a language L if (I) the movement is to be
directed toward the opposite direction as the head-parameter of L, and (11) no
deriving force such as Case Filter or Spec-head agreement is involved with the
movement (i.e., the movement is not motivated by any "Last Resort" kind of
force). In Japanese, the head-parameter is fixed as head-final. Therefore, according
to Fukui's (1993a) hypothesis, we can conclude that S-scrambling/object shift in
Japanese is freely applicable without any cost, resulting in its optionality in Japanese, if S-scrambling/object shlft in Japanese is not derived by any Case (or
feature-checking) theoretic reason.
Fukui's (1993a) hypothesis, though attractive thanks to both its simplicity and
its ample consequences (cf. Fukui & Saito 1995), is hard to extend to Sscrambling/object shift in Japanese.'' For it seems probable that it bears some empirical inadequacy. According to Sarma's (1 994) extensive investigation on Tamil,
a Dravidian language, in which scrambling is allowed to take place either rightwards or leibards (cf., also, Herring 1994), scrambling can be undone at LF in the
sense of Saito (1992) regardless of whether it is a rightward scrambling or a
l2

I have no commitment to the issue as to whether F h ' s hypothesis is applicable to
M- and Lscrarnbling. See Miyagawa (1994, 1995) and Fuku & Saito (1995) for discussion For M-scrambling and L-scrambling and their A/A-bar properhes in Japanese, see Saito (1992), Yoshunura (1992), Tada (1993), Abe (1994), Miyagawa (1994, 1995), and
Takano (1994, forthcoming), among many others. Cf, also, Mahajan (1990) and Jones
(1994) for Hinds Sanna (1994) for Tamd, and Y .-S. Lee (1993) and R Lee (1995) for
Korean.
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leftward one. For Fukui (1993a), LF undoing is a property of an optional movement. Hence, Tamil scrambling seriously challenges Fukui's hypothesis, irrespective of the head-parameter of Tamil (though it is almost certain that Tamil is a
head-final language like Japanese (cf Lehrnann 1993)).
A more directly relevant case comes from the fact concerning the optional object shift of full NPs in Icelandic ditransitive clauses. According to Collins &
Thriinsson (1993, 1994), DO in a ditransitive clause in Icelandic, if being a full

NP, may undergo optional overt object shift, as shown in (6.25):
(6.25) Icelandic (Collins & Thrainsson 1994: p.34)
gaf konunginum arnbattina.
a. Hann
~ ~ ( N ogave
M ) the- king(^^^) the-maidservant(~cc)
'He gave the king the maidservant.'
b.

Hann
gaf ambattina,
konunginum t,.
~ ~ ( N ogave
M ) the-maidservant(~cc)the- king(^^^)
'same meaning as (6.2Sa)'

DO'S overt object shift in Icelandic, hence, shows striking similarities to the Japanese one in terms of its optionality as well as the position of the shifted I 0

l3

De-

spite these similarities, we cannot apply Fukui's (1993a) hypothesis to the
Icelandic case, because Icelandic is clearly head-initial (cf Rohrbacher 1994).
Thus, admitting Fukui's (1993a) hypothesis about optionality, we have to postulate another hypothesis in order to explain the optionality of DO'S overt object
shift in Icelandic. To put it differently, the Icelandic optional overt object shift of
DO provides a case where an optional movement does exist even if the movement
is induced for a Case (or feature-checking) theoretic reason.

l3

See Collins & T h r h n (1993, 1994) and Holmberg & Platzak (1995) for more
discusslon on object shift in Icelandic ditransitrve clauses.
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The most serious problem for the application of Fukui's (1993a) hypothesis
about optionality of S-scrambling/object shift in Japanese is the fact that it fails to
account for the lack of S-scrambling/object shift in transitive clauses in Japanese.
In $4 in this chapter I will show that S-scrambling/object shift does not exist in
simple transitive clauses in Japanese. According to Fukui's hypothesis, however,
there is no reason to prohibit S-scrambling/object shift in a transitive clause in
Japanese: If we apply it to S-scrambling/object shift in Japanese,

S-

scrambling/object shift is allowed to take place no matter in what type of clauses it
takes place; for, according to Fukui's hypothesis, S-scrarnbling/object shiR is totally costless in Japanese. Thus, as long as the claim that S-scrambling/object shift is
impossible in transitive clauses in Japanese is correct, we cannot apply Fukui's
(1993a) hypothesis to S-scrambling/object shift in Japanese.

2.3.2.Optionality and Modijiiation of the Last Resort Condition
As for the optionality of Japanese scrambling and, in particular, S-scrambling,
Tada (1993), Saito (1994), and Takano (forthcoming) independently try to offer an
explanation of it. They have one thing in common: They try to derive the optionality at issue by modifying the Last Resort condition (of the definition of

A ttractMove) .
Let us cast a quick glance over their proposals. Tada (1993) proposes a dynamic definition of the Last Resort condition (Tada 1993: p. 52):
The Last Resort Condition allows movement of a without chechg motivation only if
for any p, chechg of P never takes place because of the movement.
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According to this definition of the Last Resort condition proposed by Tada (1993),
scrambling in general counts as an optional movement if there is no checking involved in scrambling. For Saito (1994), on the other hand, S-scramblinglobject
shift is an adjunction operation. It leads him to conclude that S-scramblinglobject
shift may freely apply without being subject to the Last Resort condition, since
only those operations that create a new category (i.e., substitution) are subject to
the Last Resort condition under his theory of phrase structure. Lastly, Takano
(forthcoming) maintains, basically following Fukui's (1 986) idea, that movement
of a is cost-free if a moves within the same minimal domain and the movement is
exempted from the Last Resort condition and the Shortest Move condition (of the
definition of AttractMove) By assuming that S-scrambling/object shft takes place
within a minimal domain and that it is irrelevant to feature-checking, Takano
(forthcoming) derives the optionality of S-scrambling/object shift in Japanese
Here it is noteworthy that, in order to derive the optionality of Sscrambling/object shift in Japanese, they all propose both that S-scramblinglobject
shift in Japanese is not Case-(or feature-)driven and that some modification of the
Last Resort condition (of the definition of AttractMove) proposed by Chomsky
(1995b) should be necessary. Let us postpone t o discuss these proposals about the
optionality of S-scrambling/object shift in Japanese for the time being; rather, let us
turn to my own proposal about it And after that, I will compare it with the above
proposals.

2.3.3. Proposal: Violability of Procrastinate
My proposal about object shift (S-scrambling) in Japanese (ditransitive clauses)
is very simple: Nothing mysterious and nothing special is involved with it. More
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specifically, I propose that object shift in Japanese has nothing different from optional object shift of full NPs in Icelandic, or optional object shift of a full NP-I0 in
Norwegian and Swedish (cf. Chapter 5). Therefore, it is induced by featurechecking and, hence, its landing site is a Spec of an L-head. Moreover, it is totally
unnecessary for us to modify the Last Resort condition of the definition of AttractMove, keeping Chomsky's (1995b) definition intact.
Furthermore, the optionality of object shiftIS-scrambling in Japanese can be
satisfactorily explained in spite of the fact that object shift/S-scrambling is induced
by feature-checking. In Chapter 5 we attested that the optionality of 10's object
shift in Swedish and Norwegian, which is motivated by feature-checking, is fully
derivable by assuming that the feature of the head relevant to 10's featurechecking is weak, but the head tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate. By
exploiting the idea about the violability of Procrastinate in the case of Japanese object shift, we thus explain why the overt object shift of DO in a Japanese ditransitive clause is optional despite its feature-driven motivation: In Japanese, the
feature of the head relevant to DO'S feature-checking is weak, but the head tolerates a violation of Procrastinate; thereby, the overt movement of DO to its checking position is not required, but is allowed to take place without violating
Procrastinate.
To summarize, I propose (A) that DO'S object sh& (S-scrambling) in a Japanese ditransitive clause is induced by feature-checking and, hence, its landing site is
a Spec of an L-head; and (B) that the feature of the head relevant to DO'S featurechecking is weak, but the head tolerates a violation of Procrastinate in Japanese.
(A) explains why object shift (S-scrambling) shows A-movement properties, and

(B) explains where the optionality of object shift comes from.
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To make the story more concrete, let us return to (6.24), repeated below, in
which the underlying structure of a Japanese ditransitive clause is delineated.

optional

In 52 2 4.1, I concluded that I 0 stays at the innermost Spec of V,, before SPELL-

OUT This is due to the fact that the nominal feature of v in Japanese ditransitive
clauses is weak and v does not tolerate any unforced violation of Procrastinate
Moreover, I have just proposed that the movement of DO in (6.24) may take place
before SPELL-OUT owing to the fact that the nominal feature of V,
V,

is weak, but

tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate in Japanese ditransitive

clauses.
Now let us compare my proposal with the others sketched in $2.3.2.The superior points of my proposal include the following: (I) We do not need any stipu-

lation/modification/alteration of the Last Resort condition on the definition of
AttractMove; (11) We can maintain our definition of A-positions, which is most
pertinent to the bare phrase structure theory under which a position should be defined according to its feature-mediated relation to other elements, not to its geographical relation to other elements (Chomsky 1994a and Ura 1994a); (111) We can
satisfactorily explain the optionality of object shift/S-scrambling in Japanese without any proviso; (IV) We can cope with object shift/S-scrambling in Japanese just
the same way as in the case of the object shift of full NPs in Icelandic and
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Swedish/Nonvegian, which shows striking similarities to Japanese object shift1Sscrambling; (V) We can offer a systematic account of the lack of object shift/Sscrambling in Japanese transitive clauses without any ad hoc stipulation, as will be
shown in 94 of this chapter; and (VI) We can give a natural account of the asymmetry between control clauses and desiderative clauses in Japanese in terms of the
possibility of object shift/S-scrambling out of them, as will be shown in 93 below
The theories of S-scrambling proposed by Tada (1993) and Saito (1994) predict
that S-scrambling in transitive clauses and S-scrambling out of desiderative clauses
would be both possible. And it seems hard for Takano's (forthcoming) proposal
for S-scrambling to make a natural distinction, without any proviso, between desiderative clauses and control ones in terms of possibility of S-scrambling out of
them
In the next subsection we will see that a seemingly unrelated phenomenon can
be accounted for by the claim that V,, in the underlying structure of a ditransitive
predicate in Japanese tolerates a violation of Procrastinate.

2.4. Passivizability of DO and Violability of Procrastinate
In Chapter 5 I demonstrated that in a ditransitive clause, DO cannot be promoted to the Spec of IP beyond I 0 by passivization, unless it first enters the minimal domain where I 0 is located. This is because I 0 would otherwise be closer to
the surface subject position (i.e., the Spec of IP) than DO would be; therefore, 10,
but not DO, would be attracted to the subject position by passivization. (See
Chapter 5 for detailed discussion.)
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Now that, thanks to the assumption that V,, tolerates an unforced violation of
procrastinate, DO in a Japanese ditransitive clause may move up to a Spec of V,,,
where DO is in the same minimal domain as I 0 is, it is predicted that DO in Japanese, like DO in Norwegian or Icelandic, may be passivized. This prediction is
borne out by the well-formedness of the following example:
(6.26) Japanese
[ Ano lutanai rnizu 1-ga, Mary-niyotte Hana-ni t, yar-are-ta.
-by
flowers-DATgive-Pass-Past
that dirty water -NOM
'That dirty water, was given to the flowers by Mary.'
In (6.26) the promoted DO is a non-humanlnon-animate DP, and, hence, it is certain that the passivization in (6.26) is a syntactic passive (cf Kitagawa & Kuroda
1992 and Hoshi 1994).
This fact lends support to my analysis of object shift in Japanese ditransitive
clauses, and it also points to the consistency of my analysis of object shift in
general.

3. Obiect Shift out of Desiderative Complements
Thus far I claimed that the optional overt object shiR of DO in Japanese is due
to the fact that the head relevant to DO'S feature-checking tolerates an unforced
violation of Procrastinate. And I further argued that this claim is supported by the
correlation of the passivizability of DO and the optionality of DO'S optional overt
shift. In this section I will demonstrate that this correlation of passivizability and
violability of Procrastinate can be also found in another place in Japanese syntax.
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3.1. Desiderative Complement in Japanese
The Japanese desiderative form is made by attaching the suffix -tagar to the
verb (Kageyama 1982, 1993, Sugioka 1985, and Nishigauchi 1993):14

(6-27)Japanese
a. John-ga

sakana-o tabe-ta.
-NOM fish-ACCeat-PAST
'John eats fish.'

b. ,[ John-ga, ,[ ,[ PRO, ,[ PRO, ,[ sakana-o tabe I]-ta ]-gar
-NOM
fish-ACCeat -DES -VERBL
1-ta 1.
-PAST

'John wanted to eat fish.'
See Nishigauchi (1993) for the claim that two PROS are involved in a desiderative
complement of -tagar. The lower PRO and the higher one in (6-27b) are assigned
their 9-role by the embedded verb tabe 'eat' and the desiderative morpheme -taw,
respectively
Of particular concern here is the fact that overt object shift out of a desiderative complement is blocked. This fact stands in contrast to the fact that overt object shift out of a control complement, which syntactically resembles a desiderative
complement, is possible. The sentence in (6.28) exemplifies a Japanese control
complement con~truction:'~

l4

The suflix -tagwcan be div~dedinto -ta(r) and -gq the former of which expresses
the meaning of desiderative, and changes the verb into an adjective when attached to a verb.
The suflix -gar is a verbalizer of an adjective (Kuroda 1965). See Kageyama (1993), Mshigauchi (1993) and, especially, Sugioka (1985) for discussion on this topic and related rnatters. And see Kubo (1992) for the syn&c nature of -ta().
l5

For the syntactic behaviors of Japanese control cornplernm in general, see Sakaguchi (1990),Nemoto (1993), Watanabe (1M a ) , and Uchibori (in preparation).
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(6.28) Japanese
John-ga, ,[ ,[ PRO, ,[ sakana-o tabe I]-oe 1-ta.
-NOM
fish-ACCeat -finish -PRES
'John finished eating fish.'

See Nishigauchi (1993) and Kageyama (1993) for extensive discussion on the control complement embedded by the morpheme -oer 'finish'.
Gwen that even PRO can launch floating quantifier Wtagawa & Kuroda
1992), the ill-formedness of (6.29b) indicates that the object generated in a desiderative complement clause cannot move up beyond the lower PRO in the desiderative complement, which occupies the (innermost) Spec of v in the two-layered
VP-shell of the embedded predicate:
(6.29) Japanese
a. Gakusei-ga,,[ ,[ PROi ,[ kinoo ,[ PRO, san-nin,,[
-NOM
yesterday
three-CL
tabe I]]-ta ]-gar 1-ta.
eat -DES -VERBL -PAST
'Three students wanted to eat fish yesterday.'

sakana-o
fish-ACC

b. *Gakusei-ga,,[ ,[ PROi,[ sakana-o, ,[ PRO, san-nini,[
-NOM
fish-ACC
three-CL
tabe I]]-ta ]-gar 1-ta.
eat -DES -VERBL -PAST
'Three students wanted to eat fish.'

t,

In contrast, the object generated in a control complement clause can move up beyond PRO in the control complement clause, as the well-formedness of (6.30b)
shows:
(6.3 0) Japanese
a. Gakusei-gal,[ ,[ sono toki ,[ PRO, san-nin,,[ sakana-o
-NOM
that time
three-CL
fish-ACC
tabe I]]-oe 1-ta.
eat -€hi& -PAST
'Three students fmshed eating fish at that time.'
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b.

Gakusei-gal,[ ,[ sakana-o, ,[ PRO, san-nin,,[
-NOM
that time
three-CL
tabe ]]I-oe 1-ta.
eat -finish -PAST
'Three students finished eating fish.'

t,
fish-ACC

Moreover, the object generated in a desiderative complement clause cannot
move up even beyond an instrumental-adverb, which is supposed to be attached to
the lower projection of the two-layered VP-shell as argued in 52.2.1
(6.3 1) Japanese
a. John-ga, ,[ ,[ PRO, ,[ PRO,,[ naih-de ,[ sakana-o, san-biki,
-NOM
hfe-with fish-ACC three-CL
tabe ]I]-ta ]-gar 1-ta.
eat
-DES -VERBL -PAST
'John wanted to eat three fish with a h f e . '
b. *?John-ga,,[ ,[ PRO, ,[ sakana-o, ,[ PRO,,[ naih-de ,[
-NOM
fish-ACC
knife-with
san-biki, tabe 1111-ta ]-gar 1-ta.
three-CL eat -DES -VERBL -PAST
'same meaning as (6.3 1a) '

t,

In contrast, the object generated in a control complement clause can move up beyond a manner-adverb:
(6.32) Japanese
a. John-ga,,[ ,[ PROi naih-de ,[ sakana-o, san-biki, tabe
-NOM
hfe-with
fish-ACC three-CL eat
11-oe 1-ta.
-finish -PAST
'John finished eating three fish with a knife.'
b.

John-ga,,[ ,[ sakana-o, ,[ PROl naifb-de,[
-NOM
fish-ACC
knife-with
]I]-oe 1-ta.
-finish -PAST
'same meaning as (6-32a)'

t, san-biki, tabe
three-CL eat
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To conclude, these facts indicate that, whereas the object in a control complement clause can be moved up overtly by S-scrambling as Nemoto (1993) pointed
out, the object in a desiderative complement clause cannot be moved up overtly
out of the clause by S-scrambling. Under the hypothesis presented in $2 in this
chapter it is natural to interpret these facts to show that the object generated in a
control complement clause, but not the object generated in a desiderative complement clause, may undergo object shift. Incidentally, this object shift, too, is optional, as shown by the linear ordering of the manner-adverb and the object in a control
complement clause in (6-32a).

3.2. Violability of Procrastinate
Now I propose that the contrast between Japanese control and desiderative
clauses in terms of the possibility of optional object shift should be accounted for

by assuming that, whereas v in the VP-shell of the predicate embedded by a control
morpheme tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate, v in the VP-shell of the
predicate embedded by a desiderative morpheme does not tolerate any violation of
Procrastinate.
Given this, we can explain the optionality of the shift (S-scrambling) of the object in a control complement clause just the same way as in the case of DO'S object
shift in Japanese ditransitive clauses. Also we can correctly preclude overt object
shift of the object in a desiderative complement clause, as required: It violates Procrastinate, resulting in ill-formedness.
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(6.33)a. Control

\

b. Desiderative

\

Here one should recall the correlation of passivizability and violability of Procrastinate. Then, the prediction is that, whle the object in a control complement
can undergo passivization, the object in a desiderative complement cannot. Sugioka (1985) and Nishigauchi (1993) report that this prediction is, indeed, borne out:
(6.34) Jqanese
a. Control
Sakana-ga, ,[ Job-niyotte ,[ PRO,,[ naih-de ,[ t, san-biki,
fish-NOM
-by
knife-with
three-CL
tabe ]I]-oe 1-rare-ta.
eat
-finish -PASS-PAST
'Lit. *Three fish, were tried to eat t, with a knife by John.'
b. Desiderative
*Sakana-ga, ,[ John,-niyotte,[ PRO, ,[ PRO,,[ naifb-de ,[ t,
fish-NOM
-by
knife-with
san-biki, tabe I]]-ta ]-gar 1-are-ta.
three-CL eat -DES -VERBL -PASS-PAST
'Lit. *Three fish were wanted to eat t, with a knife by John.'
These facts concerning the contrast between control complements and desiderative complements in Japanese in terms of the passivizablity of their object lend
hrther support in favor of my analysis of (optional) object shift in general.
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4. Obiect Shift in Transitive Clauses
4.1. Impossibility of Object Shift in Transitive Clauses
In $2 I showed that DO in a Japanese ditransitive clause optionally undergoes
object shift. In this section I will try to demonstrate that OBJ in a Japanese simple
transitive clause never undergoes object shift.
Watanabe (1993), following Ueda's (1990) observation that time adverbs or
locative adverbs can intervene between SUBJ and a floating quantifier associated
with it, concludes that SUBJ overtly moves from its base-position (i.e.,the Spec of

vP) to its checking position (i.e., the Spec of IP).
(6.3 5) Japanese
t, san-nin ,[ hon-o I]] kat-ta].
a. ,[ Gakusei-ga, ,[ kinoo
students-NOM yesterday
three-CL book-ACC buy-PAST
'Three students bought a book yesterday.'
[Vp

b.

,[ Inu-ga, ,[ soko-de [, t, san-biki I] hoe-teir-ta 1.
dog-NOM there-at
three-CL bark-PROG-PAST
'Three dogs were barking there. '

On the other hand, Kuroda (1983) and Miyagawa (1989) observe that OBJ
cannot be permuted to a position in between the surface position of SUBJ and its
base-position:
(6.36) Japanese
*[, Gakusei-ga, hon-oj ,[ t, san-nin ,[
students-NOMbook-ACC three-CL
'Three students bought a book.'

tj I]] kat-ta 1.
buy-PAST

Watanabe (1993) states that the ill-formedness of (6.36) shows the impossibility of
the overt movement of OBJ to the Spec of AgrO under the Agr-based Case
theory. Under our Agr-less checking theory, in which OBJ's formal features are
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supposed to be checked off at an outer Spec of v in the two-layered VP-shell for a
transitive predicate, we can interpret this fact to show that OBJ in a simple transitive clause is not allowed to move up overtly to its checking position (i.e., an outer
Spec of vP). This, in turn, indicates that the nominal feature of v in a transitive
clause in Japanese is weak and v does not tolerate any unforced violation of
~rocrastinate.'~
If correct, this is a somewhat surprising fact, because I showed in $2 that DO
in a ditransitive clause may undergo object shift. Let us thus more closely examine
whether OBJ in a Japanese transitive clause may not undergo object shift.
One might suspect that the above claim is simply incorrect, by pointing out that
the following sentence is clearly acceptable:
(6.3 7) Japanese
a. John-ga

hon-o kossori kat-ta.
book-ACCsecretly buy-PAST
'John secretly bought a book. '
-NOM

b.

John-ga ,[
-NOM

hon-o, ,[ kossori,[
book-ACC secretly

t,

I]]

kat-ta.
buy-PAST

In 52.2.1 above I illustrated that manner-adverbs like kossori 'secretly' are adjoined to the lower projection of the two-layered VP-shell. Given this, one might
be tempted to assign the structure illustrated in (6.3%) to the sentence in (6.37a).
But (6.37b) is not the only structure derivable from (6.37a): Unless we follow
Kayne's (1994) theory of word order, there is no reason to prevent manneradverbs from being adjoined to the right side of VP. Then, we can assign the structure illustrated in (6.38) to (6.37a):
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In Chapter 4 I reached the same conclusion through studying possessor-raising in
Japanese.
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(6.38) John-ga ,[ ,[ ,[ hon-o ] kossori I] kat-ta.
-NOM
book-ACCsecretly buy-PAST
In (6.38) OBJ does not move; whence, we cannot conclude only from the wellformedness of (6.37a), that OBJ in a transitive clause may undergo object shift.
Since a floating quantifier marks the base-position of its associate in Japanese
(cf. 92.2.1in this chapter), we can disambiguate the structural ambiguity of (6.37a)
by introducing a floating quantifier associated with OBJ.
(6.39) Japanese
a. John-ga

hon-o, kossori san-satsu, kat-ta.
book-ACCsecretly three-CL buy-PAST
'John secretly bought three books. '
-NOM

b.

John-ga
-NOM

hon-o, ,[ kossori ,[
book-ACC secretly

t, san-satsu,]] kat-ta.
t hree-CL buy-PAST

Now that the floating quantifier in (6-39a) marks the base-position of OBJ, there is
no way to assign any structure other than (6-39b) to the sentence in (6.39a): In
other words, the well-formedness of (6.39a) shows without doubt that OBJ may
move out of VP (i.e., the lower projection of the two-layered VP-shell) before
SPELL-OUT.
Now does this fact count as evidence against the claim that OBJ may not undergo object shift in transitive clauses in Japanese? No, it does not, because there
is a way to analyze OBJ's movement in (6.39) other than to attribute it to OBJ's
object shift. Japanese has a syntactic operation what Tada (1993) calls "M(idd1e)scrambling", by which OBJ is permuted to a position adjoined to IP (cf Saito
1985, 1992, and Miyagawa 1994, 1995). Putting aside the important issue as to
what motivates M-scrambling in Japanese (see Fukui & Saito 1995 and Miyagawa
1995 for discussion), we can attribute OBJ7smovement in (6.39) to M-scrambling;
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for, it is possible to regard the nominative-marked DP John-ga in (6.39) as a
JOR SUBJECT

MA-

(see Chapter 4 as well as Kuroda 1986, Ueda 1990, and Tateishi 1991

for discussion on

MAJOR SUBJECTS

in Japanese). That is to say, we can assign a

more minutely illustrated structure (shown in (6.40)) to the sentence in (6.39a):
(6.40) John-ga, ,[ hon-o, ,[ (prok),[
-NOM book-ACC

kossori ,[
secretly

t, san-satsu] 11 kat-ta 11
three-CL buy-PAST

Following, essentially, Ueda (1990), I assume that a MAJOR SUEJECT is in a Spec of
an L-related functional category higher than T (= Infl). (It might be possible that a
null NP, which is assigned an AGENT-role by the predicate and controlled by the
MAJOR SUBJECT,

occupies the canonical (i.e., innermost) Spec of T (or stays at the

Spec of v).) In any event, the object hon-o in (6.40) is moved by M-scrambling to
a position adjoined to IP.
To sum up, it is no doubt that the well-formedness of (6.39a) shows that OBJ
may move out of VP (i.e.,the lower projection of the two-layered VP-shell) before
SPELL-OUT, but it is still not clear whether (6.39a) has the structure shown in
(6.40) or the structure shown in (6.41) in which OBJ is moved by object shlR to a
Spec of vP:
(6.41) John-ga ,[ hon-o, ,[ kossori ,[
-NOM book-ACC secretly

t, san-satsu] 111 kat-ta.
three-CL buy-PAST

Now, if there is a way to detect whether a given element is moved by Mscrambling or by object shift, we can tell whether or not (6.39a) shows that OBJ
may undergo object shift in a transitive clause in Japanese.
In fact, there is a diagnosis available for distinguishing object shift from Mscrambling. Saito (1983) claims that the accusative Case-particle cannot be
dropped from an M-scrambled element, as the ill-forrnedness of (6.42) shows:
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(6.42) Jap~nese'~
,[ Hon-*(o), ,[ John-ga,[,[
kossori ,[
book-ACC
-NOM
secretly
kat-ta I] (yo).
buy-PASTPART
'Three books, John secretly bought t,. '

t, sari-satsu, I]]
three-CL

On the other hand, the accusative Case-particle can be dropped fiom a DP that has
undergone object shift, as the well-formedness of (6.43) shows:
(6.43) Japanese
,[ John-ga ,[ kinoo
,,,[
hon-(o), ,
I Mav-ni ,[
-NOM yesterday book-ACC
-DAT
age-ta ] (yo).
give-PASTPART
'John gave three books to Mary yesterday.'

t, san-satsu
three-CL

1111

Thus, the generalization is that the accusative Case-particle can be dropped fiom
an element that has undergone object shift, but it cannot be dropped fiom an Mscrambled element.l 8
Now let us see what happens if the accusative Case-particle is dropped fiom
the permuted OBJ in (6.39a).
(6.44) ?*John-ga

hon-0, kossori san-satsu, kat-ta (yo).
book secretly three-CL buy-PASTPART
'John secretly bought three books (yesterday).'
-NOM

l7

In (6.42) the nominative-marked DP John-ga is not a MAJOR SUBJECT, but a real
subject, as the linear order of it and the M-scrambled OBJ suggests. Recall that Mscrambling moves an element to a position adjoined to IP (Saito 1985, 1992, and Tada
1993) and that a MAJOR SURJECT is in the Spec of a functionalcategory higher than I
d(=T)
Veda 1990). As for the particle -yo in the sentence-finalposition and its relevance to Casepariicle drop in Japanese, see Masunaga (1988). When this particle is attached to the
sentence-£inalposition, Case-particle drop becomes more acceptable Notice that (6.42) is
still terrible even though it is attached to its sentence-finalposition.

''

At present I have no idea about why this should be so. See Ura (1994h, 1995b) for
relevant discussion and a posslible sobon.
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The ill-formedness of (6.44) shows two things: First it shows that the permuted
OBJ in (6.39a), repeated below, is moved not by object shift to a Spec of vP, but it
is moved by M-scrambling to a position adjoined to IP; for, it were moved to a
Spec of vP by object shift, (6.44) would be acceptable like (6.43).
(6.39a) John-ga

hon-o,

kossori san-satsu, kat-ta.
three-CL buy-PAST
'John secretly bought three books. '
-NOM book-ACCsecretly

This leads to the conclusion that it is the structure illustrated in (6.40), repeated
below, that expresses the real structure of (6-39a).
(6.40) John-ga, ,[ hon-o, ,[ (pro,) ,[
-NOM book-ACC

kossori ,[
secretly

tj san-satsu, I] kat-ta I].
three-CL buy-PAST

This means that the well-formedness of (6.39a) does not at all show that OBJ may
undergo object shift (S-scrambling) in a transitive clause in Japanese.
Furthermore, the ill-formedness of (6.44) shows a more substantial thing: As
long as the aforementioned generalization that the accusative Case-particle can be
dropped from an element that has undergone object shift is correct, it directly
shows the nonexistence of object shifi in transitive clauses in Japanese.
Thus far I claimed (I) that OBJ cannot move up beyond the base-position of
SUBJ (cf. (6.36)), (11) that seemingly possible counterexamples against (I) are all
illusory, and (111) that the accusative Case-particle cannot be dropped from a permuted OBJ in a transitive clause. From these facts I would like to draw the conclusion that OBJ may not undergo object shift in a transitive clause in Japanese.
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4.2. Lexical Difference in Violability of Procrastinate
In 92 1 arrived at the conclusion that object shift is possible in ditransitive
clauses in Japanese. Now, the question is where the difference between transitive
and ditransitive clauses in Japanese in terms of the possibility of object shift comes
from.
Under our theory of formal feature-checking the impossibility of (overt) object
shift of OBJ in transitive clauses in Japanese means both that the nominal feature
of v in the two-layered VP-shell for a simple transitive predicate in Japanese is
weak, and that it does not tolerate any unforced violation of Procrastinate; thereby,
OBJ in a transitive clause cannot undergo object shift thanks to Procrastinate.
On the other hand, the optionality of object shift in ditransitive clauses means
that V,

in the three layered VP-shell for a ditransitive predicate in Japanese is

weak and tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate.

5. Summary
In this chapter we studied overt object shift in Japanese Through various syntactic tests, we arrived at the conclusions (I) that DO, but not 10, in ditransitive
clauses may undergo overt object shift, (11) that the object in a control complement, but not the one in a desiderative complement, may undergo overt object shift
out of the complement clause, and (TIT) that OBJ in transitive clauses may not undergo overt object shift. Furthermore, we claimed that the optionality of object
shift (S-scrambling), which has been a problem in Japanese syntax, can be given a
natural account if we introduce the notion "violability of Procrastinate". In
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addition, we observed that the introduction of "violability of Procrastinate" explains its correlation with passivizability of a certain argument, which is seemingly
unrelated to it.

Appendix: Optional vs. Oblicatory Obiect Shift
In this chapter I argued that optional object shift of DO in Japanese results
from the property of V,

to tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate. Recall

that I argued that optionality of object shift indicates the weakness of the nominal
feature of V,, in Japanese. As observed in Chapter 2: 53.1, overt movement that is
induced by a feature of H targets an outer Spec of H only if (i) the feature is weak,
and (ii) H tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate. If the feature is strong,
then overt movement (of XP) always targets the canonical (i.e., innermost) Spec of
H owing to the condition on strong features (see Chapter 2: $3.1 for detail). Since

V,

is weak (but may tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate) in Japanese,

DO may be moved to an outer Spec of V,, with I 0 generated at its canonical
Spec. Here it is important to note, again, that, under this theory of object shift, the
shifted object may be in an outer Spec of the head responsible for its checking if
and only if (i) (the nominal feature of) the head is weak and (ii) it tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate.
Jonas (1995) has found the case very pertinent to this theory of object shift in
Icelandic. She showed that the shifted OBJ is always in a position higher than the
Interestingly enough, object shift in Icelandic
base-position of SUBJ in I~elandic.'~
is optional (unless OBJ is a weak pronoun). My theory of object shift consistently
l9

Bobaljik (1995a) tried to show the opposite in Icelandic, but if Jonas (1995) is correct, all the examples Bobaljik cites are irrelevant in that regard. See Jonas (1995) for detail.
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explains these facts: In Icelandic, v is weak, but it tolerates an unforced violation
of Procrastinate. This straightforwardly explains the 0,ptionality of object shift. If v
has such a property, my theory correctly predicts that the shifted object always targets an outer Spec of v, as required.
Koizurni (1995), on the other hand, showed that object shift is obligatory in
Zarma, a Nilo-Saharan language spoken in Niger. More interestingly, he argued
that the base-position of SUBJ in this language is always higher than the position
of the shifted object. If he is correct, then both facts in Zarma naturally follow under my theory of object shift: If object shift is obligatory, then the shifted object always targets the innermost Spec of v with SUBJ being generated at an outer Spec
of v
Furthermore, C h s Collins (personal communication) reported to me that in
languages like Ewe and Mande, this correlation holds true: In those languages, object shift is obligatory and the shifted object is always in a position lower than the
base-position of SUBJ.
To conclude, my theory of object shift makes the following strong predictions,
with the aid of the condition on strong features (cf. Chapter 2. 93.1): (I) If object
shift is optional, then the shifted object is always in a position higher than the baseposition of SUBJ; and (11) If object shift is obligatory, then the shifted object is always in a position lower than the base-position of SUBJ. In this appendix, I
showed than both predictions are empirically borne out.
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Part IV

Grammatical $unction Splitting
Phenomena

0. Introduction
The construction that I will call here

INVEME

almost corresponds to what has

been called "Subject-Object Inversion" (e.g., Hale 1973), "Subject-Object Reversal" (e.g., Kimenyi 1980), or something like those in the literature. According to
Fox & Hopper (1994), an inverse clause is an active transitive clause in which the
patient/theme/object has certain subject properties. In this paper I am particularly
concerned with an inverse construction that possesses the following remarkable
properties: (I) The word order of SUBJ and OBJ in the active transitive clause is
changed so that the position of OBJ and that of SUBJ are inverted with V as the
pivot; (11) The inverted logical object (OBJ) acquires the properties of subject (i.e.,
subjecthood); and (111) The logical subject (SUBJ) completely or partially loses its
subjecthood but it is not demoted in the sense that it stands as nominative Case
without any preposition (or postposition). The name INVERSEstems from the property (I). Because of the properties in (11) and (11), it has been held in the literature
that

INVERSE

is a kind of voice alternation (cf. Klaiman 1991 and Palmer 1994).

These properties (i.e., (11) and (111)) are of particular interest to us, because we can
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think of

INVERSE

as a grammatical fbnction splitting phenomenon due to these

properties.'
This chapter is organized as follows: In $1 I will consider the syntactic basis of
the activehnverse voice alternation, through analyzing the inverse voice construction found in some Bantu languages. In $2 I will turn to the inverse voice in Apachean languages. Concluding remarks together with a brief comment on the
inverse systems in other languages like Algonquan, Tanoan, and Tibeto-Burman
will come in 93.

1. Bantu Inverse Voice
In most Bantu languages, the basic word order is fixed as SVO, and this order
is believed to be rather rigid. Several authors have pointed out, however, that in
some Bantu languages, there is a case where this rigid order is collapsed without
any morphological sign. This construction has been sometimes dubbed "SubjectObject Reversal" (Kimenyi 1980, 1988, and Kinyalolo 1991) or "(grammatical
fbnction changing) Topicalization" (Givon 1975, 1979, Bokamba 1979, and Palmer 1994). I will call it

INVERSE

for the reason that it has almost the same properties

as the "Inverse" system in North American Indian languages as we will see later in
this chapter. It has been reported in the literature that the construction in question
can be found in Lingala, Likala (Gvon 1975, 1979), Dzamba, Swahili (Bokamba
I

For other types of inverse construction found in a variety of languages, see the articles gathered in Givon ed. (1994) and references cited therein.
2

Portions of h s chapter were presented at Utrecht University, MIT, and Osaka University. I wish to thank participants of these meetings for comments and suggestions. I am
much indebted to Noarn Chomsky, Chris Collu~~,
Koji Fujrta, Ken Hale, Howard L a d q
Alec MarAsako Uchiri, and Akira Watanabe for valuable discussions with them on
the topic presented in this chapter.
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1979), Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980, 1988), KiLega (Kinyalolo 199I), and Kirundi
(Ndayiragije 1995).

1.1. Basic Properties of Bantu Inverse System
Now let us take a closer look at the basic properties of the inverse system in
Bantu. As mentioned before, the word order of an active clause in Bantu is SVO
as shown in (7.1):
(7.1) Active
a. Dzamba (Gvon 1979: p. 189)
oPoso a-tom-aki mukanda.
POSO H E - S ~ ~ ~ - P A Sletter
T
'Poso sent a letter.'
b. Kinyarwanda wmenyi 1980: p. 141)
Umuhuiingu a-ra-som-a
igitabo.
boy
HE-PRES- read-^^^ book
'The boy is reading the book.'
c. KzLega (Kinyalolo 1991: p.28)
maku weneene
Mutu
t-Cku-sol-ag-a
1person NEG 1-PROG-drink-HAV-FV
6beer
alone
'A person does not usually drink beer alone.'

In inverse, on the other hand, OBJ precedes V, which is followed by SUBJ;
that is, the word order of an inverse clause is OVS, as in (7.2) below. According to
Kimenyi (1980, 1988), this operation gives a (kind of) passive reading to the sent e n ~ eThis
. ~ construction in Bantu languages has the following common properties
with the inverse voice in Amerindian languages (cf Hale 1972 and Klaiman 1991):
3

It is, however, very difEicult to figure out what "passive r&g"
is. See Foley &
Van Valin (1984), Siewierska (1984), W o n (1990), Palmer (1994) and articles collected in
Keenan (1987), Shibatani ed. (1988), and GNon ed. (1994) for relevant discamon
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(i) the word order interchange of SUBJ and OBJ, and (ii) the passive(-like)
reading.
(7.2) 1 nverse
a. Dzamba (Givon 1979: p. 189)
I-mukanda mu-tom-aki oPoso.
ST
the-letter I T - ~ ~ ~ ~ - P APoso
'The letter was sent by Poso.'

(cf. (7.1a))

b. Kinyanuanda (Kimenyi 1980: p. 141)
Igitabo cyi-ra-som-a umuhuiingu. (cf. (7-lb))
book
IT-PRES-n3ad-A.~~
boy
'The book is being read by the boy.'
c. KiLega (Kmyalolo 1991: p.28)
Maku
ta-ma-ku-sol-ag-a
mutu
weneene. (cf. (7-1c))
6beer N E G - ~ - P R ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ - H Alperson
V-FV
done
'Beer is not usually drunk by a person alone.'
One should notice that the fronted OBJ in an inverse clause induces subject-agreement. Inverse therefore shares this property with passive. In a passive
clause, the word order is also OVS. But SUBJ must be accompanied by some
preposition in passive; that is, SUBJ in a passive clause must be demoted, as
shown in (7.3):
(7.3)

a. Dzamba (Bokamba 1979: p. 10)
i. Passive
I-mw-ete mu-kpet-em-eki { *0l n' )-o-mw-azi waabo.
the-tree IT-cut-PASS-PAST by-the-woman here
'The tree was chopped down by the woman here.'
ii. Active
o-mw-azi
a-kpet-eki i-mw-ete waabo.
the-woman SHE-cut-PAST
the-tree here
'The woman chopped down the tree here.'
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b. Kinyarwanah Wmenyi 1988: p.363)
i. Passive
Mweebwe mw-aa-boon-y-w-e
{*0/ n')-iibagore.
you
YOU-PAST-see-ASP-PASS-ASPby-women
'You were seen by the women.'
i i . Active
Abagore ba-a-boon-ye mweebwe
Women THEY-PAST-See-ASP YOU
'The women saw you.'
Moreover, it is important to note that inverse differs from passive in that no morphological sign shows up in an inverse clause, whereas a passive morpheme must
be attached to V in a passive clause, as shown in (7.3).
In the literature it has been held that inverse, like passive, is a grammatical
hnction changing operation: It has been claimed, rather reasonably, that the strongest evidence for the claim that the inverse system in Bantu is a grammatical h n c tion changing operation comes from the fact that the fronted object in inverse, like
in passive, obligatorily induces subject-agreement, as we noted above (Bokamba
1979; Givon 1979, 1986-1990; Kimenyi 1980, 1988; and Ndayiragije 1995).
Inverse also differs from topicalization~left-dislocationor relativization In a
clause with topicalizatiodleft-dislocation as in (7.4) below, SUBJ precedes V with

OBJ fronted into the clause-initial position, and it is SUBJ that induces subjectagreement. Compare (7.4) with the inverse clause in (7*2a),repeated below:
(7.4) Dzam ba topicalization/leftdislocation(Givon 1979: p. 189)
I-mukanda, oPoso a-mu-tom-aki t,.
the-letter Poso H E - I T - s ~ ~ ~ - P A S T
'The letter,, Poso sent ti.'
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(7.2a) Dzamba inverse (Givon 1979: p. 189)
I-mukanda mu-tom-aki oPoso.
the-letter rr-send-PASTPoso
'The letter was sent by Poso.'
In Bantu, it is possible to say either that elements that undergo A-bar movement
always leave their pronominal copy in their original position, the pronoun which
cliticizes onto V, or that they always induce object-agreement (cf. Gvon 1972 and
Kinyalolo 1991). In either way, it is noteworthy that SUBJ retains the ability to induce subject-agreement in a clause with topicalizatiodleft-dislocation, as in (7.4)
This is natural because topicalizatiodleft-dislocation is not a grammatical function
changing operation.
(7.5) Dzamba (Grvon 1979: p. 189)
*I-mukanda, oPoso mu-tom-aki t,. (cf. (7.4))
the-letter Poso rr-send-PAST
Inverse crucially differs fiom topicalizationlleft-dislocation in this respect: If SUBJ
induces subject-agreement, instead of the fronted OBJ in an inverse clause, then
the sentence is totally unacceptable:
(7.6) Dzamba (Givon 1979: p. 189)
*I-mukanda a-mu-tom-alu oPoso. (cf (7.2a))
the-letter H E - I T - S ~ ~ ~ - P A S TPOSO
Relativization in Bantu looks more like inverse than topicalization/leftdislocation does, because Bantu relativization causes both the word order change
from SVO to OVS and the (subject-)agreement with the logical object that undergoes relativization (cf. Meeussen 1971, Grvon 1972, and Bokamba 1976). In inverse, however, a kind of relative-maker does not appear, which may or must
appear in Bantu relativization.
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(7.7) Dzamba (Givon 1972: p. 194)
(cf (7-2a))
I-mukanda, i-mu-tom-aki oPetelo t,.
the-letter REL-it-send-PAST
Peter
'the letter that Peter sent (relative readin)'
'*The letter was sent by Poso. (*inverse reading)'
This fact suggests that in a relativized clause, the verbal complex overtly moves to

C due to the strong wh-feature of C (which is morphologically realized as the
relative-marker), resulting in the word order OVS (cf Kinyalolo 1991). Although
it is still interesting to inquire why the OBJ fronted by relativization, instead of
SUBJ, induces subject-agreement in Bantu, it is totally out of scope of this thesk4
It is our purpose here to show that inverse differs fiom topicalizationtleftdislocation or relativization. And this has been accomplished in the above discussion by the facts shown in (7-4)-(7.7).'
In the next section we will go on to the issue concerning the internal structure
of an inverse clause in Bantu. In other words, we will explore how the inverse in
Bantu is derived fiom the active

1.2. Mechanism of the Active/Inverse Alternation in Bantu
Thus far, we observed that inverse in Bantu has the following remarkable properties: (I) The logical object (OBJ) fionted to the clause-initial position in inverse,
4

Cf Givon (1972), Bokarnba (1976, 1979), and, e q e c d y , Kuryalolo (199 1) for
relevant discussion. See Watanabe (1993, forthcoming) for extensive h s s i o n about whagreement on a verbal complex under the rmnimalist fiarnework.
5

Ndayiragije (1995) provides fiather evidence that OBJ's movement to the clause
initial position in an inverse clause is not an A-bar movement but an A-movement. (i) the
neg-element introduced in an inverse clause differs fiom the one introduced in a clause with
an A-bar movement; (ii) OBJ's fronting by inverse is clause-bound (
6
a tensed CP), but
A-bar movement is not; and (iii) OBJ's fionting never induces weak-crossover effect.
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unlike the OBJ fionted by topicalizatiordleft-dislocation, induces subject agreement This implies that OBJ in inverse acquires some of the subject properties In
this regard, inverse is regarded as a grammatical function changing operation like
passive, (11) Unlike passive, however, the logical subject (SUBJ) is not demoted
That is to say, there is no preposition attached to SUBJ in inverse, and (111) There
is no morphological or phonological sign for inverse In other words, active and inverse fieely alternate. Passive does not fieely alternate with active in the sense that
adding a passive morphology to V is necessary in passive Since no syntactic or
morphological force is involved in inverse, inverse is regarded as a perfectly op-

tional operation in syntactic respects. (As can be conceived, some hnctional force
is involved in inverse, however (see Bokamba 1979, Kimenyi 1980, 1988, and, especially, Ndayiragije 1995).) To attempt to consider where the optionality of inverse in Bantu comes from is, therefore, the shortest way to the answer for the
question as to how inverse in Bantu is derived from active.

1.2.1. Optionality of Bantu Inverse System

First, let us begin by taking a look at the initial structure of the VP-system, for
which the two-layered VPs are assumed under Chomsky's (1995b: $10) theory of
feature-checking, which dispenses with any Agr-system, as is illustrated in (7.8):
(7.8)

VP

A
A

SUBJ

v

VP

A

V

OBJ
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Under this framework, the accusative Case of OBJ in a transitive clause is checked
off at a Spec of the higher head of the two layered-VP shell (i,e., v), if the checking
is required to happen before SPELL-OUT (see Chapter 2: $ 1.4).
Now suppose that the nominal feature of v in Bantu languages that allow activelinverse voice alternation is strong. Then, as we argued in $3.1 of Chapter 2,
OBJ moves up to the innermost Spec of v before SPELL-OUT.6By the movement
of OBJ to the innermost Spec of v, (7.9) is derived from (7.8):

Here it is very important to notice that OBJ and SUBJ in (7.9) are now in the same
minimal domain of v. According to Chomsky's (1995b: $10) definition of "closeness", both OBJ and SUBJ are

EQUIDISTANT

from somewhere else. Note that this

means that either of them can move to a target if the movement satisfies the "Last
Resort" condition of the definition ofAttracth4ove (see Chapter 2: 53.3).
Now Infl (or T) is introduced in (7.9) by Merge, deriving (7.10):

Infl

6

It should be noted that, as will be evident, it does not matter for the discussion that
follow in this chapter whether OBJ is attracted to the innermost Spec of v, as I assume here,
or it is attracted to an outer Spec of v with SUBJ generated at its innermost Spec. In order
for the discussion below to hold good, it is only ~mperativefor OBJ to move to a position in
the minurd domain where SUBJ is generated before SPELL-OUT. See Ura (forthcoming)
for the discussion on the Bantu inverse construction without the former assumption, under
which a forced Move beats an unforced Merge in the economy competition.
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Here I propose that Infl in the Bantu languages with activelinverse alternation has
a strong EPP-feature as well as a strong &feature, but its Case-feature is weak. It
is important to notice that I am assuming, following Collins (1995a), that features
of a single head (for example, Infl in this case) may have a value different from
each other in their strength (see Chapter 2: $2.2). The strong EPP-feature of Infl
requires something with a D-feature to be moved overtly to the (canonical) Spec
of Infl.
It should be noted, however, that the element to be moved is not necessarily a
DP with a nominative Case-feature, because it is not the (weak) nominative Casefeature of Infl, but its strong EPP-feature that induces this overt movement. Now
it is important to notice that there are two elements available for checking off the
strong EPP-feature of Infl in (7.10); namely, OBJ and SUBJ, both of which are in
a Spec of v and have a D-feature.
Here it is noteworthy that, although OBJ in (7.10) has had its nominal features
(i e , Case- and +features) checked off at an outer Spec of v, its D-feature is still
available for checking the strong EPP-feature of Intl This is because a D-feature is
[+interpretable] and [+interpretable] features may not be deleted even if they have
been checked off (Chomsky 1995b). That is, OBJ as well as SUBJ in (7.10) has
the potential to check off the strong EPP-feature of Infl It should be noted, again,
that both are now in the; sane minimal domain, thus, either of them can be attracted to the (canonical) Spec of Znfl to check Infl's EPP-feature without violating
the "Last Resort" condition of the definition of AttractMove Put differently, OBJ
at the innermost Spec of v as well as SUBJ at an outer Spec of v in (7.10) can be
attracted in the equal possibility by the EPP-feature of Infl for the reason that both
are equidistant from Infl
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Now suppose that SUBJ in (7.10) is attracted by Infl; that is, SUBJ, instead of
OBJ, is moved overtly to the Spec of Infl to check off the strong EPP-feature of
Infl. Then, (7-11) is derived:
(7.1 1) ,[

S n J , Infl

lvp fl [ d

OBJk

[d

v [w

v

tk

IIIII

(active)

This corresponds exactly to an active clause, if we assume, following Kinyalolo
(1991), that V in Bantu languages moves overtly onto Infl. In (7.1 l), all the relevant features are satisfied Infl's EPP-feature, $-feature, and Case-feature are
checked off by SUBJ, SUBJ's nominal features (&feature and Case-feature) are
checked against Infl, and OBJ's nominal features are checked off by v; whereby,
(7-11) converges
Suppose, instead, that OBJ in (7.10) is attracted by Infl; that is, OBJ, instead of
SUBJ, is moved overtly to the Spec of Infl to check off the strong EPP-feature of
Infl. Then, (7-12) is derived:
(7.12) ,[

OBJ, Infl [, SuBJ

[, t',

[,v [,

V tk

I]]]]

(inverse)

This corresponds exactly to an inverse clause. (Note that we are assuming that V
in Bantu moves overtly onto Infl.) In (7.12) OBJ checks off the strong EPP-feature
of Infl as well as the &feature of I d , but it cannot check the nominative feature of
Infl. (OBJ's Case-feature has been checked off by v and it is no longer available for
checking the Case-feature of T, though OBJ can check the D-feature (i.e., EPPfeature) and $-feature of T thanks to the [+interpretable] nature of those features )
Note, also, that the Case-feature of SUBJ also remains unchecked in (7-12). Recall, however, that we are assuming that the Case-feature of Infl in those languages
is not strong. Thus, it may be checked off at LF. Thus, if the Case-feature of Infl is
checked against that of SUBJ in some way at LF, then the whole derivation of
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(7.12) converges. Now the question is: how can SUBJ in (7.12) enter into a Casefeature checking relation with Infl at LF?
Under the feature-checlung theory of Chomsky (1995b), all that move at LF
are features, but not categories, and it is also assumed that an LF featuremovement is always a movement onto a head that attracts the feature. Thus, the
(nominative) Case-feature of SUBJ in (7.12) head-moves onto Infl at LF to check
off the weak (nominative) Case-feature of Infl; whence, all the relevant features are
satisfied (Infl's EPP-feature and $-feature are checked off by OBJ at the canonical
Spec of Infl before SPELL-OUT, the (nominative) Case-feature of I d is checked
against SUBJ's Case-feature at LF, and OBJ's accusative Case-feature (as well as
&feature) is checked off by v before SPELL-OUT).7Thereby, the whole derivation for an inverse voice clause converges, as required. This is our analysis of the
Bantu inverse voice system
Here it is important to note that under our analysis of Bantu inverse voice, no
morphological sign plays any role for the activelinverse voice alternation: At the
stage of the derivation illustrated in (7.10), repeated below, which active and inverse have in common, Infl can attract either SUBJ at an outer Spec of v or OBJ at
the innermost Spec of v in the equal possibility owing to the definition of closeness
with the notion "equidistance":

In other words, the fact that SUBJ and OBJ are in the same minimal domain before
SPELL-OUT results in the optionality of the activelinverse alternation in Bantu
languages. But this fact is not sufficient for an inverse clause to converge. As we
observed, an inverse clause does not converge unless (i) Infl's EPP-feature as well
7

244

Note that SUBJ's +feature need not be checked offbecause it is [+interpretable].
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as its +-feature is strong and (ii) its nominative Case-feature is weak. Without the
satisfaction of the condition (i), OBJ's movement from the innermost Spec of v to
the canonical Spec of I d violates the "Last Resort" condition of the definition of

AttractMove. Without the satisfaction of the condition (ii), SUBJ cannot linger at
an outer Spec of v at SPELL-OUT.

1.2.2. Grammatical Function Splitting in inverse Voice
Our conclusion is that in an inverse clause, OBJ has the $-feature checking
relation with Infl. Then, the fact naturally follows that the fionted object in an inverse clause induces subject-agreement, instead of SUBJ, which lingers at an outer
Spec of v before SPELL-OUT.
Moreover, under our analysis, SUBJ in an inverse clause has its Case-feature
checked off at LF by feature-movement onto I d at LF. This is why SUBJ is not
demoted in an inverse clause, unlike in a passive clause. We can also explain why
SUBJ in an inverse clause has no subject properties, by hypothesizing that only an
element X that has a [+construable]-features checking relation with Infl bears subject proper tie^.^ Although SUBJ in an inverse clause has a Case-feature checking
relation with Infl, it has no [+construable]-featurechecking relation with I d .
In addition, as Kimenyi (1980, 1988) and Kinyalolo (1991) point out, SUBJ in
an inverse clause does not have any property of object, either. Hypothesizing that
the objecthood of X is yielded only if X enters into a [+construable]-feature checking relation with v, we can explain this fact, too, with our analysis of the Bantu
8

For the definition of [ ~ n s b u a b l e ] - f ~ esee
s , Chapter 2: $3.6.

9

We will see more examples in favor of this hypothesis in the chapters that follow.
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inverse voice system: SUBJ in an inverse clause has its Case-feature checked off
against the Case-feature of I d , and there is no feature-checking relation between

SUBJ and v in an inverse clause. This is why SUBJ in an inverse clause cannot induce object-agreement, which can be induced by the lopcal object in an active
clause in some of those Bantu languages.
On the other hand, the promoted OBJ in an inverse clause has some subject
properties in addition to its ability to induce subject-agreement. According to
Ndayiragije (1995), who also argues that the inverse OBJ occupies at the Spec of
Infl before SPELL-OUT, the promoted OBJ in an inverse clause may be a victim
of "pro-drop" and may undergo "raising". From our hypothesis that only an element X that has a [+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl bears subject
properties, it naturally follows that the subjecthood of the inverse OBJ results from
the fact that it has an EPP-feature and a $-feature checking relation with Infl, because an EPP-feature and a $-feature are both [+construable].

1.2.3. Why Is SUBJ in a Passive Clause Obligatorily Demoted?

Interestingly enough, the fact concerning SUBJ in a Bantu inverse clause is not
merely that SUBJ is not demoted, but also that it must not be demoted and it must

not be omitted (Kimenyi 1980 and Kinyalolo 199 1).
(7.1 3) Kinyarwanda inverse (Kunenyi 1 98 8 : p .35 8)

a.

Ibishyiimbo by-aa-ri
bi-teet-se
abagore.
beans
THEY-PAST-be
THEY-cook-ASP
women
'The beans were being cooked by the women.'
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b.

*Ibishyiimbo by-aa-ri
bi-teet-se
n' abagore.
beans
THEY-PAST-be
THEY-cook-ASP
by-women
(cf. Ibishyiimbo by-aa-ri
bi-teet-s-w-e
n'abagore.
beans
THEY-PAST-be
THEY-cook-PASS-ASP
by-women )

c.

*Ibishyiimbo by-aa-ri
bi-teet-se 0.
beans
THEY-PAST-be
THEY-cook-ASP
bi-teet-s-w-e
0.
(cf. Ibishyiimbo by-aa-ri
beans
THEY-PAST-beTHEY -cook-PASS-ASP )

This behavior of SUBJ in an inverse clause sharply contrasts with that of SUBJ in
a passive clause, which must be demoted and may be omitted. The proposed
mechanism for the Bantu inverse voice system beautifully explains this fact
In our theory of the Bantu inverse voice, it is not OBJ but the nominative
Case-feature of SUBJ that checks off the (weak) nominative Case-feature of Infl
(at LF) Since the finite tense always has a nominative Case-feature, this nominative Case-feature must be somehow checked off at LF, at the latest But the Casefeature of OBJ (accusative Case-feature) in an inverse clause has already been
checked off by v at a Spec of v, and, hence, it has been deleted (and erased) before
it moves up to the canonical (i e , innermost) Spec of Infl to check off the strong
EPP-feature of Infl, as we argued in $2 2 1, therefore, it is not available for checking off the nominative Case-feature of I d . Thus, if SUBJ is demoted and lacks a
structural Case, or if it does not appear in an inverse clause, the (weak) nominative
Case-feature of I d in an inverse clause remains unchecked at LF, resulting in
crash at LF This is why SUBJ in an inverse clause must not be demoted or
omitted

By the same reasoning we can also account for the fact that SUBJ in an inverse
clause cannot be incorporated into V in those Bantu languages (Kunenyi 1980 and
Kinyalolo 1991). Assuming that V-incorporation is a checking operation by which
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V's nominal feature is checked off by the incorporated element (cf. Baker 1988),1°
we may say that if SUBJ at an outer Spec of v is incorporated into V, there remains nothing that can check off the (weak) nominative Case-feature of Infl at LF
in an inverse clause. This results in an LF crash.
Now let us consider why SUBJ in a passive clause in the Bantu languages that
allow activelinverse alternation must be demoted or can be omitted. First, take the
pre-SPELL-OUT construction in which the two-layered VP-shell is introduced:
(7.14) ,[

v-PASS[W

V OBJ

I]

(PASS:
passive morpheme)

Recall that we are assuming that v in those languages has a strong nominal feature,
which attracts OBJ to the innermost Spec of v before SPELL-OUT Let us assume, following the spirit of Baker (1988) and Baker, Johnson, & Roberts (1989),
that the passive morpheme that is attached to a verb absorbs the verb's ability to
assigdcheck an accusative Case (see Watanabe 1993, forthcoming for more discussion on Case-absorption under the minimalist framework). Then, OBJ in passive is not attracted to a Spec of v, unlike in the case of inverse, where OBJ is
attracted to that position before SPELL-OUT as we observed in (7.9) Now that
OBJ is not attracted by v before SPELL-OUT in a passive clause, SUBJ is generated at the canonical Spec of v, as illustrated in (7.15):
(7.15) ,[

SUBJ [,

V-PASS

[W

V OBJ

I11

(passive)

As the next step, Infl is introduced in (7.15) by Merge; thereby, (7.16) is derived:
(7-16) ,[

Infl ,[

SUBJ [,

V-PASS

[w

V OBJ

1111

(passive)

It is important to note that in (7.16), SUBJ is obviously closer to Infl than OBJ is.
Since Infl in those languages has a strong EPP-feature (92.2.l), the element with a
lo

See McGinnis (1995) for a proposal concermng the mechanism of word-internal
feature-checking.
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D-feature that is closest to Infl is attracted by Infl to the canonical Spec of I d before SPELL-OUT.
If SUBJ in (7.16) has a D-feature, then SUBJ is inevitably attracted by Infl to
the canonical Spec of Infl;
(7.17) *[,

SUBJ, Infl ,[

tk [,

V-PASS

[w

V OBJ

I]]]

(passive)

The (strong) EPP-feature of Infl is properly checked off this way before SPELLOUT. But OBJ in (7-17) fails to have its accusative Case-feature checked off. Notice that v in (7.17) is deprived of its accusative Case-feature due to the attachment
of the passive morpheme to it. Hence, there is nothing available for checking
OBJ's accusative Case-feature in (7.17); as a result, the derivation crashes. The
conclusion is that the derivation inevitably crashes if SUBJ in a passive clause is
generated at the (canonical) Spec of v with a D-feature.
In order to save the derivation for a passive clause in those Bantu languages, it
is sufficient either (i) that SUBJ in a passive clause is not generated at the
(canonical) Spec of v, or (ii) that SUBJ at the (canonical) Spec of v lacks a Dfeature. The condition (i) is achieved if SUBJ is not expressed in the sentence at all
(i.e.,totally omitted in the sentence), or if SUBJ is generated somewhere else as an
adjunct with a preposition (i.e.,retreat from 1 to 3 in the terminology of Relational
Grammar (cf. Blake 1990)). The condition (ii) is achieved if SUBJ is introduced at
the (canonical) Spec of v as pro, given that pro has no D-feature (Ura 1994a). In
either case, OBJ in (7.16) can be attracted by Infl, as required, as illustrated in
(7- 18):
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This is because in (7.1S), there is nothing intervening between Infl and OBJ at the
V-complement that has the potential to check off the (strong) EPP-feature of I d ;
accordingly, the closest element to Infl that has a D-feature is OBJ at the
V-complement.

1.3. Lex.ical/Syntactic Restriction on Active /Inverse

Alternation

Thus far I claimed that the activehnverse voice alternation in Bantu freely applies in the sense that there is no morphological force involved. But, as Kimenyi
(1980) points out, there is a 1exicaVsyntacticrestriction on this voice alternation. If
the clause is ditransitive, then the inverse voice is blocked as shown by the illformedness of (7.19):
(7.19) Kznyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980: p. 145)
a. Umuhuungu y-a-haa-ye
umukoobwa igitabo. (active)
boy
HE-PAST-@V~-ASP
girl
book
'The boy gave girl a book.'
b.

*Igitabo cy-a-haa-ye
umuhuungu umukoobwa. (inverse)
book I T - P A S T - ~ ~ V ~ - M P boy
girl
'same as (7-19a)'

Let us consider why this restriction holds.
In Chapter 5 we argued that the underlying structure for the double object construction cross-linguistically looks like:
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(linear order irrelevant)
SUBJ

A

Recall that, in order for inverse to be materialized, it is necessary that DO moves
overtly to a position in the minimal domain where SUBJ is generated. In the underlying structure illustrated in (7.20) DO cannot move to such a position unless (i)
I 0 first moves to a Spec of v, rendering DO the closest to v, or (ii) DO first moves
to a Spec of V,, due to a strong nominal feature of V,,

rendering DO and I 0

equidistant from v. The condition (i) cannot be realized: Suppose that I 0 first
moves to a Spec of v and this makes it possible for DO to be attracted by v. Then,
the nominal feature of V,,

cannot be checked off by any element, resulting in

crash.
How about the condition (ii)? Suppose that DO first moves to a Spec of V,,
rendering DO and I 0 equidistant from v. Furthermore, suppose that v in a Bantu
ditransitive clause has a strong $-feature (or a strong nominal feature). Then, DO
can be overtly attracted to a Spec of v, which is in the same minimal domain of
SUBJ. This makes it possible for DO to be attracted by T, resulting in an inverse
clause. This derivation erroneously converges, because DO'S Case-feature is
checked by V,,

10's Case-feature is checked off by v (at LF), SUBJ's Case-

feature is checked off by T (at LF), the +-features of those arguments need not be
checked, T's EPP-feature and +-feature are checked off by DO before SPELLOUT, Vmd's$-feature is checked off by DO, and v's +-feature is checked off by
DO. In order to preclude this erroneous derivation I propose to stipulate that v in a
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ditransitive clause, unlike v in a transitive clause, does not have any strong nominal
feature in Bantu. If so, then the above derivation cannot be materialized. This
stipulation also blocks the ditransitive inverse clause in which I 0 advances to the
subject position. The fact is that this inverse clause, too, is precluded (Ktmenyi
1980). I 0 cannot advance to the subject position in an inverse clause because,
thanks to the stipulation, I 0 cannot move overtly to a position in the minimal domain where SUBJ is generated.

1.4. Deriving the Parametric Differences
Thus far I argued that the following three factors are necessary for inverse: (i)
OBJ is moved overtly to a position in the minimal domain where SUBJ is generated; (ii) Infl's EPP-feature is strong; and (iii) Infl's Case-feature is weak. The
question I raises in this section is: Are these three sufficient for inverse? The answer is no. I am arguing that there is one more necessary condition that makes inverse possible.
Take Icelandic, for example From the fact that Icelandic has an expletive
equivalent to there in English, it is evident that the EPP-feature of T in Icelandic is
strong. It is also evident from this that T's Case-feature of T as well as its $feature is weak; for, according to Chomsky (1995b), the expletive in an existential
clause cannot check any Case- or $-feature. Now, does v have a strong nominal
feature in Icelandic? The answer is no, because all OBJs do not always undergo
object shift in Icelandic (see Holmberg 1986, Deprez 1994, Vikner 1994, and Jonas 1995). It should be noted, however, that a full noun phrase in Icelandic may be
shifted optionally (Vikner 1994)
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In Chapter 6 I argued that the optionality of object shift stems from the fact
that v may tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate In fact, I claimed in
Chapter 6: Appendix that the fact that v tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate in Icelandic correlates with the fact that the shifted OBJ is always located at a position higher than the base position of SUBJ in Icelandic (cf. Jonas
1995).
Given this parameter setting of v in Icelandic, OBJ may be attracted overtly to
a Spec of v in Icelandic. Then, notice that a situation where inverse can happen
would be materialized in Icelandic, if the aforementioned three factors were sufficient for inverse. But the fact is that inverse is not allowed in Icelandic
In his class lecture in fall 1995 Noam Chomsky suggested that there are two
types of language in terms of the Case- and $-feature checking of T: In one type of
languages, T's Case-feature checking is always executed by the same element that
executes T's &feature checking, whereas T's Case-feature checking and its

4-

feature checking may be executed independently in the other type of languages.
Suppose that Icelandic as well as English, French, etc. are classified as the former
type and the Bantu languages as the latter. Then, we can straightfonvardly account
for the difference between Icelandic and Bantu in terms of the existence of the inverse construction, as Chomsky himself pointed out.
Recall that in an inverse clause, T's Case-feature is checked off by (the Casefeature of) SUBJ (at LF) and its $-feature is checked off by OBJ (before SPELLOUT). That is, T's Case-feature checking and its $-feature checlung are executed

independently in the inverse construction. Gven the above parameter, this independent checking of those two features of T is impossibIe in Icelandic. This is the
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reason why Icelandic disallows inverse, though it satisfies the conditions (i), (ii),
and (iii).

1.5. Summary for Bantu Inverse Voice
Thus far we investigated how the inverse voice in Bantu is derived. We argued
that Bantu inverse voice results from the following four factors: (I) the nominal
feature of v is strong in the languages that allow the activelinverse alternation in
Bantu; (11) the EPP-feature (as well as $-feature) of Infl is strong; (111) the nominative feature of Infl is weak; and (IV) Infl's Case checking and its $-feature
checking may be executed independently. Were it not for any of these factors, the
total optionality of the Bantu activelinverse alternation without any morphological
sign cannot be accounted for.
It is noteworthy that all those factors are totally compatible with a strict view
on the parameter-setting in UG (Borer 1984 and Fukui 1986, 1995): All the aforementioned parameters except the last one are concerned exclusively in the
parameter of strength of hnctional categories.l 2 And the last on, too, is concerned
with the property of the hnctional category Infl (=T).
11

As a matter of fact, this account is not dicient. It is true that the type of inverse

construction found in Bantu, where the promoted OBJ induces subject-agreement, is not
possible for the very reason d e s c r i i here. But the nonexistence of the following type of inverse construction in Icelandic cannot be explained:
T [* t', SUBJ(N~M)
V ,[
V t, Ill
(i) ,[ OBJ(A~),
If SUBJ in (1) induces subject-agreement, then we incorrectly predict that the derivation for
(i) converges in Icelandic: OBJ is attracted to the Spec of T in overt syntax to check T's
of SUBJ enter into a proper checking relastrong EPP-feature, and the Case- and hf-e
tion with T at LF. This derivation cannot be blocked only by the parameter introduced here.
In Chapter 9: $4.2I will d k a m this issue in depth.
l2

Under Chomsky's (1995b) two-layered VP-shell, v has the a b i i to check a norninal feature (plus Case-feature and +feature). In this regard, it is natural to say that v is a kind
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In this section we explored the mechanism of the totally optional activelinverse
voice alternation. In the next section we will investigate the activelinverse voice alternation that is mediated by some morphology.

2. A~acheanInverse Voice
2.1. Basic Properties of Apachean Inverse System
In Apachean languages like Navajo and Apache, the activehnverse voice alternation is mediated by some morphological change on V. It has the following
properties in common with the Bantu activehnverse voice alternation, which is not
mediated by any morphology: (i) the interchange of the positions of SUBJ and

OBJ, (ii) the passive(-like) meaning (Hale 1973), and (iii) SUBJ is not demoted despite the loss of some of its subjecthood.
(7.2 1) exemplifies the activehnverse voice alternation in Navajo: l 3
(7.21) Navajo (Palmer 1994: p.210)
a. I ' dzaaneez yi-ztal.
(active)
horse mule ACT-kick
'The horse lucked the mule.'
'*The mule kicked the horse.'

b.

dzaaeez fii' bi-ztal.
(inverse)
mule
horse INV-kick
'The mule was kicked by the horse.'

of functional category.
l3

In the literature on Amerindian languages, the voice that is contrasted with inverse
voice is commonly called drect wice. But I wdl keep using wtrve voice for the sake of
consistency.
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The word order is crucial for the interpretation in Apachean, because it is strictly
fixed as SOV in Apachean languages. Thus (7.21a) never means 'The mule kicks
the horse.' Or never does it mean 'The horse was kicked by the mule' as long as
the active-morpheme (i.e., the prefix yi-) is attached to V.l4 If the active-morpheme
in (7.21a) is replaced by the inverse-morpheme (i.e., the prefix bi-) without changing the word order as in (7.22), it is interpreted to mean 'The horse was kicked by
the mule. '
(7.22) i ' dzaaneez bi-ztal.
(inverse)
horse mule INV-kick
'The horse was kicked by the mule. '

(cf (7.2 1a))

That is to say, it is the first DP that is identified as the AGENT in an active clause,
while it is the second in an inverse clause (Palmer 1994: p.210).
Another remarkable property of inverse system in Apachean is the strict constraint concerning the hierarchy of anirna~y.'~
Hale (1973) discusses the following
conditions on the activelinverse alternation in Navajo: (I) If SUBJ and OBJ are
equal in the animacy hierarchy, the alternation is totally optional; (11) If SUBJ outranks OBJ in the animacy hierarchy, then inverse voice is blocked; and (111) If OBJ
outranks SUBJ in the animacy hierarchy, then inverse voice is obligatory. These
are exemplified by the following examples:16
l4

See McDonough (1990) for a detailed analym of Navajo verbal morphology fiom
the phonological point of view.
l5

Due to the yet unaccounted-for m e of the prehes y- and bi-, both of which
were tr&onally treated as the special hd-person object markers that require SUBJ to be
third person (Sapir & Hoijer 1967)' the activermverse voice alternation in Apachean languages occurs only when both SUBJ and OBJ are third person. Cf Shayne (1982) and
Klairnan (1991) and references cited there.
l6

Hale (1973) fiather argues that there is another constraint on the activdmverse alternation in Navajo conceming the humamty hierarchy. It works the same way as the animacy hierarchy, but its effects are much weaker than the animacy hierarchy as fhr as I can see
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(7-23) SUBJ = OBJ (Hale 1973: p.301)
a. 'ashlui 'at'eed yiyi-iltsa.
boy
girl
ACT-see
'The boy saw the girl.'
a'.

b,

'at'eed 'ashkii bi-iitsa.
girl
boy INV-see
'The girl was seen by the boy.'

teechaa'i mosi yi-shxash.
dog
cat ACT-bite
'The dog bit the cat.'
b'. mosi teechaa'i bi-shxash.
cat
dog
INV-bite
'The cat was bit by the dog.'

(active)

(inverse)

(active)
(inverse)

(7.24) SUBJ > OBJ (Hale 1973: p.302)
y-oo'i.
(active)
a. dine dzil
man mountain ACT-see
'The man sees the mountain.'
a'. *dzil
dine b-oo'i.
(inverse)
mountain man mv-see
'The mountain was seen by the man. '
dzaaneez tse
yi-ztai.
(active)
mule
stone ACT-kick
'The mule kicked the stone.'
b'. *tse dzaaneez bi-ztal.
(inverse)
stone mule MV-kick
'The stone was kicked by the mule.'

b,

(7.25) SUBJ < OBJ (Hale 1973: p.302)
a. *to ' a s k i yiyi-isxi.
(active)
water boy A C T - ~ ~ I ~
'The water killed the boy. '
a'. 'ashkii to
bi-isxi.
(inverse)
boy water mv-kill
'The boy was killed by the water.'
fiom Hale's (1973) examples. Cf,also, Frishberg (1972)' Creamer (1974)' and Jelinek
(1 990) for discussion on the hierarchy in question.
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*yas teechaa'i yi-stin.
(active)
snow
dog
ACT-freeze
'The snow froze the dog.'
b'. leechaa'i yas bi-stin.
(inverse)
dog
snow mv-freeze
'The dog was frozen by the snow.'

b.

In the next subsection and 52.3, we will, first, consider how an inverse clause is
derived fiom its active counterpart in Apachean, and then we will, in $2.4, turn to
the issue as to how we implement the device to cope with the constraint concerning the animacy hierarchy involved in the Apachean inverse system.

2.2. Mechanism of the Active/Inverse Alternation in
Apachean
Now let us consider how an active clause alternates with its inverse counterpart in Apachean languages. Recall that the alternation in Apachean, unlike in Bantu, is mediated by a morphological sign on V in Apachean. As mentioned in
footnote 15 above, the prefixes yi- and bi- were traditionally treated as (special)
third person affixes (Sapir & Hoijer 1967). Thus, it is safe for us to treat them as a
kind of Infl (it is safe to assume that the verbal affixes come fiom I d ) .
Take the basic structure of the two layered VP-shell before SPELL-OUT:

I assume that, since their word order is strictly fixed as SOV in active clauses,

Apachean languages, like Japanese, are {head-final, Spec-initial) in terms of headSpec parameter.
Now I propose (I) that (the nominal feature of) v in Apachean is weak, and (11)
that the EPP-feature of I d , whether it is yi- or bi-, is strong in Apachean. With
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this in mind, let us consider the derivations for an active clause and an inverse one
step by step. Now that v is weak, OBJ stays in situ (i.e., V-complement) before
SPELL-OUT and SUBJ is generated at the innermost Spec of v, regardless of
whether the clause is active or inverse:
(7.27) ,[

SUBJ ,[

OBJ V

(activehnverse)

] v ]

After (7.27), Infl is introduced by Merge, deriving (7.28):
(7.28) ,[ ,[

SUBJ ,[

OBJ V

] v

1

Infl ]

(activelinverse)

Since Infl, whether it is yz- or bi-, is strong, something with D-feature must be
moved to the canonical (i.e., innermost) Spec of Infl to check the strong EPPfeature of Infl before SPELL-OUT SUBJ, but not OBJ, is attracted to that posi-

. tion because SUBJ is the DP closest to Infl in (7.28).
(7.29) ,[

SUBJ, ,[

t, ,[

OBJ

V

] v ] Infl ]

(activelinverse)

Until this stage, the derivation for an active clause is the same as the derivation for
an inverse clause.
Now suppose that (7.29) is an active clause (i.e., Infl is yi-). Then, nothing h r ther is required to happen before SPELL-OUT under our assumptions. This corresponds exactly to the surface structure of an active clause in Apachean. At LF, the
nominal features (i.e., accusative Case-feature and &feature) of OBJ enter into a
checlung relation with v; thereby, the derivation converges. This is the derivation
of an active clause in Apachean.
Suppose, instead, that (7.29) is an inverse clause (i.e., Infl is bi-), and that OBJ
at V-complement is moved overtly to an outer Spec of I d , though this movement
clearly violates the Last Resort Condition of the definition of AttractMove insofar
as the assumptions presented above are concerned. But note that it does not
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violate the MLC of the definition of AttractMove. For OBJ at V-complement is
the argument closest to Infl after SUBJ's movement to the canonical Spec of I d .
This derivation is illustrated in (7.30):
(7.30) ,[

OBJ, [,, SUBJ, ,[

t, ,[

t, V

] v ] I d

I]

(inverse)

This corresponds exactly to the surface order of an inverse clause in Apachean.
Thus, we have to ensure that OBJ's movement fiom V-complement to an outer
Spec of I d does not violate the Last Resort Condition. At present, however, we
proceed further, just assuming that the movement in question obeys the Last Resort condition.''
The derivation illustrated in (7.30) converges if v head-moves onto I d (at LF)
and enters into a Case-feature checking relation with OBJ, which is now at an outer Spec of Infl; thereby, all the formal features involved in (7.30) are checked off.
This is our analysis of activelinverse alternation in Navajo (Apachean). A question remains, however. What feature of Infl in an inverse clause attracts OBJ fiom
V-complement to an outer Spec of Infl in (7-30)? If there were no feature that attracts OBJ to an outer Spec of Infl, the derivation illustrated in (7.30) would never
exist; for, it violates the Last Resort Condition of the definition ofAttractMove.
Now I propose the answer to the question should be the EPP-feature of the inverse Infl bi-. That is, the EPP-feature of the inverse Infl bi- must enter into multiple checking relations. More specifically, I propose to assume that the EPP-feature
of the inverse I d bi-, which is strong, is deleted only if it is checked twice. Being
strong, it must be checked and deleted (and erased) before SPELL-OUT. Owing
to the above assumption, (7-29), if that represents an inverse clause, crashes at PF
17

Soon below we will return to the question as to what feature of Infl (= bi-) attracts
OBJ in (7.30).
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unless OBJ moves to an outer Spec of Infl to delete the EPP-feature of the inverse
Infl bi- by executing the second checking of it (the first checking was executed by
SUBJ at the canonical Spec of Infl). Thus, OBJ is always attracted to an outer
Spec of Infl in an inverse clause in Apachean.
Here, it is very important to note that in an inverse clause in Navajo, SUBJ is
always in the canonical (i.e., innermost) Spec of Infl and OBJ is always in an outer
Spec of Infl This is because (i) two DPs are necessary to delete the strong EPPfeature of the inverse Infl bi- before SPELL-OUT, and (ii) OBJ is never attracted
to a Spec of Infl before SUBJ is attracted there owing to the shortest-move requirement (i.e , MLC) of the definition of AttractMove (SUBJ is always closer to
Infl than OBJ is, unless SUBJ is moved to a Spec of I d ) .

2.3. Animacy Hierarchy and the Deletion of I d ' s
EPP-feature

In $2.1 we observed that there is a certain constraint on animacy hierarchy in
the activelinverse voice alternation in Apachean. To recapitulate, (I) If SUBJ and
OBJ are equal in the animacy hierarchy, the alternation is totally optional; (11) If
SUBJ outranks OBJ in the animacy hierarchy, then inverse voice is blocked; and

(111) If OBJ outranks SUBJ in the animacy hierarchy, then inverse voice is obligatory (Examples relevant to these effects are found in (7.23)-(7.25) above.) Now
the question is how we can capture this constraint on animacy hierarchy under our
analysis of the Apachean activelinverse voice alternation.
Our proposal is that the fact concerning the animacy hierarchy in Apachean can
be captured by imposing a constraint on the deletion of the EPP-feature of Infl. In
the preceding subsection we argued that the EPP-feature of Infl is strong in both
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active and inverse clauses. We also argued that the EPP-feature of the inverse Infl
bi- in Apachean is deleted only if checked twice. Notice that the EPP-feature of

the active Infl yi- is deleted if checked once. Thus, what accomplishes the deletion
of the EPP-feature of Infl in an inverse clause is the element that executes the second checking, namely, OBJ. And SUBJ executes the deletion of the EPP-feature
of Infl in an active clause.
Now I propose the following condition:
(7.31) Condition on EPP-feature Deletion in Apachean
What deletes the EPP-feature of Infl in Apachean must not be lower
than any other argument in the clause in the animacy hierarchy.
(Animacy hierarchy: Animate >> Non-Animate)
Take the examples in (7-24), which are repeated below:
(7.24) SUBJ > OBJ (Hale 1973: p.302)
y-oo'i.
(active)
a. dine dzil
man mountain ACT-see
'The man sees the mountain.'
dine b-oo'i.
(inverse)
a'. *dzil
mountain man NV-see
'The mountain was seen by the man.'
b.

dzaaneez tse
yi-ztal.
(active)
mule
stone ACT-kick
'The mule kicked the stone.'
b'. *tse dzaaneez bi-ztal.
(inverse)
stone mule NV-kick
'The stone was kicked by the mule.'
These examples show that inverse voice is blocked if in an inverse clause, SUBJ
(i.e., the logical subject) outranks OBJ (the logical object) in the animacy hierarchy. (7.24at, b') are properly ruled out by the condition in (7.31) because OBJ,
which deletes the EPP-feature in these sentences, is lower than SUBJ in the
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animacy hierarchy. On the other hand, (7,24a,b) are properly ruled in; for, SUBJ,
which deletes the EPP-feature of Infl in these sentences is higher than OBJ in the
animacy hierarchy
The examples where SUBJ is lower than OBJ in the animacy hierarchy in an
active clause (as in (7.25a, b), repeated below) are ruled out by the condition in
(7-31) because it is SUBJ that completes the deletion of the $-feature of Infl in active voice.
(7.25) SUBJ < OBJ (Hale 1973: p.302)
a. *to 'ashlui yiyi-isxi.
water boy ~ c ~ - k i l l
'The water killed the boy.'
a'.

(active)

'ashkii to
bi-isxi.
(inverse)
boy water mv-kill
'The boy was killed by the water.'

*yas ieechaa'i yi-stin.
(active)
snow
dog
ACT-freeze
'The snow froze the dog. '
b'. ieechaa'i yas bi-stin.
(inverse)
dog
snow mv-fieeze
'The dog was frozen by the snow.'
b.

On the other hand, when SUBJ is equal to OBJ in the animacy hierarchy, the
condition is always satisfied trivially, and, hence, the activehnverse voice alternation is free, as in (7-23), repeated below:
(7.23) SUBJ = OBJ (Hale 1973: p.301)
a. 'ashkii 'at'eed yiyi-iltsa.
boy
girl
ACT-see
'The boy saw the girl.'
a'. 'at'eed 'ashkii bi-ittsa.
girl
boy mv-see
'The girl was seen by the boy.'

(active)

(inverse)
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b.

leechaa'i mosi yi-shxash.
dog
cat ACT-bite
'The dog bit the cat.'
b'. mosi teechaa'i bi-shxash.
cat
dog
mv-bite
'The cat was bit by the dog.'

(active)
(inverse)

2.4. Subjecthood of SUBJ in Navajo Inverse Voice
In 52.2 we argued that SUBJ in a Navajo inverse clause is in the canonical
(innermost) Spec of Infl with OBJ being in an outer Spec of I d . We further argued that SUBJ in an inverse clause checks off the strong EPP-feature of Infl
(before SPELL-OUT) in addition to the Case- and &features of Infl.ls Thus, in a
Navajo inverse clause, SUBJ checks all of the formal features of Infl,Ig while OBJ
checks only the EPP-feature of Infl (see 52.2). Gven this, our hypothesis respecting grammatical functions (cf Chapter 2: 53.6) leads us to predict that SUBJ in a
Navajo

inverse

clause

retains

the

subject

properties.

(For

it

has

[+construable]-feature checking relations (i.e., EPP-feature and $-feature checking
relations) with Infl.)
This prediction is, indeed, borne out. Hale et al. (1977: pp.52-55) argue with
ample examples, that the plural agreement form in Navajo da- is always controlled
by the logical subject (i.e., SUBJ), regardless of whether the clause involved is active or inverse. Consider the following examples:

In Chapter 8: 52.4, we will see that there is a strong reason to assume that the 6
feature of the inverse M in Apachean is strong and checked off by SUBJ at the innermost
Spec of Inflbefore SPELL-OUT.
l8

19

Except V-feature.
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(7.32) Navajo (Hale et al. 1977: p. 54)
a. Ashiike at 'eed da-y-oo 'i.
the boys the girl PL-ACT-see
'The boys see the girl.'
b.

At'eed ashiike da-b-oo'i.
the girl the boys ~ ~ - r ~ v r - s e e
'The girl is seen by the boys.'

c.

Ashlui at'eeke y-oo'i.
the boy the girls ACT-see
'The boy sees the girls.'

d.

*Ashku at'eeke da-y-oo'i.
the boy the girls PL-ACT-see
'The boy sees the girls.'

e.

At'eeke ashkii b-oo'i.
the girls the boy MV-see
'The girls are seen by the boy. '

f.

'At'eeke ashlui da-b-oo'i.
the girls the boy PL-mv-see
'The grls are seen by the boy.'

These facts indicate that SUBJ in an inverse clause as well as in an active clause
controls subject-agreement. This is what we expect, because under our analysis,

SUBJ is supposed to check off the (strong) @-featureof Infl, irrespective of whether the clause is active or inverse. This, in turn, points to the validity of our analysis
of Navajo inverse system.
Furthermore, Ken Hale (personal communication) suggests that the implicit
subject of the embedded predicate to which the participial form -ii' is attached is
always controlled by the logical subject (SUBJ) in the matrix clause, regardless of
whether the matrix clause is active or inverse (see Young & Morgan 1987). This
fact indicates that SUBJ in an inverse clause retains the ability to control.
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Following Chomsky (1995b), I assume that a @-featurechecking relation with I d
is responsible for the ability to

Hence, this fact, too, is consistent with

our analysis of Navajo inverse voice.
It is very interesting to note here that in Bantu inverse voice, OBJ gains some
of the subject properties (like the ability to induce subject-agreement) and SUBJ
loses its subject properties. We argued that this follows from our hypothesis that

OBJ, but not SUBJ, has a [+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl in
Bantu inverse voice. In contrast, SUBJ retains the subjecthood in Apachean inverse voice, as we observed above. This follows from our hypothesis that it is

SUBJ that has a [+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl in Apachean inverse voice.

3. Summary
In this chapter we considered how the inverse voice in Bantu and the one in
Apachean are derived under the theory of multiple feature-checking. It was demonstrated that seemingly complicated phenomena involved in inverse in both languages can be consistently accounted for by postulating very simple parametric
variations on the checking properties of some functional categories.
In the literature it has been reported that inverse constructions can be found in
various languages Tanoan languages like Arisona Tewa (Klaiman 1993), Northern
Tiwa (Nichols 1995), etc.; Algonquian languages like Plains Cree (Dahlstrom
1991), Ojibwe (Rhodes 1994), etc (cf Klaiman 1989); Athabascan like Koyukon
(Thompson 1994); and other American native languages like Nez Perce (Rude
20
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In the chapters that follow we will discuss much about the ability to control.
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1982), Tupi-Guarani (Payne1993), and Mapudungun (Arnold 1994); and TibetoBurman languages like Chepang (Thompson 1990).~'Of course, these inverse constructions differ from one another, but they all involve grammatical function splitting phenomena, which have, more or less, intermediate properties between the
ones found in Bantu inverse and the ones in Apachean inverse. As noted above,
Bantu inverse and Apachean inverse are opposite in terms of the subject properties
that SUBJ loses: Whereas SUBJ loses all of its subject properties in Bantu inverse,
it retains most of them in Apachean inverse. Since our analysis can give a consistent account of these two inverse systems, it is expected that it will also provide an
account of the inverse constructions in other languages. However, I leave it to hture research to pursue this.

Appendix (A): En~lishQuotative Inversion
Collins (1995c), extending and revising Collins & Branigan's (1995) analysis of
quotative inversion in English, which is based on the interesting observation by
Branigan & Collins (1993), provides a very interesting explanation of the phenomenon along the same line of analysis as I hitherto provided for Bantu inverse
construction. The examples in (7A. 1) are typical of English quotative inversion:
(7A-1) English (Branigan & Collins 1993: pp.5-9)
a. "I am so happy", thought Mary.
(cf "I am so happy", Mary thought.)
b. "I am so happy", said Mary to John.
(cf. "I am so happy", Mary said to John.)

21

For inverse constructions in some other varieties of language, see Klairnan (1991)

and articles gathered in &on ed. (1994).
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According to Branigan & Collins (1993) and Collins & Branigan (1995), this
construction has the following properties: (I) SUBJ in a clause with quotative inversion stays in situ (i.e., at the Spec of v); (11) V raises to T in overt syntax; and
(111) it is SUBJ (or, more precisely, $-feature of SUBJ) that enters into a $-feature
checlung relation with T. (I) is confirmed by the following facts. Consider (7A.2)
and (7A.3):
(7A-2) English
a. "Where to?" asked the driver of the passenger.
b. *"Where to?" asked of the passenger the driver
(7A-3) English
a. "John left", said the student to Mary.
b. *"John left", said to Mary the student.
Take ( 7 4 l b ) , for example. The word order indicates either that the verb overtly
moves to T with SUBJ lingering at the Spec of v, or that SUBJ undergoes rightward extraposition (regardless of the position of the verb). The facts in (7A.2) and
(7A.3) shows that the former is true In fact, if SUBJ becomes "heavy" by the attachment of modifiers, SUBJ can be extraposed, as shown in (744):
(7A.4) English
a. "Where to?" asked of us the driver with the blond hair.
b. "John left", whispered to Joan the woman sitting at the end of the
counter.

This observation leads to the conclusion that SUBJ remains at the Spec of v before
SPELL-OUT (i.e., (I)). This, in turn, indicates that the verb in a clause with quotative inversion overtly moves to T beyond SUBJ at the Spec of v (i.e., (II)).22

22

The f
k
tconcerning the placement of adverbs confirms this conclusion See Branigan & Collins (1993) and Collins & Branigan (1995) for detail.
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The fact in (7.4-5) shows that SUBJ (or, more precisely, $-feature of SUBJ)
enters into a $-feature checking relation with T:
(7A.5) English
a. "Mary has already left", says/*say John.
b. "Mary has already left", * says/say the two men.
From (I) and (Il), it follows that it is at LF that SUBJ (or, more precisely,
$-feature of SUBJ) enters into a $-feature checlung relation with T at LF (i.e.,
(111)). Besides, SbBJ enters into a nominative Case-feature checkmg relation with
T (at LF). This is shown by the following fact:

(7A.6) English
"Mary has already eaten", said he/*him

Furthermore, Collins (1995~)hypothesizes, departing from the assumption
made by Branigan & Collins (1993) and Collins & Branigan (1995), that the Spec
of T is filled with the operator associated with the quote preposed to the clause initial position.23NOWthe structure of a clause with quotative inversion looks like:
(7A.7)

TP

/-'-'.

(overt syntax)

As Collins (1995c, 1996) notes, this structure of English quotative inversion
has several properties very similar to that of the Bantu inverse construction: 0 The
logical (underlying) subject (i.e.,SUBJ) remains in situ (i.e., the Spec of v); @ V
overtly moves to T; $ OBJ (or its equivalent) moves to the Spec of T before
SPELL-OUT; O SUBJ enters into a nominative Case-feature checking relation
23

See C o h (1995c, 1996)for more on this hypothesis and related issues.
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with T (at LF); and 8 Without any morphological sign, a clause with quotative inversion freely alternates with the equivalent clause without quotative inversion (if
some 1exicaVsyntactic conditions are observed (see the discussion below)). The
only difference between English quotative inversion and Bantu inverse is that,
whereas it is SUBJ that checks the $-feature of T in English quotative inversion, it
is OBJ that checks it in Bantu inverse. These similarities and difference between
English quotative inversion and Bantu inverse, according to Collins (1995c, 1996),
can be straightforwardly explained by a simple parametric difference if we assume
the analysis of the Bantu inverse construction hitherto presented in this chapter.
Recall the derivation of the Bantu inverse construction: First, OBJ moves to a
Spec of v due to the strong nominal feature of v. This gives rise to a situation
where SUBJ, which is generated at a Spec of v, and OBJ are equidistant from T.
Given that the EPP-feature of T in Bantu is strong, either SUBJ or OBJ must be
attracted to the (innermost) Spec of T before SPELL-OUT to check off T's EPPfeature. If OBJ is attracted to the Spec of T and checks off T's EPP-feature, it also
checks off the $-feature of T thanks to the stipulation that the $-feature of T in
those languages is strong. Then, at LF (the nominative Case-feature of) SUBJ enters into a checking relation with T, and since all the features that must be checked
off are properly checked off, this derivation converges as required.
Now suppose that verbs can induce quotative inversion such as say, tell, ask,
etc., can optionally have a strong nominal feature, which can attract OBJ (i.e.,
quotative-operator (Quot-Up.) in this case) to a Spec of v before SPELL-OUT. If
it is attracted to that position, the Case-feature and $-feature of Quot-Op. are
checked off there by v. The former is deleted (and erased) but the latter may remain due to its [+interpretale] nature. Now SUBJ and Quot-Up. are equidistant
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from T, either of them can be attracted to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT for
checking the strong EPP-feature of T. If Quot-Op. is attracted, a clause with quotative inversion emerges. At this position, Quot-Op. checks off T's EPP-feature.
Now one might conjecture that Quot-Op. may induce subject-agreement just as
OBJ induces subject-agreement in Bantu inverse. Now I propose that the $-feature
of T in English as well as the nominative-feature of T is weak. Actually, this has
been already proposed by Chomsky (1995b) in the context where he concludes
that the expletive there in English checks only the EPP-feature of T before
SPELL-OUT and the Case-feature and $-feature of T can be checked off by the
associate at LF.
In Chapter 3 1 proposed that Checking is a kind of operation that is subject to
If this is correct, then Quot-Op. at the Spec of T
the general economy ~ondition.'~
is not required to check off the $-feature of T before SPELL-OUT; accordingly,
Quot-Up. is allowed not to check off the $-feature of T before SPELL-OUT. This
is the parametric difference between Bantu and English: In Bantu, OBJ attracted to
the Spec of T in overt syntax must check the 4-feature of T due to the strongness
of T's $-feature. Now the nominative-feature and +-feature of T remain unchecked
before SPELL-OUT. Then, the nominative Case-feature (and the @-feature)of
SUBJ must be attracted at LF to check off T's (weak) nominative Case-feature.
Recall that English is a language in which nominative Case-checking and +-feature
checking must coincide (see Chapter 2: $3.7). Therefore, it is (the $-feature of)
SUBJ, but not OBJ, that checks off T's $-feature at LF. This is the derivation of
English auotative in~ersion.'~
25

This analysis of En@
quotahe inversion is slightly different fiom the one pro1996). The origml and leading idea of our analysis is, however,
vided by Collins (1995~~
exclusively due to C o b (199%).
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Incidentally, one might think that this analysis of English quotative inversion
would erroneously allow inverse voice even in English if the predicate of the clause
is the type of verb that allows quotative inversion; for, we are assuming that these
verbs allow their THEME-argument to be moved overtly to a position in the minimal domain where the AGENT-argument is generated.
(7A.8) English
*It, said John t, (to Mary).
(cf. "Bill left", said John (to Mary).)
To preclude this I propose to stipulate that the nominal feature of v of a quotative
verb, if being strong, has such a special property that it can attract only an operator
before SPELL-OUT. It is noteworthy that a quotative verb, unlike V in the usual
case in English, overtly moves to T in this construction with SUBJ seemingly postposed to the right of the verb. As Collins & Branigan (1995) note, this is reminiscent of French stylistic inversion (cf, Kayne & Pollock 1978, Deprez 1990, and
Watanabe 1993, 1994a). Both constructions require an operator to be involved.
As for (7A.Q it is ruled out in the following manner: Because it in (7A.8) is
not an operator, it cannot be attracted to a Spec of v before SPELL-OUT; as a result, it cannot be attracted by T before SPELL-OUT. Therefore, (7A-8) is never
derived.
In fact, if it in (7A.8) is replaced with so, the sentences become acceptable (cf,
Collins & Branigan 1995):
(7A.9) English
So said John (to Mary).

So, like the quotative operator, refers to an idea expressed elsewhere; hence, it is
reasonable to assume that so acts like an operator in this regard.26
26

See Stowel (1988) for relevant discussions on the operator-ltkebehavior of so.
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Following, essentially, Collins (1995c, 1996), I propose to stipulate that the
overt movement of the quotative verb to T before SPELL-OUT is necessary for
the checking of T's EPP-feature by Quot-Op. Under Watanabe's (1993) threelayered Case theory, we could say that this checking yields another feature that
must be checked by the follow-up operation within the domain of C. It is possible
to identify this newly created feature as what Collins & Branigan (1995) call
[+quot], which is to be checked by Quot-Op. at the Spec of C.
Now it is interesting to note a consequence of our analysis of English quotative
inversion with respect to our hypothesis of grammatical hnction. Given our hypothesis that only the element that has a $-feature checking relation with T ( = I d )
gains the ability to control, we predict that it is SUBJ that has this property even in
a clause with quotative inversion in English. This prediction is, indeed, borne out:

(7A. 10) English
a. "I've made it", said John, [ PRO, to be promoted 1.
b. *"I've made it", was repeated over and over by John, [ PRO, to be
promoted 1.
According to Farrell (1994), the generalization concerning the control of the null
subject of a passivized rationale clause is that it is only

SUBJECT

can be the

controller .*'
Another consequence of the analysis of English quotative inversion sketched
here is that we can correctly predict that quotative inversion is impossible when
there is a GOALBENEFACTIVE-argumentinvolved in the clause.
(7A-11) English (Branigan & Collins 1993: p.9)
a. i. "I am so happy", said Mary to John.
ii. * *'" I so happy", told Mary John.

''

See, also, Williams (1985) and Laslllk (1988, 1992) as well as Faraci (1974), Jones
(1992), Roberts (1986), and Roeper (1987).
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i. "What is the exchange rate?", asked Bill of Mary.
ii. **"What is the exchange rate?', asked Bill Mary.

b.

Remember that the same 1exicaVsyntactic restriction applies in the Bantu inverse
construction: We argued in 51.3 of this chapter that inverse is blocked when there
is a GOALBENEFACTIVE-argumentinvolved in the clause for the reason that,
the THEMEdue to the intervention of the GOAL/BENEFACTIVE-argument,
argument cannot land in a position in the minimal domain where the AGENTargument is generated; as a result, the AGENT is the only element that is so close
to T that T can attract it before SPELL-OUT to checks its strong EPP-feature.
(Remember that it is a necessary condition for inverse voice that the THEMEargument enters a position in the minimal domain where the AGENT-argument is
generated before its movement to the Spec of T. See $ 1 . 3 in this chapter for more
on the IexicaVsyntactic restriction on the Bantu inverse construction.)
The same situation prevents quotative inversion from taking place in a ditransitive clause in English. In Chapter 5 we argued that the underlying structure of a ditransitive clause (in English) looks like:

(7A.12)

vP

A
A

SUBJ

V

Quot-Op

As is evident fiom this underlying structure for a ditransitive verb, the intervention
of I 0 prevents Quot-Op. from being attracted by v before SPELL-OUT;28as a result, quotative inversion is disallowed in a ditransitive clause.
2B

As a matter of fact, Quot-Op, could be attracted by v before SPELLOUT if it
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A ~ ~ e n d (B):
i x Inversion and Derivational Economv
As explicitly stated in Chapter 2: $1.5, and, especially, Chapter 2: $3.4.3, the
economy condition that I adopt throughout this thesis is a strictly derivationaVlocal
one in the sense that it applies only to a particular stage C of a derivation (see Collins 1996 in addition to Ura 1994b, 1995a, and Collins 1995b). The derivation of
the Bantu inverse construction and that of English quotative inversion lend strong
support for this view.
We argued that activehnverse voice in Bantu and a clause withiwithout quotative inversion in English fieely alternate under some conditions. Collins (1996)
correctly points out that the free alternation observed these constructions provides
strong support for the strictly derivational view of the economy condition.
To see this, let us reconsider the derivation for each of the constructions. In
Bantu, v has a strong nominal feature that attracts OBJ to its Spec before SPELLOUT. And then T is inserted by Merge to this derivation. This stage of the derivation can be delineated as in the following:

Since T has a strong EPP-feature in Bantu, something with D-feature must be attracted to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT. In (7A-13) SUBJ and OBJ are equidistant fiom T; consequently, either of them can be attracted to that position. If
SUBJ is attracted, the active clause is derived. If OBJ is attracted, then the inverse
would be attracted by V, beforehand. Suppose that V,, attracts Qu0t-Q~.This attraction
must be for the checking of the strong nominal feature of V,,. Then, v can never attract
QuotC)p. fiom a Spec of V,,, because the nominal feature of v cannot be checked off by
Quot-Cp. any more. Quot4p. has lost its C a s e - f a e when it checks off the strong nominal feature of V,, and the +-feature of v alone cannot attract QuotOp. because Enghsh is a
language in which Case-checking and +-feature checking always coincide (d Chapter 2:
82.3.7and Chapter 7: 51.4).
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clause is derived. Now let us turn our attention to the whole derivation for each
clause. In the derivation for the active clause, there is only one more step fiom
(7A.13) necessary for LF convergence; namely, SUBJ's movement to the Spec of

T." On the other hand, in the derivation for the inverse clause, there are two steps
fiom (7A. 13) necessary for LF convergence: OBJ's movement to the Spec of T in
overt syntax plus the feature-movement of SUBJ's nominative feature to T at LF.
The same holds true for English quotative inversion, as is evident fiom the analysis
presented in Appendix (A) above.

If, as has sometimes been claimed in the literature, any derivation with more
steps is blocked by a derivation with fewer steps, our analysis of the inverse construction in Bantu and the English quotative inversion fails. Therefore, as long as
our analysis of those constructions are right, the economy condition should be defined as a strictly derivationaVloca1 condition as in such a way that it applies only
to a particular stage C of a given derivation, as we are assuming in this thesis.30

29

Here I ignore V-movement, which is irrelevant for the discussion.

30

We wdl discuss thls issue more intensively in Chapter 9: 54.2.

0. Introduction
It is a widely held view that in a "passive" clause, the logical (underlying) object (i.e., OBJ) assumes subject properties that the logical (underlying) subject
(i.e., SUBJ) would assume in an "active" clause and passivization accompanies
some syntactic and morphological changes (see Siewierska 1984, Keenan 1985, P.

K. Andersen 1991, and Palmer 1994). Within the theory of Relational Grammar
the derivation of a passive sentence involves two changes of syntactic relation to
the underlying structure: On the one hand, OBJ (i.e., the logical, underlying object)
on the other, SUBJ (i.e.,
is changed into a surface subject (i.e., OBJ PROMOTION);
the logical, underlying subject) is changed into a syntactic relation which is neither
(cf Perlmutter &
subject, direct object, nor, indirect object (i.e., SUBJ DEMOTION)
Postal 1983a, Postal 1986, and Blake 1990). As Comrie (1977) points out, it is a
logical possibility that there are languages in which these two processes exist independently. In the languages that possess a passive construction with only OBJ
promotion, two subjects result from such a passivization, and in the languages that
possess a passive construction with only SUBJ demotion, the so-called "impersonal passive construction", in which there is seemingly no surface subject, results
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fiom such a passivization (cf. Perlmutter 1983, Perlmutter & Postal 1984, and
Postal 1986). Comrie (1977) enumerates several languages of the latter type of
passive construction, though he acknowledges that he knows of no languages with
the former type of passive construction.
In some (less-familiar) languages, however, we can find a passive(-like) construction in which the underlying (logical) object (i.e., OBJ) gains subject properties and, more interestingly to our concern, the underlying (logical) subject (i.e.,
SUBJ) is not syntactically demoted That is to say, only OBJ promotion, but not
SUBJ demotion, is involved in this passive(-like) construction. Owing to this peculiarity, which is opposite to the property of impersonal passives, in which only
SUBJ demotion but not OBJ promotion is involved, this construction should be
called ANTI-IMPERSONAL PASSIVES.'
In this chapter I will study a variety of this construction in some languages. It
will be demonstrated that the theory of multiple feature-checking advocated in this
thesis offers a natural account of this construction. This chapter is organized as
follows: In $1 Lango, a Western Nilotic language, will be selected as a language
with a prototype of anti-impersonal passive, and I will explore an account of the
mechanism involved in the anti-impersonal passive in this language under the
theory of multiple feature-checking. In $2 I will take a closer look at the passive
construction in Imbabura Quechua, another illustrative example of mti-impersonal
passive. Concluding remarks will appear in $3. In Appendix, I will make a brief
1

In this respect the inverse constructions, which we studied in Chapter 7, can be regarded as a special case of anti-impersonal passive, in which the word order of SUBJ and
OBJ in active is reversed with V as the pivot In all the anti-impersonal passive constructions
we will observe in this chapter, the word order of SUBJ and OBJ is not reversed in the way
of the inverse constructions. In passing, ANTI-IMPERSONAL PASSIVE should be distinpshed
fiom IMPERSONAL ANTI-PASSIVE, which can be found such languages like Yaqui, etc. (dEscalante 1990).
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comment on impersonal passive constructions and briefly consider its implications
under the theory of multiple feature-checking2

1. Anti-Impersonal Passive in Lamno
A prototype of anti-impersonal passive can be found in some Western Nilotic

languages like Lango or (Bor) DinI~a.~
Despite the fact that OBJ in this construction gains some subject properties, SUBJ retains some of its subject properties
without being syntactically demoted. In this section I will investigate the syntactic
nature of anti-impersonal passive in Lango and its implications in the theory of
grammatical function splitting that has been advocated in this thesis under the
theory of multiple feature-checlung.

1.1. Basic Properties of ccLongObject Shift" in Lango
Based on the ample data Noonan & Bavin Woock (1978) (henceforth,
N&BW) provide, Woolford (1991) claims that OBJ in a Lango transitive clause
2

Specla1 thanks are due to Noam Chornsky, Chris Collins, Ken Hale, Howard Lasnk,Akira Watanabe, and Ellen Woolford for their comments on an earlier version of this
chapter.
3

In this section I will draw data only from Lango. Judging fiom Gjerlow-Johnson &
Ayom's (1986) study of the Bor dialect of Dinka, a Niotic language spoken in Sudan, I believe that there are very few differences between Lango and Bor Ddca in terms of the syntactic mechanism of anti-impersonal passive
4

For detailed g m n m ~ ~ c adescriptions
l
of Lango, a Ndotic language spoken in
Uganda, see Michael Noonan's excellent grammar (Noonan 1992).For more ductmion on
see Noonan (1981). Unless otherwise noted, all the examples of this section
Lango
are extracted £tom these books in addition to Noonan & Bavin Woock (1978) and Woolford (1991).
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can be permuted to an A-position beyond the subject of the clause Given the fact
that the basic word order is SVO in Lango (cf. Noonan 1981, 1992), such a permutation of OBJ in Lango may be called LONG OBJECT SHIFT (hereafter, LOS) if her
claim is correct. It is commonly held that omcr SHIFT is OBJ's movement to an
A-position in overt syntax (cf. Chapter 6 and Mahajan 1990, Deprez 1994, Vikner
1994, inter alia), and "long" is added to the name of the permutation operation in
Lango because it is different from the ordinary object shift which is widely alleged
to be permuted to an A-position in between the surface subject position and the
base-position of SUBJ.5According to N&BW (1978) and Noonan (1992), this operation can be regarded, from a functional point of view, as passive in Lango,
which lacks the ordinary passive construction that is made by the attachment of a
passive morpheme to a predicate If it is a passive, it differs from the ordinary passive in that, as mentioned above, SUBJ is not syntactically demoted in this construction. Hence, LOS in Lango (and Dinka) counts as a type of anti-impersonal
passive.
Now let us briefly review Woolford's (1991) arguments for the claim that OBJ
is permuted to an A-position beyond SUBJ by LOS in Lango. As the following examples show, OBJ can be permuted by LOS to the clause-initial position beyond
the subject, regardless of whether the clause is the matrix one or an embedded
one?

5
6

But, see Chapter 6: Appendix and references cited therein for M o n .

For the sake of simplicity done, I omit a s s i n g the dlacrrtics for tone distinction in
all of the Lango examples below. For the precise dictation of the examples, see the references fiom which the relevant example is extracted. For the aforementioned reason, I refer
one.
to a clause with its OBJ permuted by LOS as an anti-impersonalpassive (AP)
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(8.1) Lango (N&BW 1978: p. 128)
a. Dako o-jwat-o
loca.
woman 3sc-hit-PERFman
'The woman hit the man.'
b.

(Active)

Loca, dako o-jwat-o
ti. (Alp)
man woman ~ S G - ~ ~ ~ - P E R F
'same as (1a)'

(8.2) Lango (N&BW 1978: p. 129)
a. Dako o-tam-o ,,[ ni ,[ atin o-jwat-o loca
woman 3s~-thoughtCOMP child 3sC-hit man
'The woman thought that the child hit the man'
b.

I].

Dako o-tam-o ,[ ni ,[ loca, atin o-jwat-o tl
woman3s~thoughtc o M P man child 3sGhit
'same as (8.2a)'

(Active)

I]

(AIP)

(8.3) Lango (N&BW 1978: p. 129)
(Active)
a. Loca o-mi3 atin m3t.
man 3sc-gave child gift
'The man gave the child a gift.'
b.

Atin, Loca o-mi3 t,
child man 3sc-gave
'same as (8-3a)'

m3t.
gift

(A1P)

Seemingly, this construction looks like topicalization/left dislocation. It will, however, turn out, according to Woolford (1991), that it does not involve such an Abar type movement if we look closer at the construction.
As Woolford (1991) notes, the strongest evidence that LOS in Lango is an Amovement comes from the fact that it does not block any other A-bar movement.
Consider the examples in (8.4):
(8.4) Lango (N&BW 1978: p. 136)
a. Buk, ,[ a ' m ~,[ dako o-mi3 loca ti I] dwog. (Active)
book
REL
woman 3 s ~ g a v eman
big
'The book, [ that the woman gave the man tl I] is big.'
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b.

C.

Buk, ,[ a ' m ~,[ loca, dako o-mi:, t, t,
book
REL
man woman 3s~-gave
'same as (8-4a)'

I]

dwoq. (AIP)
big

*Buki ,[ a ' m ~[, loca, En [, a ' m ~,[ dako o-mi3 t, t, I]]]
book
REL
man it
REL woman 3 s ~ g a v e
dwoq. (Cleft)
big
'The book [ that it is the man [ that the woman gave t, ti I] is big.'

In (8.4a) the direct object of the subordinate active clause undergoes an A-bar
movement by relativization. In (8.4b) the indirect object undergoes LOS within the
subordinate clause. As the well-formedness of (8.4b) indicates, LOS does not
block relativization. But clefting indeed blocks relativization, as the ill-formedness
of ( 8 . 4 ~ )shows. This contrast can be easily explained, as Woolford (1991) points
out, by assuming that LOS, unlike clefting, is a kind of A-movement. In fact, clefting as well as topicalizatiodeft dislocation blocks another A-bar movement, as
shown by the following English examples:
(8.5) English (Woolford 199 1: p.234)
a. *[ The book, [ that it is the man, [ that the woman gave t, ti I]] is
big.
b. * [ The book, [ that the man, the woman gave t, t, I] is big.
c. *[ The book, [ that (as for) the man, the woman gave him, ti I] is
big.
Another difference between LOS and clefting/relativization comes from the
fact that LOS out of the second clause of a paratactic construction is possible,
while clefting/relativization out of the same context is not, as shown in (8.6):
(8.6) Lango
a. Kal, dako
o-dlo
ico o-pysto ti.
millet woman 3s~-pressedman 3s~-winnowed
'The woman pressed the man to winnow millet.'

(Alp)
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b.

*Ogwangi en ,,[ a'm~[, a-dlo
Okelo o-jwat-E ti I]. (Cleft)
Ogwang it
EL
1SG-pressedOkelo 3 s ~ h i t - ~ S G
'It is Ogwang, [ that I pressed Okelo to hit t1I.'

c.

*Local,[ a ' m ~,[ Okelo o-dlo
Ogwang o-jwat-e
EL
Okelo 3s~-pressedOgwang 3SG-hit-3SG
man
tl I]
(Relative)
'The man, [ that Okelo pressed Ogwang to hit ti 1'

(I omit going into any detail of the paratactic serial-verb construction in Lango
(see Noonan & Bavin 1981 and Noonan 1992: pp. 194-2 10)). It is true that, until
clarifying the syntactic property of the paratactic serial-verb construction in Lango,
I will not be able to confirm only from the examples in (8.6) that LOS is an Amovement. But it suffices for our purpose here to notice that LOS totally differs in
extractability from a paratactic serial-verb construction, from clefting and relativization, both of which we can fairly clearly say involve A-bar movement (Noonan
1992) It is easier and even more natural to assume that the contrast shown in (8.6)
indicates that LOS is not an A-bar movement (and, hence, it is an A-movement)
than to device a complicated theory of A-bar dependencies in Lango, assuming
that LOS is a kind of A-bar movement, but differs from clefting/relativization in
extractability from a paratactic serial-verb con~truction.~
Again, these facts observed thus far are not sufficient to confirm the claim that
OBJ permuted by LOS surely occupies an A-position.' Nevertheless, I proceed to

7

Accordmg to Law & Veenstra (1992), a null operator must be involved in serial
verb constructions in general I€ this is the case, then the contrast shown in (8.6) more
strongly suggests that LOS is an A-movement. Chns Collins (p.c), however, pointed out to
me that there is a difference between pamtaxis in Lango and the ordmuy serial verb construction, in that it is h a y s possible to extract the object of the second verb in the latter
construction. See Bamgbose (1974) and Collins (1993, 1994b, 1995a) for relevant
discussion.
8

See Woolford (199 1) for some other minor evidence in favor of this claim.
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the next step, assuming this claim is valid: I will show that the claim gains hrther
support because there are several facts that resist a natural and consistent account
without the claim.

1.2. Whither Does Object Go by LOS?
Now that I am assuming that OBJ permuted by LOS occupies an A-position in
an anti-impersonal passive clause, the next question to be answered is what is that
position. In this subsection I will try to solve this question by considering the syntactic property of the permuted OBJ in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango.
N&BW (1978) report a very interesting property of OBJ permuted by LOS. It
gains some of the subject properties To account for this peculiarity of the shified
OBJ, Woolford (199 1) claims that OBJ occupies the Spec of Infl with SUBJ remaining at the Spec of VP when LOS takes place in an anti-impersonal passive
clause in Lango. I will, however, argue in this subsection that the first half of her
claim is correct, but the latter is wrong; that is, I will show that SUBJ as well as
the shifted OBJ occupies a Spec of IP under the theory of multiple feature checking It will be demonstrated that this can provide a satisfactory account of the fact
that OBJ permuted by LOS in an anti-impersonal passive clause gains some subject
properties in Lango

1.2.I . Switch Reference in Lango: Evidence for Object in Spec-IP
Among the five subject-like properties N&BW (1978) report that the shifted
OBJ gains in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango, the most convincing and
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only reliable one is the fact that the shifted OBJ becomes able to control pro in the
embedded clause with the non-switch reference marker.9
According to Noonan (1 992: pp.225-226), the ordinary third person subject affixes in hypotactic complement clauses assume a new function. Thus, they are used
to indicate that the subject of the complement is not the same as the subject of the
matrix clause. In this sense the ordinary third person forms are regarded as having
a swirch reference function in hypotactic complements. If, however, it is intended
that the subject of the matrix clause is coreferential with the subject of the complement clause, then the special non-switch reference affixes (i.e., same-subject affixes) must be attached to the inflected predicate in the complement. Consider
(8.7):
(8-7) Lango (Noonan 1992: p.226)
proVlig o-neko abwor].
a. Rwotl o-kobo [ ni
king 3sc-said COMP
3s~-killed lion
'The king, said that he,,,, killed the lion.'
b.

Rwotl o-kobo [ ni
proi/*g &-neko abwor ]
king 3s~-said COMP
SS-killed lion
'The king, said that he,,, killed the lion'

In (8.7a) the ordinary third person singular affix is attached to the embedded predicate. This means that the phonologically null subject in the embedded third person
singular subject in the complement clause is different from the matrix subject. In
(8.7b), on the other hand, the same-subject affix is used; whereby, the subject in
the embedded clause must be coreferential with the matrix subject.

9

In addition to this property, according to N&BW (1978), the sMed OBJ becomes
able to be coreferential with the null subject of another sentence in discourse, to be corefirential with the null subject in a conjunct clause, to be the clminitial element in word order, and to launch a floating quantifier.
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Now consider the following examples, the latter of which includes the sarnesubject affix attached to the embedded predicates with the matrix anti-impersonal
passive clause involving LOS:
(8.8) Lango (N&BW 1978: p. 131)
a. Dako, o-kobbi loca, [ ni prO~l*ki*g&-bin0 d3k 1. (Active)
woman 3s~-toldman COMP
SS-go back
'The womanl told the man, that pro,,,,, will go back.'
b.

Loca, dako, o-kobbi t, [ ni pro~/ki*g&-bin0 d3k
man woman 3 s ~ t o l d COMP
SS-go back
will go back.'
'The woman, told the man, that pro,.,

1.

(AIP)

As shown in (8-8a), the null subject in the complement clause must be coreferential
with the matrix subject when the same-subject affix appears in the complement
clause; hence, the matrix object cannot control pro in the embedded clause in
(8.8a). Interestingly enough, OBJ in the matrix clause, however, can control the
null subject of the embedded clause whose predicate has the same-subject affix if
the clause is an anti-impersonal passive one with its OBJ permuted by LOS, as
shown in (8.8b). It should be noted, here, that the null subject of the complement
clause whose predicate has the same-subject affix cannot be controlled by the matrix object that undergoes A-bar movement like clefting or relativization:
(8.9) Lango
a. Loca, En [ am'^ dako, o-kobbi t, [ ni proli*ki*g &-bin0 d ~ I].
k
man it REL woman 3 s ~ t o l d COMP
SS-go back
'It is the man, that the woman, told t, that pro,,,,, will go back.'
b.

Loca, [ am'& dako, o-kobbi t, [ ni pfOil*kl*g &-bin0 d3k
man
REL woman 3 s ~ t o l d COMP
SS-go back
'the man, that the woman, told t, that pro,,,,,,, will go back'

I]

Therefore, the fact that the permuted OBJ in Lango anti-impersonal passive can
controlpro in the subordinate clause with the same-subject affix indicates that OBJ
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in anti-impersonal passive gains one of the subject properties. Notice, also, that
SUBJ in the matrix clause in (8.8b), too, can control pro in the embedded clause.
This clearly shows that LOS invokes a grammatical function splitting.
Now recall our hypothesis that only the element that has a [+construable]feature checking relation with Infl has grammatical function

SUEJECT

(cf: Chapter

2: $3.6) Given this hypothesis, the fact shown in (8.8b) indicates that OBJ as well
as SUBJ in Lango anti-impersonal passive has a [+construable]-feature checking
relation with Infl. Parenthetically, Chomsky (1995b) suggests a still stronger claim
concerning the ability to control: According to his suggestion, only the element
that has a +-feature checking relation with Infl has the

SUBJECT

property that en-

ables it to control (see Chapter 10. 56 1 for relevant discussion) This may count
as a minimalist extension of the claim that it is the AGR(eement) feature of Infl
that plays the essential role in control (Borer 1989 and Hale 1992). In fact, Watanabe (1995a) has recently claimed that control involved in the constructions with
switch reference can be explained in a more principled fashion under the featurechecking theory of the minimalist program. However, keeping the hypothesis that
a [+construable]-feature checking relation is the source of grammatical function

I will argue later in this section that, although $-feature is very crucial for
SUBJECT,
the ability to control in accordance with Chomsky (1995b), $-feature checlung
relation with Infl is neither necessary nor sufficient for control.
In any event, from our hypothesis concerning grammatical function it follows
that OBJ in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango has a [+construable]feature checking relation with Infl. In addition, since SUBJ in the matrix clause in
(8.8b), too, can control pro in the embedded clause whose predicate has the same-
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subject affix, it leads to the conclusion that SUBJ in an anti-impersonal passive
clause in Lango, too, has a [+construable]-feature checlung relation with I d .
Here it should be emphasized that OBJ and also SUBJ in an anti-impersonal
passive clause in Lango have the subject property that enables them to control. In
this regard SUBJ in this construction is not syntactically demoted. Furthermore,
the fact that it is SUBJ that induces subject-agreement in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango, as shown in (8. lo), lends hrther support to this conclusion.
(8.10) Lango (N&BW 1978: p.132)
a. Gwen o-cel-a
pro.
stone 3 s ~ A i t - l ~ ~
'The stone hit me.'

(Active)

b.

An, gwEn o-cel-a t,.
I stone 3 s ~ - h i t - l s ~
'same as (8.3a)'

(Alp)

C.

*An,gwen a-celo t,.

(Alp)

I

stone l s ~ h i t

This clearly shows that SUBJ is not syntactically demoted in an anti-impersonal
passive clause in Lango. In addition, this also shows that SUBJ enters into a

4-

feature checking relation with Infl even in anti-impersonal passive clause (cf. Aissen 1990).

1.2.2. Surface Position of SUBJ in Lango
Now that we know that OBJ as well as SUBJ has a [+construable]-feature
checking relation with Infl in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango, we now
have to ask where OBJ and SUBJ in this construction are located in overt syntax.
Woolford (1991), as mentioned above, claims that OBJ occupies the Spec of Infl
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with SUBJ remaining at the Spec of VP when LOS takes place in an antiimpersonal passive clause in Lango.
Contrary to Woolford's (1 991) claim, I will show that there are some pieces of
evidence which show that SUBJ moves overtly to a Spec of I d even in an antiimpersonal passive clause with LOS. First, let us consider the surface position of
SUBJ and the predicate in an ordinary active indicative clause. And then we will
turn to the question about the surface position of SUBJ in a clause with its object
permuted by LOS in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango.
According to Noonan (1992), SUBJ in an ordinary active clause always precedes auxiliaries/neg-elementdadverbslike 'yet' or 'just':
(8.1 1) Lango
a. Dako 'bino nenno loca.
woman will see
man
'The woman will see the man.'
(N&BW 1978: p. 132)

b

Loca (pe) o-bino paco
man NEG 3s~-camehome
'The man (did not come) came home.'
(Noonan 1992, p. 122)

It is a widely held view that it is universally true that auxiliaries and the neg-head
are structurally higher than the VP in a clause (cf. Pollock 1989 and Ouhalla
1991). Given the fact that Lango is a fairly strict SVO language (Noonan 1992)'
the fact shown in (8.11) suggests that SUBJ moves overtly out of the VP Moreover, if it is true that auxiliaries are base-generated as I d , as is also widely assumed, then the word order shown in (8.1 la) suggests that SUBJ moves overtly
from the Spec of VP to the Spec of Infl (cf. Koopman & Sportiche 1991).
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Furthermore, the fact shown in (8.12) below indicates that V moves overtly
out of the VP in Lango, like in French.
(8.12) Lango (Woolford 1991: p.241)
a. [ Awobe duci ] ocem3.
boys
all
ate
'All the boys ate.'
b.

Awobe ocem3 duci.
'same as (8.12a)'

According to Noonan (1992: pp. 169-170), the floated quantifier associated with

SUBJ is stranded at the immediate post-verbal position, as in (8.12b). Sportiche
(1988) argues that a floated quantifier marks originalllanding sites of the NPmovement of SUBJ. Assuming the VP-internal subject hypothesis, we may interpret the fact in (8.12b) as showing that both SUBJ and V move overtly out of VP
in Lango. The fact that mannertdegree adverbials atways follow a finite verb in
Lango (Noonan 1992: p.181) lends further support to the claim that V moves
overtly out of VP in Lango.
Now I conclude from these facts, that SUBJ and V both move overtly out of
VP in an ordinary indicative clause in Lango. Under the minimalist theory of for-

mal feature checking, this means that the nominal feature and/or EPP-feature of T
(= I d ) and the verbal feature of T are both strong, requiring the overt subject

movement and the overt V-raising, respectively.
Next, let us consider where SUBJ appears in an anti-impersonal passive clause
in which OBJ is permuted by LOS. As the following example shows, SUBJ precedes auxiliaries even in an anti-impersonal passive clause:
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(8.13) Lango (N&BW 1978: p. 133)
Locar dako 'bino nenno ti.
man woman will see
'The woman will see the man.'
By the same reasoning as in the case of (8.1 1) I conclude from this fact, that not
only does SUBJ move overtly out of VP even in an anti-impersonal passive clause,
but also it moves overtly to a Spec of Infl.
Furthermore, one should recall that I hitherto reached the conclusion (i) that
OBJ in an anti-impersonal passive clause occupies an A-position and (ii) that OBJ
has a [+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl. Given these in addition to
the conclusion that SUBJ in an anti-impersonal passive clause occupies at a Spec
of Infl before SPELL-OUT, then the fact concerning the word order shown in
(8.13) and (8.14) below suggests that OBJ in an anti-impersonal passive clause,
too, occupies an outer Spec of Infl with SUBJ located at the inner Spec of Infl before SPELL-OUT.
(8.14) "ako
loca, 'bino nenno t,.
woman man will see
'under the same interpretation as (8.13)'
Thus far I demonstrated that in an anti-impersonal passive clause in which OBJ is
permuted by LOS, SUBJ as well as the shifted OBJ occupies a Spec of Infl.
Therefore, although Woolford (1991) is right in claiming that OBJ permuted
by LOS in Lango anti-impersonal passive occupies a Spec of Infl in overt syntax,
her claim that SUBJ in that construction remains in VP in overt syntax is inaccurate. For her, OBJ's overt movement to a Spec of Infl inevitably implies that the
subject in an anti-impersonal passive clause is not in a Spec of Infl, because she assumes the "conventional X-bar theory", which disallows multiple Specs per head
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(cf. Chomsky 1986b). It leads her to the conclusion that SUBJ lingers at the Spec
of VP where it is base-generated. But under the theory of multiple featurechecking, this is totally possible and, in fact, there are a good deal of evidence for
multiple Specs as we observe throughout this thesis. In the next section I will show
how we can cope with LOS in Lango under the theory of multiple
feature-checking.

1.3. Derivation of Antidmpersonal Passive in Lango
Now that I concluded that OBJ as well as SUBJ in an anti-impersonal passive
clause occupies a Spec of Infl in overt syntax, let us consider how they move to
their position.
From the fact that OBJ permuted by LOS can control pro in the complement
clause with the same-subejct affix, it was concluded in 51.2.1 that OBJ permuted
by LOS in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango has a [+construable]-feature
checking relation with Infl. Moreover, it was also concluded that SUBJ in an antiimpersonal passive clause, too, has a [+construable]-feature checlung relation with

Infl; for, it also has the ability to control. Then, what is this [+construable]-feature?
@-feature and EPP-feature are conceivable (cf. Chapter 2: 53.6 for [hconstuable]features). Here it is important to recall the fact that SUBJ, but not OBJ, induces
subject-agreement in an anti-impersonal passive in Lango, as was noted in (8.10).
This clearly indicates that SUBJ, but not OBJ, has a $-feature checking relation
with I d . Thus it follows that the [+construable]-feature checking relation that enables both SUBJ and OBJ to control must be an EPP-feature checking relation
with Infl in the case of Lango anti-impersonal passive.
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This conclusion seems prima facie inconsistent with Chomsky's (1995b) suggestion that $-feature is a very crucial factor for the grammatical function of the
ability to control. Besides, I indeed argued elsewhere in this thesis (e.g., Bantu and
Apachean inverse constructions, which were observed in Chapter 8) that $-feature
checking relation with Infl yields the ability to control. On the contrary, I am demonstrating that this is inaccurate (i.e., $-feature checking relation with Infl has no
direct relevance to the ability to control) and I am proposing, instead, that an element has the subject property that enables it to control if (i) it enters into a
[+construable]-feature checking relation with I d (=T), (ii) it retains a $-feature at
LF (n.b., this does not necessarily mean that it has a $-feature checking relation
with Infl at LF), and (iii) it is the highest element among the elements that have a
[+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl at LF.l o
The condition (i) guarantees the subjecthood of the element at issue (Chapter
2 §3.6), and the condition (ii) is a restatement of the proposal of Borer (1988) and
Hale (1992) concerning the relation between $-feature and control. The measurement of "height" in the condition (iii) is determined as in the following manner: A
given element E counts as the highest if there is no element p that asymmetrically
c-commands

E

within the minimal domain of the head with which

E

has a

[+construable]-feature checking relation. It is not so unnatural to impose such a
condition like (iii) upon control, as Noarn Chomsky (personal communication)
points out. For it is well established in the literature (cf. Borer 1989, Lasnik 1992,
and Watanabe 1995a, among many others) that control depends heavily on the hierarchical relation; namely, c-commanding.

lo

Thanks to Noam Chomsky (p.c.)for helping me to formulate these conditions.
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Now let us consider how an anti-impersonal passive clause is derived in Lango.
In $1.2.2 1 showed that in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango, SUBJ is at
the canonical Spec of Infl and OBJ at an outer Spec of Infl before SPELL-OUT.
The question is: How are they forced to move to the respective position before
SPELL-OUT?
Given the fact that SUBJ is moved overtly to the (innermost) Spec of Infl in
Lango irrespective of whether the clause is active or anti-impersonal passive (cf
$1.2.2above), it is natural to assume that the EPP-feature of Infl (=T) in Lango is
always strong. With this in mind, consider the stage of the derivation illustrated in
(8-15):

Since the EPP-feature of Infl is strong regardless of whether the clause is active or
anti-impersonal passive, SUBJ is always attracted to the innermost Spec of Infl to
check off the strong EPP-feature of Infl before SPELL-OUT, deriving (8.16) from
(8.15):
(8.16)

,[

SUBJk Infl

["P

fk

V

[VP

V

OBJ

I11

If nothing happens hrther to (8,16), it expresses the surface structure of an active
clause in Lango.
Now I propose (I) that the $-feature of Infl in an anti-impersonal passive clause
is strong in Lango, and (11) that the strong EPP-feature of Infl in an antiimpersonal passive clause differs fiom the strong EPP-feature of Infl in an active
clause in Lango, in that, while the latter is deleted immediately once it is checked,
the former is deleted only if it is checked twice. This is reminiscent of our proposal
that the strong EPP-feature of the inverse Infl bi- in Apachean is deleted only if it
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is checked twice (see Chapter 7: $2). Let us return to (8.16) and suppose that the
clause is an anti-impersonal passive one. Then, Infl's EPP-feature attracts OBJ to a
outer Spec of Infl for the purpose of the second execution of its checking. This
derives (8-17) from (8.16):
(8.17) ,[

OBJ, [p SUBJ, I n f l ~ p )p,[

tk v

[w V

ti

IIII

(Alp)

This expresses the surface structure of an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango.
In other words, LOS (Long Object Shift) in Lango is induced by the strong EPPfeature of the anti-impersonal passive Infl that requires two executions of checking
before SPELL-OUT.
This derivation of an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango converges, as required, if V overtly head-moves up onto Infl and enters into a Case-checking relation with OBJ,which is at an outer Spec of I d ; whereby, all the [-interprtable]
features involved in (8.17) are properly checked off Indeed, this conforms to the
fact that V overtly raises to Infl in Lango (cf. 5 1.2.2 above).
Thus far I claimed that Infl in an anti-impersonal passive clause is different
from Infl in an active clause in Lango. Unfortunately, there is no morphophonologically visible/audible sign available for Lango which shows that they are really distinct from each other. For the case of Apachean, there is a clear morphological
distinction between the inverse I d and the active Infl: The former morphophonologically appears as bi- and the latter as yi- (cf Chapter 7: $2). In Bor Dinka,
another Western Nilotic language which has an active/anti-impersonal voice alternation very similar to the one in Lango as mentioned in footnote 3, there is a
morphophonological distinction between the anti-impersonal passive Infl and the
active I d : According to the description given in Cjerlow-Johnson & Ayom
(1986), a verb's vowel and tone are altered in a systematic way in Bor Dinka if the
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clause is changed from active into anti-impersonal passive." Hence I presume that
the lack of the morphophonologically visiblelaudible distinction between the antiimpersonal passive Infl and the active Infl in Lango is accidental.

1.4. Grammatical Function Splitting by

LOS

In this subsection let us consider a problem that one might raise with respect to
our claim that OBJ in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango is in a Spec of

Infl. N&BW (1978) and Woolford (1991) report that OBJ permuted by LOS cannot bind any subject-oriented reflexive within its clause as shown in (8.1 8) below,
in spite of the fact that it acquires the ability to control pro in the complement
clause with the same-subject affix as observed in fj1 2.1
(8.18) Lango
a. Loca, o-kwao dako, pir-E
k ~ n ~ (Active)
man 3s~-askedwoman about-3s~self
'The man asked the woman about himselfl*herself.'

,,.,.

b.

,[ Dako, ,[ locai o-kwao t, pir-e
ken~~,,]]. (A1 P)
woman man 3 s ~ a s k e d about-3s~ self
'The man asked the woman about himselfl*herself.'

Hitherto I claimed that a [+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl is crucial for grammatical fbnction suar~cr.I also claimed that OBJ as well as SUBJ in
(8.18) has a [+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl. Then, it might be

expected that OBJ as well as SUBJ in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango
can bind a subject-oriented reflexive. The fact shown in (8.18) is therefore contrary
to this prediction
II

See Nebel (1947) for detail. For W e r -on
passives in Dmka, see T. Andersen (1 99 1).

on what we call anti-impersonal
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In Chapter 4 I illustrated that the element in an outer Spec of Infl cannot bind a
(purely) subject-oriented reflexive in Japanese as well, though the element in the
canonical Spec of I d (i.e., SUBJ in the clause) can properly bind it.''
(8.19) Jqanese
John-gab,,[ t, imooto 1-ga,,,[ tibun-zishin- no*^ heya 1-de koros-are-ta.
-NOM
sister -NOM
self-self-GEN room -at kill-PASS-PAST
~
'Lit. John's, sister, was N e d in self s , room.'
Through studying the possessor-raising construction in Japanese, I argued in
Chapter 4 that the outer SUBJ as well the inner one in (8.19) has a +-feature
checking relation with I d in addition to a nominative Case-feature checking with
Infl. But only the inner one has an EPP-feature checking relation with I d . The

conclusion I reached in Chapter 4 was that an EPP-feature checking relation with
Infl is necessary for the ability to bind a (purely) subject-oriented reflexive.
Here it is very important to note that the element at the outer Spec of Infl as
well as the one at its inner Spec in a Lango anti-impersonal passive clause has an
EPP-feature checking relation with Infl, though only the latter has a @-feature
checking relation with I d . Therefore, these facts in Lango and Japanese suggest
that an EPP-feature checking relation with I d is not sufficient for the ability to
bind a (purely) subject-oriented reflexive.
Here I propose to stipulate that the ability to bind a (purely) subject-oriented
reflexive stems fiom an EPP-feature checking relation with Infl plus the special
property of the canonical Spec of Infl.13 At this moment I have no idea about the

l2

on z i h z i s h in Japanese, see Katada (1991) among others. See
on zibun 'self in comparison withzibzidun 'self-self'

l3

A similar kind of proposal has sometimes been made in the literature (e.g.,Bady

For -on
Chapter 4: §4 for -on
1991).
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reason why the canonical Spec has such a special role in binding, and leave it to hture research to investigate this question.
Given the above stipulation, we can straightforwardly account for the Lango
and Japanese data in (8.18b) and (8.19). In each example the element in the innermost Spec of Infl has an EPP-feature checking relation with Infl; hence, it can bind
the subject-oriented reflexive, as expected. One might doubt why only the EPPfeature checking relation, but not the @-$sazups checking relation, is relevant in
this regard. In Chapter 9, we will see that the element at the canonical Spec of Infl
that has no $-feature checking relation with I d can bind a subject-oriented reflexive, but, crucially, that element has an EPP-feature checking relation with Infl.
Here it is parenthetically interesting to note that a DP at an outer Spec of Infl
can bind a non-subject-oriented reflexive in Japanese:
(8.20) Japanese
Mary-ga, [, t, imooto 1-ga, [,, kanojo-zishin-noko heya 1-de koros-are-ta.
-NOM
sister -NOM
her-self-GEN room -at kill-PASS-PAST
'Lit. Mary's, sister, was killed in herself sw room.'
Indeed, a non-subject-oriented reflexive kanojo-zzshin "her-self' can be bound by
OBJ in an active clause, whereas a (purely) subject-oriented reflexive zibun-zishin
cannot:
(8.2 1) Japanese
[IP Mary-ga, ,[ Sue-o, ,
[ kanojo-zishin-no,,/ zibun-Ashin-no?,,
-NOM
-ACC
h e r - s e l f - ~ ~ ~ Self-Self+~~
kagarni ni ] utsushi-ta I].
mirror at
reflect-PAST
'Lit. Mary, captured Sue, in herself s mirror.'
In $1.2.1, it was observed that the OBJ permuted by LOS in a Lango antiimpersonal passive clause can control pro in the complement clause with the same-
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subejct affix. Moreover, it was also observed that SUBJ in a Lango antiimpersonal passive clause, too, can control pro in the complement clause with the
same-subejct affix, These are shown by (8-9b), repeated below:
(8-9b)Lango (N&BW 1978: p. 13 1)
Loca, dako, o-kobbi t, [ ni prOr/kl*g €-bin0 d3k
man woman 3s~-told COMP
SS-go back
'The woman, told the man, that pro,,u,g will go back.'

1. (AIP)

In 3 1.3, I claimed that an element has the SUBJECT property that enables it to control if (i) it enters into a [+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl (=T), (ii)
it retains a &feature at LF (n.b , this does not necessarily mean that it has a

4-

feature checking relation with I d at LF), and (iii) it is the highest element among
the elements that have a [+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl at LF.
As repeatedly argued, both Ioca 'man' and dako 'woman' in (8.9b) satisfy the
conditions (i) and (ii). Here it is very important to note that either one of them is
not higher than the other in (8-9b). This is because they are in a Spec of the same
head (i.e., I d ) , and there is no structural hierarchy between Specs of the same
head.14To put it differently, both are the highest element in the relevant sense; accordingly, they satisfy the condition (iii). As a consequence, our theory correctly
can predict that both can control, as required.l s
Finally, a comment on the fact concerning subject-agreement in Lango antiimpersonal passive is in order. As observed in $1.2.1, it is not the promoted OBJ
but the non-demoted SUBJ that (morphologically) induces subject-agreement in an
anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango. This fact is naturally accounted for: I repeatedly argued thus far that it is not the promoted OBJ but the non-demoted
l4

''

See McGinnis (to appear) for good arguments in favor of this claun

We will see the effect of the condrtion (iii) in Chapter 9, where the dame subject
constructions are examined.
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SUBJ that has a $-feature checking relation with Infl in Lango anti-impersonal passive; thereby, SUBJ induces subject-agreement.

1.6. Summary for Lango Anti-Impersonal Passive
In this section I argued that LOS in Lango involved in an anti-impersonal passive clause is induced by T's strong EPP-feature that requires two executions of its
checking, and that this totally explains the facts concerning the grammatical hnction splitting involved in Lango anti-impersonal passive. In the next section I will
examine the syntactic nature of a somewhat different type of anti-impersonal passive, which is found in Imbabura Quechua.

2. Anti-Impersonal Passive in Imbabura Quechua
2.1. Basic Properties of Imbabura Quechua Passive
Another type of anti-impersonal passive is found in Imbabura Quechua. Morphologically, passive in Imbabura Quechua is made from the corresponding active
by the attachment of the past participle suffix to the main verb together with the
introduction of -ca 'be', which, in place of the main verb, represents tense and
subject agreement (Cole 1982: pp. 133- 134).16.'7 By passivization OBJ is moved
16

According to Jake (1985), the passive constmction, which is of great interest to our
conin this chapter (i.e., anti-impersonal passive), is not found in other Quechua dialects.
In Huallaga Quecw for example, SUBJ in passive must be marked as ablative (or, genitive or commitative in some cases), according to Weber (1989: p.245), though the morphological changes involved in &e/passive alternation are the same as in Imbabura Quechua
(see below). This is clearly a sign of SUBJ demotion. CE, also, Lefebvre & Muysken (1982)
for passive in Cuzco Quechua.
l7

Accordmg to Cole (1982), there is another way to derive passive fiom active: By
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overtly to the clause initial position, which is the surface subject position in Imbabura Quechua, an SOV language (cf Cole 1982 and Lefebvre & Muysken 1988),
and it accordingly becomes marked as nominative. Very remarkable as to passive
in Imbabura Quechua is the fact that SUBJ retains its nominative Case-marlung in
a passive clause, which indicates that SUBJ in a passive clause in Imbabura Quechua is not syntactically demoted, as Cole (1982) and Jake (1985) explicitly state.
In this regard the Imbabura Quechua passive counts as an inti-impersonal passive.
The following examples are illustrative for Imbabura Quechua (antiimpersonal) passive:
(8-23) Imbabura Quechua (Jake 1985: p. 54)
a. Active
[ Chai jari 1-0-ca [ hura aswa 1-ta
ufya-rca-0-mi.
~-3
that man -NOM-TOP hura beer -ACC d r i n k - ~ ~ s-VAL
'That man drank hura beer.'
b. AIP
[ hura aswa 1-0-ca ([chai jari 1-0) ufjla-shca-mi ca-rca-0.
~
hura beer -NOM-TOP that man -NOM d r i n k - ~ A s s - v ~PAST-^
'The hura beer was drunk (by that man).'
(8.24) Imbabura Q u e c h a (Jake 1985: p. 57)
a. Active
Alcu-cuna-0-ca fiuca-nchi-ta cani-rca-0-mi.
dog-PL-NOM-TOP 1-PL-ACC b i t e - ~ ~-VAL
~-3
'The dog bit us.'
b. AIP
Ruca-nchi-0-ca alcu-cuna-0 cani-scha-mi ca-rca-nchi
I-PL-NOM-TOP ~ O ~ - P L - N O Mbite-PASS-VALbe-PAST-IPL
'We were bitten by the dog.'
the attachment of inhitwe s d i x to the main verb together with the introduction of -tukz
'become'. See Cole op cit. for the diEerences between those two passives in Irnbabura Q u e
chua, the differences which seem irrelevant to our concern in this chapter (cf Siewierska
1984 for relevant ckcwion). We d
lconcentrate our attention on the h-passive
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In Quechua all grammatical cases are expressed by the attachment of Case-particle;
for example, -ta is attached to an accusative DP, -paj to a genitive DP, and so
forth (see Cole 1982 for detail). It is notable that, as shown in the above examples,
the nominative Case-particle is morphologically null (cf Cole 1982, Hermon 1984,
and Jake 1985).
Also notable is the fact that the subjects in all the above examples are topicalized, which is evident from the attachment of the topic-marker -ca to them. In
Quechua, like in Japanese or Korean, there is a (strong) tendency, under natural
contexts, to mark an argument (most often, the subject) in the matrix clause as a
topic. It is, however, possible to leave out a topic argument in the sentence (Cole
1982: 51.12): The examples in (8.25) are thus perfectly acceptable
(8.25) Imbabura Quechua
a. Jose-0 Maria-ta

juya-n-mi.
-NOM
-ACC love-3-VAL
(Cole 1982: p.98)
' Jose loves Maria.'

b.

aycha-ta miku-rka-0.
-NOM meat-ACC e a t - ~ ~ s ~ - 3
(Hermon 1984: p.21)
'Juan ate meat.'

Juan-0

When a DP is topicalized with the topic-marker -ca, the topicalized DP must retain
its original Case suffix, as shown in (8.26) (cf. Cole 1982 and Lefebvre & Muysken 1988):
(8.26) Imbabura Quechua (Jake 1985: p.24)
a. Maria*(-ta)-ca, Jose-0 t, juya-n-mi.
-ACC-TOP
-NOM
love-3-VAL
'Maria, Jose loves t,. '

18

See Cole (1982: Ch.1 §1.11.2),Jake (1985: Ch.2 $9, and Hermon (1985: Ch.2)
for the vahdator suf6xes and their functions.Roughly speakmg, they are used for emphasis.
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b.

Urcu*(-mande)-ca supai-cuna-0 t, shamu-nga-0-chari.
mountain-ABL-TOP devil-PL-NOM
come-m-3 -DUB
'Maybe the devil will come from the mountain.'

From this it is concluded that in a(n anti-impersonal) passive clause like (8.23b) or
(8.24b), the underlying (logical) object (i.e., OBJ) is marked as nominative In fact,
it is not impossible for OBJ in a(n anti-impersonal) passive clause to appear without the topic-marker:''
(8.27) Imbabura Quechua (Jake 1985: p.58)
Ruca-nchi-0 alcu-cuna-0 cani-scha-mi ca-rca-nchi.
1-PL-NOM
dog-PL-NOM bite-PASS-VAL
be-PAST1PL
'We were bitten by the dogs.'
This counts as strong evidence that OBJ in passive is indeed promoted to suar~cr
in Imbabura Quechua.
Furthermore, the fact that subject-agreement is induced only by OBJ in a(n
anti-impersonal) passive clause (as shown by (8.24) above, repeated below) confirms that OBJ is actually promoted in Imbabura Quechua:
(8.24) Imbabura Quechua (Jake 1985: p.57)
a. Active
Alcu-cuna-0-ca fiuca-nchi-ta cani-rca-@-mi.
dog-PL-NOM-TOP1-PL-ACC b i t e - ~ ~ s-VAL
~-3
'The dog bit us.'
b. IAP
fiuca-nchi-0-ca alcu-cuna-0 cani-scha-mi ca-rca-nchi
1-PL-NOM-TOP dog-PL-NOMbite-PASS-VALbe-PAST-IPL
'We were bitten by the dog.'

l9

Though, according to Cole (1982: §1.12), the t o p i ~ m a r h gof the promoted OBJ
in a(n anti-impersonal)passive clause seems nearly obligatory in natural contexts, because
the two sequential nomiative-marked DPs are liable to be interpreted as being conjoined.
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To conclude, SUBJ is not completely demoted despite the promotion of OBJ in an
Imbabura Quechua passive clause. This is the reason that we identifjr the passive
construction in Imbabura Quechua is an anti-impersonal passive in the sense described in $0 in this chapter.

2.2. Grammatical Function Splitting
Now let us consider what grammatical fbnctions OBJ and SUBJ, respectively,
have in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Imbabura Quechua.

2.2.1. Su bjecthood of tJw Promoted OBJ in Anti-Impersonal Passive
The most remarkable is the fact that the promoted OBJ induces subjectagreement in an Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive clause, as observed
above. This sharply contrasts with a Lango anti-impersonal passive clause, in
which the non-demoted SUBJ induces subject-agreement as observed in the previous section
Furthermore, according to Jake (1985), the promoted OBJ in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive gains the ability to be coreferential with the subject of
an adverbial clause with the same-subject affix attached to its predicate
(8.25) Imbabura Quecha (Jake 1985: p. 59)
[ Wawa-0, sharnu-shpa-ca 1, pai-lla-0,
alcu-0 cani-shca-mi
child-~OM C O ~ ~ - S S - T O P he-DEL-NOM
dog-NOM bite-PASS-VAL
ca-rca-0.

PAST-^
'[ When the child, came 1, he, was bitten by the dog.'
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Following, essentially, Hale (1992) and Watanabe (1995a), I am assuming that
proximation (same-subject value or coreference) and obviation (different subject
value or disjoint reference) in the so-called switch reference system are closely
linked to control

( 5 1.3 above in this chapter). Then, the above fact suggests that

the promoted OBJ in an anti-impersonal passive clause gains the ability to control.
Indeed, OBJ in an active clause does not have the ability to control; consequently,
(8.26) is not acceptable:
(8.26) *[ Wawa-0, shamu-shpa-ca 1, alcu-0 pai-lla-ta,
cani-rca-0-mi.
c h i l d - ~ oCO~~-SS-TOP
~
dog-NOM he-DEL-ACC
~~~~-PAsT-~-vAL
'same meaning as (8.25)'

In the previous section I claimed that the fact that the promoted OBJ in Lango
anti-impersonal passive gains the same ability implies that the OBJ enters into a
[+construable]-feature chechng relation with Infl. The same reasoning, thus, leads
to the conclusion that the promoted OBJ in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal
passive, too, has a [+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl.

2.2.2. Grammatical Functions of SUBJ in Anti-Impersonal Passive
First of all, the non-demoted SUBJ in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive never induces subject-agreement as noted in 92.2.1. Secondly but more interestingly, the non-demoted SUBJ in anti-impersonal passive cannot control, in
remarkable contrast with Lango anti-impersonal passive. Consider the following
examples:
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(8.27) Imbabura Quechua (Jake 1985: p.60)
a. [ PRO, milma-ta randi-shpa-mi 1, taita-0, ruwana-ta
wool-ACC buy-SS-VAL father-NOMponcho-ACC
awa-rca-0.
(Active)
weave-PAST-3
'Lit. After PRO, bought wool, father, wove a poncho.'
b.

* [ PRO,

milma-ta randi-shpa-mi 1, ruwana-0
taita-0,
wool-ACC buy-SS-VAL poncho-NOMfather-NOM
(Alp)
awa-shca
ca-rca-0.
weave-PASS PAST-^
'same meaning as (8-27a)'

Gwen our hypothesis concerning grammatical function

SUBJECT,

this means that

SUBJ in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive has no [+construable]-feature
checking relation with Infl, though it is evident from its nominative-marking that it
has a feature checking relation with Infl which is mediated by nominative Casefeature, a [-construable]-feature.
To sum up, it was observed (I) that the promoted OBJ in an anti-impersonal
passive clause in Imbabura Quechua gains the ability to induce subject-agreement
and the ability to control, and (11) that the non-demoted SUBJ in an antiimpersonal passive clause in Imbabura Quechua has neither of these abilities. From

(I) and (11) it was concluded that in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive,
the promoted OBJ has a [+construable]-feature checlung relation with Infl, but the
non-demoted SUBJ does not.

2.3. Explanation
Now I propose the following: (I) The nominative Case-feature of Infl in Imbabura Quechua can enter into multiple checking relations; (11) The nominative Case-
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feature of Infl in Imbabura Quechua is strong, (In) the EPP-feature and $-feature
of Infl in Imbabura Quechua are both weak;*' and (IV) The nominative Casefeature of Infl in an Imbabura Quechua (anti-impersonal) passive clause needs
double checking, just like the EPP-feature of the inverse I d in Apachean or the
EPP-feature of the Infl in an anti-impersonal passive clause in Lango. Besides, I
propose that (I), (11), and (111) (but not (IV), of course) hold irrespective of the
voice of the clause. With these assumptions in mind, let us now consider the derivation for anti-impersonal passive in Imbabura Quechua.
Suppose that (8.28) below is an anti-impersonal passive clause:

I assume that the passive-morpheme attached to V absorbs accusative Case-feature
of V (cf Baker, Johnson, Roberts 1988, and, especially, Watanabe 1993, forthcoming). Thanks to (11), SUBJ is attracted to T to execute the first checlung of the
nominative Case-feature of the anti-impersonal passive Infl. This derives (8.29)
from (8.28):

It should be noted that at this stage of the derivation, SUBJ checks the nominative
Case-feature of Infl, but it need not check the EPP-feature and +feature of I d .
This is because they are weak in Imbabura Quechua (due to (111)). Under the hypothesis that Checkrng is a kind of syntactic operation which is subject to the general economy condition, a weak feature is allowed not to be checked off before

20

Since the weakness of T's E P P - f ~ (i.e,
e D-feature) wtually means that the socalled Extended Projection Principle does not hold in this language, it may be possible to say
that T has no EPP-feature in Irnbabura Quechua. This is supported by the nonexistence of
expletives in Irnbabura Quechua (Cole 1982).
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SPELL-OUT if it is not required for convergence (see Chapter 2: 53.5 and, especially, Chapter 3 : 9 1 for detail).
Owing to (IV), the nominative-marked OBJ in (8.29) is attracted to an outer
Spec of Infl to execute the second checking of the strong nominative Case-feature
of the anti-impersonal passive Infl in Imbabura Quechua. This derives (8.30) from
(8.29):

This represents the surface structure of an anti-impersonal passive clause in Imbabura Quechua. This derivation results in convergence in the following fashion: Before SPELL-OUT, the strong nominative Case-feature of Infl is properly deleted
by the checking executed by SUBJ and the subsequent checking executed by OBJ;
V's nominal feature is absorbed by the passive morpheme; and either SUBJ or OBJ
at a Spec of Infl can check off I d ' s weak EPP-feature and $-feature at LF.
In the previous subsection I concluded from the observation concerning grammatical hnction splitting in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive, that the
promoted OBJ has a +-feature checking with Infl, but the non-demoted SUBJ does
not. Then, a question arises. Why is it that OBJ in (8.30) always checks off the
weak $-feature of Infl at LF despite the fact that SUBJ in (8.30), too, has the potential to check it off! SUBJ and OBJ in (8.30) seem to have the same potential to
check off the weak $-feature of Infl at LF because both are in a Spec of I d . There
is, however, a reason to presume that the $-feature of OBJ, but not that of SUBJ,
must check off Infl's weak $-feature (and, also, EPP-feature) in (8.30).
Elsewhere in this thesis I repeatedly emphasized that the economy condition
should be applied strictly derivationally (or strictly step-wise) (cf., also, Collins
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1995b, 1996 and Ura 1994b, 199%). Under the hypothesis that Checking is a syntactic operation subject to the general economy condition, more economical
Checkrng should be selected over less economical one. Returning to (8.301,I now
aim to show that the checking of I d ' s weak $-feature and EPP-feature by OBJ is
more economicaI than the one by SUBJ How can we measure the economy of
Checkzng at LF?
Watanabe (1995b), utilizing Chomsky's (1494a) set-theoretic notation of
terms, claims that all the (syntactic) operations at LF always result in redefinition
of a term that has already been created in overt syntax." With this notion of redefinition, we can measure the economy of LF Chechng as in the following manner:
At LF a more economical Checking results in redefinition of terms less than a less
economical one. If this is correct, then less economical Chechngs are blocked by a
more economical one with Watanabe's (1995b) Avoid Redefinition Condition:
(8.3 1) Avoid Redefinition Condition (Watanabe 1995b: p.275)

Avoid redefinition of terms as much as possible.
Now 1 propose that Checking at LF redefines already existing terms as in the
following fashion: Take, for example, (8.32)' where XP has a feature FI which is

to check a weak featuref, of a head H:

"

Watanabe's (1995b) on@ idea excludes the possiii of Ckckmg as a s)mtachc
operahon. However, if if checking operations involve movement of features as Chornsky
(1995 f
3
l l&es) proposes, C%eckntg (at LF)ahvays results in redefhtion of already existing tams, as c h e d here.
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According to Chomsky (1995b), only formal features are moved at LF. Hence, it is
not so unnatural to extend this by assuming that only formal features can enter into
a checking relation at LF.2ZIf so, then F1 cannot check f, unless f, enters into a
checking relation with F1 by moving to a position adjoined to XP. This situation
can be delineated as in (8.33):

-

I . . . .

This Chechng at LF causes the redefinition of the terms

{XP,HP) in (8.33).

With this in mind, let us return to (8-30), which represents the pre-SPELL-

OUT stage of the derivation of Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive. It can
be delineated as follows:

Let us assume, for the sake of brevity of discussion, that the nominative Casefeature of OBJ and that of SUBJ enter into a checking relation with Infl before

SPELL-OUT. Then, only the [-interpretable] formal feature that reams unchecked

"

In fact,Noam Chomsky suggested an even stronger assumption in his 1995 fall
even before LF as
class lectures, proposing that a checking rehon should hold within
well as at LF.The reader is referred to his ongoing work, according to wh~chthe fundarnentals of XP-movement in overt syntax can be mahined.
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in (8.34) is the (weak) $-feature of I d (if we ignore the (weak) EPP-feature of T).
How is this feature checked off, Under the mechanism of LF Checkrng sketched
above, there are two possibilities: The &feature of Infl in (8.34) enters into a
checking relation with the subject DP (i.e., SUB0 at the innermost Spec of Infl by
moving to a position adjoined to the subject DP, or it enters into a checking relation with the object DP (i.e.,OBJ) at an outer Spec of Infl by moving to a position
adjoined to the object DP. Both Chechngs are illustrated in (8.35):

In (8.35) f, stands for the (weak) $-feature of I d and FI stands for the $-feature
of DP.
In (8*35a), which represents the checking of I d ' s $-feature by SUBJ at LF,
the term a in addition to the terms DP(subj) and IP is redefined by this operation.23
However, only the terms DP(subj> and IP are redefined in (8-35b), which represents
the checking of I d ' s +-feature by OBJ at LF. Hence, (8.35a) involves redefinition

The term a a the stage of the derivation before the redebhion should be (1,
CDP(=bj), CL {I, PI I) 1.
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of terms more than that (8-35b). Consequently, the former is blocked by the latter
given the condition in (8.3 1).
Returning to (8.30), repeated below, we therefore get a good reason to conclude that OBJ, but not SUBJ, checks off Infl's weak $-feature (and its (weak)
EPP-feature, too) in an Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive clause.
(8.30) ,[ OBJ(NOM)~
,[ SUBJ(NOM)~
Inflk~ss)[vp tk v-pass ,[

V ti

1111

(A1P)

This, in turn, explains the fact that OBJ always induces subject-agreement in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive.

2.4. Parametric Variations
Thus far I argued that the strong nominative Case-feature of the Infl in an antiimpersonal passive clause that need to be checked twice for its deletion is the
cause of anti-impersonal passive in Imbabura Quechua. As observed, this derives
the following situation:
(8.36) lmbabura Quechua Anti-Impersonal Passive
,[ OBJ, ,[ SUBJ, Infl(p~ss)LVp tk v-pass ,[ V ti

]]]I

Furthermore, I demonstrated that the weak $-feature and EPP-feature of the antiimpersonal passive Infl in Imbabura Quechua are always checked off by OBJ at an
outer Spec of Infl at LF; as a result, OBJ always induces subject-agreement in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive.
It is noteworthy that the non-demoted SUBJ as well as the promoted OBJ in
Lango anti-impersonal passive can control, as observed in the previous section. In
the section it was observed that only the promoted OBJ, but not the non-demoted
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SUBJ, can control in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive. How can this
parametric variation be accounted for?
In the previous section I proposed to stipulate that an element has the SUBJECT
property that enables it to control if (i) it enters into a [+construable]-feature
checking relation with Infl (=T), (ii) it retains a $-feature at LF (n.b., this does not
necessarily mean that it has a +-feature checking relation with Infl at LF), and (iii)
it is the highest element among the elements that have a [+construable]-feature
checking relation with Infl at LF. And I demonstrated that this stipulation explains
the fact in Lango. Now I am showing that it consistently explains the fact in Imbabura Quechua, too.
Recall that the non-demoted SUBJ at the canonical Spec of Infl in Imbabura
Quechua anti-impersonal passive has no [+construable]-feature checking relation
with Infl, though it has a nominative Case-feature checking relation with Infl. Instead, the promoted OBJ in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive has a

+-

feature checking relation and an EPP-feature checking relation with Infl. It follows
fiom the above stipulation that the promoted OBJ, but not the non-demoted SUBJ
can control in Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive.
In Chapter 7 I illustrated that the strong EPP-feature of the inverse Infl that
need to be checked twice for its deletion is the cause of inverse in Apachean, and
showed that this derives the following situation:
(8.37) Apachean Inverse
[IP

OBJ,

[IP

SUBJk Infl('~

["p

tk

V [VP

V

fl

IIII

Recall that it was observed in Chapter 7: $2.4 that SUBJ in the innermost Spec of
Infl always induces subject-agreement in Apachean inverse. This sharply contrasts
with Imbabura Quechua anti-impersonal passive. As I argued in the previous
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section, the reason that OBJ always induces subject-agreement in Imbabura Quechua comes from the fact that the $-feature of Infl in Irnbabura Quechua is weak.
Now suppose that the $-feature of Infl in Apachean is strong. Then, the theory requires that SUBJ at the innermost Spec of Infl always should check it off in overt
syntax before OBJ moves to an outer Spec of Infl. This is because a strong feature
must be checked off immediately after its introduction in the derivation under our
hypothesis of strong features (cf Chapter 2: 53.1). To conclude, the parametric
variation concerning the strength of the $-feature of Infl differentiates Imbabura
Quechua anti-impersonal passive and Apachean inverse in terms of subjectagreement.

2.5. Summary for Imbabura Quechu Anti-Impersonal
Passive
In this section I illustrated how the anti-impersonal passive in Imbabura Quechua is derived I argued that there are four parameters crucially responsible for its
derivation: (I) The nominative Case-feature of Infl in Imbabura Quechua can enter
into multiple checking relations, (11) the nominative Case-feature of I d in Imbabura Quechua is strong, (III) the EPP-feature and $-feature of Infl in Imbabura Quechua are both weak, and (IV) the nominative Case-feature of I d in an Imbabura
Quechua (anti-impersonal) passive clause needs double checking.

3. Summary
In this chapter I demonstrated how the theory of multiple feature-checking can
account for the derivation of the anti-impersonal passive constructions in Lango
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and Imbabura Quechua. It was also demonstrated that, with the aid of our hypothesis concerning grammatical function, the grammatical function splitting phenomena involved in those constructions can be fully accounted for. Furthermore, I made
the following two proposals regarding the ability to control and the ability to bind
a (purely) subject-oriented reflexive: (I) An element has the ability to control (a
missing subject in a subordinate/coordinate/adverbial clause (sometimes with the
same-subject marker)) if (i) the element enters into a [+construable]-featurechecking relation with Infl (=T), (ii) it retains a $-feature at LF (n.b , this does not
necessarily mean that it has a $-feature checking relation with Infl at LF), and (iii)
it is the highest element among the elements that have a [+construable]-feature
checking relation with Infl at LF; and (11) An element has the ability to bind a
(purely) subject-oriented reflexive if (i) the element has an EPP-feature checking
relation with Infl, and (ii) it occupies the canonical Spec of Infl. Moreover, I
claimed, extending Watanabe's (1995b) idea of redefinition of terms, that the general economy condition requires that, in a situation where two elements, both of
which have a featuref, occur at Specs of a head H, a weak feature of a head H
should be checked off by the corresponding feature of the element that occupies an
outer Spec of H.
As I reported in Ura (1995c), anti-impersonal passive constructions can be
found in Malay (Indonesia) (Chung 1976, 1983), Javanese (Davies 1993, 1995),
Chamorro (Cooreman 1984), Western Muskogean like Chickasaw and Choctaw
(Munro & Gordon 1982), etc., and Ura (1995~)argued that these anti-impersonal
passive constructions, despite their differences, can be consistently accounted for
with the theory of multiple feature-checking with a small set of parameter-settings.
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Appendix: A Note on Impersonal Passives
This chapter studied a passive(-like) construction, what I call anti-impersonal
passive, in which only OBJ promotion, but not SUBJ demotion, is involved. As
Cornrie (1977) points out, it is easy to find that in a lot of languages, a passive
construction in which only SUBJ demotion, but not OBJ promotion, is involved.
Traditionally, this passive construction is called

IMPERSONAL PASSIVE

(Perlmutter

1983, Perlmutter & Postal 1984, and Postal 1986). This appendix is devoted to
make a brief mention on this construction under the theory of multiple featurechecking advocated in this thesis.
Roughly spealung, two types of impersonal passives in the world's languages.
As for one type of impersonal passives, overt movement of OBJ to the surface
subject position is not involved, but the non-promoted OBJ shows some subject
properties. In contrast, OBJ gains no properties of subject in the other type of impersonal passives. There have been many studies on the former type of impersonal
passives (Perlmutter 1978, Perlmutter & Postal 1984, Levin 1985, Burzio 1986,
Hestvik 1986, Postal 1986, harli 1992, Watanabe forthcoming, to list a few). On
the other hand, only a few theoretical investigations have been made on the latter
type of impersonal passives (Sobin 1985, Postal 1986, Baker, Johnson, & Roberts
1989, Goodall 1993, among others), though the existence of such an impersonal
passive construction has long been documented in the literature (e.g., Langacker
1976 for Uto-Aztecan, Awbery 1976 for Welsh, Ostler 1979 for Sanskrit, Klaiman
1981 for Bangali, Knecht 1986 for Turkish, Marantz 1988 for Nepali, O'Connor
1992 for Nothern Pomo, inter aha; Cf Keenan 1976, 1985, Comrie 1977, Nerborne 1982, Siewierska 1984, and Postal 1986 for lists of languages with this type
of impersonal passives).
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Although I will not go into any detail of these constructions in this thesis, it is
expected that the theory of multiple feature-checking advocated in this thesis offers
a natural account of the impersonal passive construction in which OBJ gains no
subject properties with SUBJ syntactically demoted, as well as a consistent account of the impersonal passive construction in which OBJ gains some of the subject properties.24

See Ura (1995~)for a treatment of varieties of unpersonnal passive under the theory
of multiple feature-checking.
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Chanter !I

0. Introduction
In this chapter I will investigate the syntactic properties of the so-called "Dative1Quirky Subject Construction", which has recently attracted much attention,
because it poses some very interesting problems to the theory of Case and agreement. In addition, still more interesting to our concern is the fact that some grammatical hnction splitting phenomena are detected in this construction.
It has been often claimed in the literature that Dative Subject Construction

(DSC) typically occurs in a clause whose predicate expresses an emotion, attitude,
or situation of one's mind. Predicates that occur in t h s construction, thus, almost
correspond to what are called "Experiencer (Psych) Verbs". Following most of the
analyses of this construction proposed in the PP-approach (Belletti & Rizzi 1988,
among others), I will demonstrate that the peculiarity of the "experiencer" predicates in terms of argument structure is responsible for the promotion of the EXPE-

RlENCER argument to the Spec of T in overt syntax, but the analysis presented
here differs from those in that it provides a untform account of the cross-linguistic
variation of this construction with small sets of parametric differences.
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Furthermore, it also naturally accounts for the grammatical fbnction splitting involved in DSC under the theory of multiple feature-checking.
In section 1 we will take a closer look at DSC in Japanese and Korean and give

an explanation of it under the theory of multiple feature-checking. We will see that
the analysis of DSC provided for Japanese and Korean encounters some problems
if we take DSCs in other languages into consideration. In section 2 and the subsequent sections, through studying varieties of DSC, we will consider how the crosslinguistic variety of DSC is accounted for under the theory of multiple
feature-checking.

1. Tapanese (andKorean)
1.1. Basic Properties
1.1.1. Case Arrays
It has been established in the literature in Japanese that DSC in Japanese may
occur when the predicate in the clause is a kind of so-called psych-predicate, or
some kind of stative suffix such as the potential suffur -(r)er is attached to it (cf,
Kuroda 1965, Inoue 1976, Tonoike 1978, Sugioka 1985 among many others):
(9.1) Japanese (Sugioka 1985: p. 156)
a. Taroo-ni hebi-ga kowa-i.
(adjective)
Tar00-DATSake-NOM
fearfU1-p~~~
'Taroo is fearful of snake.'
b.

Taroo-ni eigo-ga
dekir-u.
(verb)
understand-PRES
Taroo-DATEnglish-NOM
'Taroo understands English.'
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(9.2) Japanese (Sugioka 1985: p. 156)
Taroo-ni eigo-ga
hanas-er-u.
(potential)
Taroo-DATEnglish-NOMs p e a k - m ~ - ~ ~ ~ s
'Taroo can speak English. '
It is interesting to note that the THEME argument in the DSC in Japanese (and
Korean) is always marked as nominative; thus, the following examples in whlch the
THEME object is marked as accusative with the dative subject are bad:
(9-3) Japanese
a. *Taroo-ni hebi-o
kowa-i.
Taroo-DATsake-ACCfearful-PRES
'Taroo is fearful of snake.'

(cf (9.la))

b. * T a r o 0 4 eigo-o
dekir-u.
(cf, (9- 1b))
Taroo-DATEnglish-ACCunderstand-PRES
'Taroo understands English. '
(9-4) Korean (E.-J. Lee 1992: p.240)
a. Chelswu-eykey ton-i/*-ul
philyoha-ta.
Chelswu-DAT money-~od-ACC
need-DEC
'Chelswu needs money. '
b.

Chelswu-eykey umak-il* -ul
coh-ta.
Che~swu-DAT music-NO&-ACCfond-DEC
'Chelswu is fond of music.'

Recently, the syntactic behavior of "nominative object" in Japanese has attracted much attention in the literature under the PP-approach because it raises
very interesting problems in terms of Case theory (e.g., Saito 1982, Takezawa
1987, Tada 1992, 1993, Kubo 1993, Morikawa 1993, Koizumi 1994c, Uchibori
1994, Harley 1995, Zushi 1995, among many others). Under the Agr-based Case
theory, Tada (1992, 1993) claims that the nominative object has its nominative
Case-feature checked off at the Spec of AgrO in the clause, and Koizurni (1994~)
and Zushi (1995) independently provide several pieces of supporting evidence in
favor of Tada's claim. Later in this section I will argue that this analysis of DSC in
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Japanese (and Korean) by means of AgrO can be reanalyzed under the Agr-less
Case theory without any loss if we adopt the theory of multiple feature-checking.
In passing, all of the predicates that allow the nominative object do not allow
the dative subject, as Kuno (1973), Shibatani & Cotton (1976), Sugioka (1985)'
and Morikawa (1993) point out:
(9.5) Japanese (Morikawa 1993: p. 133)
a. Joe-gat*-ni unagi-ga suki-da.
-NOM/-DAT
eels-NOMfond-COP
'Joe is fond of eels.'
b.

Watashi-gal*-ni susi-ga
tabe-ta-i.
I-NOMI-DAT
Sushi-NOM
eat-DES-PRES
'I want to eat sushi.'

This means that DSC is lexically idiosyncratic in nature.
As we noted before, the potential suffix -(ar)er in Japanese makes it possible
for a predicate to allow its SUBJ and OBJ to be marked as dative and as nominative, respectively:
(9.6) Japanese
a. Taroo-ni eigo-ga
hanas-er-u.
T ~ T O O - N O ~English-NOM
DAT
Speak-POT-PRES
'Taroo can speak English.'
b.

*Taroo-ni eigo-ga
hanas-u.
Taroo-DATEnglish-NOM
speak-PRES
'same meaning as (9-6a)'

Even when the potential suffix is attached to the predicate of the clause with a dative subject, there must be a nominative object in the clause in Japanese (Kuroda
1965 and Kuno 1973). Owing to this requirement, the following examples are
excluded:
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(9.7) Japanese
a * T a r o 0 4 eigo-o
hanas-er-u. .
(cf. (9.6a))
Taroo-DATEnglish-ACCspeak-POT-PRES
'Taroo can speak English.'
b. *Taroo-ni hasir-er-u.
Tar00-DATrUn-POT-PRES
'Tarro can run. '
(cf

Taroo-ga hasir-er-u.
T ~ ~ o o - N Orun-POT-PRES
M
'Taroo can run. '
)

This leads Shibatani (1978) to stipulate that there must be a nominative element in
a clause in Japanese. This stipulation can be easily recast under the featurechecking theory by saying that the nominative feature of T must be checked in
Japanese (and Korean). If this is correct, then it further leads us to the conclusion
that the nominative object in DSC checks its nominative Case-feature against T. In

5 1.2, indeed, I will pursue this line of analysis.

1.1.2. Su bjecthood of Dative Subject

In this section I will examine how much the "dative subject" in DSC in Japanese and Korean is really subject-like. It has been established that it must count as
a SUBJECT in syntactic respects (Shibatani 1977, 1978, Kageyama 1978, Perlmutter
1984, among many others for Japanese, and Gerdts & Youn 1988, Kim 1990, and
O'Grady 1991 for Korean). First, it can bind a subject-oriented anaphor:
(9.8) Japanese
a. John-ni, zibun-gaJzibun-zishin-gaksimpai-da.
-DAT self-~odself-self-NOM worry-cop
'John, womes about himself,.'
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b.

John-ni, Mary-ga, [ zibunm/zibun-zishin-no, sensei 1-ni
-DAT
-NOM
selflself-self-GEN
teacher -to
hikiawase-r(ar)er-u.
introduce-POT-PRESS
'Lit. John, can introduce Mary: to self s,, teacher.'

The subject-oriented anaphora zibun and zibun-zishin cannot be coreferential with
any non-subject even if it is c-commanded, as the ill-formedness of (9.9) shows:
(9.9) Japanese
sensei 1-ni
John-ga, Mary-o, [ zibun,/zibun-tishin-no,,
-NOM
-ACC
selflself-self-GEN
teacher -to
hikiawase-r(ar)er-u.
introduce-POT-PRESS
'Lit. John, can introduce Mary, to self s, teacher.'
As the well-formedness of (9. lo), where the non-subject oriented reflexive kanojozishin is properly bound by Mary, shows, Mary in (9.9) indeed c-commands, but
not binds, zibunlzibun-zishin:
(9-10) Japanese

John-ga Mary-o, [ kanojo-zishin-no, sensei 1-ni hikiawase-r(ar)er-u.
-NOM
-ACC herself-GENteacher -to introduce-POT-PRESS
'Lit. John can introduce Mary, to herself sl teacher.'
The conclusion is that the dative subject can bind a subject-oriented anaphor in
Japanese. This also holds true in Korean, as shown in (9.1 1):
(9.1 1) Korean (O'Grady 1991: p. 102)
John-eykey, Harry-ka, [ casin-uy,,, sengkong 1-ul 1-wihayse
-DAT
-NOM S ~ ~ ~ - G E NSUCCeSS -ACC -FOR
philyoha-ta.
need-DEC
'Lit. Johnj needs Harry, for self s,, success.'
Secondly, the dative subject in DSC can control.
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(9.12) Japanese
a. [ PRO, sutoraiki-o yat-tei-nagara 1, roodoosya-ni(-wa), sono
strike-ACC do-PROG-while workers-DAT(-TOP)
its
mokuteki-ga wakara-nakat-ta.
purpose-NOM understand-NEG-PAST
'Lit. Although PRO, being on strike, the workers, did not
(Perlmutter 1984: p.321)
understand its purpose.'
b.

[ PRO, ongaku-o kiki-nagara 1, John-ni, hon-ga yom-er-u.
-DAT book-NOM
~~~~-POT-PRES
music-ACClisten to-while
'While PRO, listening to music, John, can read books.'

(9-13) Korean (O'Grady 1991: p. 103)
[ PRO, haksayng-i-myense 1, John-eykey, [ manhun ton 1-i
student-be-though
-DAT
much money -NOM
philyoha-ta.
need-DEC
'Although PRO, being a student, John, needs much money.'
As the ill-fonnedness of (9.14) shows, PRO in the Japanese -nagara construction
and in the Korean -myense construction cannot be controlled by any non-subject
(see Perlmutter 1984 for Japanese and O'Grady 1991 for Korean):
(9-14) Japanese
[ PRO,, ongaku-o kiki-nagara 1, John-ga, Mary-o, darnasi-ta.
music-ACClisten to-while
-NOM
-ACC cheat-PAST
'While PRO,, listening to music, John, cheated Mary,.'
(9.15) Korean (O'Grady 1991: p. 103)
[ PRO, haksayng-i-myense 1, John-i, Harry-lul, salhayhay-ss-ta.
-NOM
-ACC kill-PAST-DEC
student-be-though
'Although PRO,, being a student, John, killed Harry,.'
As was oRen claimed elsewhere in this thesis, our assumption is that an element's
ability to control indicates that the element has a [+construable]-feature checking
relation with T; accordingly, the fact shown by (9-12) and (9.13) leads to the conclusion that the dative subject in the Japanese and Korean DSC enters into a
[+construable]-feature checking relation with T.
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Indeed, there is strong evidence which shows that it enters into a $-feature
checking relation with T. Following Harada (1976) and Shibatani (1977), I assume
that the so-called (subject-)honorification in Japanese (and Korean)' is induced
solely by the element with the SUBJECT h n c t i ~ n . ~
(9.16) Japanese
a. Yamada-sensei-ga seito-o o-tasuke-ni nar-ta.
Prof Yamada-NOMstudent-ACCHON-help-tobecome-PAST
'Prof. Yarnada helped a student.'
b. *Seito-ga
Yarnada-sensei-o o-tasuke-ni nar-ta.
student-NOMProf Yamada-ACCHON-help-tobecome-PAST
'A student helped Prof. Yamada. '
(9.17) Korean (O'Grady 1991: pp.156-157)
a. Kyoswu-nim-i haksayng-tul-ul ttayli-si-ess-ta.
~~O~~SSO~-HT-N
student-PL-ACC
OM
beat Up-HON-PAST-DEC
'The professor beat up the students.'
b. *Haksayng-tul-i kyoswu-nim-ul ttayli-si-ess-ta.
student-PL-NOM~ ~ O ~ ~ S S O ~ - H T -beat
A C CUp-HON-PAST-DEC
'The students beat up the professor.'
The well-formedness of the following examples, therefore, shows that the dative
subject indeed behaves like a real subject in inducing subject-honorification:
(9.18) a. Japanese (Perlmutter 1984: p.323)
Yamada-sensei-ni [ sono mondai 1-ga o-wakari-ni
Prof. Yamada-DAT that problem -NOM HON-understand-to
nar-u.
become-PRES
'Prof. Yamada understands that problem. '

1

For a detailed discussion on subject-honor%don in Korean, see Sohn (1994:
$2.1.3.6.4)and references cited therein.
2

For an approach to the technical irnplem&on
subject-honorification, see Toribio (1990).

for the syntachc property of
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b. Korean (O'Grady 1991: p. 102)
Sensayng-nim-ekey
ton-i
philyoha-si-ta.
~ ~ o ~ ~ S S O ~ - H T - D Amoney-NOM
T
need-HON-DEC
'The professor needs money.'

If subject-honorification is induced by Spec-head agreement mediated by $-feature
(cf Toribio 1990), then the fact shown in (9.18) leads to the conclusion that the
dative subject in Japanese and Korean DSC enters into a $-feature chekcing relation with T, as we expected.
To sum up this subsection, we observed that the dative subject in the Japanese
and Korean DSC has some crucial properties of SUBJECT: That is, it has the ability
to bind a subject-oriented reflexive, the ability to control, and the ability to induce
subject-honorification. Under the theory of grammatical hnction advocated in this
thesis, this means that the dative subject in Japanese and Korean enters into a
[+construable]-feature checking relation with T.

1.1.3. Non-Subject Properties of Nominative Object
Now let us see how much the nominative object in Japanese and Korean DSC
is object-like. First, it cannot bind a subject-oriented anaphor:
(9.19) Japanese
*Zinzibu-ni
Mary-gal [ zibun/zibun-zishin-no, jooshi 1-ni
personnel section-DAT -NOM
selflself-self-GEN boss -to
ima-sugu hikiawaser-(ar)er-u.
right now introduce-POT-PRESS
'Lit. The personnel section can introduce Maryl to self s, boss right
now.'
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(9-20)Korean (O'Grady 1991: p. 102)
John-eykey, Harry-ka, [ casin-uy,, sengkong 1-ul 1-wihayse
-DAT
-NOM self-GEN SUCCeSS -ACC -FOR
philyoha-ta.
need-DEC
'Lit. John, needs Harry, for self s, success.'
From the fact that the nominative object can bind a non-subject-oriented reflexive
at the position where the subject-oriented anaphor occurs in (9.19), it is evident
that it c-commands that position:
(9-21) Japanese
Mary-gal [ kanojo-zishin-no, jooshi 1-ni
Zinzibu-ni
personnel S ~ C ~ ~ O ~ - D A -NOM
T
her-self-GEN boss -to
ima-sugu hikiawaser-(ar)er-u
right now introduce-POT-PRESS
'Lit. The personnel section can introduce Mary, to herself s, boss right
now.'
Secondly, the nominative object cannot control PRO in the Japanese -nagara
construction and in the Korean -myense construction:
(9.22) a. Japanese
[ PRO,,

sake-o nomi-nagara 1, John-ni, Mary-ga, damas-er-u.
sake-ACC drmk-while
-DAT
-NOM cheat-POT-PRES
' m l e PRO, drinking sake, John, can cheat Maryl.'

b. Korean (Gerdts & Youn 1988: p. 157)
[ PRO, Mikuksimin-i-myense 1, apeci-eykey, thongyekkwan-i,
US citizen-be-though father-DAT interprete: -NOM
philyoha-si-ta.
~~~~-HON-DEC

'Although PRO,,

being a US citizen, father, needs an interpreter*.'

Thirdly, the nominative object cannot induce subject-honorification, which is
an overt manifestation of subject-agreement in Japanese and Korean under our assumption. This fact is shown by (9.23) below. Compare (9.23) with (9.16a) and
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(9#17a), repeated below, in which the nominative subject properly induces
subject-honorification:
(9.23) a. Japanese
* Gakusei-ni Yamada-sensei-ga o-kiniiri-da.
Students-DATProf Yamada-NOMHON-fond-~op
'Students are fond of Pro. Yamada.'
b. Korean (O'Grady 1991: p.102)
*Kuhaksayng-eykey kyoswunim-i philyoha-si-ta.
professor-NOM need-hon-DEC
the studetnt-DAT
'The student needs the teacher.'
(9.1 6) Japanese
a. Yamada-sensei-ga seito-o o-tasuke-ni nar-ta.
Prof Yamada-NOMstudent-ACCHON-help-tobecome-PAST
'Prof Yamada helped a student.'
(9.1 7) Korean (O'Grady 1991: pp. 156- 157)
haksayng-tul-ul ttayli-si-ess-ta.
a. Kyoswu-nim-i
~~O~~SSO~-HT-N
student-PL-ACC
OM
beat Up-HON-PAST-DEC
'The professor beat up the students.'
It is noteworthy that this fact indicates, under our ~ s u m p t i o n that
,
T's nominative
Case-feature and $-feature can be checked independently in Japanese and Korean
To conclude, it follows fiom the theory of grammatical fbnction elaborated in
this thesis that all those facts show that the nominative object in the Japanese and
Korean DSC has no [+construable]-feature checking relation with T
Nevertheless, there is a fact which suggests that the nominative object in Japanese DSC behaves like an ordinary subject: Tada (1993) and Uchibori (1994) report that possessor-raising fiom the nominative object (in DSC) is possible in
Japanese, despite the fact that possessor-raising from OBJ is precluded in Japanese
in general, as we observed in Chapter 4 (cf. $1.2 in Chapter 4).
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(9.24) Jqanese < S U ~ ~ ( N O M ) -pattern>
~ ~ ~ ( N (Tada
O M ) 1993: p. 132)
a. Boku-ga [ John-no atama 1-ga tatak-er-na-i.
-GEN head -NOM hit-POT-NEG-PRES
I-NOM
'I cannot hit John's head.'
b.

Boku-ga John-ga, [ t, atamal-ga tatak-er-na-i.
-NOM
head -NOM hit-POT-NEGPRES
I-NOM
'same meaning as (9.24a)'

(9.25) Japanese <SU~J(DAT)-O~~(NOM)
pattern> (Uchibori 1994: p. 11)
a. Boku-ni [ John-no atarna 1-ga tatak-er-na-i.
-GEN head -NOM hit-POT-NEG-PRES
I-DAT
'I cannot hit John's head.'
b.

Boku-ni John-ga, [ t, atama 1-ga tatak-er-na-i.
-NOM
head -NOM hit-POT-NEG-PRES
I-DAT
'same meaning as (9.25a)'

This fact prima facie seems to be inconsistent with the conclusion that the norninative object (in DSC) has no [+construable]-feature checking relation with T; on the
contrary, I will show that this fact is, indeed, predicted by the analysis of DSC in
Japanese that will be presented in the sections that follow.

1.2. Proposal
Now I propose the following assumptions: (I) the EPP-feature of T in Japanese
and Korean is strong,3 (11) The EXPERIENCER argument (hereafter, Em) of the
psych-verbs that can occur in DSC is generated at the Spec of a kind of light verb,
which takes a VP with THEME in its complement position:

3

This is also proposed/ammed for Japanese by Ueda (1990)' Nemoto (1993)' Watanabe (1993), and Koizumi (1995). Cf Chapter 6 .
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(9-26)

5
A

The light verb in this structure has a stative meaning.

EXP

V

THEME

V

(111) The light verb in the two-layered VP shell of the psych-verbs that can occur in
the Japanese and Korean DSC may assign a dative Case to EXP as an inherent
Case, and they are allowed not to have accusative Case-feature as a lexical idiosyncrasy, (IV) In Japanese and Korean, agreement may be independent of nominative
Case like in Bantu, (V) T's $-feature is strong, but its nominative-feature is weak
in Japanese and Korean; and (VI) T's nominative feature may enter into multiple
feature-checking relations.
The assumption (11) is essentially an extension of Belletti & Rizzi's (1988) idea
about the argument structure of psych-verbs. Assuming that it is well-established
that EXPERIENCER is higher than THEME in the Thematic Hierarchy (cf
Carrier-Duncan 1985, Grimshaw 1990, and Speas 1990), I argued in Chapter 2.
$3.2 that EXP is generated at a position higher than the THEME argument. As for
(111), it was intuitively noted by Shibatani & Cotton (1976): They held that the dative subject is subcategorized by the predicate Following their intuition, Saito
(1982), Takezawa (1 987), and Morikawa (1993) maintain that the subcategorized
dative subject is generated not as a NP (or DP), but as a PP. This is almost equivalent to the claim that the dative subject is assigned an inherent Case, because both
treat the dative subject as the element that needs no structural Case assignment/checking Nonetheless, I will insist that the dative subject is a DP (or, more
precisely, it has a D-feature). As we w
i
l
l see later, this assumption plays a crucial
role in our explanation of the DSC in Japanese and Korean. We have already observed that (IV) is evident from the fact that the dative subject, but not the
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nominative object, induces subject-honorification, a kind of subject-agreement in
Japanese and Korean. The assumption (VI) is the same parametric value as what I
proposed in Chapter 4 concerning Japanese and Korean possessor-raising, as the
matter of course.

Now let us take a look at the derivation of the DSC in Japanese and Korean,
keeping the above assumptions in mind. First, consider the derivation of a DSC
with a psych-verb as its predicate. The initial structure looks like:
(9.27) ,[

EXP(DAT)
CVp THEME V ] v ]

Note that EXP is assigned dative as its inherent Case (due to the proposal (111)).
Then, T is introduced by Merge, deriving (9.28) fiom (9.27):

Due to the assumption (I), something with D-feature is attracted to the (innermost)
Spec of T to check T's strong EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature). EXP (i.e.,the dative
subject) is the closest to T; consequently, it is attracted to the Spec of T before
SPELL-OUT, deriving (9.29) fiom (9.28):

Note that EXP has a D-feature and, hence, can be attracted by the EPP-feature of
T, though its Case-feature can never be available for Case-checking because of its
inherent nature. At the stage of the derivation illustrated in (9-29), EXP checks off
T's strong EPP-feature and strong $-feature.
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If THEME has a nominative Case, as illustrated in (9.30), it corresponds to the
surface structure of the DSC in Japanese and Korean.
(9.30) ,[

EXRDAT)~
Lyp tk

[VP THEME(NoM)
V

] v ] T ]
(DSC before SPELL-OUT)

(9.30) results in a convergent derivation if THEME, which has a nominative Casefeature, properly checks off T's weak nominative Case-feat~re.~
This can be
achieved if the nominative Case-feature of THEME (i.e., the nominative object)
moves onto T at LF to enter into a checking relation with T. Note that there is no
need to worry about the accusative Case-feature of the psych-verb, because it is
allowed not to have accusative Case-feature (due to the assumption (111)).
This is our analysis of the derivation of the Japanese and Korean DSC whose
predicate is a psych-verb In the next section it will be demonstrated how this
analysis enables us to account for the facts concerning the DSC in Japanese and
Korean observed in 5 1.1.

1.4. Eplanation
1.4.1. Grammatical Functions

In $1.1 we observed that the dative subject (i.e., EXP) can control, can bind a
subject-oriented anaphor, and can induce subject-honoriiication,while the nominative object (i.e.,THEME) can do none of them. Elsewhere in this thesis I repeatedly

argued for the

hypothesis that these abilities are yielded by

a

4

I ignore V-movement in overt syntax. See Koirumi (1995) for V-movement in
Japanese and Park (199 1) for Korean one.
5

See $1.4.4 below for the Japanese DSC whose predicate has the p o t d su£lix
-(w)er attached to.
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[+constnrable]-feature chekcing relation with T (=Id)
If.
this hypothesis is correct, the above properties of the dative subject and the nominative object in the
Japanese and Korean DSC is straightforwardly accounted for by our analysis presented above As I argued in $1.3, it is EXP (i.e , the dative subject) that checks off
T's EPP-feature and $-feature (before SPELL-OUT), and THEME (i.e., the nominative object) has no [+construable]-feature checking relation with T, though it enters into a nominative Case-feature checking relation with T at LF. This therefore
leads to the conclusion that the dative subject, but not the nominative object, can
have the aforementioned subject properties in Japanese and Korean.
Moreover, we noted in 51.1 that THEME must be marked as nominative when
EXP is marked as dative. Reconsider (9-29), which is the stage of the derivation
for DSC before SPELL-OUT:
(9m29) ,[

Em(DAT)k

Lyp

tk

LVP

THEME V ] v ] T ] (before SPELL-OUT)

Now suppose that THEME is marked as accusative. Then, the structure looks like:

(9-31)' unlike (9.30), can never result in a convergent derivation any way. The fact
that Japanese and Korean has no equivalent for impersonal construction suggests
that the impersonal parameter (cf, Chapter 2: 53.7) is negative in those languages.
As I argued in Chapter 2: 53.7, if the impersonal parameter is set as negative in a
language L, then the finite T in L always has a nominative Case-feature to be
checked off Now that the parameter is negative in Japanese and Korean, T's
nominative Case-feature, though weak, must be checked off in those languages. In
(9.3 I), however, there is no element with nominative Case-feature; consequently,
T's (weak) nominative Case remains unchecked at LF, resulting in crash at LF
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This is the reason that THEME must be marked as nominative when EXP is
marked as dative.

1.4.2. Case Arrays

Parenthetically, there is a group of psych-predicates that allow the following
Case arrays:
(9.3 2) Japanese
a. SU~J(NOM)-O~J(NOM)
pattern
John-ga Mary-ga shimpai-da.
-NOM
-NOM anxious-cop
'John is anxious about Mary.'
b. S~bj(~o~)-Obj(acc)
pattern6
John-ga Mary-o shimpai-da.
-NOM

-ACC ~ O U S - C O P

'same as (9.32a)'
C.

SU~J(DAT)-O~J(NOM)
pattern
John-ni Mary-ga shimpai-da.
-DAT
-NOM anxious-COP
'same as (9-32a)'

d. * S~bj(o~r)-Ob~(~cc)
pattern
* John-ni Mary-o shlmpai-da.
-DAT

-ACC UX~OUS-COP

'same as (9.32a)'
Thus far we considered (9.32~)and (9.32d). How about the derivations for (9.32a)
and (9.32b)?
6

Some speakers, especdy the elder generation, do not allow the Nom-Acc pattern
for shimpar 'anxious', though. To my ear (9.32b) sounds perfkc@ acceptable. Thanks to
Asako Uchibori (p.c.)for pointing th~sout to me.
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Let us take another look at the assumption (111) in $1.3 above (III) The light
verb in the two-layered VP shell of some of the psych-verbs that can occur in Japanese and Korean DSC may assign a dative Case to EXP as an inherent Case, and
they are allowed not to have accusative Case-feature as a lexical idiosyncrasy Given this assumption, (9.32a) can be derived when the psych-predicate fails to assign
an inherent dative Case to EXP and f d s to have accusative Case-feature. If this
situation arises, then EXP is attracted to the Spec of T to check off T's strong
EPP-feature and $-feature. Now that EXP has a nominative Case-feature, it also
checks off T's weak Case-feature (at LF) The nominative Case-feature of

THEME can be checked against the nominative Case-feature of T at LF because
the nominative Case-feature of T in Japanese and Korean may enter into multiple
feature-checking relations (due to the assumption (VI)). In this situation, EXP can
never be marked as accusative, though it can be marked as dative as argued before,
for, there is no accusative feature available for its accusative Case-checking in this
situation.

If the psych-predicate fails to assign an inherent dative Case to EXP, but it has
an accusative Case-feature, (9-32b) is derived. The convergent derivation for this
construction is the same as the derivation for the ordinary simple active transitive
clause. If EXP is marked as accusative and THEME is marked as nominative in
this situation, the derivation crashes just in the same way as Agent is marked as accusative and THEME is marked as nominative in the ordinary simple active transitive clause.
Notice that the assumption (ITI) says that it is lexically determined whether a
given psych-predicate is allowed to assign an inherent dative Case to its EXP and
whether it is allowed not to have an accusative Case-feature. Thus we predict that
there are some lexical variations in terms of the Case arrays that are permitted by a
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particular psych-predicate.' As we noted in $1.1, some psych-predicates like sukz
'like' or krai 'dislike' allow the Nom-Nom and the Nom-Acc patterns, but disallow the Dat-Nom pattern:'
(9-33) Japanese

a.

Joe-ga/*-ni unag-ga suki/kirai-da.
-NOM/-DAT
eels-NOMlikeidislike-COP
' Joe Likestdislikes eels.'

b.

Joe-ga

unagi-o sulufkirai-da.
eels-ACC like/dislike-COP
'same as (9.33a)'
-NOM

Thus, this type of psych-predicate is allowed not to have an accusative Casefeature, but it is not allowed to assign an inherent dative Case to its EXP.' Another
type of psch-prediacte like odorokz 'surprise' allows the Nom-Nom pattern as well
as the Dat-Nom, but disallows the Nom-Acc pattern:
(9.34) Japanese
a. Joe-gal-ni [ sono nyuusu 1-ga odoroki-da.
-NOM/-DATthat news -NOM surprise-COP
'Joe is surprised at that news. '
b.

* Joe-ga

[ sono nyuusu 1-0 odoroki-da.
-NOM
that news -ACC surprise-COP
'same as (9.34a)'

Thus this type is allowed to assign an inherent dative Case to its EXP, but it is not
allowed to have an accusative Case-feature. Yet another type of psych-predicate is
expected to allow only the Dat-Norn, disallowing the Norn-Nom and the Nom-Acc
7

Here I refer the reader to Uchibori (1994) for a (non-exhaustive) list of the psychpredicates and the Case arrays that are allowed by each predicate.
8

The elder generation tends to hate the Nom-Acc pattern, though the younger generation fieely allows it.
9

The lexical items sukr and kirai in the grammar of the Japanese elder generation do
not assign an inherent dative Case to their EXP nor to have an accusative Case-f-e.
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pattern. According to Shibatani & Cotton (1976) and Uchibori (1994)' however,
there is no such type of psych-predicate. But this is fully predictable; for, the parameter setting assumed in (111) implies that, if a given psych-predicate is allowed
to assign an inherent dative Case, it is also allowed not to assign an inherent dative
Case. Therefore, it must be the case that the Nom-Nom pattern is allowed whenever the Dat-Nom pattern is allowed.

1.4.3. Possessor-Raising from Nominative 0bject

As was noted in 5 1.1, possessor-raising is possible from the nominative object
in Japanese in spite of the fact that possessor-raising is impossible from OBJ in
general (see Chapter 4: $1.2).Relevant examples are:
(9.3 5) Japanese (Uchibori 1994: p. 11)
a. Boku-d-ga [ John-no imooto 1-ga shimpai-da.
I-DAT/-NOM -GEN sister -NOM anxious-COP
'I is anxious about John's sister.'
b.

Boku-d-ga John-ga, [ t, imooto 1-ga shimpai-da.
I-DAT/-NOM -NOM
sister -NOM anxious-COP
'same meaning as (9.3 5a)'

(9-36) Japanese
a. Boku-ga [ John-no imooto 1-0 shimpai-da.
-GEN sister -ACC anxious-COP
I-NOM
'same meaning as (9.3 5a)'
b. *Boku-ga John-o, [ t, imooto 1-0 shimpai-da.
sister -ACC anxious-COP
I-NOM -ACC
'same meaning as (9-35a)'
These examples show that possessor-raising from OBJ is possible if OBJ is marked
as nominative in Japanese.
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This can be easily accounted for under our analysis of the DSC in Japanese. I
claimed that the nominative feature of the nominative object in the Japanese DSC
enters into a nominative Case-feature checking relation with T at LF by moving
onto T at LF. Given the assumption (VI) in 81.3, which says that T's nominative
feature may enter into multiple feature-checking relations in Japanese, the norninative Case-feature of the raised possessor as well as the nominative Case-feature of
the possessed DP can properly enter into a Case-feature checking relation with T
at LF, as required; whence, the well-formedness of (9-35b) follows. On the other
hand, the accusative feature in Japanese never enters into multiple checking relations, as I extensively argued in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6. Hence, one of the accusative DPs in (9-36b) can never enter into a checking relation, resulting in an LF
crash.

1.4.4. Potential Suffix inJapanese

As we observed in 5 1.1, the potential suffix -(ar)er in Japanese makes it possible for a transitive or ditransitive verb to allow its SUBJ and OBJ to be marked as
dative and as nominative, respectively:

(9.37) Japanese
a. Transitive
i. Taroo-ni eigo-ga
hanas-m-u.
T ~ ~ o o - D English-NOM
AT
speak-POT-PRES
'Taroo can speak EngLsh.'
ii.

* T a r o 0 4 eigo-ga
hanas-u.
Taroo-DATEnglish-NOMspeak-PES
'Taroo speaks English.'
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(cf. Taroo-ga
eigo-o
hanas-u.
Taroo-NOMEnglish-ACCspeak-PRES
'Taroo speaks English.' )
b. Ditransitive
i. Taroo-ni ningyoo-ga Hanako-ni ager-er-u.
TUOO-DAT ~ O ~ I - N O M
Hmako-DATgive-POT-PRES
'Taroo can give Hanako a doll.'
ii.

*Taroo-ni ningyoo-ga Hanako-ni ager-u.
TUOO-DAT doll-NOMHanako-DATgive-PRES
'Taroo gives Hanako a doll.'
(cf Taroo-ga ningyoo-o Hanako-ni ager-u.
Tar00-NOM doll-ACC
Hanako-DAT~ ' v ~ - P R E s
'Taroo gives Hanako a doll.' )

Now let us consider how a DSC is made from a (di)transitive clause by the attachment of the potential suffix.

My proposal concerning the potential suffix is as follows: (I) It takes the twolayered VP-shell for a transitive verb as its complement; (11) It has a null Case"
and it assigns a @-roleto be assigned to its Spec; (111) It optionally absorbs the accusative Case-feature of a transitive verb; and (IV) It optionally has an inherent dative Case to be assigned to its Spec when it absorbs the accusative Case. Thus,
two structures are imaginable for the underlying structure. (9-38) illustrates the underlying structure in the situation where the potential suffix does not absorb the accusative Case-feature:' I

10

See Chomslcy & Lasnik (1993) and, especially, Marhn (1992) and Watanabe
(1993) for discussions on n d Case The idea that PRO (or control) is involved in the potential construction was on@y due to Saito (1982).
11

sP stands for the maximalprojection of the potential suf€ix-(')er.
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In (9.38) PRO and DP, is assigned AGENT by v and THEME by V, respectively.
Since v in (9.38) retains its accusative Case-feature, DP, is required to check it off
for convergence. Owing to (11), PRO is required to check off the null Case of the
potential suffix. Thus, there is no way for DP, to be marked as anything other than
nominative. For if it has any Case other than nominative, there is no element that
can check off the (weak) nominative Case-feature of T in Japanese, resulting in
crash. Thereby (9.39) is derived:''
(9.39) ,[

Taroo-ga, ,[ PRO, eigo-o ham-er-u

I].

We predict that this is acceptable because it converges. Indeed, the Case array
shown in (9.39) is allowed.13Besides, in this situation, there is no way for DP, to
be marked as anything but accusative; otherwise, there would be no element that
can check off the accusative Case-feature of v .
(9.40) illustrates the underlying structure in the situation where the potential

suffix absorbs the accusative Case-feature:

l2

In (9.39) I omit depicting the trace of T m . it is moved fiom a Spec of s. Besides,
I ignore V-movement here.
l3

We must devise some method to ensure that DP, in (9.38) and (9.40) below are coreferential with PRO. Although it is easy to say that the potential d l i x is a kind of obligatory control prdcate, its theoretical implementation is not so easy (cf Watanabe 1995a).
Here I leave pursuing the implementation to f3ture research.
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Although it may be assigned an inherent dative Case by the potential suffix, DP, in
(9.40) must be attracted to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT due to T's strong
EPP-feature in Japanese. There is no way for DP, to be marked as anything but
nominative; otherwise, there would be no element that can check off the weak
nominative Case-feature of T in Japanese. (9.40) thus results in (9.41):
(9.4 1) Taroo-ni/-ga eigo-ga hanas-er-u.
It is noteworthy that PRO does not prohibit the nominative Case-feature of DP,

from entering into a checking relation with T at LF, despite its intervention between them. This is because PRO is invisible for the LF attraction/checking of T's
weak nominative-feature. (That is to say, PRO has no nominative-feature that prevents the nominative-feature of DP, fiom being attracted by T at LF.)
It should be emphasized that the nominative DP, (i.e., THEME) has no
[+construable]-feature checking relation with T when the clause is a DSC made by
the attachment of the potential suffix. On the other, the dative DP, has a
[+construable]-feature checking relation with T; as a result, it follows fiom our hypothesis concerning grammatical function that, whereas the dative DP, can control,
can bind a subject-oriented anaphor, and can induce subject-honorification, the
nominative DP, can do none of them. This is what we observed in 5 1.1.
Moreover, according to the above analysis of the DSC made by the attachment
of the potential suffix, there is no room for the lexical variation of the Case arrays
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that are permitted in the DSC made by the attachment of the potential suffix This
contrasts with the DSC made by a psych-predicate. Indeed, as is expected, NomNom pattern, Nom-Acc pattern, and Dat-Nom pattern are all permitted, irrespective of the (di)transitive predicate involved in the DSC made from the attachment
of the potential suffix.

1.5. Supporting Evidence
To recap, I claimed that the DSC in Japanese and Korean is derived as in the
following way: O EXP (or DP,) with an inherent dative Case is attracted to the
Spec of T before SPELL-OUT for the purpose of checking off T's strong EPPfeature and &feature; and Q the nominative Case of THEME (or DP,) enters into
a checking relation with T at LF. In this section I will provide more evidence in favor of this claim.

1.5.1. Scope of Nominative Object
Tada (1992, 1993) has discovered that the nominative object can take its scope
over the potential suffix -(ar)er:
(9.42) Jipanese (Koizumi 1994c: p.2 14)
John-ga
rnigime-dake-ga tumur-er-u.
-NOM right eye-only-NOMclose-POT-PRES
'John can close only his right eye.'
According to Tada (1992, 1993) and Koizumi (1994c), this sentence has the following interpretation:
(9.43) It is only his right eye that John can close. (interpretation of (9.42))
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That is to say, dake 'only' takes its scope over the potential suffix -(ar)er 'can' in
(9.42). This sharply contrasts with (9.44), a counterpart of (9.42) whose object is
marked with accusative, instead of nominative:
(9.44) Japanese (Koizurni 1994c: p.2 14)
migime-dake-o tumur-er-u.
John-ga
-NOM right eye-only-ACCclose-POT-PRES
'John can close only his right eye.'
According to Tada (1992, 1993) and Koizumi (1994~)again, (9.44) has only the
reading on which duke 'only' is within the scope of the potential suffix -(ar)er
'can'. That is, (9.44) has the following interpretation:
(9.45) It is possible for John to close his right eye only.
(interpretation of (9.44))
To put it differently, the object cannot take its scope over the potential suffix if it is
marked as accusative, but it can if marked as nominative.
Even when the subject in (9.42) becomes marked as dative, the nominative object is still able to get the wide-scope reading. Thus, (9.46) has the reading expressed in (9.43):
(9.46) Japanese
John-ni

rnigime-dake-ga tumur-er-u.
-NOM right eye-only-NOMclose-POT-PRES
'John can close only his right eye. '

From these observations, we can draw the conclusion that the nominative object,
but not the accusative object, is located at a position higher than the position of the
potential suffix at LF. Now suppose, following, essentially, Kitahara's (1992,
1993) proposal, that the feature-checking position of a counts as a ' s LF position
relevant to its scopal interpretati~n.'~
Then, the above data indicate that the
l4

See Fox (to appear) and Reinhart (1995) for a detailed study on scope interprets-
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feature-checking position of the nominative object is higher than the potential suffix at LF, as Tada (1992, 1993) and Koizumi (1994~)make out.
This contrast between the nominative object and the accusative object in terms
of their scopal domain at LF is thoroughly explainable under our analysis of DSC
and the potential construction proposed so far: Our theory is that (the nominative
Case-feature of) the nominative object (in DSC) moves up onto T at LF in order to
enter into a checking relation with T; as a result, the (nominative Case) feature
checking position of the nominative object is as high as the position of T at LF.
Therefore, the scopal domain of the nominative object is equivalent to the ccommanding domain of T at LF. Since T c-commands (at least, the trace of) the
potential suffix at LF, our theory correctly predicts that the nominative object has
its scope over the potential suffix.
On the other hand, under our analysis of the potential construction (see 81.4.4
for detail), the accusative object has its accusative Case-feature checked against v
in the tree illustrated in (9.47) below, as I argued in 5 1.4 4:

%-""

PRO

Although it may be the case that v is merged with the potential suffix by headmovement, resulting in the structure shown in (9-48a), the accusative Case-feature
of the accusative object cannot c-command the potential suffix at LF as is evident
from the structure shown in (9-48b):I5
tion in the minimalist program.
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so

A
vOm"
so
A

acc-f

(atLF)

v0

Therefore, the accusative object cannot take its scope over the potential suffix. In
passing, (9.49) below illustrates the head-internal structure of T at LF where the
nominative object enters into a checking relation with T.16
(9.49)

TO""
nom-f

(atLF)

To

A

so

To

This lucidly illustrates that the nominative Case-feature of the nominative object
c-commands the potential suffix at LF, resulting in its wide-scope over the potential suffix
The following facts cited from Koimmi ( 1 9 9 4 ~ )more strikingly point to the
adequacy of our analysis:
(9.50) Jqunese (Koizumi 1994c: pp.22 1-222)
a. John-ga migime-dake-o tumur-er-na-i.
-NOM right eye-only-~cc~10%-POT-NEG-PRES
'John cannot close only his right eye.'
b.

John-ga

migime-dake-ga tumur-er-na-i .
right e y e - o n l y - ~
close-POT-NEG-PRES
~~
'John cannot close o d y his right eye.'
-NOM

15

s stands for the potential s u £ h and " m f 'stands for the accusative Case-feature of
the accusative object
16

"nom-f' stands for the nominative C a s e f a e of the nominative object.
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According to Koizumi (1994c), the scopal relation of the three elements dake 'only', the potential suffix -(ar)er 'canY,and the negative suffix -nai 'not'" in (9-50a)
and the one in (9.50b) are as follows:
(9-51) a.
b.

neg > can > only (=(9-50a))
only > neg > can (=(9-50b))

Even though the subject in (9.50b) is replaced with a dative subject, its reading
shown in (9.5 1b) remains the same.
This fact clearly indicates that the nominative object (in DSC) has its Casefeature checked against T at LF, as I claimed. It, in turn, lends support to our
analysis of the DSC in Japanese.

1.5.2. Long-Distance Feature-Movement
Further supporting evidence comes from the fact that the nominative object
can occur at a position distant from a potential suffix. Consider the following
examples:
(9.52) Japanese
a. John-ni(-wa) [Mary-o musuko-ga shimpai-ni ]
omo-er-u.
-DAT(-TOP) -ACC Son-NOM anxious-COP(INF)
think-POT-PRES
'It seems to John that Mary is anxious about her son.
(Lit. John can think Mary (to be) anxious about her son.)'
orno-u.
b. *John-ga [ Mary-o musuko-ga shimpai-ni ]
-NOM
-ACC
Son-NOM anxious-COP(INF)
think-PRES
'John thinks Mary (to be) anxious about her son."

"

For discussion on the Japanese neg-head -miand its interaction wth headmovement, see Ura (1995b). See Kato (1985) for negation in Japanese in general.
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c.

John-ga [ Mary-ga musuko-ga shimpai-da to ] omo-u.
-NOM
-NOM Son-NOM ~ O U S - C O PCOMP think-PRES
'John thinks that Mary is anxious about her son.'

Following Takezawa (1987), I assume that -ni, the particle attached to shimpai
'anxious' in the above examples, is a non-finite form of the copular -da.I8According to Takezawa (1987) and Kikuchi & Takahashi (199 l), the embedded clauses in
(9,52a,b) count as a Japanese counterpart of the English small clause [,,Mary (to

be) anxious about her son 1. Thus, there is no [+tense] in the embedded clauses in
(9.52aYb).As Takezawa (1987) extensively argues, nominative Case in Japanese is
not available in tenseless clauses in general:
(9-53) Japanese
a. John-ga [ Mary-o/*-ga manuke-ni ]
omo-u.
-NOM
-ACC/-NOM
S~UP~~-COP(INF)
think-PRES
'John thinks Mary (to be) stupid.'
b.

John-ga [ Mary-ga

manuke-da to ] omo-u.
-NOM
-NOM
stupid-COPCOMP think-^^^^
'John thinks that Mary is stupid.'

As Takezawa (1987: pp.152-156) points out, however, it is possible to mark the
subject of a tenseless clause as nominative if the potential suffix is attached to the
matrix epistemic verb:
(9-54) Japanese
John-ni(-wa) [ Mary-ga manuke-ni ] omo-er-u.
(cf. (9-53a))
-DAT(-TOP) -NOM stupid-COP(M)think-~oT-p~~s
'Lit. John can think Mary (to be) stupid.'
In our analysis of DSC, this can be explained as follows: The matrix dative subject
checks off the EPP-feature and $-feature of the matrix T, but the weak nominative
Case-feature of the matrix T wants for checking. The nominative Case-feature of
18

-nil&.

See Okutsu (1978) and Kikuchi & Takahashl (1991) for more discussions on
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the subject in the embedded tenseless clause enters into a checking relation with
the matrix T by moving beyond the clause boundary at LF to check off the weak
nominative Case-feature of the matrix T. Since the accusative Case-feature of the
matrix epistemic verb can be absorbed by the potential suffix, the derivation
converges
Now let us return to (9-52a), repeated below:
(9.52) Japanese
a. John-ni(-wa) [ Mary-o musuko-ga shimpai-ni ]
omo-er-u.
-DAT(-TOP) -ACC Son-NOM ~~x~ous-coP(PF)
~~~~~-POT-PRES
'Lit. John can think Mary (to be) anxious about her son.'
Just as in the case of (9.54), the strong EPP-feature and @-featureof the matrix T
are checked off by the matrix dative subject in overt syntax, but the weak nominative Case-feature of the matrix T wants for checking Recall our assumption that
the potential suffix is allowed not to absorb an accusative Case-feature. Now suppose that the potential suffix in (9.52a) does not absorb the accusative Casefeature of the matrix epistemic verb. Then, the accusative subject of the embedded
tenseless clause in (9-52a) checks it off. Furthermore, the weak nominative Casefeature of the matrix T can properly attract the nominative Case-feature of the
nominative object in the embedded tenseless clause at LF, for, the accusative subject in the embedded tenseless clause does not block this attraction at LF because
the Case-feature of this intervening accusative DP has been checked, deleted, and
erased (Chomsky 1995b) when the attraction is applied. Therefore, the derivation
for (9.52a) converges, resulting in its well-forrnedness.
Notice that this explanation crucially utilizes the assumption that the feature
checking of the nominative object is executed by the (finite) T. Thus, it lends firther support to our analysis of the DSC in Japanese.
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1.6. Summary and Problems
In this section, in order to cope with the DSC in Japanese and Korean, I proposed the following: (I) the EPP-feature of T in Japanese and Korean is strong;
(11) The EXP of the psych-verbs that can occur in DSC is generated at the Spec of
a kind of light verb, which takes a VP with THEME in its complement position;
(111) The light verb in the two-layered W shell of some of the psych-verbs that can
occur in Japanese and Korean DSC may assign a dative Case to EXP as an inherent Case, and they are allowed not to have accusative Case-feature as a lexical
idiosyncrasy; (IV) In Japanese and Korean, agreement may be independent of
nominative Case like in Bantu; (V) T's +-feature is strong, but its nominativefeature is weak in Japanese and Korean; and (VI) T's nominative feature may enter
into multiple feature-checking relations. I argued that, given those assumptions,
the grammatical function splitting involved in the Japanese and Korean DSC can
be explained together with other welcome consequences Moreover, I showed that
there are some pieces of supporting evidence in favor of the analysis proposed.
As we will see in the sections that follow in this chapter, however, the analysis
proposed for the Japanese and Korean DSC does not always hold good for DSCs
in other languages. Recall that the dative subject in Japanese and Korean induces
subject-honorification, a kind of madestation of subject-agreement. And this is
crucial for our analysis of one of the grammatical hnctions the dative subject
gains: Elsewhere in this thesis I claimed, following Chomsky's (1995b) suggestion,
that the ability to control is yielded by the +-feature checking relation with T. The
Japanese and Korean fact is compatible with this. But in many languages with
DSC, the ability to control is possessed by the dative subject that does not induce
subiect-agreement.lgMore specifically, in Tamil, Icelandic, Hindi, etc., the dative
19

Some survey of the variety of DSC in the world's languages can be found in Masi-
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subject gains the subject functions despite the fact that it does not induce subjectagreement. (Subject-agreement is induced by the nominative object, or the third
person singular neuter (masculine) agreement (impersonal agreement) appears as
the default ) This is a problem to be explained in what follows.
Another problem is that, in other languages like Tamil, Hindi, etc., Dat-Acc
pattern is allowed as well as Nom-Acc, and Dat-Nom patterns. In this section I argued that Dat-Acc pattern is systematically precluded in Japanese and Korean.
Then, why is it allowed in those languages? Or, what kind of parameter allows it?
This is the other problem discussed in what follows.20

2. Tamil (and Other Dravidian)
As mentioned above, there are two types of Dative Subject Construction
(DSC) in Tamil and other Dravidian languages (cf Lehmann 1993 for Tamil, Sridhar 1976, 1979 for Kannada, Mohanan 1982 and Jayaseelan 1983 for Malayalam,
etc.); namely, Dat-Acc pattern and Dat-Nom pattern. They differ from each other
in the subject properties that the dative subject gains. In this section, drawing data
mainly from Tamil, I will study these types of DSC in Dravidian languages and
their syntactic behaviors concerning grammatical fbnction splitting.

"

As far as I can see, it seems that Nom-Nom pattern is allowed only in the languages
that allow possessor-raising fiom the nominative-marked DP. This suggests that the parameter that allows t h pattern is the same as the one that allows &ple subjects.
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2.1. DAT-ACC Pattern
In Tamil, the dative subject in the Dat-Acc pattern does not induce subject
agreement. Instead, the default third person singular neuter agreement (or impersonal agreement) always appears in this pattern, according to Lehrnann (1993).
Some examples are:
(9.53) Tamil (Lehmam 1993: p. 184)
a. Kumaar-ukku raaj aav-aip pitikk-urn .
Kumar-DAT Raja-ACC like-IMP
'Kumar likes Raja. '

b.

Kumaar-ukkuintauur-ait
teriy-urn.
K U ~ U - D A Tthis place-ACC like-IMP
'Kumar knows this place.'

(Cf. Kumaar-0 raajaav-ai ati-tt-aan.
K u ~ ~ ~ - NRaja-ACc
oM
beat-PAST-~SG'M
(Lehmann 1993 : p. 181) )
'Kumar beat Raja. '
The suffix -um is equivalent to the third person singular neuter agreement morpheme, which I express here as impersonal. Take (9-53a) for example. From the
fact that both kumaar 'Kumar' and raajaav 'Raja' are third person singular male,
it is evident that the verb agrees with neither of them
Here it is important to note that Tamil has a genuine impersonal construction,
as in (9.54):
(9.54) Tamil (Lehmann 1993: p. 175)
a. [ kumaar-0 raajaav-aip kaarkk-a ] neer-nt-atu.
Kumar-NOMRaja-ACC see-NF ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - P
'It happens that Kumar saw Raja.'
b.

[ kumaar-0 varu-v-aan ] pool-um.
Kumar-NOM,
come-m-3 S G ~ Mseem-MP
'It seems that Kumar will come.'

A s T - I M P
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Lehmann (1993: pp. 175f.) provides some evidence which shows that there is no
(morphophonologically overt) subject in those sentences. Put differently, those are
impersonal sentences with a null expletive, or with no subject at all. This implies
that Tamil is a [+impersonal] languageY2'which means that there is no need to
worry about the checking of the nominative Case-feature of T in Tamil (cf Chapter 2: $3.7)
Now let us consider what grammatical functions the dative subject in the DatAcc pattern shows. First, it can bind a subject-oriented reflexive, as shown in
(9.55):
(9-55) Tamil (Lehmann 1993 : p. 186)
Kumaar-ukkuti tam-ai, mattum pitikk-um.
Ku~~~-DA
self-ACC
T
only
like-3IMP
'Kumar, likes himself,.'
Notice that the subject-oriented reflexive tann in Tamil cannot be bound by the
dative-marked indirect object, as (9.56) shows:22
(9.56) Tamil (Lehmann 1993: pp. 185-186)
Kumaar-0, raajaav-ukkut, ,,[ ,[ tann-aip,., pam ] oru katturai-aik ]
Kumar-NOM R ~ ~ ~ - D A T
self-ACC about one article-ACC
koti-tt-aar.
~ ~ v ~ - P A SG'HON
sT-~

'Kumar, gave Rajai [ one article [ about himself,., I]. '
The dative subject in the Dat-Acc pattern thus has a property of grammatical function SUBJECT in terms of binding.
Secondly, the dative subject in the Dat-Acc pattern can control. In (9.57) it
controls the missing subject of a tensed coordinate clause:
2'

"

See,also, Perhtter (1983) for a comment on Tarnil impersonal constructions.
For fma and other fanswith regard to binding in Tard, see Sarma (1994).
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(9.57) Tamil (Lehmann 1993: p. 187)
Kumaar-ukku, antap penn-aip piti-ttu, PRO, aval-aik kaliyaanam
K U ~ U - D A Tthat girl-ACC like-pmnc
she-ACC marriage
cey-t-aan.
do-past-3 S G ~ M
'Kumar, liked that girl and PRO, married her.'
It should be noted that the dative-marked indirect object cannot control the missing subject of a tensed coordinate clause, as shown in (9.58):
(9.58) Tamil (Lehmann 1993: p. 186)
Kumaar-0, raajaav-ukkut, panam kotu-ttu, PRO,,,
~ u ~ ~ ~ - NR o~ JM~ - D A T money give-PARTIC
cantoosappat-t-aan.
feel-happy-p~~~-3
SG'M
'Kumar, gave Raja, money and PRO,., felt happy.'
Moreover, the dative subject can control PRO in a tensed subordinate clause:
(9.59) Tamil (Lehmann 1993 : p. 187)
[ PRO, niraiyac caappit-tu ] kumaar-ukku, vayirr-ai
vali-tt-atu.
eat-NF
K u ~ ~ ~ - Dstomach-ACC
AT
~~~~-PAST-IMP
a lot
'[ eating a lot 1, Kumar got stomach pain.'
This shows that the dative subject in the Dat-Acc pattern thus has a property of
grammatical hnction SUBJECT in the respect of control.
To sum up, the dative subject in the Dat-Acc pattern has the ability to bind a
subject-oriented reflexive and the ability to control despite the fact that it does not
induce subject-agreement. In Dat-Acc pattern, subject-agreement is impersonal in
Tamil.
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2.2. DAT-NOM Pattern
In this section let us see what properties the Dat-Nom pattern of the Tamil
DSCs has. First, the dative subject in the Dat-Nom pattern does not induce
subject-agreement, just like the dative subject in the Dat-Acc pattern does not either. However, subject-agreement in the Dat-Nom pattern is induced by the nominative object, which remarkably contrasts with the case where subject-agreement
appears as default (i.e., impersonal) in the Dat-Acc pattern, as we observed above.
This fact is exemplified by (9.60):
(9.60) Tamil (Lehrnann 1993: pp. 189f)
a. Kumaar-ukku irantu paiyan-kal-0 iru-kkir-aarkal.
Kumar-DAT two boy-PL-NOM be-PRES-~PL*EP
'Kumar has two boys. '
b.

Kumaar-ukku cila ninaivu-kal-0 va-nt-ana.
~ u ~ ~ ~ - aD few
A Tr n e m o r y - p ~ - ~come-PAST-~PL'N
o~
'Kumar got some memories..'

Although the Dat-Nom pattern differs from the Dat-Acc pattern in that regard,
the dative subject in the Dat-Nom pattern behaves the same as the dative subject in
the Dat-Acc pattern: It can control the missing subject in a tensed coordinate
clause, as shown in (9.61):
(9.61) Tamil (Lehrnann 1993: p. 191)
Kumaar-ukkuk, koopam-0 va-ntu,
PRO, raajaav-api
come-PAR~C
Raja-ACC
Kumar-DAT anger-NOM
ati-tt-aan.
b e a t - ~ ~ sSG'M
~-3
'Kumar, got angry and PRO, beat Raja.'
In contrast, the nominative object cannot control, as the ill-fromedness of (9.62)
shows:
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(9.62) Tamil (Lehmann 1993: p. 192)
*Kempeni-kkup panam-0, kitai-ttu, PRO, vatti
company-DAT money-NOM get-p~RTIc
interest

perruk-kon-t-iru-klur-atu.
~~~-~O~~-PARTIC-~~-PRES-~SG-N

'The company got money, and PRO, receives interest now.'
The dative subject in the Dat-Nom pattern, just like the one in the Dat-Acc
pattern, can bind a subject-oriented reflexive:
(9.63) Tamil (Lehmann 1993: p. 190)
Kumaar-ukkut, [ tam-aip, parrik kavalai 1-0 ill-ai.
K U ~ U - D A T S ~ I ~ - A C C about concern -NOM be-not-~PL-N
'Kumari has no concern about himselt..'
The nomimative object, in contrast, does not have this ability, as shown in (9.64).
(9.64) Tamil (Lehrnann 1993: p. 191)
Kumaar-ukkut, katattappatt-a
uumaa-0, [ tan,., viitt 1-il miintum
Kumar-DAT get-kidnappped-ADJUma-NOM self house -LOC back
kitai-tt-aal.
get-PAST-~SG'F
'Kumar, got the kidnapped Uma, back in his,/her, house. '
To recap, the dative subject in the Dat-Nom pattern, just like the dative subject
in the Dat-Acc pattern, has the ability to control and the ability to bind a subjectoriented reflexive, though subject-agreement in the Dat-Nom pattern is induced by
the nominative object. In the next section I will propose the parameter settings involved in the Tamil DSC:: and demonstrated that the facts observed above can be
accounted for by them.
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2.3. Analysis
2.3.1. Proposal
Now I propose the following (I) T's EPP-feature is strong in Tamil; (11) T's
nominative Case-feature and $-features are both weak in Tamil; (III) EXP is generated at the Spec of a kind of light verb, which selects VP with THEME in its
complement position:
(9.65)

EXP

n
V

THEME

This is the same as the case of the Japanese and Korean D S C S ; ~
(IV)
~ (i) The light
verb of the verbs that occur in the Dat-Acc pattern assigns a dative Case to EXP
as an inherent Case, and they also has an accusative Case-feature, and (ii) the light
verb of the verbs that occurs in the Dat-Nom pattern assigns a dative Case to EXP
as an inherent Case, but they have no accusative Case (n.b.: these properties of the
verbs are lexically determined); (V) T's nominative Case-feature checking must be
executed together with the +-feature checking in Tamil (i.e., it cannot be checked
off independently); (VI) T's nominal feature in Tamil may escape checking because
Tamil is a [+impersonal] language as we noted in $2.1 above.

2.3.2. Explanation
Now let us begin with the initial structure illustrated in (9.66) to see how the
Tamil DSCs are derived:
23

And if we are right in claiming that the mapping of argument structure holds universally (Chapter 2: 53 2), this, too, universally holds true.
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(9.66) ,[

EXP(DAT)
[w THEME V ] v ]

Note that EXP is assigned a dative Case as its inherent Case (due to the proposal
(111)). Then, T is introduced by Merge, deriving (9.67) from (9.66):

Due to the assumption (I), something with D-feature is attracted to the (innermost)
Spec of T to check T's strong EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature). EXP (i.e., the dative
subject) is the closest to T; consequently, it is attracted to the Spec of T before
SPELL-OUT, deriving (9.68) from (9.67):

Note that EXP has a D-feature and, hence, can be attracted by the EPP-feature of
T, though its Case-feature can never be available for Case-checking because of its
inherent nature. At the stage of the derivation illustrated in (9-68), EXP checks off
T's strong EPP-feature. It should be noted that the $-feature of T as well as its
nominative Case-feature, being weak, remains unchecked before SPELL-OUT under our hypothesis that Checking is a syntactic operation subject to the general
economy condition. Note, also, that the derivation up to this stage is the same regardless of whether THEME is marked as accusative or nominative.
If THEME is marked as nominative, as illustrated in (9-69), it corresponds to
the surface structure of the Dat-Nom pattern:

(9.69) results in a convergent derivation if THEME, which has a nominative Casefeature, properly checks off both the weak $-feature and the nominative Casefeature of T at the same time (due to (V)) This can be achieved if the corresponding formal features of THEME move onto T at LF to enter into a checking relation
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with T. Note that there is no need to worry about the accusative Case-feature of v
in this case; for, the verbs that occur in the Dat-Nom pattern lacks an accusative
Case-feature (due to the assumption (IV)).
A comment on the checking of T's weak $-feature at LF is in order. Before
SPELL-OUT, EXP at the Spec of T does not check it off because it is weak, as
claimed above. At LF, the nominative Case-feature of THEME is attracted by the
weak nominative Case-feature of T. According to Chomsky (1995 fall class lectures), the $-feature of THEME together with the nominative Case-feature of

THEME can be moved onto T for free by the fiee-ride strategy with pied-piping.
Then, one might think that either the $-feature of EXP, which is located at the
Spec of T, or the $-feature of THEME, which is pied-piped onto T along with the
nominative Case-feature of THEME, can enter into a $-feature checking relation
with T at LF. But the fact is that the latter always enters into a +-feature checking
relation with T, as observed above. Why should this be so?
As I hinted in Chapter 8: $2.3, the LF feature checking between a head H and
an element located at the Spec of H is mediated by feature-movement (Chomsky
1995 fall class lectures). Gtven this, the checking of T's weak @-featureby EXP is
more economical than its checking by the $-feature of THEME. This is because,
while no operation is needed for the latter (the $-feature of THEME is a free-rider
of the nominative Case-feature of THEME, which is attracted onto T), an operation (i.e., feature-movement) must be invoked in the former. (Note that the economy condition applied here is strictly derivationaVloca1 in the sense described in
Chapter 2: 53.4.3). Hence, the conclusion is that it is (the $-feature of) THEME
that always enters into a @-featurechecking relation with T in the Tamil DSC with
Dat-Nom pattern.
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Let us return to (9.68) and suppose that THEME in (9.68) is marked as accusative as illustrated in (9.70):
(9.70) ,[

EXP(DAT)~
[$ tk [VP THEME(Acc)
V ] v ] T ] @at-Acc pattern)

This corresponds to the surface structure of the Dat-Acc pattern. At this stage T's
+-feature and nominative Case-feature, v's nominal feature (n.b., the verbs that occur in the Dat-Acc pattern have an accusative Case-feature), and THEME'S accusative Case-feature (safely) remain unchecked Thus (9.70) results in a convergent
derivation if the accusative Case-feature of THEME moves onto v at LF and
checks against v's accusative Case-feature. Notice, again, that we do not worry
about T's $-feature and nominative Case-feature in Tamil due to the proposal

(VI). It seems techcally possible that the +-feature of the accusative-marked

THEME checks off the $-feature of T at LF in this case, but it is prohibited owing
to the proposal (V).

2.3.3.Grammatical Functions
In $2.1 and $2.2we observed that the dative subject (i.e., EXP) in the Tamil
DSCs has the ability to control and the ability to bind a subject-oriented reflexive,
irrespective of whether THEME is marked as accusative or nominative. Moreover,
while the nominative object induces subject-agreement in the Dat-Nom pattern, the
default impersonal agreement appears in the Dat-Acc pattern.
Recall our hypothesis that these abilities of the dative subject, which are linked
to grammatical hnction

SUBJECT,

are yielded by a [+construable]-feature checking

relation with T ( = I d ) . If this hypothesis is correct, the above properties of the dative subject in the Tamil DSCs is straightforwardly accounted for by our analysis.
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As argued above, it is EXP (i.e., the dative subject) that checks off T7s EPPfeature before SPELL-OUT regardless of the case-marking of THEME. For the
Dat-Acc pattern, THEME (i.e., the accusative object) has no [+construable]feature checking relation with T. Accordingly, we correctly predict that the accusative object has no SUBJECT properties and the dative subject has all of them in the
Tamil DSC with the Dat-Acc pattern.
A problem arises for the Dat-Nom pattern, however. In g2.3.2I argued that
the nominative object in the Tamil DSC with the Dat-Nom pattern enters into a 4feature checking relation with T at LF. Hence, at LF, where the derived structure
undergoes interpretation, the nominative object as well as the dative subject has a
[+constmable]-feature checking relation with T. Given this, it is a plausible conjecture that the nominative object as well as the dative subject assumes (some of) the
SUBJECT

properties in the Tamil DSC. Why is it that the nominative object in the

Tamil DSC nevertheless has no SUBJECT properties?
This problem can be resolved easily if we continue to maintain the stipulation
proposed in $1.3 of Chapter 8: There I claimed that an element has the subject
property that enables it to control if (i) it enters into a [+construable]-feature
checking relation with T, (ii) it retains a @-featureat LF (n.b., this does not necessarily mean that it has a &feature checlung relation with Infl at LF), and (iii) it is
the highest element among the elements that have a [+construable]-feature checking relation with T at LF.
With this in mind, let us consider the LF representation of the Tamil DSC with
the Dat-Nom pattern. At LF, the dative subject remains at the Spec of T and the
nominative object remains the Spec of v, though the nominative Case-feature of
the nominative object is attached to T. Evidently, the dative subject is higher than
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the nominative object at LF. Even if the nominative Case-feature of the nominative
object counts as the relevant elenient for measuring the height in the condition (iii),
the dative subject is still higher than it at LF; for, the dative subject asymmetrically
c-commands the nominative Case-feature that is attached onto T at L F . ' ~Therefore, the above conditions tell us that only the dative subject can control, as
required.
As for the ability to bind a subject-oriented reflexive, I claimed in Chapter 8 :
€j
1.4 that it stems from an EPP-feature checking relation with Infl plus the special

property of the canonical (i.e., innermost) Spec of T . This straightforwardly accounts for the fact in the Tamil DSC(s) (with the Dat-Nom pattern). In t h s construction the dative subject is attracted to the canonical Spec of T and checks off
the EPP-feature of T; accordingly, we correctly predict that only the dative subject
in the Tamil DSCs can bind a subject-oriented reflexive.

2.4. Evidence for the Difference between Dat-Acc and
Dat-Nom
Thus far I claimed that (the Case-feature of) THEME in the Dat-Acc pattern
does not move up to T, but it moves up to T in the Dat-Nom pattern at LF. Indeed, there is supporting evidence in favor of this claim.
Vaijayanthi Sarrna (personal communication) pointed out to me that, whereas
THEME in the Dat-Acc pattern cannot take scope over the sentential negation,
THEME in the Dat-Nom pattern can. Consider the following examples:

'A

This point was suggested to me by Noarn Chomdq (p.c.).See Chapter 8: $1.3 for
how to measure the height in the condrtion (iii).
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(9.71) Tamil
a. Kumaar-ukku irantu paiyan-kal-aip
puriy-av-ill-ai.
K u ~ ~ ~ - D two
A T boy-PL-ACCunderstand-w-NOT-IMP
'Kumar didn't understand two boys. '
b.

Kumaar-ukku irantu paiyan-kal-0 tirumpak kitai-av-ill-ai.
Kumar-DAT ~ W O boy-PL-NOMback get -INF-NOT-~PL
'Kumar didn't get two boys back.'

We cannot get the reading under which (9.71a) is interpreted as meaning "There
were two boys who Kumar did not understand." In contrast, (9-71b) can be interpreted as meaning "There were two boys who Kumar did not get back." These
facts indicate that the nominative object, but not accusative object, can take its
scope over the neg-element ill in the Tamil D S C S . ~ ~
It follows fiom our analysis of the Tamil DSCs that the (accusative Casefeature of the) accusative object cannot be higher than the neg-element at LF,
while the (nominative feature of the) nominative object in the Tamil DSC with the
Dat-Nom pattern can c-command the neg-element at LF, because it is attached
onto T at LF, as I argued. Therefore, the fact shown in (9.71) lends good support
to our analysis of the two types of Tamil DSC.

2.5. Summary and Dative Subjects in Kannada
In this section I illustrated how the two types of Tamil DSC are derived. Specifically, I proposed the following: (I) T's EPP-feature is strong in Tamil; (II) T's
nominative Case-feature and $-features are both weak in Tamil; (111) EXP is generated at the Spec of a kind of light verb, which selects VP with THEME in its
complement position; (IV) (i) The light verb of the verbs that occur in the Dat-Acc
For discussion on ill, see Lehrnann (1993 : pp.228ff ).
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pattern assigns a dative Case to EXP as an inherent Case, and they also has an accusative Case-feature, and (ii) the light verb of the verbs that occurs in the DatNom pattern assigns a dative Case to EXP as an lnherent Case, but they have no
accusative Case (n.b.: these properties of the verbs are lexically determined); (V)
T's nominative Case-feature checking must be executed together with the

4-

feature checking in Tamil (i.e., it cannot be checked off independently); and (VI)
T's nominal feature in Tamil may escape checking because Tamil is a
[+impersonal] language. Notice that (IV(i)) and (VI) are necessary stipulations
only for the Dat-Acc pattern.
Since Sridhar's (1976, 1979) extensive study, Kannada, another Dravidian language, has been often discussed as a typical example of language with DSC (e.g ,
Dryer 1982, Hermon 1984, Bhat 1991, Harley 1995, inter alia). According to Sridhar (1979), Kannada differs from Tamil in that the Dat-Acc pattern is not found in
the former (cf., Uchibori 1994). But the Dat-Nom pattern is allowed if the predicate in the clause is a stative predicate and/or psych-predicate. Sridhar (1976,
1979) shows that the dative subject in the Kannada DSC has the following properties. @ it has the ability to bind a subject-oriented reflexive and Q it can control;
whereas, the nominative object has no such properties of SUBJECT except that it always induces subject-agreement.26These properties of the Kannada DSC are the
same as that of the Tamil DSC with the Dat-Nom pattern Hence I conclude that
the parameters concerning the Kannada DSC are as follows: (I) T's EPP-feature is
strong in Kannada; (11) T's nominative Case-feature and $-features are both weak
in Kannada; (111) EXP is generated at the Spec of a kind of light verb, which selects VP with THEME in its complement position; (IV) The light verb of the verbs
26

For a brief summary and dimmon of the Kannada DSC, see Bhat (1991) and
Harley (1995).
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that occurs assigns a dative Case to EXP as an inherent Case, but they have no accusative Case; and (V) T's nominative Case-feature checking must be executed together with the $-feature checking in Kannada The Kannada DSC, thus, is derived
in the same manner as the Tamil DSC with the Dat-Nom pattern.27

3. Icelandic (and Germanic)
In this section I will concentrate myself to the DSC in Icelandic, the most studied example of DSC in the literature.

3.1. Data
As is well known, Icelandic abounds with the so-called Quirky Subject Construction (hereafter, QSC), in which the "subject" stands in a non-nominative Case
(Thrainsson 1979, Andrews 1982, Zaenen & Maling 1984, Yip, Maling, Jackendoff 1987, Cowper 1988, Sigurbsson 1989, and Van Valin 1991, to name a few)
Thus, DSC is a subtype of QSC. Some examples are:
(9.72) Icelandic (Andrews 1982: pp.461-463)
a. Accusative Subject
i. Mig
kelur.
(intransitive)
me(~cc)is-fieezing
' I am freezing.'

''

Hence, our account of the lack of the Dat-Acc pattern in Kannada is an accidental
gap in terms of the lexical items. For another approach, see Uchibori (1994), who tries to
show that the lack of the Dat-Acc pattern in Kannada (and Japanese and Korean) is derived
parametrically.
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ii. Drengina
vantar mat.
(transitive)
the-boys(~cc)lacks food(~cc)
'The boys lack food.'

b. Dative Subejct
i, M e
kolnar.
(intransitive)
~~(DA
is-getting-cold.
T)
'I am getting cold.'
ii. Barninu
batnaai
veikin.
(transitive)
the- child(^^^) recovered-fiom the-disease(~0~)
'The child recovered from the disease.'
C.

Genitive Subject
i. Verkjanna
gatir
ekkt.
the- pains(^^^) is-noticeable NEG
'The pains are not noticeable.'

(intransitive)

ii. Konungs
var bangad von.
(transitive)
the- king(^^^) was thither expectation(~0~)
'The king was expected there.'
In this section I will concentrate my attention to the DSC in icelandic," though the

QSC in Icelandic can be treated in the same way as the DSC as will become evident later in this section.29
As many authors have pointed out, the dative (or quirky) subject in the
Icelandic DSC (or QSC), just like the dative subject in the Japanese DSC and the

Tamil DSC, can bind a subject-oriented reflexive3' and can control. Let us look at
Among the GBmanic languages, DSCs d a r to the one in Icelandic can be found
in Faroese (Lockwood 1977), Dutch (den Besten 1985 and Levin 1985a,b), German
W d e r 1984 and Ha+
1986), Old Engbsh @lmer 1981 and Allen 1995), and Old
Norse (Faarlund 1990)

"

See T h r h w n (1979), Zaenen, Maling, & l h i h s o n (1985), Cowper (1988)' Sigura~son(1989), and Andrews (1990)for some diswsons on the subjecthood of the armsative subject and the genitive subject. They all agree that all the & subjects behave hke
"subject" in Icelandic. See 53.3 below for the datwe (quirky) subject in a passive clause.
30

It is somewhat controversial, though, to conclude that the Icelandic reflexive pro-
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the first property. As shown in (9.73), the quirky subjects can bind a subjectoriented reflexive:31
(9.73) Icelandic
a. Honum leidist [ konan sin/'* hans 1.
~ ~ ( D Abores
T ) wife self s I his
(Sigurbsson 1989: p.207)
b.

Hverjum
pykir [, [ sinn hgel ] gagur 1.
everyone(^^^) thinks
self s bird beautihl
'Lit. Everyone thinks self s bird beautihl.'
(Zaenen, Maling, Thr~nsson1985: p.450)

Second, the dative subject in the Icelandic DSC can control, as shown in (9.74)
(9.74) Icelandic
a. Honum, leiddist [ ab PRO, na ekki profinu 1.
h i r n ( ~ ~bored
~)
to
pass not the-exam
'He was sorry not to pass the exam.'
(Sigurbsson 1989: p.207)

b.

Mer,
likubu bakurnar [ an pess PRO, a3 buast via bvi ]
~~(DA
l i kTe)d ( ~ the-books
~)
without
to expect it
'I, liked the books wihtout PRO, expecting to.'
(Toribio 1993: p. 155)

These examples therefore indicate that the dative subject has a [+construable]feature checking relation with T under our theory of grammatical
nouns srg ' sefl~cc)',Spr ' s e f l ~ ~ ~and
) ' ,sin ' s ~ ~ G E N
are) 'really subject-oriented. In f
kt,
T h r h n (1979) cites examples in which they are bound by an object within the same
clause (cf, also, Maling 1986, Andaon 1986, and Rognvaldsson 1986). But, as Mahg
(1986: footnote 2) and Rognvaldsson (1986) point out, many speakers do not accept
object-bound reflexives. Besides, according to M d q (ibzd), the reflexive possessive, too,
allows subject antecedents only (dEinarsson 1945).
"

For the reflexives in Icelandic and their biding properties, see T h r h n
(197611990) and Sigur6sson (1990) in addition to the references cited in footnote 29 above.

'

For other pieces of evidence in hvor of the claun that the dative (quuky) subject
syntactically behaves like a "subject" in Icelandic, see Thrhmson (1979), Andrews (1982),
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Strikingly interesting is the fact that the dative (or quirky) subject cannot induce subject-agreement in Icelandic. The generalization is as follows: If there is no
nominative-marked DP (i.e., nominative object) in the clause, the default impersonal agreement appears; if the nominative object appears in the clause, then it
never fails to induce subject-agreement (Zaenen & Maling 1982, 1984 and Falk
1991).33These facts are shown in the following examples:
(9.75) Icelandic (Sigurbsson 1989: p.240)
*likubu/lika6i via Olaf.
a. Okkur
US(DAT-PL)
l i k e d ( 3 ~ ~ ) / ( 1with
~ ~ ) Olaf(~cc)
'We are pleased with Olaf.'
b.

Mir
likubul*likabi hestarnir.
~ ~ ( D A T -l S
i kGe )d ( 3 ~ ~ ) / ( 3the-horses(~o~.pL)
~~)
'I liked the horses.'

A comment on the types of predicate that allow DSC (QSC) in Icelandic is in

order. Just like the Japanese and Korean DSC or the Tamil DSCs, almost all of the
predicates that allow DSC (QSC) in Icelandic are stative and take a nonagentive
argument (cf. Andrews 1982 and Smith 1994). I assume, following many authors
(e.g., Levin & Simpson 1981, Cowper 1988, Harley 1995a,b), that these predicates can be classified as psych-predicate, whose external theta-role is discharged
as EXP (see 93.2 below).

Zaenen, Maling, Thhmson (1985), and Sigurbsson (l989), among others.
33

T h r b n (1979: p.466) cites an example in which the nomidve object optionally induces subject-agreement.Schirtze (1993) points out, however, that most speakers pre
f a obligatory agreement with the nominative object and that the above optional~tyis
allowed only for a very small set of verbs (cf Jonas 1992 and Taraldsen 1995). I agree with
Schiitze (1993) that thls is a highly idiosyncratic phenomenon that is outside the core grammar. The other exception can be found in the case where the nominative object is a kdse
cond person pronoun. In this case the defhk impersonal agreement appears (cf Jonsson
1994 and Taraldsen 1995).
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To recap, the Icelandic DSC quite resembles the Tamil DSC with the Dat-Nom
pattern in that the dative subject can bind a subject-oriented reflexive and can control, but the nominative object, instead of the dative subject, induces subjectagreement. Thus it is natural to expect that parameters quite similar to the ones involved in the Tamil DSC with the Dat-Nom pattern are also involved in the Icelandic DSC. I will explore this possibility in the next subsection.

3.2. Analysis
3.2.1. Proposal

Now I propose the following: (I) T's EPP-feature is strong in Icelandic; (11)
T's nominative and @-featureare both weak in Icelandic; (111) EXP is generated at
the Spec of a kind of light verb, which takes a VP with THEME in its complement
position:
(9.76)

The light verb in this structure has a stative meaning.

?A
ATHEMEmornabj)
v

EXPpat-subj)
v

(IV) The light verb of the verbs that can occur in DSC assigns a dative Case to

EXP as an inherent Case, and they have no accusative Case-feature (n.b.: these
properties of the verbs are lexically determined);34(V) T's nominative Case-feature
checlung must be executed together with the $-feature checking in Icelandic (i.e.,
it cannot be checked off inde~endently);~~
and (VI) T's nominal feature in Icelandic
AS a matter of fact, 0 0 not a parameter, but it states a lexical property of the
psych-predicates at issue. See $1.4.2in this chapter for relevant discussion.
34

35

%s is what Chomsky (fXl 1995 class lectures) suggested for Icelandic in order to
derive some parametric variations between Icelandic and Bantu languages.
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may escape checking because Icelandic is a [+impersonal] language (Chapter 2:
$3.7).
Notice that these parameters for the Icelandic DSC are quite similar to
(actually, virtually the same as) the ones for the Tamil DSCs. The only difference is
(IV), where lexical variations are allowed. In fact, QSCs other than DSC found in
Icelandic are derived in the same way as DSC if the parameter (IV) is changed appropriately: For example, if the light verb assigns an accusative Case to EXP as an
inherent Case and it retains a structural accusative Case-feature to be checked off
by THEME, the accusative subject construction shown in (9.77) is derived:36
(9.77) Drengina
vantar mat.
the-boys(~cc)lacks food(~cc)
'The boys lack food.'
In fact, it has been claimed by many authors (e.g., Levin & Simpson 1981,
Cowper 1988, Sigurasson 1989, Freidin & Sprouse 1991, Jonsson 1994, Harley
1995a,b, inter alia) that quirky cases are tightly linked to particular lexical items or
particular theta-roles.
According to Chomsky's (1995b) theory of expletives, (I) and (11) are both
confirmed by the fact that Icelandic has an overt expletive. As for (111), it is a universal characteristic of psych-predicates. And (VI) has been well documented in
the literature and confirmed by the following examples, which are clearly regarded
as impersonal construction (cf. Thrainsson 1979, Zaenen, Maling, & Thrainsson
1985, Van Valin 1991, Holmberg 1994, and references cited therein):

36

For the types of predicates that allow QSC and their case arrays, see Andrews
(1982), SigurBsson (1989), Van Valin (1991), Smrth (1994), and references cited therein.
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(9.78) Icelandic
a. Honum var
hjalpab (af mer).
~ ~ ( D Awas(1MP)
T)
helped by ~ ~ ( D A T )
(Van Valin 199 1: p. 152)
'He was helped (by me). '
b.

Barninu,
virbist [ t, hafa
verib hjdpa6 1.
the- child(^^^) seems
have(rN~)been helped
'The child seems to have been helped.'
(Freidin & Sprouse 1991: p.404)

c.

Ig r
var
(*bab) dansab a skipinu.
yesterday W~S(IMP)
EXP danced on the-ship
'Lit. Yesterday was danced on the ship.'
(Holmberg & Platzack 1995: p. 100)

3.2.2. Explanation
Now that, as we noted above, the parameters concerned in the DSC in Icelandic are virtually the same as the ones concerned in the Tamil DSC with the DatNom pattern, the Icelandic DSC is derived in the same way as the Tamil DSC.
First, consider (9-79), which represents the stage of the derivation where T is
merged with the two-layered VP-shell of a psych-verb:

Due to the assumption (I), something with D-feature is attracted to the (innermost)
Spec of T to check T's strong EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature). EXP (i.e,, the dative
subject) is the closest to T; consequently, it is attracted to the Spec of T before
SPELL-OUT, deriving (9.80) fiom (9.79):

Note that EXP has a D-feature and, hence, can be attracted by the EPP-feature of
T, though its Case-feature can never be available for Case-checking because of its
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inherent nature. At the stage of the derivation illustrated in (9.80), EXP checks off
T's strong EPP-feature. It should be noted that the $-feature of T as well as its
nominative Case-feature, being weak, remains unchecked before SPELL-OUT under our hypothesis that Checkzng is a syntactic operation subject to the general
economy condition. (9.80) corresponds to the surface structure of the DSC in
~celandic.~',~~
(9.80) results in a convergent derivation if THEME, which has a nominative
Case-feature, properly checks off both the weak $-feature and the nominative
Case-feature of T at the same time (due to (V)) This can be achieved if the corresponding formal features of THEME move onto T at LF to enter into a checking
relation with T Note that there is no need to worry about the accusative Casefeature of v in this case; for, the verbs that occur in the Dat-Nom pattern lacks an
accusative Case-feature, just like the Tamil DSC with the Dat-Nom pattern Also
just like in the case of the Tamil DSC with the Dat-Nom pattern, the (strictly derivationaYloca1) economy condition demands that the $-feature of THEME, but
not that of EXP, should enter into a f-feature checking relation with T; as a result,
the nominative THEME always induces subject-agreement. See 52.3.2 for detail

3.2.3. Su bjecthood of Dative (mirky)Subjects
In 53.1 we observed that the dative subject in the Icelandic DSC can bind a
subject-oriented reflexive and can control. Under our theory of grammatical
37

Thus,the nominative object in the Icelandic DSC remains at the complement of the
psych-verb in overt syntax. In fact, Harbert & Toribio (1991) provide evidence for this.
38

As was noted before, the subject with a quirky case results fiom the idiosynaasy of
a particular verb; hence, the QSC w d an
~ accusative subject or a genitive subject is derived
just in the same way described here.
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function, this can be easily accounted for. As argued in 52.2 2 above, the dative
subject has an EPP-feature checking relation with T before SPELL-OUT, and the
nominative object enters into a $-feature checking relation with T at LF by the
movement of its corresponding feature onto T at LF.
Recall our hypothesis about the subject property regarding control: An element
has the subject property of control if (i) it enters into a [+construable]-feature
checking relation with T, (ii) it retains a +-feature at LF (n.b., this does not necessarily mean that it has a +-feature checking relation with I d at LF), and (iii) it is
the highest element among the elements that have a [+construable]-feature checking relation with T at LF. Both the dative subject and the nominative object satisfy
the conditions (i) and (ii). But the nominative object deviates from (iii), because
the dative subject, which occupies the Spec of T at LF, is higher than the nominative object's $-feature at LF, which is attached to T at LF. Accordingly, it follows
that the dative subject has the ability to control.
As for the subject property to bind a subject-oriented reflexive, we can correctly predict that it is possessed by the dative subject in the Icelandic DSC. In Chapter
8 I stipulated that the ability to bind a subject-oriented reflexive stems from an

EPP-feature checking relation with T plus the special property of the canonical
Spec of T. Gwen this stipulation, it follows that only the dative subject, but not the
nominative object or any other arguments in the clause, can bind a subject oriented
reflexive in the Icelandic DSC; for, the dative subject occupies the canonical Spec
of T, entering into an EPP-feature checking relation with T.
As Jonas (1992) and Harley (1995a: Chapter 4; $2) extensively argue, the
nominative object syntactically has no subject-like properties, except its casemarking and its ability to induce subject-agreement. This also follows directly from
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our analysis of the Icelandic DSC: According to our analysis, the nominative object remains at the complement of the verb in overt syntax. This is the cause of the
lack of the subjecthood of the nominative object in terms of word order, extraction, quantifier floating, etc.
As mentioned just above, the nominative object morphologically behaves like
the ordinary "subject" in two respects: It is marked as nominative and it induces
subject-agreement. These two behaviors of the nominative object are straightforwardly explained: Under our analysis of the DSC, the nominative object's Casefeature and $-feature enter into a checking relation with T at LF. This results in the
morphologically subject-like properties of the nominative object.

3.2.4. Licensing of Nominative Objects
An idea most widely proposed in the literature is that the Case of the norninative object is licensed somehow by Infl (e.g., Hermon 1984, Cowper 1988, Sigurasson 1989, Harbert & Toribio 1991, Schiitze 1993, Jonsson 1994, Holmberg
& Platzak 1995, inter alia), though the implementations of the licensing mechanism

differ from one another. The analysis presented in the preceding subsection may be
regarded as a variant of this idea.
Harley (1995) argues against the above idea, claiming that the idea leads to an
incorrect prediction that the nominative object cannot be licensed in a nonfinite
clause, because it is no doubt that T in a nonfinite clause (in Icelandic) has no
nominative Case.39As the well-formedness of (9.81) shows, the nominative object
can appear in a non-finite clause:
39

A similar clam is made by Sprouse (1989)
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(9.8 1) Icelandic (Andrews 1 982: p.464)
Barninu,
viraist [ t, hafa
batnab
veikin 1.
th- child(^^^) seems
h a v e ( 1 ~ recovered-from
~)
the-disease(~0~)
'The child seems to have recovered from the disease.'
To maintain the idea that finite I d licenses the nominative object, this dependency
from the object position in an embedded clause to the matrix I d must be established somehow. The accused problem is, thus, how we can establish such a longdistance dependency. In fact, this may pose a real problem for some approaches,
but it is not at all a problem for our analysis of the Icelandic DSC. There is no intervening formal features between the matrix T ( = I d ) and the nominative-marked
object in the embedded clause in (9.81). Thus, the Case-feature and the +-feature

of the nominative object each can enter into a proper checlung relation with T by
moving onto T at LF, as required

3.3. Passive and Dative Subjects in Germanic
In some Germanic languages like Icelandic and German, the dative subject appears when a verb that takes a dative-marked object is passivized:
(9-82) Icelandic

a. transitive (Sigurbsson 1989: p.308)
i.

Pall bauB ykkur.
Paul invited ~OU(DAT-PL)
'Paul invited you.'
ii. Ykkur
var
bobia.
~OU(DAT-PL)
W~S(IMP)
invited(mp)
'passive of (9-82a(i))'

b. ditransitive (SigurBsson 1989: p.347)
i. Olafbr
sag& mer
pessa
sogu.
O l a f ( ~ 0told
~ ) ~ ~ ( D A~ T
~ S) ( A CS C
~O
) ~~(ACC)
'Olaf told me this story.'
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ii. Mer var
soga pessi
saga.
~ ~ ( D A~ Ta ) ~SG)
( told
3
f hiS(N0~)S~OT~(NOM)
'passive of (9*82b(i))'
(9-83) German
a. transitive (Haider 1984: p.88 and p.67)
i. . . . daI3 er
ihm
half.
COMP ~ ~ ( N o M
him(^^^)
)
helped
' . . .that he helped him. '
ii. . . . daj3 ihm
geholfen wurde.
COMP ~ ~ ( D Ahelped
T)
was(1~p)
'passive of (9,83a(i))'
b. ditransitive
i. . . . dan er
ihm
einen Kuchen schenkte.
COMP ~ ~ ( N o him(DA~)
M)
a cake(~cc)presented
' . . .that he presented him a cake. '
ii. . . . daI3 ihm
ein Kuchen
schenkte wurde.
COMP ~ ~ ( D Aa Tcake(N0M)
)
presented was(3s~)
'passive of (9.83 b(i))'

In the passive of the ditransitive clause whose subject position is occupied by
the dative-marked indirect object (10), the subject-agreement is induced by the
nominative-marked direct object (DO), just as in the case of DSC:40
(9.84) Icelandic (Sigurasson 1989: p. 348)
soga
bessi saga.
a. Okkur var
US(DAT)
was(3 SG)t o l d ( ~ - s ~this
) S~OT~(F'SG-NOM)
'We were told this story.'
b.

Mer
voru
sagdar
bessar sogur.
~ ~ ( D A~ Te )r e ( 3 ~~o~~ )~ ( F ' Pthese
L ) S~O~~~S(F.PL.NOM)
'I was told these stories.'

(9.85) German
. . . daB ihm
die Biicher
zugeschickt wurden/*wurde.
COMP him(^^^) the ~ O O ~ S ( P L - N Osent
M)
were(3 ~ ~ ) / w a sSG)
(3
' . . . that the books were sent to hom. '

"

See den Besten (1981) and Muller (1995) for d k m i o n s on passive ditransitive
clauses in German.
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Note, also, that DO in a passive ditransitive clause cannot stand in accusative,
but it must be marked as nominative:
(9.86) a. Icelandic (Siguri3sson 1989: p.348)
*Okkur var
sog5
bessa sogu.
(cf. (9-84a))
US(DAT)
was(3 SG)t o l d ( ~ - s ~
this
) story(~-SG' ACC)
'We were told this story.'
b. German
*.. . dal3 ihrn
einen Kuchen schenkte wurde. (cf. (9.83 b(ii)))
COMP ~ ~ ( D Aa Tcake(~cc)
)
presented was(3s~)
' . . . that a cake was given to him.'
Gven our hypothesis concerning the double object construction presented in
Chapter 5, these properties of the passive clause with a dative subject in those lanpages4' can be accounted for with the same mechanism we employed for the explanation of the Icelandic DSC.42
First, suppose that in those languages, I 0 is assigned dative as an inherent Case
with its GOAL-role. This conforms to the fact that I 0 cannot be accompanied with
any preposition such as to in English.43
(9-87) a. Icelandic (Holmberg & Platzack 1995: p. 188)
* E gaf
~
bok ti1 Jons.
1 gave a book to John
(cf. E~ gaf Joni b6k.
T u a v m o k)
41

The same construction can be found in Dutch (den Besten 1984) and in Faroese
(Lockwood 1977).

42

In passing, I believe that our analysis of the Icelandic DSC can apply, without any
loss, to the DSCs in other Germamc languages (see footnote 28 above). See $3.4below for
some discussion on the DSC in Dutch and $4 for the DSC in Old/MiddleEnghh and its
demise in Present-day En@.

43

Accordmg to Muller (1995), some verbs can take I0 mth the preposition an 'to',
though the interpretation of the I 0 with it somewhat differs fiom that of the I0 without it.
CE Lederer (1969).
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b. German
*... dal3 Ich einen Kuchen an den Verrnieter gegeben habe.
COMP I(NOM)a cake(Acc) to the landlord(~cc)given have
' . . . that I have given a cake to the landlord.'
(cf Lederer 1969: Chapter D)
(cf . . . daD

Ich dem Verrnieter einen Kuchen gegeben habe.
I(NOM)the landlord(^^^) a cake(~cc) given have
'same as (9-87b)' )
COMP

Recall our hypothesis concerning the double object construction. In Chapter 5
I demonstrated that it holds universally good that I 0 is generated at a higher position than DO, as illustrated in (9.88):
(9.88)

[TP

T

. . . . . [vP

SUBJ v [v,,

IO(DAT)
Vmd [VP V DO 11I1
(linear order irrelevant)

Given this, I 0 is always closer to T than DO is unless DO is moved into the rninima1 domain where I 0 is located (see Chapter 5). Now suppose that the passive
morpheme is attached to v, absorbing its accusative Case-feature,44and that SUBJ
is syntactically d e m ~ t e d . ~ '
(9-89)

[TP

T

.. ...

[vP

V-PASS

[vm,

IO(DAT)
V,,

V DO 1111
(linear order irrelevant)

[VP

Since it is plausible that the EPP-feature of those languages is strong, something
must be attracted to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT. 10, though marked as dative, can check off the EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature) of T, as maintained elsewhere
in this chapter; as a consequence, it is attracted to the Spec of T before SPELLOUT, deriving (9-90):
I am assuming that V, in those languages has no structural Case (though it assigns
a inherent dative Case to its Spec). And see Watanabe (1993, forthcoming) for an extensive
study of the mechanism of Case-absorption in the rnmhahst feature checking theory.
45

Here, following Baker, Johnson, & Roberts (1989), I am tentatively assuming that
the external theta-role of v (i.e ,AGENT) is assigned to the passive morpheme.
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(9.90)

,[

IO(DAT)~
T . . . ..

[Vp

V-PASS [vma

tP Vm,j [vp V DO IIII
(linear order irrelevant)

This represents the surface structure of the passive clause with a dative subject in
those languages
If DO is marked as nominative, (9.90) results in convergence just in the same
way as in the case of the Icelandic DSC. If DO is marked as accusative, then in the
clause, there is no element that can check off the nominative Case-feature of T and
there is no element that can check off the accusative Case-feature of DO; as a result, it crashes at LF. These are the reasons why the nominative-marked DO that is
not located at the Spec of T in overt syntax can induce subject-agreement (cf
(9-84) and (9.85)) and why the examples in (9.86) are ill-formed.
It is noteworthy that other Germanic languages like English and Swedish do
not allow the non-nominative I 0 to occur at the Spec of T in overt syntax.
(9.91) a. English

*Himwadwere given the dolls.
(cf He was given the dolls.)
b. Swedish (Holmberg & Platzack 1995: p. 126)
*Honom blev givetlgivna
hastarna.
the-horses
him
was give(s~)/give(~~)
'He was given the horses.'
(cf Han blev givet hastarna.
he was give(s~)the-horses )
I would like to suggest that this is due to the fact that the Case of I 0 is a structural
one in the languages like English or Swedish. This sharply contrasts with the fact
in Icelandic and German, in which I 0 is assigned an inherent dative Case. Thus, I 0
in Icelandic and German cannot be accompanied with the preposition 'to' if it appears as the GOAL argument of the ditransitive predicate, as we observed in
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(9.87) above. This is because the dative Case-assignment depends on the GOALrole assignment. Then, we predict that I 0 can appear together with the preposition
'to' in English and Swedish, because the Case of I 0 is independent of the GOALrole assignment. This prediction is, indeed, borne out:
(9.92) a. English
Mary gave the dolls to Mary.

(cf. Mary gave Mary the dolls.)

b. Swedish (Holmberg & Platzack 1995: p. 188)
Jag gav en bok till Johan.
I gave a book to John
(cf. Jag gav Johan en bok.
I gave John a book )
Given that I 0 is marked structurally in English and Swedish, the ill-formedness of
the examples in (9.91) naturally follows: Because the passive morpheme absorbs
one of the structural Cases of the ditransitive verb, there is no way to assignlcheck
more than one non-nominative structural Case in a passivized ditransitive clause in
those languages.&
Before we go on to the next subsection, it is important to note that the
nominative-marked DO also can occur at the Spec of T in Icelandic and Germanic
(cf Andrews 1982 and Zaenen, Maling, Thrainsson 1985 for Icelandic, den Besten
1984 and Grewendorf 1989 for German). Consider (9.93) and (9.94) below.
(9.93) Icelandic (Andrews 1982: p. 48 1)
var syndur henni.
a. Billinn
t h e - c a r ( ~ 0was
~ ) shown her(^^^)
'The car was shown to her. '
b.

46

Henni var syndur billinn.
~~(DA
was
T )shown t h e - c a r ( ~ 0 ~ )
'same as (9.93a)'

See Chapter 5 for extensive discussion on passive of ditransitkes in Enghsh and
Swedish.
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(9.94) German
a. .. . dan das Buch
ihm
gegeben wurde.
COMP the ~ O O ~ ( N O~M
~ )( D A given
T)
was(3 SG)
' . . that the book was given to him.'
b.

d d ihm
das Buch
gegeben wurde.
COMP ~ ~ ( D A
theT ~) O O ~ ( N Ogiven
M)
was(3s~)
'same as (9-94a)'
...

Why is it that either the nominative-marked DO or the dative-marked I0 can be
promoted to the Spec of T by passivization in those languages?
In Chapter 5 I argued that the promotion of DO to the Spec of T by passivization is possible only if DO can be moved to the minimal domain where I 0 is located. Take Norwegian and Danish for example. In Norwegian DO as well as I 0
can be promoted by passivization, as we observed in Chapter 5. In fact, there is
evidence which shows that DO can be moved to the minimal domain where I 0 is
located; that is, DO can undergo overt object shift in Norwegian. In contrast, DO
cannot undergo overt object shift in Danish; therefore, DO cannot be promoted by
passivization in Danish, as I argued in Chapter 5.
Returning to Icelandic and German, we can find evidence which shows that

DO can undergo overt object shift in those languages (see Collins & Thrainsson
1993, 1994 and Bobaljik 1995 for Icelandic, and den Dikken 1995 and Miiller
1995 for German):
(9.95) Icelandic (Collins & Thriinsson 1994: p.34)
gaf konunginum ambattina.
a. Hann
~ ~ ( N o gave
M ) t h e - k i n g ( ~ the-maidservant(~cc)
~~)
'He gave the king the maidservant. '
b.

Hann
gaf ambattina,
konunginum t,.
he(N0M) gave the-maidservant(~cc)the- king(^^^)
'same meaning as (9.95a)'
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(9.96) German (den Dikken 1995. p.220)
a. Der Hans
gav der Maria
das Buch.
ART H a n s ( ~ 0 gave
~ ) ART M ~ ~ ~ ( Dthe
A ~T O
) O~(ACC)
'Hans gave Mary the book '
b.

Der Hans
gav das Buch,
der Maria
tk.
ART Hans(N0~)gave the ~ O O ~ ( A ART
C CM
) ~(DAT)
'same meaning as (9.96a)'

As argued in Chapter 5, I interpret t h s fact as showing that some V-head within
the three layered VP-shell for a ditransitive verb may tolerate an unforced violation
of Procrastinate (see Chapter 5 for detail). Gven this, at some stage of the derivation of the passive clause of a ditransitive verb in those languages, the following
structure may appear:
(9.97)

[TP

T . .. ..

[vP

).'-PASS

[V,c

DO(NOM)~
IO(DAT)
Vmd LVP V tk I]]]
(linear order irrelevant)

In (9.97) DO and I 0 are equidistant from T; therefore, either of them can be attracted by T to T's Spec. This results in the word-order alternation shown in
(9.93) and (9.94).
Incidentally, all of the ditransitive predicates in Icelandic and German do not
take the Dat-Acc pattern as their complements. Interestingly, ditransitive verbs that
do not take this pattern may not allow DO'S overt object shift:
(9.98) Icelandic
a. E~
lofaai
blafi
bilnum,
I(NOM)promised O ~ ~ ~ ( Dthe-C~~(DAT)
AT)
'I promised Olaf the car.'
b. * E ~ lofaai
bilnum,
0lafi
t,.
I(NOM)promised the-C~(DAT)
O~~(DAT)
'same as (9*98a(i))'
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(9.99) German
a. Sie
haben den Jungen das Lied
gelehrt.
the boy(~cc)the song(~cc)taught
t h e y ( ~ 0 have
~)
'They have taught the boy the song.'
b. *Sie
haben das Lied,
den Jungen t, gelehrt.
t h e y ( ~ 0 have
~ ) the song(~cc)the boy(~cc) taught
'They have taught the boy the song.'

Our theory, thus, leads to the prediction that, while 1 0 in those examples can be
promoted by passivization, DO cannot. This prediction is, indeed, borne out:
(9-100) Icelandic (Andrews 1982: p.480)

a.

Henni var lofa6
bilnum.
her(^^^) was promised the-C~~(DAT)
'She was promised the car. '

b

'Bilnum
var lofad
henni.
the-C~~(DAT)
was promised ~ ~ ( D A T )
'Lit. The car was promised her.'

(9.10 1) Geman

a.

dann ist der Jungen das Lid
gelehrt worden.
then is the ~OY(NOM)
the song(~cc)taught been
'then the boy was taught the song'

b.

*dam ist den Jungen das Lid
gelehrt worden.
then is the b o y ( ~ o ~the
) s o n g ( ~ otaught
~)
been
'Lit, then the song was taught the boy'

These facts point to the correctness of our analysis.

3.4. Experiencer Inversion in Dutch
Koster (1978) points out that a limited class of verbs that allow their object to
precede their subject in an active clause.47The verbs may almost count as psych47

In a p a s s i M d i t r e e clause I 0 can precede SUBJ (i.e.,Agent) in Dutc4 just
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verbs, according to Levin (1985a).~Whereas ordinary transitive (unergative)
predicates disallow this inversion (as in (9.102)), a certain type of psych-verbs allow it as shown in (9-103):~'
(9.102) Dutch (Hoekstra 1984: p. 188)
a. .. . dat de jongen
een auto
zag.
COMP the ~ O Y ( N O M
a )C ~ ~ ( O Bsaw
J)
' . . . that the boy saw a car. '
b. *... dat eenauto
dejongen
zag.
COMP a c a r ( o ~ ~the
) b o y ( n o ~ ) saw
'same as (9~102a)'
(9.103) Dutch (Hoekstra 1984: p. 187)
a. .. . dat die fout
de schoolmeester
opviel.
COMP that mistake(N0~)the school-teacher(o~~)
struck
'. . . that that mistake struck the school teacher.'
b.

dat de schoolmeester
die fout
opviel.
COMP the school-teacher(o~~)
that m i s t a k e ( ~ 0 ~struck
)
'same as (9-103a)'
...

From the fact that the clause at issue is embedded it is evident that (9.103b) is not
derived from (9-103a) by the topicalization of the objective-marked EXP or
(9.103a) is derived from (9-103b) by the topicalization of the nominative-marked
THEME. The following fact also confirms that THEME occupies the Spec of T in
(9.103a) and that EXP occupies the Spec of T in (9.103b):

like Icelandic and German (dKoster 1978 and den Besten 1984). Cf 53.3 above.
48

According to den Besten (1984), Hoekstra (1984) and, especially, Broekhuis
(1992), it is more precise to regard those verbs that allow this kind of OBJ's permutation
not as psych-verbs, but as ergative verbs.

49

There is no morphophonological distinction between accusative and h e in
Dutch, which is the reason that I use OBJ 'objective' to refer to the case of objects in Dutch.
A similar type inversion can be found in German, too, under the same condision (cf den
Besten 1984 and Safir 1995).
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(9.104) Dutch (Levin 1985a: p.38)
u
bevallen?
a. Zullen deze boeken
)
Will these b o o k s ( ~ o ~y)o u ( o ~ ~please
'Will these books please you?'
b.

Zullen u
deze boeken
bevallen?
)
Will you(osr) these b o o k s ( ~ o ~please
'same as (9-104a)'

If either EXP or THEME were topicalized, either of the examples in (9.104)
would be ungrammatical; for, yes-no question cannot coincide with topicalization
(Levin 1985a).
It is therefore concluded that either the objective-marked EXP or the
nominative-marked THEME in a clause with a psych-verb in Dutch can appear at
the Spec of T in overt syntax. Here it is important to note that, in spite of the fact
just observed, it is the nominative-marked THEME that always induces subjectagreement irrespective of whether EXP or THEME occupies the Spec of T in
overt syntax, as Levin (1 985a) points out:
(9.105) Dutch (Levin 1985a: p.37)
a. Deze boeken
bevallen hem.
' P L ) hirn(o0~~s~)
these ~ O O ~ S ( N O Mplease(^^)
'These books please him. '
b.

Hem
bevallen deze boeken.
him(o0~-SG)
please(^^) these ~ O O ~ S ( N O M . P L )
'same as (9.105a)'

Now I propose that the light verb (i.e., v) and V in the two layered VP-shell
for Dutch psych-verbs undergo restructuring. This process is delineated in (9-106)
below:
(9.106)

a.

. . .. .

,[

EXP(OBJ>
v

V THEME(NoM>
I1
(linear order irrelevant)
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b.

,,[

.. . ..

EXP(DBJ)V-V T H E W N D M] )
(linear order irrelevant)

It is important to note that this process of restructuring should be distinguished
from head-movement. Unlike the assumption made by Chomsky (1992, 1994a),
we are assuming that head-movement cannot extend a minimal domain. The important point here is that, as the result of restructuring, EXP and THEME fall into
the same minimal domain.
Now suppose that, just like in the Icelandic DSC, EXP is assigned an inherent
dative Case by v and a psych-verb has no accusative Case in Dutch. Then, either of
them can move to the Spec of T in overt syntax to check off the strong EPPfeature. If EXP is moved there in overt syntax, the Case-feature and +-feature of
THEME are moved onto T at LF to enter into a proper checking relation with T.
If THEME is moved to the Spec of T in overt syntax, then nothing is moved at LF.
In either case, T's +-feature is checked off by the nominative-marked THEME;
therefrom, it follows that the nominative-marked THEME always induces subjectagreement irrespective of its surface po~ition.'~

50

Thus fiu I have neglected the reason of the impossibhty of the alternation shown in
(9.102) above; namely, the impossibhty of the permutation of the SUBJ-OBJ order in a
transitive unergative verb (cf Hoekstra 1984 and
clause whose predicate is an or*
Broekhuis 1992). At k s t glance this is due to the property of unergative verbs wh~chprecludes the restructuring process. But the problem arises, because Dutch allows (optional)
overt object s M (Bobaljik 1995), which gives rise to a situation where SUBJ and OBJ are
in the same minimal domain even in a transitive unergative clause. This, in tun, leads to the
incorrect prediction that the permutation of SUBJ-OBJ order is possible in a transitive unergative clause. We will return directly to this issue in 94 2 below.
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4. Theoretical Implications of DSC
4.1. Inversion in Germanic and Derivational (Local)

Economy

I n $3.4 above we observed that the EXP(OBJ>-THEME(NOM)
order and the
THEME(NOM)-EXP(OW)
order freely alternate in a clause with a psych-verb in
order and the
Dutch, and also observed in 93.3 that the IO(DAT)-DO(NOM)
DO(NOM)-IO(DAT)
order freely alternate in a passive ditransitive clause in Icelandic
and German. I argued that in both cases, there is a stage of the derivation where
the two arguments are in the same minimal domain. They are delineated as in
(9.107):
(9.107) a. Experiencer Inversion in Dutch
[TP T ..... v
,[
EXP(OBJ)
V-V THEME(NoM)
I]
(linear order irrelevant)
b. Indirect Object Inversion in Icelandic and German
ITP T . . . . . [vP V-PASS [v, DO(NOM)~
IO(DAT)
Vmd [VP V tk 111
(linear order irrelevant)
Note that the THEME-EXP order is derived by the movement of THEME in
(9-107a) to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT; that is, only one step from the
stage illustrated in (9.107a) is necessary for convergence at LF (as far as the movements of the arguments involved are concerned). In order to derive the EXPTHEME order, two steps are necessary for convergence: One is the movement of
EXP to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT and the other is the feature-movement

of the Case and @-featuresof THEME onto T at LF. The same holds true in the
derivations for Icelandic and German indirect-object inversion: Only one step from
the stage illustrated in (9-107b) is necessary to derive the convergent DO-I0 order, but two steps are necessary to derive the convergent 10-DO order.
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It is a widely accepted view that the general economy condition prefers fewer
steps. According to this view, the aforementioned account of the inversion phenomena cannot be tenable. However, one should notice that counting steps involved in a derivation obviously makes the economy condition global, which
should be evaded in the minimalist program I am assuming in this thesis (cf. Chapter 2: § 1.5 and, also, Collins 1995b, 1996 and Ura 1994b, 1995a). It is important
to note that if we take the general economy condition strictly derivationally, the
above problem does not arise at all: At the next step fiom the stage illustrated in
(9.107), the proposed two operations are equally economical because they are At-

tractMove from the same minimal domain to the same target (i.e., the Spec of T),
which is motivated by the checking of the same feature (i.e., the strong EPPfeature). Although only one of the two derivations at issue necessarily involve
another step at LF, this surplus step in the derivation has no comparable step in the
other derivation. Notice that the structure of the former derivation differs fiom that
of the latter; consequently, they are no longer comparable in the economy competition under the strictly derivational economy condition (Collins 1996 and Ura
1995a). Therefore, the inversion phenomena observed in 93.3 and $3.4 lend strong
support to the claim that the general economy condition should be strictly derivational (or be locally applied).

4.2. Icelandic DSC and Bantu Inverse
In Chapter 7: $1.4 I discussed the reason why Icelandic disallows the type of
inverse construction found in Bantu. Recall that Bantu inverse results fiom the fact
that OBJ overtly moves, owing to the strong nominal feature of v, to a Spec of v,
at another Spec of which SUBJ is generated (see Chapter 7: 91 for detail). As I
repeatedly argued elsewhere in this thesis, my hypothesis concerning optional
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object shift is that it results from the fact that OBJ may be moved to a Spec of v
owing to v's parameter which allows v to tolerate an unforced violation of Procrastinate. Now that Icelandic allows optional object shift (Holmberg 1986 and
Vikner 1994), the following situation may emerge in icelandic:''

Notice that this situation also emerges during the derivation for Bantu inverse, as
we noted above.
Bantu inverse is derived from (9,108) by the movement of OBJ to the Spec of
T before SPELL-OUT. Thanks to the stipulation that T's 4-feature as well as its
EPP-feature in Bantu is strong, OBJ at the Spec of T induces subject-agreement.
At LF, the nominative Case-feature of SUBJ moves onto T; thereby, the derivation
converges.
As I argued in $3 of this chapter, T's EPP-feature is strong but its $-feature as
well as its nominative Case-feature is weak in Icelandic. Now let us return to
(9.108) and suppose that it happens in Icelandic. Then, either OBJ or SUBJ in
(9.108) can be attracted to the Spec of T by T's strong EPP-feature before
SPELL-OUT, because they are equidistant from T If OBJ is attracted to there, the
derivation converges if SUBJ's $-feature and nominative Case-feature move onto
T at LF to enter into a proper checking relation with T. This derivation results in a
type of inverse construction, in which the accusative-marked OBJ occupies the
Spec of T in surface structure and the nominative-marked SUBJ induces subjectagreement. This' construction is never found in Icelandic, however. We therefore
have to preclude this derivation.
51

Here I ignore the hierarchical/linear order of SUBJ and the shdM OBJ, which is irrelevant to the discusion that follows.
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Chomsky (fall 1995 class lecture) suggested that the derivation for this putative
Icelandic inverse construction is precluded by the economy condition. For it involves more steps than the derivation in which SUBJ in (9.108) moves overtly to
the Spec of T. This latter derivation needs no LF movement. Crucially, for the
derivation of Bantu inverse, the economy condition does not apply to it. This is because it has a numeration different fiom the numeration for its active counterpart:
More specifically, in inverse voice it is OBJ that induces subject-agreement, while
Notice that in the deriin active voice, it is SUBJ that induces subject-ag~eement.~~
vation for the putative Icelandic inverse, SUBJ induces subject-agreement. Hence,
it competes with the derivation in which SUBJ overly moves to the Spec of T, as
claimed. Thus, this solution seems prima facie good and valid.
One should notice, however, that the above solution crucially utilizes a global
kind of economy, which should be evaded in the minimalist theory assumed in this
thesis as I emphasized repeatedly. Moreover, as I pointed out in the preceding subsection, the derivation of DSC is erroneously precluded by this global economy
condition.53Then, how can we preclude the derivation of the putative Icelandic inverse sketched above without recourse to the global economy?
Here I propose a parameter to cope with this problem. There are two types of
language in terns of the parameter concerning DP's formal features and their morphological property. The parameter is set as in the following manner: If a language
L has a positive value in terms of this parameter, L must observe the condition on
DP's formal feature checking, which is stated in (9.109) below; if L is negative in
terms of this parameter, L may violate the condition.
52
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This is also pointed out, independently, by Chris Collins @.c.)and Koji Fujita (p.c).

In addition, as C o h (1996) points out, the global economy condition wrongly
preclude the derivations of quotative inversion and locative inversion.
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(9.109) Condition on DP's Formal Feature
If DP has a structural Case-feature, its D-feature cannot enter into
a chechng relation with any other element than the one that has a
Case-feature checking relation with it.
The rationale of this condition is that it requires DP to have its D-feature checked
off together with its structural Case-feature This condition is not so unnatural because Case-features are assigned to/possessed by DP (but not N, D, or NP) and
DP is a locus of D-feature. Hence the parameter proposed above states that there
are two types of language: DP's D-feature must go with its structural Case-feature
in some languages, while it is allowed not to go with its structural Case-feature in
the other languages 54
With this parameter in mind, let us return to the putative inverse construction
in Icelandic The parameter enables us to preclude its derivation, as required, if
Icelandic has a positive value in terms of this parameter Recall that in the derivation for the putative inverse in Icelandic, OBJ is first moved overtly to a Spec of v.

OBJ may undergo this movement due to the fact that the nominal feature of v is
weak but it tolerates an unforced violation of Procrastinate. But note that in order
for OBJ to be attracted overtly to a Spec of v, OBJ must enter into an accusative
Case-feature checking relation with v when it lands at that position; otherwise, the
Last Resort Condition of the definition of AttractMove is violated. Hence OBJ inevitably has its accusative Case-feature checked off at this position. Gven this,
OBJ cannot move up from there to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT to check off
the strong EPP-feature of T owing to the Icelandic parameter setting. Since the
overt movement of OBJ from a Spec of v to the Spec of T in (9.108), repeated

"

Crucially, the condition (9.109) does not require DP's structural Casefeature to go
with its D-feature.
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below as (9.1 lo), is precluded this way, we correctly explain why the putative inverse in Icelandic does not exist.

The above account of the nonexistence of inverse in Icelandic does not preclude Bantu inverse if the parameter setting in terms of the condition (9.109) is
negative in Bantu. In Bantu OBJ in (9.1 10) can move up to the Spec of T before
SPELL-OUT to check off the strong EPP-feature (and @-feature)of T because
DP's D-feature can safely enter into a checking relation with an element that is different fiom the element with which it enters into a Case-feature checking relation.
Moreover, the above account does not spoil our analysis of the DSC in Icelandic. In 53 above I demonstrated that the derivation for the Icelandic DSC involves
the stage which is illustrated in (9.1 11):

The dative-marked EXP is moved to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT to check
off the strong EPP-feature of T. At LF the $-feature and nominative Case-feature
of the nominative-marked THEME move up onto T to enter into a checking relation with T. These operations trivially satisfy the condition (9.109); for, the dative
assigned to EXP is an inherent Case, so that EXP safely checks off the EPPfeature of T without violating (9.109). The nominative feature of THEME also
safely enters into a checking relation with T. Even though Icelandic has a positive
value for the parameter concerned, the structural Case-checlung may be independent of the EPP-feature checking (but not vice versa (cf footnote 54)).
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Lastly, it is interesting to consider the problem mentioned in footnote 50
above: Why is it that the SUBJ-OBJ permutation is not allowed in a transitive unergative clause in Dutch? This was somewhat mysterious at that time, but by assuming that the aforementioned parameter is positive in Dutch, it can be easily
explained.
As shown in (9.1 12) below, OBJ in a transitive unergative clause may optionally undergo overt object shift in Dutch (cf Wyngaerd 1989, Neeleman 1994, 60baljik 1995, and references cited therein)."
(9.1 12) Dutch (Bobaljik 1995: p.75)
a. . . . dat veel mensen,[ gisteren,[ dat boek gekocht I] hennen.
COMP many people
yesterday that book bought
have
' . . . that many people bought that book yesterday.'
b.

dat veel mensen dat boek, ,[ gisteren,[ t, gekocht I] hennen.
COMP many people that book
yesterday
bought
have
'same as (9-112a)'
. ..

Our hypothesis about optional object shift leads us to the conclusion that SUBJ
and OBJ are in the same minimal domain at some stage of the derivation before
SPELL-OUT, as illustrated in (9.1 13):

As I argued above, OBJ at a Spec of v in (9-113) has to have its structural (i.e., accusative) Case-feature checked off when it is moved there. As a consequence, it
can never be attracted by the strong EPP-feature of T owing to the Dutch parameter that requires DP's D-feature to check together with its structural Case-feature.
55

There is a corrtroversy, though, as to whether object dufi in Dutch is a real Amovement or not. It has an equivocal status between object shift in Scandinavianlanguages,
which counts as a pure A-movement, and short object-scrambling in German, which counts
as an A-bar movement (6.Wyngaerd 1989, V i e r 1994, and Muller 1995 for relevant
discussion).
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Then, the accusative-marked OBJ can never occupy the Spec of T with the
nominative-marked SUBJ being within VP in a transitive unergative clause in
Dut~h.'~

5. Summary
In this chapter I investigated the syntactic derivations of the DSCs found in
various languages, and demonstrated that the grammatical function splitting phenomenon involved in the DSC in each type of language can be consistently accounted for by our hypothesis concerning grammatical hnction plus the theory of
multiple feature-checking. Moreover, I showed that the differences among the syntactic behaviors of the DSCs can be deduced from a very small set of simple parametric variations.

Appendix (A!: Old E n

sh and Historical C h a n e

As I mentioned in $3.1 in this chapter there is a kind of DSC in OldMddle
English, which has been sometimes regarded as "impersonal" (cf Elmer 1981, Fischer & van der Leek 1983, Anderson 1986, Lightfoot 1991, Denison 1993, Allen
1995, inter alia).57 Some examples are?'
56

In fict, there are cases in which the accusative OBJ and the nominative SUBJ fieely
alternate in terms of their surEace position in Dutch (and German). However, even in those
cases, it holds true that the verbs involved are transitive ergatives, accordmg to den Besten
(1984) and Broekhuis (1992) I leave it open here to investigate the issue further. See den
Besten (1984), Hoekstra (1984), Grewendorf(1989) and Broekhuis (1992) for discussions.
57

See, especdy, Denison (1993) for ample examples and detailed summaryldiscussions on the previous analyses of the construction at issue.
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(9A. 1) Old English (Denison 1993. p 72)
se sige
gelicade
hu him
(NOM)
how him(DAT) the V ~ C ~ O ~ ~pleased
'how the victory had pleased him'
(9A.2) Middle English5' (Allen 1995: p.242)
and bat hem likede here lodliche sinnes.
and comp him liked their loathsome sins
'and that their loathsome sins plaesed them. '
It is very interesting to note that, despite the fact that the dative EXP occurs at
the clause initial position (i.e, the Spec of T) in Old and Middle English (cf. Fischer
& van der Leek 1983 and Lightfoot 1991),60the DSC in Old English strikingly dif-

fers from the one in Middle English in the following respect: Whereas it is the
nominative THEME that induces subject-agreement in Old English, it is the dative

EXP that induces it in Middle English. This contrast is shown by the examples in

(9.4.3) a. Old English (Denison 1993: p.74)
barn c ~ n g e
licondon peran
the ~ ~ ~ ~ ( D Apleased(p~)
T ' s G ) pears(~o~-pL)
'the king liked pears'

b . Middle English (Allen 1995: p.263)
oughten have greet repentaunce
how that hem
how COMP them(DAT) O U ~ ~ ~have
( P Lgreat
)
repentance
'How they should have great repentance'
58

Here I will merely cite the second source of each OldIMiddle En@ example presented here. For its primary source, see the reference cited thereon.
59

Note that Middle Enlacks the dative Case morphology. The dative became
marked morphologically as oblique and later as objective. CE van Kernenade (1987) and Allen (1995).
a

Allen (1995) extensively argues, with ample data, that the dative EXP in the clause
initial position in OldMddle Enghh has the gammatical function SUBJECT. In thls thesis I
assume that her claim is right, without any argument. Cf, also, Fischer & van der Leek
(1983) and Lighdbot (1991).
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Here I am showing that this historical change in English can be accounted for by a
simple parametric change in terms of DSC.61
It is noteworthy that the DSC in Old English resembles the DSC in Icelandic in
that the dative EXP has the grammatical hnction

SUBJECT

but the nominative

THEME induces subject-agreement, and that the DSC in Middle English resembles
the DSC in Japanese and Korean in that the dative EXP counts as

SURJECT

and,

also, it induces subject-agreement. Now suppose that all the parameters involved
in each pair of the resembling DSCs are the same Then, the parameters relevant
only to the DSC in Old English are summarized as in the following: (I) T's EPPfeature is strong; (11) T's nominative and +-feature are both weak; and (111) The
light verb of the verbs that can occur in DSC assigns a dative Case to EXP as an
inherent Case, and they have no accusative Case-feature. Given those parameters,
the DSC in Old English is properly derived: the dative EXP is moved to the Spec
of T in overt syntax to check off T's strong EPP-feature. Due to (11), the dative
EXP does not check off the $-feature and Case-feature of T. At LF, the $-feature
and Case-feature of the nominative THEME move onto T, resulting its agreement
with T
And the parameters for the DSC in Middle English are: (1') T's EPP-feature is
strong; (11') T's $-feature is strong, but its nominative-feature is weak; (111') The
light verb of the verbs that can occur in DSC assigns a dative Case to EXP as an
inherent Case, and they have no accusative Case-feature; and (IV') T's nominative
Case-feature checking may be independent of its $-feature checking. Gven these,
the derivation for the DSC in Middle English are as follows: The dative EXP is
61

As a matter of fkt, the thugs concerned in thls hstorical change of the Enghsh
DSC (or impersonal in general) are more complicated, as is usually the case with the diachronic syntax (dLightfoot 1979). See Elmer (198I), Lightfioot (199 l), and, especially, Allen
(1995) for detaded -on
on the issue
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attracted to the Spec of T in overt syntax due to T's strong EPP-feature. Due to
(11') the dative EXP at the Spec of T checks off T's strong &feature, too; as a re-

sult, the subject-agreement is induced by the dative Em. At LF the Case-feature
of the nominative THEME moves onto T to enter into a proper checking relation
with T.
Given the above parameters for the DSC in Old English and those for the one
in Wddle English, it is easy to find the parametric differences between them: (11)
and (11') differ, and all others are the same. To put it differently, the diachronic
change from Old English to Middle English proceeded as in the following
fashion:62
(9A.4)

I Old English

T's EPP-feature
T's $-feature
T's Case-feature

1
1

I

strong
weak

weak

I Middle English
1
strong

1
1

strong
weak

Now the next (big) question is: Why is it that the DSC has totally demised in
Present-day English (PdE)? Here I would like to stipulate that it is due to the fact
that the dative in PdE loses its fonner ability to check off an EPP-feature. Let us
consider the derivation for a clause with a psych-verb in PdE:

Now that the dative EXP in (9A-5) has no ability to check off an EPP-feature, the
element with a D-feature that is closest to T in (9A.5) is the nominative THEME.
Note that T's $-feature is weak in PdE (Chomsky 1995b), the dative EXP is not
attracted by that feature to the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT even if it has the
ability to check off a &feature. Thus, the nominative THEME is attracted to the
62

It is very curious that T's + f m e becomes weak, once again, in Presat-day Enghsh. I leave it to future research to investigate thls highly intriguing question.
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Spec of T before SPELL-OUT in PdE to check off T's strong EPP-feature; thereby, (9A.6) is derived:

The derivation in (9A.6) converges because all the residual formal features that
need checking can be properly checked off at LF (that is, the +-feature and Casefeature of T are checked off by the nominative THEME). As exemplified by
(9A.7), (9A-6) corresponds to a clause with a psych-verb in PdE, as required:63
(9A-7) Present-day English
pleases(s~)~ ~ ~ ~ ( D A T P L ) .
a. I~(NOM.SG)
b. These ~O~S(THEME)
please the b a b y ( ~ w ) .
This may count as a minimalist reformulation of Belletti & Rizzi's (1988) theory of
psych-verb constructions.
One should notice that I am assuming that psych-verbs like please, surprise,
etc , assigns EXP dative as an inherent Case and it has no accusative Case-feature
(see Gnmshaw 1990 for the list of this type of verb). Some psych-verbs, which assigned an inherent dative Case to EXP in the OlcVMiddle English period, no longer
retain that property and have gained a new property as an ordinary transitive unergative verb. Verbs like like, fear, etc. is an example of such verbs (cf. Grimshaw
1990 for the list of such verbs):
(9A-8) Present-day English
a. The b a b y ~ xlikes
~ ) these ~OYYTHEME).
b. *These toys like(s) the baby.
Incidentally, to maintain the analysis of the double object construction presented in Chapter 5, I am assuming that the indirect object of a ditransitive verb in
Note that the dative in PdE is morphologically not differentiated from the
accusative.
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BritishIArnerican English has a structural Case. This is because it can be promoted
by passivization, which accompanies the change of its case from accusative to
nominative. Since our stipulation is that the dative EXP in a clause with a psychverb of theplease-type in PdE cannot check off an EPP-feature, it leads to the prediction that the clause cannot be promoted to the Spec of T anyhow. This is borne
out by the fact that it cannot be promoted by syntactic passivizati~n.~
(9A.9) Present-dcry English
a. *John was surprised by that news.
b. *John was pleased by that toy.
This fact thus conforms to our analysis of the please-type psych-verbs in PdE

A ~ ~ e n d(B):
k DSCs IOSCs) in Other Languaces
In this appendix I will just round up DSCs (and QSCs) from other languages.
No attempt will be made to provide any detailed analysis of them, though brief
comments will be made as to how they are accounted for under the theory of multiple feature-checking. This appendix is intended to give a quick review on the
relevant facts cross-linguistically.

"

These verbs can be used in an adjectival passive clause, as in (i) (cf Wasow 1977,
Belletti & R k i 1988, and Grimshaw 1990):
(i) a. John was very (*much) surprised at that news.
b.
John was very (*much) pleased wrth that toy.
(1995) and Bouchard (1995) for arguments against this claim (cf,
Though, see Palso, Postal 1971). For the distinction between syntactic passive and adjectival passive, see
Wasow (1977) and Levin & Rappaport (1986).
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1. Russian and Polish
According to Bailyn (1991) and Kondrashova (1993), the dative EXP in the
DSCs in Russian occupies the Spec of Infl (=T)in overt syntax. They independently provide the following arguments in favor of this claim: @ The dative subject can
control and Q it can bind a subject-oriented reflexive.65The relevant date are cited
below:
(9A. 10) Russian
a. Borisu,
nravitsja igrat' muzyku [ PRO, golym 1.
BO~~S(DAT)
l i k e ( 1 ~ p~l)a y ( l ~ music(~cc)
~)
nude(~s~)
(Bailyn 1991. p.86)
'Boris likes to play music nude.'
b.

[ PRO, pridja
domaoji 1, Vove
stalo
C O ~ ~ ~ ~ (home
A S P ) VOV~(DAT)
~~~(PAST'ASP'IMP)
skuchno .
boring(1h.l~)
'On coming home, Vova got bored. ' (Kondrashova 1993: p.2 10)

(9A. 11) Russian (Bailyn 1991: p .88)
Sage,
ponravilsja vraEi
u sebjam.
Sasha(~A~)liked
d o c t o r ( ~ 0 ~at) s e l f ( o ~ ~ )
'Lit. Sahsa, liked the doctr, at self s place,.'
Furthermore, when THEME in DSC, if any, is marked as nominative, it induces
subject-agreement; otherwise, the default impersonal agreement appears (Franks &
Greenberg 1988):
(9A-12) Russian
a. i. Sage
nravjatsja knigi.
Sasha(~AT)like(3PL) ~ O O ~ ( P L )
'Sasha likes books.'
(Bailyn 1991: p.81)

65

The Russian reflexive amphora are strictly subject-oriented, according to Rappaport (1986).
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ii. Borisu,
nravitsja igrat' muzyku [ PRO, golym 1.
BO~~S(DAT)
like(1~~)
play(m~)music(~cc)
nude(ms~)
(l3ailyn 1991: p.86)
'Boris likes to play music nude.' .
b,

i.

Sage
nuZen
vraE .
S~S~B(DAT'F)
need(Mmsc)~ O C ~ O ~ ( N O M ~ M . S G )
'Sasha needs a doctor.'

nuino
waEa.
ii. Sage
sasha(~AT.~)
need(1~~)
doctor(~cc~~~s~)
(Bailyn 1991: p.82)
'same as (9A-12b(i))'
These properties tell us that the DSCs in Russian resembles the Tamil DSCs,
which we observed in $2 of this chapter
According to Dziwirek (1994), the DSCs in Polish, another familiar Slavic language, behave the same as the ones in Russian: The dative subject in the Polish
DSCs can control and can bind a subject-oriented r e f l e ~ i v e . ~ ~ , ~ '

2. Hindi (and Other Indo-Aryan)
Hindi(-Urdu) and other Indo-Aryan languages like Bengali (Klaiman 198I),
Kashimir (Bhatt 1993), Marathi (Pandharipande 1990), etc. (cf Masica 1976)
abound with several types of DSCs and more radical QSCs (cf articles gathered
in Verma & Mohanan 1990). In Hindi, the subject-agreement in DSC is induced by
the nominative THEME if it appears in the clause; otherwise, the default
66

For the sake of space, I omit citing relevant data in PoM. See D&ek
ample data and discussion.

67

(1994) for

Interestingly enough, according to Fried (1994), Czech another Slavic language,
allows a DSC, but the dative subject fXls to show the properties such as the abhty to control and the abllrty to bid a subject-oriented reflexive. A possible specuhon is that the
datme-marked EXP in Czech, like the one in PdE, cannot check an EPP-feature. More investigations are obviously needed. Cf Franks (1995) for some relevant dmmions on
DSCs in Slavic.
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(impersonal) agreement appears (Gair & Wali 1989 and Mohanan 1994: Chapter
5). According to Davison (1985), Kachru (1990), and Mohanan (1995), however,
the dative subject in Hindi (and other languages) possesses the ability to bind a
subject-oriented reflexive and the ability to control.
These facts suggest that the DSCs in Hindi and other Indo-Aryan languages resemble the Tamil (and other Dravidian) ones, which we observed in 92 of this
chapter. In fact, many authors (e.g., Masica 1976, Abbi 1990, among others) have
pointed out that both language groups are classified together in terms of DSC If
so, our hypothesis leads us to the conclusion that the dative subject in Indo-Aryan
occupies the Spec of T in overt syntax, just as in the case in Tamil. And some authors such as Davison (1985) and Bhatt (1993) reached the same conclusion.6a

3. Italian (and Spanish)
In the literature it has been reported that, although the dative subject (i.e.,
EXP) in the Italian DSC~'possesses rich abilities to control (cf, Perlmutter 1984),

it fails to bind a reflexive and fails to induce subject-agreement (cf Perlmutter
1984 and Belletti & Rizzi 1988)." Under our hypothesis concerning grammatical
In Hindi a construction synta&caJly similar to DSC can be found, which Mahajan
j 1995) calls "ACTWE pa.ssive". See Mahajan (1995, to appear a) for deta~I~.
The transitive
clause with an ergative-marked subject in Hindi has several syntactic properties common to
DSC, too. See Mohanan (1995) and Mahajan (1989, to appear b) for discussion. Here I
leave it to future research to apply the theory of muhple fkature-checlung to these phenomena, anticipating that, given reasonable assumptions, it works well for them.
69

Some particular class of psych-verbs can allow DSC in Italian (see Perlmutter 1984
and Belletti & Rizzi 1988).

O'

Accordmg to Masullo (1992, 1993), the same holds true in the Sp& DSC. The
subject-agreement in the Italian (and Spanish) DSC is induced by the (nominative)
THEME, which is usually the case in DSCs cross-lingui,stically, as we observed in this chap-
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function, if an element has an ability to control, then it has a [+construable]-feature
checking relation with T. From the fact that THEME induces subject-agreement in
the Italian DSC, it follows that the dative subject has no $-feature checking relation with T. It, in turn, implies that the dative subject has an EPP-feature checlung
relation with T in Italian. Indeed, this is compatible with the conclusion of Calabrese (1986) and Belletti & Rizzi (1988) that the dative subject occurs at the Spec
of T ( = I d ) in overt syntax. It is plausible that the dative subject's disability to bind
comes from the fact that it is a kind of P P : ~It' is natural that a binder and its bindee should be the same in its category
Another interesting thing to note about the Italian DSC is the fact that the
word order of the dative EXP and the THEME freely alternate just as in the case
of the Dutch experiencer inversion (cf $3.4):
(9A.13) Italian (Belletti & Rizzi 1988: p.340)
a. A Gianni piacciono le tue idee.
to Ganni please(^^) your ideas
'Your ideas please (to) aanni. '
b.

Le tue idee piacciono
your ideas please(^^)
'same as (9Aa13a)'

a Gianni.
to Ganni

Belletti & Rizzi (1988) propose that EXP and THEME are generated within the
same maximal projection of V. Under our theory about the universal mapping of
argument structure (Chapter 2: $3.2), their claim cannot be maintained, but it can
be captured by assuming that v and V in the two layered VP-shell for the Italian
psych-verbs that allow DSC are restructured, resulting in (9A.14):'~
ter (the only exceptional cases to this come from Japanese and Korean, and Middle
Enghsh).
"

It is not an or*
PP, however, because only the PP as a dative EXP can occur
at the Spec of T (that is, can check offan EPP-feature) (cf Belletti & Rizzi 1988).
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(9A. 14)

EXP v-V THEME ]

Given this, the word order alternation in the Italian DSC can be explained just in
the same manner as in the case of the Dutch DSC (see 53.4 above for details).

4. Accusative Subjects in Quechua
According to Cole & Jake (1978), a peculiar type of QSC is found in Imbabura
Quechua (and Huanca Quechua (Hermon 1984)), a nominative-accusative SOV
language. When the desiderative suffix -naya (-naa in Huanca Quechua) is attached to a transitive verb, the subject of the clause is marked as accusative with
the object still remaining marked as accusative:
(9A. 15) Imbabura Quechua (Cole & Jake 1978: p. 74)
a. Ruca-0 can-da ricu-d*-ngui.
I-NOMyou-ACCsee- 1SGI-~SG
'I see you. '

b.

Ruca-ta can-da ricu-naya-nl* -d*-ngui
I-ACCYOU-ACC see-DES-IMP/-1SG/-~SG
'I would like to see you.'

If the accusative subject occurs, then the subject-agreement must be impersonal, as
shown in (9A.15b). The case-marking pattern in the Quechua QSC suggests that
the desiderative suffix - n q a takes a control structure and assigns an inherent accusative Case to its Spec together with EXPERIENCER role.

In 93.4, I argued that this process of the restructuring of psych-verbs also happen in
Dutch.
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This structure is very similar to the structure of the Japanese potential construction, which we observed in 41.4.4. The only difference is that, while the Japanese
potential suffix may absorb the accusative Case-feature of v, the Quechua desiderative suffix has no effect on the Case-feature of v .
Cole & Jake (1 978) and Hermon (1 984) demonstrate at length that the accusative subject in the Quechua QSC syntactically behaves as sumcr, despite its morphologically coding properties of its accusative-marking and its failure to induce
subject-agreement. The fact that the accusative subject does not induce subjectagreement means that it has no $-feature checking relation with T, and the fact that
it has the ability to control the missing subject of a subordinate clause whose predicate contains the same-subject marker (Cole & Jake 1978)'~indicates that it has a
[+construable]-feature checking relation with T. Therefore, it follows that the accusative subject in the Quechua QSC has an EPP-feature checking relation with T.
In Chapter 8: $2, where the Quechua anti-impersonal passive construction was
examined, I argued that the EPP-feature (as well as $-feature) of T in Quechua is
weak, but its nominative Case-feature is strong. Notice that in the Quechua QSC,
there is no nominative element. What checks it off before SPELL-OUT in a Quechua desiderative clause?

For switch-reference in (Imbabura) Quechq see 42 in Chapter 8.
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Here I propose to assume that the desiderative suffix, instead of absorbing the
accusative Case-feature of v, absorbs the (strong) nominative Case-feature of T.
Given this assumption, the derivation for the QSC in Quechua converges as in the
following manner. The strong nominative Case-feature of T is properly checked
off thanks to the assumption; the accusative Case of EXP need not be checked off
because of its inherent nature; the EPP-feature is checked off by the @-feature of
the) accusative EXP at LF, resulting in its ability to control, and the THEME properly checks off the accusative Case-feature of v

5. Georgian
Georgian also provides an instance of DSC. According to Harris (198 1, 1984),

a group of so-called affective predicates take their subject as dative with the object
as nominative:
(9A.17) Georgran (Harris 1984: p.284)
mas'inve
momeconet
tkven.
Me
~ ~ ( D Aimmediately
T)
1S G - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ P ~OU(PL'NOM)
L-IND
'I liked you immediately.'
The Georgian DSC is extremely interesting because the nominative THEME induces Subject Person-agreement and the dative EXP induces the Indirect-Object
Person-agreement.74 Furthermore, the dative EXP induces Number-agreement,
which is supposed to be triggered by

SUBJECT

(Harris 1981, 1984). On the other

hand, given our hypothesis concerning subject-oriented reflexives, we can interpret
the fact that the dative EXP,but not the nominative THEME, can bind a subject74

As is well laown, the Georgian verbal-agreement system is extremely complicated,
which is not eady described here in the least. See Marantz (1989) and Hewitt (1995) for
discussion.
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oriented reflexive as indicating that the dative EXP in the Georgian DSC occupies
the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT. The facts concerning the word order tell us
that the nominative THEME remains within VP in overt syntax (cf Mcannis to
appear).
Given those facts, I tentatively propose the following for the Georgian DSC:
T's Subject Person-agreement feature as well as its nominative Case-feature is
weak, but its EPP-feature and Number-agreement feature are strong. The affective
verbs in Georgian have a three-layered VP-shell, just like in the ordinary ditransitive predicates (cf. Chapter 5). EXP is generated at the Spec of V,,. The topmost
light verb v in the three-layered W-shell in Georgian has a strong $-feature. T h s
@-featureis realized as Indirect-Object Person Agreement. The EXP, which is assigned an inherent dative by the affective predicate, is attracted to the Spec of v to
check off the strong +-feature of v And then, it is also attracted farther to the Spec
of T before SPELL-OUT to check off the strong EPP-feature and Numberagreement feature of T. At LF, T's weak nominative Case-feature and Subject
Person-agreement feature can be checked off by the corresponding features of the
nominative THEME.75

75

There are still many unsolved questiondproblems here. See McC;mrus (to appear)
for a detailed study on Georgian QSCs under the minimalist program.
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0. Introduction: Economv and Optionalitv
In the previous chapters I often emphasized that the notion

EQUIDISTANCE un-

der the theory of Attract proposed by Chomsky (1995b) plays an important role.
Under this theory, the economy condition guarantees that the application of At-

tract to a is as economical as the application of Attract t o
equidistant from the target. It follows that either a or

J3 only if a

and J3 are

P can be attracted by some

feature to a position if they are in the same minimal domain at the stage of derivation before that operation (cf. Chapter 2: $4.2) In this section I will add a piece of
evidence in favor of this, drawing examples from the locative inversion construction in Bantu.

1. Bantu Locative Inversion: Basic Facts
Recently, locative inversion in Bantu has attracted much interest in syntax. This
construction is very similar to Bantu activelinverse voice alternation (see Chapter
7: 5 I), in that there is no morphology involved in both constructions, as shown by
the Chichewa examples in (1 0-1):
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(10-1) Chichewa (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989: p .2)
a. Ku-mu-dzi
ku-li chi-tsime.
17-3-village 17-be 7-well
'In the village is a well.'
(cf Chi-tsime chi-li ku-mu-dzi.
7-well 7-be 17-3-village
'A well is in the village.'
)

b.

Ku-mu-dzi ku-na-bwer-a
a-lendo-wo.
17-3-village 17-past-come-ind 2-vistor-those
'To the village came those visitors.'

(cf a-lendo-wo a-na-bwer-a
ku-mu-dzi.
2-vistor-those 2-past-come-ind 17-3-village
'Those vistors came to the village.'
)
With the (unaccusative) predicate as the pivot, the THEME-DP and the locative
phrase are inverted by locative inversion. As we will see later in this chapter, it is
true that there is a lexicallsyntactic condition on locative inversion. But, it is noteworthy that, if a given clause satisfies it, locative inversion freely applies to that
clause without any morphological change showing the alternation. Furthermore,
just like the fronted OBJ in an inverse clause, the locative phrase preposed by locative inversion acquires some of the subject properties.
Before considering what mechanism is involved in locative inversion, let us
make a brief examination on the syntactic properties of the preposed locative
phrase and the postposed THEME-DP in a clause with locative inversion. The
clearest evidence that the locative phrase preposed by locative inversion gains subjecthood comes from the fact that it induces subject agreement:
(1 0.2) Chichewa (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989: p .9)
a-lendo-wo.
a. Ku-mu-dzi ku-na-bwer-a
17-3-village 1~ - P A S T - C O ~2-vistor-those
~-IND
'To the village came those visitors.'
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b. M-nkhalango mw-a-khal-a

mi-kango
18-9forest
~ ~ - P E R F - ~ ~ ~ c I ~4-lion
~-IND
'In the forest have remained lions.'

In the checlung theory assumed in this thesis, this clearly shows that the locative
phrase preposed by locative inversion has a &feature checking relation with Infl
Another argument for the subjecthood of the locative phrase preposed by locative inversion comes &om the fact concerning the attributive VP construction. According to Bresnan & Kanerva (1989), the attributive verb form in Chichewa is
morphologically derived from the infinitive by the addition of the associative prefix
ri-. It is noteworthy that in the attributive verbal phrase, every argument of the ba-

sic verb may be expressed except for the subject. In (10.3), for instance, the active
subject (in (10.3a)) and the passive one (in (10.3b)) of the bracketed verbal phrases
are missing.
(10.3) Chichewa (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989: p. 13)
a. M-sodzi ,[
w-o-ik-a
nsomba pa-m-pando ]
1-fishman
1-ASC
INF-put-IND10 fish 16-3-chair
'a fishrnan putting fish on a chair'

b.

pa-m-oando ]
nsomba ,[ z-o-ik-idw-a
10-ASCNF-put-PASS-MD
16-3-chair
10 fish
'fishman being put on a chair'

According to Bresnan & Kanerva (1989), the descriptive generalization is that this
attributive VP expresses a semantic property that can be defined by abstracting
over an open argument of the derived verb, which must correspond to the subject
argument of the base verb.
Now consider the following example:
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(10.4) Chichewa (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989: p. 14)
M-nkhalango ,[ m-o-khal-a
mi-kango ]
18-9 forest
18-ASCM F - ~ ~ V ~ - I N 4-lion
D
'Lit, in the forest where there live lion'
In this example it is the locative phrase that is the open argument and the logical
subject (i.e., THEME-DP) that remains inside the VP. This indicates that the locative phrase can behave like a syntactic subject in Chichewa.l
On the other hand, as Polinsky (1993) points out, the THEME-DP postposed
by locative inversion loses all of its subject properties that it assumes in an active

unaccusative clause without locative inversion. First, it loses the ability to induce
subject agreement, as is evident from the contrast shown in (10-1) above. Secondly, it loses the ability to control (see Polinsky 1993 for detail):
(1 0-5) Kinyurwanda (Polinsky 1993: p.346)
muri iyi inzu [ PRO, ku-guna
a. Aba-shiytsi, ba-ra-siinziir-a
2-guest
2-PROG-sleep-IMPF
in this house
NF-rest
mbere y'umurimo 1.
before PRP work
'The guests, are sleeping in this house [ PRO, to get some rest
before work 1.'
b.

*Muri iyi inzu ha-ra-siinziir-a
aba-shiytsi, [ PR0,ku-guna ]
in this house 16-PROG-sleep-IMPF
2-guest
NF-rest
'In this house are sleeping guests, [ PR0,to get some rest I.'

From these facts it is safe to conclude that the THEME-DP postposed by locative
inversion loses its ~ubjecthood.~

I

See Bresnan & Kanerva (1989) for other arguments in favor of the subjecthood of
the locative phrase inverted by locative inversion.
2

See Polinsky (1993) for other pieces of evidence that the TlEME-DP postposed
by locative inversion has lost its subjecthood
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Here it is important to note that the THEME-DP postposed by locative inversion, just like the inverted SUBJ in an inverse clause, does not have any object
properties, either. In general, objects in Bantu can undergo relativization or clefting and can induce (optional) object agreement. As shown by Bresnan & Kanerva
(198 9) (for Chichewa) and Polinsky (1993) (for Knyanvanda), however, the

THEME-DP postposed by locative inversion cannot undergo relativization or
clefting (as shown in (10-6b)),3 and it cannot induce object agreement (as shown in
(1 0.7)):
(10.6) Chichewa (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989: p. 15)
nkhandwe.
a. Pa-m-chenga p-a-im-a
16-3-sand 1~ - P E R F - S ~ ~ ~ ~ -9I fox
ND
'On the sand is standing the fox.'
b.

*N'chi-yani chl-mene, pa-m-chenga p-a-im-a
t,
COP 7-4
7-REL
16-3-sand 1 6 - ~ ~ ~ ~ - s t a n d - r ~ ~
'Lit. What is it that, on the sand is standing t,.'

(10.7) Chichewa (Bresnan & Kanerva 1989: p. 15)
a-lendo-wo.
Ku-mu-dzi ku-na-(%a-)bwer-a
17-3-village 17-RECPST-(2-)come-IND2-visitor-2 those
'To the village came those visitors.'
More interestingly, the THEME-DP postposed by locative inversion, just like the
inverted SUBJ in an inverse clause, is not syntactically demoted. As observed in
Chapter 7, SUBJ in a Bantu passive clause must be syntactically demoted by attaching a preposition to it, or by not being expressed in the clause at all.
(1 0.8) Chichewa (Trithart 1977: p. 15)
a. N-thochi zi-na-nyamul-idw-a *(ndi) Joni.
10-banana 10-past-carry-pass-ind
by John
'The bananas were carried (by) John.'
3

See Bresnan & Mchombo (1985) for discussion on r e l M o n and clefhng in
Chichewa and in Bantu in general.
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b.

N-thochi zi-na-nyarnul-idw-a (*Joni)
10-banana 10-past-carry-pass-ind John
'The bananas were carried (John).'

As shown in (10.9) below, however, the THEME-DP postposed by locative inversion must not be syntactically demoted:
(1 0.9) Chichewa
a. *Ku-mu-dzi ku-na-bwer-a
ndi a-lendo-wo.
17-3-village 17-RECPST-come-MD
by 2-visitor-2 those
'Lit. To the village came by those visitors.'

b.

*Ku-mu-dzi ku-na-bwer-a
0
17-3-village 17-RECPST-come-ND
'Lit. To the village came 0.'

To summarize, the locative phrase preposed by locative inversion gains subjecthood by entering into a +-feature checking relation with Infl, while the

THEME-DP postposed by locative inversion does not have the properties of subject let alone the properties of object. Moreover, the THEME-DP in a clause with
locative inversion is not syntactically demoted. These properties of locative inversion strikingly resembles those of inverse voice in Bantu, which was studied at
length in Chapter 7: 5 1. Here it should be noted that all Bantu languages that allow
the activehnverse voice alternation also allow locative inversion, but not vice versa. For example, Kinyarwanda allows both, but Chichewa allows only locative
inversion.
In the next section I will demonstrate that the properties of locative inversion
can be given a consistent account by the movement theory with the notion EQUIDISTANCE

reinforced with the theory of multiple feature-checking.
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2. Explanation
2.1. Syntactic Mapping of LOCATIVE
In order to explain the aforementioned properties of the locative inversion in
Bantu, I propose to assume that in the two-layered VP-shell, the theta-role LOCA-

TIVE (or LOCATION) is always assigned to the Spec of the lower V (see Chapter
2: 53.2). This assumption is not so unnatural, because it is reasonable to assume
that, given that the Thematic Hierarchy is the principle by which the arguments are
ordered in the theta-grid, syntactic configurations projected from a given theta-grid
should reflect the hierarchy, so that the higher role in the hierarchy is projected to
a higher structural position. In fact, several authors such as Ostler (1979), CarrierDuncan (1985), Belletti & Rizzi (1988), and Speas (1990) have proposed the
same."
In the two layered VP-shell proposed by Chomsky (1995b), AGENT is always
assigned to the Spec of the higher V in the shell (namely, v), which counts as a
source of transitivity due to its hnction as a causative, and THEME is assigned to
the complement of the lower V (see Chapter 2: $3.2). If LOCATIVE is higher
than THEME, but lower than AGENT in the Thematic Hierarchy, as Jackendoff
(1972), Foley & Van Valin (1984), Gnmshaw (1990) argue, it should be assigned
This
to the Spec of the lower V in the shell, according to the above as~umption.~
4

Note, however, that thls is expected to be restated under Hale & Keyser's (1991,
1993)theory of the thematic relation (see Chapter 2: $3.2).

5

If it turns out that LOCATlVE is lower than THEME in the hierarchy, as several
authors (such as Carrier-Duncan 1985, Speas 1990, and Bresnan & Kanerva 1992) contend, it should be the case that THEME is assigned to the Spec of the lower V with LOCATNE assigned to the complement of that V. As will become evident, the discussion below
in the text will not be affkted even if this is the case. Thu may count as a crucial Merence
between our analysis of locative inversion in Bantu and Bresnan & Kanerva's (1989). As
Schachter (1992) points out, the herarchy in which LOCATIVE is lower than THEME is
imperative for Bresnan & Kanerva's (1989) analysis of Bantu inversion.
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mapping of the argument structure within the lower VP in the two layered VPshell can be illustrated as in the following:

A
A

(1°'10)
LOCATIVE

Here it is very important to notice that the position where LOCATIVE is assigned
is in the same minimal domain as THEME, which is always generated at the complement position of the lower V

2.2. Analysis of Locative Inversion
Now suppose that T ( = I d ) is introduced in (10.10) by Merge without the projection of v. Then, (10-11) is derived:

T

-

LOCATIVE

A

In Chapter 7 I claimed that the EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature) of T in Bantu languages is strong Thus, something with a D-feature must be attracted to the Spec
of T to check off T's strong EPP-feature before SPELL-OUT. Now that LOCATIVE and THEME in (10.1 1) are in the same minimal domain (of V), either of
them can be attracted to the Spec of T without deviating from the definition of Attract, if they have a D-feature, satisfying the Last Resort Condition of the definition of Attract. If the last condition is met (i.e., both THEME and LOCATIVE
have a D-feature), (10.12) is derived if LOCATIVE in (10.1 1) is attracted to the
Spec of T:
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V

THEME

In (10.12) the EPP-feature is checked off by the D-feature of LOCATIVE before
SPELL-OUT. Recall that I argued in Chapter 7 that the $-feature of T in Bantu,
too, is strong; therefore, LOCATIVE checks off the #-feature of T as well. The Dfeature (and +-feature) of THEME need not be checked because they are
[+interpretable]. In order for this derivation to converge, the Case-feature of
THEME and the Case-feature of T must be checked off at LF.6Those features can
be properly checked off by raising the Case-feature of THEME onto T at LF;
whence, the derivation converges. Note that this exactly represents the surface
structure of a clause with locative inversion.'
b l i p ,[
17-3-village 17-be
'In the village is a well.'

(10.13) ,[ ku-mu-dzi,

t, [, tg chi-tsime
7-well

I]]

(= (10. la))

Incidentally, this analysis of locative inversion is very pertinent to Bresnan & Kanerva's (1989) discovery that the THEME-DP in a clause with locative inversion
lingers in the smallest projection of VP (in overt syntax) in overt syntax. They provide a few pieces of evidence which shows that the THEME-DP inverted by locative inversion remains in overt syntax at the position that corresponds to the
6

Recall that I am assuming that there is no v projection involved in thls derivation.
o
w as an unaccusative verb. To put it differently, there is no
The iingle VP projection c
(accusative) Case involved in this derivation because an unaccusatTve verb has no Case (cf
Burzio 1986).Thus, there is no need to check accusative Case in this derivation. We wdl return to this issue more closely later in this chapter.
7

Recall that I am assuming that V overtly moves up onto T in Bantu (see Chapter 7:

5 1 and references cited therein).
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ordinary object position in a transitive clause. See Bresnan & Kanerva (1989:
pp . 3-9) for detail.
Suppose, instead, that THEME is attracted to the Spec of T in (10.1 1). As
noted above, this does not deviate from the definition of Attract, because it has a
D-feature and it (as well as LOCATIVE) is the element closest to T that can check
the EPP-feature of T. Then, (10.14) is derived from (10.1 I):
(10.14)

4

THEME,

T

?
h
v
t

LOCATIVE

k

In (10.14) the Case and $-features of T as well as its strong EPP-feature are
checked off by THEME; as a result, the Case-feature of THEME, too, is deleted.
Even if LOCATIVE may have a D-feature, it may have no Case-feature because it
'
[+interpretable], the D-feature and
can be used as a pure adjunct in ~ a n t u .Being
$-feature of LOCATIVE, if any, need not be checked off. Thereby, (10-14) converges. This exactly corresponds to an unaccusative clause without locative
inversion.
(10-15) ,[ Chi-tsime, chi-lip ,[ ku-mu-dzi [,
7-well
7-be
17-3-village
'A well is in the village.'

8

We dreturn this issue in $2.3below

tg t,

I]]
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2.3. D-feature of Locative Phrases in Bantu
Returning to our analysis of locative inversion illustrated in (1 0.12) above, one
should note that we crucially rely on the presupposition that LOCATIVE has a Dfeature. Thus, it hinges on whether this presupposition is true or not. According to
Bresnan (1994), there is a good deal of evidence for this presupposition. The clearest arguments in favor of the presupposition comes from the fact that locative
phrases in Bantu, unlike in English, can freely occur in the subject position of semantically compatible verbs:
(10-16) Chichewa (Bresnan 1994: p. 111)
Ku San Jose ku-ma-ndi-sangalats-a.
17-Sari Jose 17-PRES'HAB-1
SG-P~~~S~-FV
'(Being in) San Jose pleases me (Lit. In San Jose pleases me.)'
In (10.16), the locative phrase, just like locative phrases preposed by locative inversion, induces the subject agreement, showing that it enters a +-feature checking
relation with T (= Infl). Note that the object in (10.16) is incorporated into V as a
clitic. Hence, in (10.16) there is no element but the locative phrase that can check
off the EPP-feature (i.e., D-feature) of T; otherwise, (10.16) would crash, resulting
It follows that locative phrases in Bantu may have a
in ungra~nmaticality.~
D-feature.

9

The same reasoning leads to the conclusion that the locative phrase checks off the
Case and +f&es
of T in (10.16). In other words, it behaves like a true DP in this case. In
fact, Myers (1987) provides an analysis s ' i to this, proposing that locative phrases in
Chishona need a Case. In $2.2,however, I claimed that locative phrases may have no Casefeature. Thus,I propose to assume that locative phrases in Bantu may have a Case-feature
or may have no Case-feature, though I maintain that they have a D-feature, which need not
be checked off due to its [+interpretable] nature, regardless of whether they have a Casefeature or not. Carstens (1991, 1993) and Kinyalolo (1991), indeed, propose that the structure of Bantu locative phrases looks much hke the structure of DP in a sense.
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Moreover, according to Bresnan (1994), when a locative phrase appears at the
object position of a transitive verb, it can induce (optional) object-agreement and it
can be passivized. In addition, a locative phrase can have its possessor in its Spec,
as shown by (10.17) (cf., also, Bresnan & Mchombo 1995):
(1 0-17) Chzchewa (Bresnan 1994: p ,112)
A-lendo a-ma-pa-kond-a
pa mu-dzi p-athu p-o-chititsa
16-love-fv 16 3-village 16-our 16-~sc~m~-attract
2-visitor 2-PRES-HABchi-dwi.
7-interest
'Visitors love it, our interesting village.'
Since, in general, PPs cannot take its possessor, this property of locative phrases in
Bantu should attributed to their structural nature as DP.
From these observations it is safe to conclude that locative phrases in Bantu
may have a D-feature.'' This indicates that they can check off the strong EPPfeature of T. In other words, they can be attracted by T without violating the Last
Resort Condition of the definition of Attract. Now that locative phrases may have
a D-feature in Bantu, the movement of LOCATIW presupposed in our analysis of
locative inversion illustrated in (10.12), repeated below, is validated.

V

THEME

As noted before, this derivation of locative inversion converges as required: The
EPP-feature of T as well as its $-feature is checked off by the locative phrase at
lo

See Bresnan (1994) for several other (minor) arguments for the claim that locative
phrases may behave like a DP in Bantu. CE, also, Myers (1987), Bresnan & Kanerva
(1989), Carstens (199I), Kinyalolo (199 I), and Bresnan & Mchombo (1995).
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the Spec of T before SPELL-OUT, the Case-feature of T can be checked off at LF
by THEME'S Case-feature which is feature-moved onto T at LF, and the Dfeature and $-feature of THEME, being [+interpretable], need not be checked off
(Recall that there is no need to worry about the Case-feature of LOCATIVE, because locative phrases may have no Case-feature.) This is the mechanism of locative inversion in Bantu.

3. Grammatical Function Splittin by Locative
Invers~on

The analysis of Bantu locative inversion sketched above provides a natural account of the subjecthood of LOCATIVE and the loss of subjecthood of THEME
in a clause with locative inversion. It was observed in $1 that the locative phrase

preposed by locative inversion gains the ability to control, which is (one of) the
most typical property (properties) of the grammatical hnction suar~cr.Remember
our hypothesis that the property of s u a ~ ~ isc ryielded by a [+construable]-feature
checking relation with Infl (=T). Since, under our analysis of Bantu locative inversion, the locative phrase in a clause with locative inversion checks T's EPP-feature
and &feature, both of which are [+construable], it naturally follows from the
above hypothesis, that the locative phrase preposed by locative inversion can
control
As we also observed in $1, THEME in an unaccusative clause without locative
inversion has the ability to induce the subject agreement and the ability to control,
while it loses these abilities when it is postposed by locative inversion. In our
analysis of locative inversion, THEME does not have any [+construable]-feature
checking relation with T throughout the derivation. Recall that our hypothesis is
that the subject properties are yielded only by a [+construable]-feature checking
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relation between MZ (=T) at LF. It follows from this hypothesis that THEME has
no subject properties in a clause with locative inversion in Bantu.

4. Deriving the Parametric Variation
Now recall that there is an interesting generalization about the parametric
variation concerning the relation of locative inversion and activelinverse alternation
in Bantu languages.
(10.18) A Generalization in Bantu Languages:

If a language L in Bantu allows activelinverse voice alternation, then L
also allows locative inversion, but not vice versa.
For example, Kinyarwanda allows both constructions, but Chichewa allows only
locative inversion. To the best of my knowledge there is no Bantu languages that
allows only activeiinverse voice alternation, though there are a lot of Bantu languages which allow only locative inversion.
Our analysis of locative inversion and activelinverse voice alternation naturally
accounts for the reason why languages like Chichewa allow locative inversion, but
disallow activeiinverse alternation Recall that we argued in Chapter 7. $1 that in
order for L to allow activeiinverse voice alternation, L must have v such that its
strong nominal feature attracts OBJ (i.e., the logical object) to its Spec before
SPELL-OUT. Now, suppose that v in those Chichewa-type languages has a weak
nominal feature, so that OBJ is never moved overtly to a Spec of v in those languages. Then, OBJ and SUBJ in a transitive clause are never in the same minimal
domain throughout the derivation in those languages. This means that OBJ can
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never pass over SUBJ in those languages; whence, the inverse construction, in
which OBJ moves over SUBJ to the Spec of T, never occurs in those languages.
On the other hand, given our assumption concerning the base-position of locative phrase, either locative phrase or THEME-DP can be attracted to the Spec of

IP before SPELL-OUT, regardless of the parametric difference of v in terms of its
strength. Since locative phrases have a D-feature in all Bantu languages, locative
inversion takes place in Bantu languages regardless of any parametric differences.

5. Lexical/ Syntactic Restriction on Locative
Inversion

Our analysis of locative inversion in Bantu also offers a consistent account of
the interesting observation by Bresnan (1994). Bresnan observes that locative inversion is blocked if there is an argument with a 0-role more highly ranked in the
Thematic Hierarchy than LOCATIVE in the relevant clause.
(10.19) Bresnan's (1994) observation:
Locative inversion is blocked if there is an argument with a 0-role
more highly ranked in the Thematic Hierarchy than LOCATIVE
in the relevant clause.
(Thematic Hierarchy: AGENT (> GOAL) > LOCATIVE > THEME)
Now suppose that each thematic role is projected in accordance with the thematic
hierarchy as illustrated in (10.20) (see 52.2 above for detail):
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'>\

LOCATIVE

V

THEME

Then, neither LOCATIVE argument nor THEME argument can be attracted to the
Spec of T unless AGENT argument (or GOAL, if any) is syntactically demoted.
This is because AGENT (or GOAL) argument is always closer to I d than LOCATIVE and THEME are, and, hence, AGENT (or GOAL) argument is always attracted by T unless it is syntactically demoted.
Furthermore, the analysis of locative inversion sketched above also gives a neat
explanation of the well-known fact that locative inversion is possible only if the
predicate involved is an unaccusative one. Following, essentially, Hale & Keyser's
(1991, 1993) assumption, I hypothesize that the AGENT argument of an
(intransitive) unergative verb is generated at the Spec of v just like AGENT of a
transitive verb (cf. Chomsky 1995b). Thus, the underlying structure of an
(intransitive) unergative verb looks like the following if LOCATIVE is also
involved:
(10.21)

VP

A
AGENT A

(lin2ar order irrelevant)

A
V(unersative)

LOCATIVE

As is evident from (10-21), LOCATIVE cannot be attracted to a position higher
than AGENT, because AGENT is always closer to the target than LOCATIVE.
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6. Im~licationson Inversion in Other LanFanes
6.1. Existential Constructions and Expletives
The locative inversion in Bantu just observed above is somewhat similar to the
impersonal existential construction with the expletive there in English and its
equivalents in other languages, in that the THEME-DP of an (intransitive) unaccusative verb remains within VP before SPELL-OUT in both constructions. Here it is
very interesting to note the difference between both constructions and its
consequences.
As observed, the locative phrase in a clause with locative inversion induces
subject agreement in Bantu. In other words, the THEME-DP has no relation with

Infl (=T) in this construction. In contrast, it is the THEME-DP in the English impersonal existential construction, but not the expletive there, that induces
subject-agreement.
(10.22) English
a. There seem/*seems three men in that garden.
b. There *seedseems a man in that garden.
According to Chomsky (1995b), the expletive there checks an EPP-feature of T in
overt syntax, but it is deleted at LF for the requirement of Full Interpretation. The
associate of the expletive (i.e., THEME-DP), instead, moves onto T at LF and enters into a $-feature checking relation and nominative Case-feature checlung relation with T; therefrom, the fact shown in (10.22) naturally follows. Notice that the
associate of the expletive (i.e., THEME-DP) is the only element that has a
[+construable]-featurechecking relation with T at LF in the English impersonal expletive construction.
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In $3 above I argued that, from our hypothesis that only an element that has a
[+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl (=T) at LF assumes the subject
properties such as the ability to control, it follows that the locative phrase gains the
ability to control when it is preposed by locative inversion in Bantu. Given this hypothesis, we, thus, immediately predict that it is the THEME-DP that has the ability to control in the English impersonal existential construction. According to
Chomsky (1995b), this is borne out, as shown by the (somewhat marginally) wellformed examples in (1 0-23a):
(10.23) English (Chomsky 1995b: p.274)
a. There amved three men, (last night) [ without PRO, identifjrlng
themselves 1.
b. *I met three menk(last night) [ without PRO, identifjrlng
themselves 1.
Incidentally, the contrast between (10-23a) and (10-23b) clearly shows that

OBJECT

has no ability to control the missing subject of the without ...ing construction."

"

In some languages, the a b i i to bind a reflexive might count as one of the properties of SUBJECT. But in En@ it is impossible to assume so, because the Enghsh reflexives
canbe bound by an object:
(i) Englzsh
a. I showed John, hhse& (in the mirror).
(l3arss & Lasmk 1986:p.347)
b. I showed John, to himse& (in the mirror). (Uriagereka 1988:p.369)
In Japanese, in contrast, no objects can b i d a (purely) subject-oriented reflexive:
(ii) Jipwse
Bill-ga, John-o, [zibun-zishinlil.,-no heya J d e nagut-ta.
-NOM
-ACC
self-~~KGENroom -at h~t-PAST
'Lit. B& hit John, in hunseIflil.,'sroom.'
In the literature on binding in Japanese it has been established that ah-ziishin can be bound
only by SUBJECT. See Katada (1991) and references crted therein. Therefore, the fact that
the associate of the expletive there cannot bind the reflexive in the following Enghsh example is not a problem:
(iii> English (Den Dikken 1995b:p.348)
a. Some applicants, seem to each other, [ to be eligiile for the job 1.
b. *There seem to each other, [ to be some applicants, eligible for the job 1.
For an attempt to cope with this sentence under the theory of feature chechg assumed in
this thesis, see Chomsky (1995b: $44.5) (though, his account is seriously challenged by
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Besides, according to Chomsky (1995b), the same holds true in the Italian and
German impersonal expletive constructions as well.l 2
Here it should be noted that in all the aforementioned languages, the associate
of the expletive induces subject-agreement; that is, the associate has the &feature
checking relation with I d . Hence, our hypothesis concerning grammatical hnction correctly tells that the associate has the ability to control in those languages.
In French, on the other hand, it is the expletive il, but not its associate, that induces subject-agreement (cf. Jaeggli 1981, Herschensohn 1982, and Burzio 1986).
Our hypothesis, thus, predicts that the associate in the existential construction does
not have the property of control the missing subject of the without ...ing construction in French. As Chomsky (1995b) points out, this prediction is also borne out.
(10.24) French (Chomsky 1995b: p.274)
*I1 est entre trois hornmes [ sans
s'annoncer 1.
EXP is entered three men
without identifying themselves
In this regard the existential construction in French resembles the locative inversion in Bantu. And our theory prosperously accounts for all of the cases.I3

Boikovic 1995 and L.asntk 1995). See, also, Chapter 8: fj1.4for relevant discussion.

'*

See Cardinaletti (1994) for more discussion. CE,also, PerImutter (1983) and Burzio (1986) for the Italian impersonal existential construction and Safk (1985) for the German one (and V i e r 1995for exist&
in Germanic languages).
l3

See Boikovic(l995) for an analysis of the feature-checking property of the ~t-type
expletive.
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6.2. Expletives and Long-Distance Agreement
In connection with the relation the expletive and its associate, it is interesting
to note the following fact, which comes from Icelandic.
In Chapter 8: 53 I claimed in depth that the dative subject in the Icelandic DSC
(dative subject construction) plays the role in checking off the strong EPP-feature
of T but it has no other checking relation with T; for, its case is assigned as an inherent Case and, hence, it need not be checked. It is widely known that Icelandic
allows the so-called transitive expletive construction (cf Jonas & Bobaljik 1993,
Chomsky 1994a, 1995b, and, especially, Jonas 1995). According to Chomsky
(1995b), the expletive merely plays the role in checking off the strong EPP-feature

of T. Then, the analysis of the Icelandic DSC presented in Chapter 9: 93 leads to
the prediction that, if the expletive is included in the numeration of the derivation
for a DSC, it is merged at the Spec of T, instead of the movement of the dativemarked EXP to that position. This prediction is borne out:
(10.25) Icelamdic
a. Mer
lika
ekki bilarnir.
~~(DA
like(3
T ) PL)NEG the-CNS(NOM)
'I don't like the cars.'
(Thrhinsson 1979: p.466)
b.

a

lika
einhverjuml*mmQ
ekki bilarnir.
EXP l i k e ( 3 ~ s~o) m e o n e ( ~ ~ ~ ) / mNEG
e ( ~the-cars(vo~)
~~)
'Someoneh do(es)n't like mice.'
(Schiitze 1993: p.345)

Here it is interesting to note that the so-called definiteness effect must be observed only by the dative-marked EXP.This is confirmed by the ill-formedness of
(10.26), where the nominative-marked THEME is indefinite:
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(10.26) Icelandic
Daa lika
einhverjum/*m&
ekki mys.
EXP l i k e ( 3 ~ S
~ )O ~ ~ O ~ ~ ( D A T )NEG
/ ~ ~f n( D
i ~Ae T( ~) 0 ~ )
'Someone/I do(es)nYtlike mice.'
Furthermore, it should be noted that the subject-agreement in the well-formed examples in (10.25b) and (10.26) is induced by the nominative-marked THEME, regardless of whether it is indefinite or definite
According to Chomsky (1995b), the N-feature of the expletive itselfneed to be
checked off by an indefinite NP at LF. In (10.26) the element with an N-feature
that is closest to the expletive is the dative-marked EXP. The N-feature of the
nominative-marked THEME cannot enter into a checking relation with the expletive because the dative-marked EXP, which has an N-feature, intervenes. Recall
that the nominative Case-feature of T as well as the $-feature of T is weak in Icelandic (Chapter 9: 63). Thus , in order to undergo a checking for its deletion at LF,
the nominative Case-feature of T attracts the nominative Case-feature that is
closest to it at LF. The nominative Case-feature of the nominative THEME is the
closest one in (10.26); whence, it is attracted at LF to enter into a checlung relation. But, notice that, as I repeatedly claimed elsewhere in this thesis (cf, also,
Chomsky's 1995 fall class lectures), the checking of T's nominative Case-feature
must coincide with the checking T's $-feature. The LF movement of the nominative Case-feature of the nominative THEME must accompany the movement of its
+-feature by utilizing the FREE-RIDE STRATEGY with

PIED-PIPING

(cf Chomsky

1995b); therefrom, it naturally follows that the subject-agreement in (10.26) is induced by the nominative THEME, which is remote from T.
Here it is noteworthy that the above explanation of the fact shown in (10.25b)
and (10.26) cannot be possible without the theory of multiple feature-checking in
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addition to Chomsky's (1995b) theory of expletives. Thus, as long as this explanation is valid, the fact lends strong support to our analysis of DSC by means of the
theory of multiple feature-checking.

6.3. A Very Short Note on English Locative Inversion
As is well-known, English has a kind of locative inversion, in which a locative

PP appears at the clause-initial position with a THEME (or, sporadically AGENT)
argument lingering within VP in overt syntax (Levin 1985a, Coopmans 1989,
Hoekstra & Mulder 1990, Rochemont & Culicover 1990, Bresnan 1994, Watanabe 1994b, Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995, to list a few).
(10.27) English (Bresnan 1993: p.75)
a. i. A lamp was in the comer.
ii. In the comer was a lamp.

b.

i.
ii.

My fnend Rose was sitting among the guests.
Among the guests was sitting my friend Rose.

According to Bresnan (1993) and Bresnan & Kanerva (1992), the preposed locative phrase in the English locative inversion construction, unlike the one in the
Bantu locative inversion construction, shows mixed status of SUBJECT. Bresnan
(1993), among many others, extensively examines how much the preposed locative
phrase behaves like a subject. The following two of her arguments are decisive and
crucial for our concern. First, it does not induce subject-agreement:
(10.28) English (Bresnan 1993: p.95)
a. In the swamp was/*were found a child.
b. In the swamp *was/were found two children.
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This clearly shows that it is not the preposed locative phrase, but the postposed
THEME argument that enters into a @-featurechecking relation with T. l4 Furthermore, the preposed locative phrase in English, unlike the one in Bantu, cannot
control:
(10.29) English

a.

A woman, stood on the comer [ without PRO, being near another
woman 1.

b. *On the corner, stood a woman [ without PRO, being another
woman 1.

From this fact, our theory of the ability to control leads to the conclusion that tells
us that the preposed locative phrase in English has no [+construable]-feature
checking relation with T at all. In contrast, the postposed THEME argument can
control. This shows that it retains the ability to control even in the locative inversion construction, as shown in (10.30):
(10.30) English

On the comer stood a woman, [ without PRO, being near another
woman 1.
Hence, I conclude that these facts should be interpreted as showing that the
preposed locative phrase in English, just like the expletive there, has no grarnmatical hnction suar~cr.'~

l4
l5

Moreover, the word order tells us that this checkmg takes place at LF.

Obviously m e ( i i r t a n t ) questionsremain unsolved What checks off the strong
EPP-feature of T in a clause wrth locative inversion? Why is it that the preposed locative
phrase can undergo raising?, etc. I leave these questions open here.
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In this chapter I claimed that the structural derivation of Bantu locative inversion as well as the grammatical hnction splitting phenomena involved in it are given a natural account under the theory of multiple feature-checking. It was also
demonstrated that the parametric variation between Bantu languages in terms of
the coincidence of locative inversion and activehnverse alternation is accounted for
in a consistent manner. And I touched upon some of the implications of the analysis presented here to some other constructions that have some similarities to the
locative inversion construction in Bantu.
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Wfienevlanations ma e no sense, w h n every answer is wong
~ou're&htiy w'th st confuenre, allever tations'vegone
trm h cone to nuke a break Mme on, Don't h l t a t e
Breakout!
Don't stop to as now ou 'vefound a 6reak to ma@ at lat
You'vevegot tofinda way an say w t you want to say, B R m o U T '

%

f

&

"Break Out" by Swing Out Sister

In this thesis I devoted myself to elucidating the significance of formal featurechecking to grammatical functions such as SUFIJECT and

OJUECT.

More specifically,

I proposed the hypothesis that the ability to control (the missing subject in a

subordinate/co-ordinateladverbial clause, the ability to bind a (purely) subjectoriented reflexive, and the ability to induce subject-agreement, all of which have
been regarded in the literature as subject properties without doubt, are yielded by a
[+construable]-feature checking relation with Infl (=T), and I demonstrated that
this hypothesis is well substantiated on empirical grounds. To implement the hypothesis, I adopted a theory of multiple feature-checking, under which each feature
of a single head may be independently allowed to enter into more than one checking relation.
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Before concluding this thesis, I would llke to sketch out some possible applications/extensions of the theory presented here. One possibility is to apply/extend the
theory to the issues around ergativity: Recently, it has been often reported in the
literature that ergativity and split ergativity can bring fruithl consequences to the
theory of Case and agreement (Johns 1992, Murasugi 1992, Bobaljik 1993, Laka
1993, Mahajan 1994, to appear a,b, Bittner & Hale to appear a,b, to list a few).
Since, in some syntactic respects, the ergative construction behaves like DSCs, it is
expected that the analysis of DSCs presented in Chapter 9 will shed a light on the
issues involved in ergativity.
Another possibility is to apply the theory to the issues concerning (non-)configurationality. Since Hale (1983), there has long been a controversy as to whether
the so-called free word order languages like Japanese and Walpiri is configurational or not. Miyagawa (1994, 1995) suggests that an extensive use of multiple Specs
results in non-configurationality. Whether it finally succeeds or not, the pursuit
along this line will have big consequences to the theory of configurationality and
word order in general.
Another possibility is to apply the theory to the issues concerning the polysynthesis parameter of Baker (1995). According to Baker (1995), arguments can be
base-generated at a position adjoined to some maximal projection, a position
which is remote from the positions where they are expected to be assigned their 8role. As Chomsky (1995b) envisaged, the theory of multiple feature-checking is
expected to provide a more principled account of the phenomena that Baker
(1995) tries to capture by invoking the above parameter
Promising and worth pursuing though they are, I leave to hture research to explore these possibilities.
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